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 This book has been written as a dialogue that started many years ago. 
More precisely, it started during a morning run along the Arno River in 
2009 when we both participated in a summer school on political anthro-
pology IPASS, organized by Agnes Horvath. During the run, we real-
ized the extent to which our ideas and interests converged. We shared 
the same passion for anything relating to Italian society and history, from 
football, to cooking, to party politics, and to religion. It even turned out 
that Rosario was born and bred very close to the town in the Cilento 
area where Bjørn had married into an Italian family. Contursi Terme and 
Pollica are both small hill-towns of the Salerno region less than 60 miles 
apart. Moreover, both of us had lived and studied for longer periods in 
both Rome and Central Italy (Viterbo and Florence) and in the Italian 
North-East (Trieste and Padova), where we also both have family. 

 We also quickly realized that we liked to read and think across the dis-
ciplines. In fact, this book is not easy to place in a disciplinary category. 
It is evidently a book on history, with hours of archival work behind it, 
but as the reader will hopefully appreciate, the analysis we try to provide 
moves between social theory, anthropology, and philosophy. In fact, one 
of the main aims of this book is to bring the wider fi eld of Italian studies 
closer to important developments in social and anthropological theories, 
and vice versa, to situate Italy as a pivotal case for any meaningful attempt 
to theorize modernity. 

 A dialogue is always an open space. The dialogical landscape we have 
been moving within has been animated by a polyphony of voices that have 
stimulated our thinking and feeling in ways that are diffi cult to pin down 
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with words. We have been constantly inspired by the ideas and thoughts of 
our friends and colleagues: Arpad Szakolczai, Agnes Horvath, and Harald 
Wydra. 

 Special thanks also go to our colleagues with whom we have, during 
the writing of this book, been working intensely on a European research 
project related to memory and identity in contemporary Europe, a proj-
ect with many links to the concerns of this book: Christian Karner, Aline 
Sierp, Marcin Napiórkowski, Giorgos Bithymitris, Zinovia Lialiouti, and 
Leyla Neyzi. 

 While working on this book we have both worked at or been affi liated 
with a host of institutions, providing us with computers, libraries, coffee 
machines, wonderful colleagues, and a sense of home in a world of con-
stant movement. Bjørn received generous support from the Department 
of Social Science and Business at Roskilde University toward the writing of 
the book and also benefi ted from a research semester spent at the Institute 
of Anthropology, University of Copenhagen. Rosario found support 
and encouragement on both sides of the ocean—at Cambridge, Padova, 
Princeton, NYU, and Columbia. 

 Because we have never worked at the same institution, much of our 
dialogue has been electronic, ping-ponging texts and ideas across the 
Atlantic. However, the substantial ideas behind this book took shape 
during encounters at conferences or workshops around the world dur-
ing the last couple of years. In fact, since our morning run in Florence, 
we have been running and working together in London, Nottingham, 
Copenhagen, New York, Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Washington. 
There is an extent to which we should dedicate this book to our running 
shoes, but this is not the place for brand advertisement. We have been 
discussing our ideas behind the book with friends and colleagues in all 
these cities and express our gratitude to all of them. They are too many 
to be named—they know who they are. The proofs—and how could it be 
otherwise?—were fi nished in Jerusalem. 

 Writing a book together is sometimes hard work. However, it is also 
a gracious experience, as co-authorship most fundamentally grows out of 
unbroken cycles of gift giving. As Arnold van Gennep wrote long ago, 
anticipating his friend Marcel Mauss, the circulation of goods, objects, 
and ideas serves to create continuous social bonds. Gift giving is the con-
fi rmation of a bond, and ‘to accept a gift is to be bound to the giver’. True 
friendship emanates from gift giving. For the Greeks,  philia  concerned 
not only friendship between two human beings but also a sense of love, 
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vocation, and loyalty toward one’s family, toward one’s profession, and 
toward one’s political community. Indeed, we stand on the shoulders of 
colleagues within our profession and their love of wisdom, humbly build-
ing on to generations of accumulated knowledge. We have been helped 
by and acted within our concrete political communities. Our families have 
been patient and loving all the way through. The family, as we all know, 
is indeed an important Italian institution. It also remains an existential 
anchorage point. 

 That is why we dedicate this book to friendship, to  philia . Not only 
to our own friendship, but to that universal value, to that bond without 
which human existence would lose all value.  
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    CHAPTER 1   

      Any visitor to the picturesque Umbrian town of Spoleto, elegantly tossed 
against the Apennine foothills, will eventually fi nd him or herself in front 
of the Cathedral of Saint Mary Assumption. Before entering, it is impos-
sible not to contemplate the façade. The most striking feature of the upper 
façade is certainly the portrait of  Christ giving a Benediction , signed by a 
certain Solsternus. But what is really striking is not only the portrait itself, 
but evenly so the inscription below, which is very easy to miss, but which 
reads as follows:

   Hæc est picture quam fecit fat placitura  
  Doctor Solfernus hac fummus in arte modernus  
  Annis inventis cum feptem mille duecentis  

   This picture which will please well 
 Was made by Doctor Solfernus, the ablest of the Moderns in this Art 
 In the year 1207. 

 In other words, in the early thirteenth century, there lived in Umbria 
a certain doctor Solfernus who thought of himself as a modern person. It 
is not easy to know what exactly he meant by this; a thorough discussion 
of this nontrivial question is much beyond what we can or will discuss 
in the present book. The point we want to make is a more general one. 
Discourses of modernity as applied to Italy in the ‘modern period’ have 
mostly missed the mark, cataloging Italy as a ‘latecomer to modernity’, 
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running behind the more ‘advanced’ European countries, the true home-
lands of political and economic revolutions. Italy was rarely a latecomer 
to modernity, but quite often a ‘fi rst-comer’. This was not only the case 
for the Renaissance period. If modernity is not simply understood as a 
predefi ned ‘cultural program’, but approached instead as a specifi c kind 
of historical self-understanding, we need to realize that Italy represents 
a privileged entry point into the comparative analysis of ideas, ideolo-
gies, and experiences of modernity,  especially  as these developed from the 
French Revolution onwards. 

 This book revisits modern Italian political history from the late nine-
teenth century until the present. Our aim is to analyze the multitude of 
historical narratives that took shape during crucial junctures in the coun-
try’s political history, narratives that in different periods came to underpin 
cultural identity and political legitimacy. In particular, we analyze how 
thinkers belonging to four main ideological ‘clusters’—Catholics, liberals, 
communists, fascists—have formulated multiple and often antagonistic 
visions of modernity. In these competing narratives of the modern, epics 
of historical events that grounded modern nationhood were continuously 
shaped by changing fi gurations of the political present. 

 The more specifi c Italian debate will serve to cast new light on two 
central questions in contemporary historical and social theoretical debates: 
in what ways  exactly  are modernities pluralized within concrete historical 
and sociopolitical contexts? And what is the active role of memory politics 
in the formulation of alternative modernities? Let us, before we briefl y 
outline the contents of the chapters to follow, provide a rationale and a 
general analytical framework for each of these questions. 

   ITALY AND THE MODERN: REASSESSING 
ANALYTICAL PARADIGMS 

 As a nation, Italy has ritually been described, in popular, academic, and 
political discourse, as ‘backwards’, a country struggling to catch up with 
modernity. 1  The most well-known fi gure symbolizing this position is 
no doubt Pinocchio. 2  Pinocchio is the funny, charming but also unreli-
able puppet always aspiring to but never quite reaching maturity. Carlo 
Collodi’s Pinocchio stories were written in the post-unifi cation period, 
and fi rst appeared in an Italian children’s magazine from 1880. Collodi 
was a disenchanted supporter of the original Risorgimento. He had served 
as a volunteer with Tuscany during the wars of liberation, 1848–1860. 
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Before turning to children stories, Collodi mostly wrote bitingly about 
politics. The story of Pinocchio captures in allegorical form the fate of 
backward Italy, always awaiting its true liberation and coming to maturity. 
The mischievous puppet aspires to true childhood, but his bad, immature 
behavior seems to condemn him to perpetual puppet-hood. Only after 
demonstrating human virtue does he become a real boy and human. His 
path of metamorphosis follows the track of Italian history, from a pup-
pet forced to move at the control of others, to a donkey (a symbol for 
blind adherence to Church doctrine much favored by nineteenth-century 
Italian caricaturists), and, fi nally, after much struggling, fatigue, and sym-
bolic death, to an autonomous personality, arguably a fi gurative emblem 
of a completed Risorgimento. 3  

 The vocabulary of backwardness or lack of modernity applied to Italy 
is everywhere to be found—as John Agnew has correctly noted 4 —and 
it is not our aim here to provide an overview of the debates. 5  By way of 
illustration let us simply invoke discussions of Italy’s economy, so thor-
oughly dominated by the theme of the country’s ‘lagging behind’ and 
‘catching up’ relative to the economies of northern Europe. Economic 
historians Nicola Rossi and Gianni Toniolo write that ‘given Italy’s relative 
backwardness around the turn of the century, a higher long-term growth 
rate might have been expected’. 6  The authors here refer to the turn of 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. However, the timeless nature of 
the statement is underscored when the authors in a later work discuss the 
immediate post–World War II period with terms that should already by 
now ring familiar: ‘It might be argued that, given Italy’s relative back-
wardness around 1950, a higher long-term growth rate could have been 
expected, such as to allow a full catch up with Germany.’ 7  Need we remark 
that it is this very language that European economists employ in the con-
text of today’s European economic crisis? 

 Given this persistent tendency to bespeak Italy as lacking in modernity 
in what seems like an irreducible time lag, it would obviously be wrong 
to entirely dismiss this discourse. The metaphor has become the preferred 
way of dealing with Italian differences relative to an idealized European 
modernity. The idea of Italy running behind modernity has evidently also 
become part of a self-ascribed identity, an identity that has imploded also 
due to continuous attempts of classifi cation and defi nition reproduced by 
foreign scholars, often working within an Anglo-Saxon tradition. This is 
therefore not to say that the metaphor of backward Italy is necessarily false 
in all its usage. However, as analysts we need to go behind and beyond it. 
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As a widespread view of Italy and its history, the discourse has three inter-
related shortcomings that need to be pointed out: 

 First, to describe and catalog societies as more or less modern remains a 
descriptive attempt tied to, and often dependent upon, a value judgment. 
This remains so even if the ‘hierarchy of values’ behind the judgment 
often remains implicit and unarticulated. As John Agnew has pointed out, 
the image and the metaphor of backward Italy has become an idealized 
myth where a metaphor has substituted real analysis. 8  The intrinsically 
normative character of the terms ‘backward’ and ‘modern’ is systemati-
cally obscured. Herein lies their discursive power which we should scru-
tinize, not adopt as our uncritical starting point of analysis. While such 
forms of classifi cation of the ‘other’ as less modern (and less ‘rational’) 
have been rightly denuded via decades of refl exivity and disciplinary cri-
tique within anthropology 9  and history—especially with regard to rep-
resenting and doing research in colonial and postcolonial settings 10 —it 
is remarkable just how untouched the ‘lack of modernity discourse’ has 
remained with respect to social and historical research on Italy. If an imagi-
nary Edward Banfi eld today had republished a study of, say, South Africa, 
insisting to narrate a local society as backwards and amoral (as Banfi eld 
did in his original 1958 publication devoted to a small community/town 
in the south of Italy 11 ), it would be—rightly so—countered by screaming 
hordes of critique. We really need to start asking ourselves why this is not 
the case for Italy. 

 Second, when insisting to defi ne Italy as running behind modernity, 
we are, wittingly or not, matching Italy against a prototype model. Which 
model? Well, this of course depends on the person speaking and making 
the judgment. But as a general picture, the implicit models have tended to 
be England, France, or, sometimes (especially in the economic literature), 
Germany. Italy is seen as an ‘exception’ to a norm which celebrates a linear 
account of state and nation building, based on the experiences of single 
countries—and often analyzed within academic discourse that fl ow from 
those same countries. Scholars have been able to label Italy as a unique 
case only by ignoring the experiences of numerous southern and eastern 
European nations, whose paths to modernity differed considerably from 
the (much idealized!) histories of the Great Powers. By expanding one’s 
sample to include other nations—such as Turkey or Poland or other east-
ern European countries also combining religion and Communism into 
their social texture—Italy suddenly starts to look more ‘typical’ (while 
Whiggish England might slowly start to look peculiar indeed!). Comparison 
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with Balkan nations, particularly in the last turbulent decade of the twen-
tieth century, may well help to mute statements about Italy’s inherently 
fractured nature, while also encouraging a more careful search for the 
sources of nationalist violence and separatism in post-Cold War Europe. 
Following here the suggestion of Iain Chambers, instead of measuring Italy 
against unrealistic ideal-types, Italy can be meaningfully placed in a wider 
Mediterranean map, a region whose fundamental fl uid, hybrid nature has 
long been obscured by the categories and structures imposed by European 
discourse and government. 12  

 Third, the vocabulary of ‘backwardness’ leads to an imposition of con-
ceptual uniformity and unrefl exive adaptation of terms that may be alien to 
concrete persons and the wider communities which actively seek to shape 
the modern. As a discourse, it may say little or nothing about the  meaning  
actors themselves search for in their present. Here the task of analysis, we 
argue, is  not  to arrive at some correct and exhaustive defi nition of what 
modernity really ‘is’ and then deductively apply the defi nition to a specifi c 
research area or historical period as means of ‘measurement’. The result of 
such an operation will remain not only problematically ethnocentric, but 
also, and more seriously, teleological and analytically fl awed. The analytical 
task remains to see how, in given historical periods, and in the thought and 
political projects of concrete persons and movements, modernity became 
elaborated from  within . 

 In sum, the ‘running behind modernity’ approach to Italy is norma-
tively problematic, analytically obfuscating, and theoretically disabling. In 
this sense, our larger aim is to recognize attempts to articulate an Italian 
political and cultural identity that do  not  simply accept the (fairy) tale 
of unilineal modernization, and that do not simply use English liberal 
democracy, French nation-state centralization, and German economic 
organization as mirror images to imitate. Italian thinkers have for centu-
ries been engaged in ways to understand Italy’s particular European iden-
tity, going to depths with the question of how models of modernization 
from elsewhere could be adopted, or not, to Italy. This has also involved 
attempts to formulate visions of modernity where Italy had something 
positive or unique to put on offer. 

 In fact, quests for ‘modernity’ have often begun and ended on the 
Italian peninsula. Italy badly needs to be pushed into the heartland of 
contemporary social theory, as the frictions of modernity have been played 
out more visibly and dramatically here than possible anywhere else in the 
world. It was here (let us not forget!) that the very concepts of the ‘mod-
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ern’ and the ‘secular’ fi rst emerged. Italy is the homeland of a series of 
modern ‘fi rsts’, including Fascism, Eurocommunism, and modern, insti-
tutionalized Christian Democracy. From different angles and in different 
periods, alternatives to the singular narrative of an Enlightenment ‘French 
Revolution’ version of modernity, based on pure reason and autonomy, 
were articulated; alternatives that, in Catholic versions, reincorporated 
transcendence as a legitimate perspective of truth and reason, and rean-
chored democracy, justice, and freedom in a religiously argued ethos; 
alternatives that in the fascist experience fatally sought to position Italy as 
the harbinger of a utopian state of perfection, blazing the modernist trail 
for the entire world  against  the French and British ‘liberal’ models; alter-
natives that in Italian Gramsci-inspired Communism sought to reground 
Marxist theory in the historical specifi cities of the nation, suggesting alter-
native pathways for the country’s modernization process toward Socialism. 
These attempts did not just unfold within the realm of ideas; they were 
institutionalized in a series of ways that we will indicate as we go along, 
infl uencing constitutional formulations, party politics, collective identities, 
and memory tropes, and often in antagonistic ways, fracturing the social 
body as much as bringing it together. 

 The perspective we propose implies the recognition of historically con-
tingent, multiple and shifting articulations of modernity, which has never 
been a monolithic unit and singular event in history. 13  At the analytical 
level, we suggest a diverse trajectory in which to think of Italy less as 
always desperately seeking to ‘catch up’ with its northern neighbors, and 
more in terms of its composite Mediterranean and European specifi cities. 
It need not be said, but the Italian case is especially worthy of attention 
at a time when the paradigms and historical trajectories of modernity are 
in question. 

 In short, and to be still more explicit, the substantiality of Italian con-
tributions to the formation of modern ideas cannot be overlooked or 
drowned in moral and political rhetoric which systematically dumps Italy 
as a latecomer to modernity desperately trying to catch up. If we for very 
good reasons no longer accept such a deterministic, teleological termi-
nology for people and events in Turkey, Nigeria, South Africa, Brazil, or 
China, we should not allow it to apply within Europe either. We need to 
recognize that there never was one single Western ‘program of moder-
nity’, toward which everyone could simply tune in—far from it. We need 
to pluralize Europe’s modernity from within.  
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   THE PRESENT IN THE PAST: ON THE ANTHROPOLOGY 
OF MEMORY AND RESURRECTION 

 The advent of the new is an old tradition for Italy. From the vantage point 
of a shifting present, past events were continuously reinterpreted, forgot-
ten, remembered and sometimes ‘reinvented’. The continuous importance 
of reopening its historical archive and reassessing its history was always 
already an ongoing political and social process, toward which any historian 
of Italy must refl exively position him or herself, knowing that we are part 
of the very discursive fi eld we try to come to terms with. Also here, we 
need to put Italian studies writ large ‘through the looking-glass’. 14  

 Indeed, just as Italy represents a precious laboratory for thinking 
through modernity, so is Italy in an unrivaled position for discussing mem-
ory politics, the past in the present and the present in the past. In fact, the 
Italian historical experience sits in a pivotal position for the very notion 
of reshaping the present in the mirror image of the past. Images and nar-
ratives of renaissance and resurgence are near-universal phenomena. In a 
comparative perspective, the articulation of historical memory in Italy has 
a privileged status for historical enquiry, as Italy was indeed the birthplace 
of a series of rebirths, including of course the Renaissance. 

 Italy’s history of rebirths certainly relates to an anthropological 
dimension. Rites of death and rebirth were deeply embedded in the 
peasant traditional and millenarian culture, 15  and were still common 
in Southern Italy as late as the 1950s, as Ernesto De Martino docu-
mented so vividly and powerfully. 16  The notion of a resurrection—fol-
lowing upon suffering and death—is the strongest moral principle of the 
Catholic tradition and no doubt its most central symbolic image. As a 
symbol, it not only means, but also  evokes  manifold sentiments and con-
noted images that relate to fundamental human experiences: suffering, 
sacrifi ce, loss, overcoming, defeat, victory, death. Far from belonging 
only to political history, therefore, the very notion of a resurrection must 
be placed at the heart of people’s world-making, and far back in time. 
Italians have for centuries become familiar with images of resurrection 
via paintings, frescoes, sculptures, crucifi xes, and via popular narratives 
underpinning these symbols, biblical or not. Much more than simply an 
offi cial religion, Catholicism has provided a vast archive and palimpsest 
of tropes, symbols, and images which express the idea of keeping the 
present anchored to a never fulfi lled past-cum-future, most directly via 
the narrative of the Resurrection and the Second Coming of Christ. 
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 At various points in history, this deeper-lying symbolic imagery became 
linked to the political present. This never happened in a random fashion: 
the invocation of a past that could resurrect the present always took force 
in historical transition periods, in what Reinhardt Koselleck called a  sat-
telzeit . 17  Using a different terminology, the need to reanchor the pres-
ent in the past became an urgent need in liminal transition periods. 18  
Translated into politics, the image of resurrection would become tied to a 
perceived need to free Italy (or parts thereof) from a poisoning and moral 
threat, whether endogenous or exogenous. In order to establish a mean-
ingful political society, the problems of the present had to be overcome 
by returning to the promises lying dormant in the remote or not-so-
remote past. Religious imagery has thus been transformed into political 
and cultural identity, crossing a boundary between ‘sacred’ and ‘secular’ 
that in many cases was not clearly visible or perhaps meaningful at all. 

 The perennial affi rming of a forever-resurgent Italy has emphasized a 
historical continuity which embodied the paradox of building anew what is 
supposed to exist inherently. Italy ‘pare nata per risuscitare le cose morte’ 
(‘seems born to bring dead things alive’), wrote Niccolò Machiavelli dur-
ing a critical moment of the Renaissance. 19  In fact, the Renaissance was 
itself a double rebirth: it was, as well analyzed by Arpad Szakolczai, 20  an 
attempt to make alive, in a harmonious balance, the best of the Greek 
classical traditions and Christianity. But even here it should of course be 
remembered that while both of these traditions—what we normally see as 
the foundations of Western civilization—certainly saw themselves as rep-
resenting something new, they also involved a self-conception tied to an 
idea of bringing alive something which was always already there, a recog-
nition of foundations. They thus bear witness to a tendency to return to 
 foundational and timeless principles during crisis periods. As Karl Jaspers 
wrote in his analysis of the Axial Age as a ‘pivotal’ age, ‘there are ages of 
change, which see upheavals that, in extreme instances, appear to go to the 
roots of humanity itself ’. 21  

 The Renaissance, in all its greatness, represented Italy’s last period of 
cultural and political rebirth before the onset of modernity. Three centu-
ries later, the Risorgimento would establish itself as the overall term with 
which to understand the events that took place in the period from 1815 
to 1870, the period leading up to the constitution of a unifi ed nation-state 
with Rome as capital. This was not only a period involving a series of cru-
cial events: the notion of the Risorgimento, already during the nineteenth 
century, became tied to a prophecy of a better future which had to rely 
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and feed upon the memory of a celebrated and elevated past. As we dis-
cuss throughout the book, the Risorgimento established as the underlying 
memory trope in which thinkers and political movements of twentieth 
century Italy sought the ground for their own legitimation and ideologi-
cal-cum-cultural self-understanding. 

 The term itself, Risorgimento, denotes a double return: ‘sorgere’ means 
to ‘rise’, or ‘elevate’, ‘stand up again’ (‘levarsi su’), and the prefi x ‘ri-’ gives 
the term a double effect. The term is ambivalent (resurgence and falling, 
death and resurrection), as it contains within it a sense of national decline 
or failure, and, with its constant reference to a most glorious past, contains 
within it the seeds of its own disappointment. Risorgimento is a noun, 
and as such it denotes that larger political–cultural–social movement that 
would put Italy back on its feet. However, this process of unifi cation 
had a religious and literary origin. Risorgimento  is  a religious concept, 
as in ‘Resurrezione’, a Second Coming. The term was fi rst used by the 
Jesuit Saverio Bettarelli, and was later adopted by Vincenzo Gioberti and 
Vittorio Alfi eri. Giacomo Leopardi invoked the term with emphasis in 
the long poem  Il Risorgimento  (1828), with a clearly existential and reli-
gious meaning. The political Risorgimento came later. That Risorgimento 
did not undo religious aspects, as is often assumed: quite the contrary, 
it founded a political and military narrative on the basis of that religious 
symbolism. Without understanding this underpinning and interweaving, 
we would not be able to understand the continuous resurgence of the 
Risorgimento in Italian history and culture. 

 And in fact, the Risorgimento was characterized with references to his-
torical and moral rebirth—to an idea of national regeneration as opposed 
to the degeneration of Italians. 22  Quite often, writers and artists would 
understand the Risorgimento as a reference to Dante and his critique of 
the present. Italy, as Ugo Foscolo put it, was a ‘prostitute land’ ( Ultime 
lettere di Jacopo Ortis , 1801) left with nothing ‘except memory’ ( Dei 
Sepolcri , 1807). The political liberation of Italy from the foreign invaders 
inextricably linked with an internal and ‘spiritual’ liberation and resurrec-
tion, where even the republican ideal of ‘freedom’ would become tied to 
a religious and existential meaning. The cultural texts of the Risorgimento 
such as novels, poems, paintings, popular histories, music, theater, archi-
tecture, generally focused on suffering, danger, and repression: a hero 
betrayed, a woman dishonored, a land oppressed by foreign tyranny, the 
harsh experience of the exile. To counter this threat an equal emphasis on 
the redemptive power of courage, rebellion and martyrdom, and an exal-
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tation of individual and collective struggle in the defense of the moral or 
physical survival of the community emerged as powerful semantic tropes. 23  
This again, we stress, was nothing radically new, but it developed with par-
ticular force throughout the nineteenth century and within a post-1789 
marked by the emancipatory appeals of the French Revolution. Through 
Alessandro Manzoni’s infl uential  I promessi sposi  ( The Betrothed , 1840–
1841) generations of Italians were exposed to the making of Italy by read-
ing the allegory of individual and communal resurgence in a symbolic 
universe where inner purity and tenacity struggled with external tyranny 
and exploitation. 24  

 It was around such a continuously evolving memory politics that a true 
epic of nationhood developed, as if around a pearl of lost perfection. The 
present was seen as corrupt, decadent, and unfulfi lled, and it had to be 
corrected by revoking the splendors of the past, back at least to the Roman 
Republic and Empire, or also the founding of a Rome- center Christian 
Church in the early century CE, and the other period of cultural rebirths 
and acknowledged greatness of Italy. The notion of an Italian resurgence 
thus was used to suggest the immanent and inevitable nature of the Italian 
nation. The ideal existence of this imagined nation had been prefi gured, 
as the supporters of national unifi cation affi rmed, in the emergence from 
the thirteenth century onward of a language and a culture common to 
governing elites of the various political entities that dotted the Italian 
peninsula before 1860. Long before its formal constitution as a nation-
state, Italy had a well-defi ned linguistic and cultural shape imposed on 
it by the economic, social, cultural, and political elites of the peninsula, 
by also by the foreigners who periodically invaded or toured it (or both). 
These epics of the nation as a cultural and linguistic community contrasted 
enormously with the cultural and linguistic diversity of the Italian states 
of the pre-unifi cation period, and with the social realities of the coun-
try after its formal unifi cation. Cultural Italianness was therefore always 
a form of selective consciousness and reading of history, which ennobled 
and retrieved some traditions and fragments of the past, while excluding 
others. It was on the basis of this consciousness that the patriots of the 
Risorgimento came to agree on the idea of consistent and continuous 
existence of a national cultural and a national character. And it was this 
consciousness that the nation-builders struggled to translate into a politi-
cal fact, almost against the odds of the deep divisions and differences sepa-
rating region from region, class from class, Italians from Italians.  
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   METHODOLOGY: LIMINALITY AND ‘PROBLEMATIZATION’ 
 What has been said so far relates to the more specifi c methodological 
approach adopted. Far from judging or measuring historical accounts based 
on their veracity, we argue that historical tropes must be analyzed as relatively 
open-ended images of the world, representing a  weltbild . We here follow 
the approach developed by Michel Foucault and Jan and Aleida Assmann. 
Scholars have often examined the present- oriented history-writing strategies 
of political elites from an instrumentalist perspective. According to such a 
view, elites actively manipulate historical memory in the attempt to shape the 
citizenship and enforce a national identity—an attempt that may often be 
combined with the need to establish their own or the state’s political legiti-
macy. 25  Without necessarily disregarding this manipulative dimension, the 
approach we here develop takes a different track. 

 We focus on the meaning-giving power of memories and symbols and 
on aspirations and expectations formulated by people and elites under con-
ditions of political and existential  uncertainty . Under such circumstances, 
‘interests’ may far from always seem as crystal clear as they do with the 
benefi t of historical hindsight. Adopting here the view of Harald Wydra, 
the Risorgimento was not only a myth continuously invented in the pres-
ent but also a ‘social organism in gestation’ generating symbols and mean-
ings that remained alive in representations, discursive patterns, political 
symbolism, and performative ritual actions. 26  In Michel Foucault’s terms, 
the Risorgimento—as any other signifi cant feature of Italian historical 
memory—can be seen as a series of archeological strata, each of which 
constitutes a different discursive formation, or set of rules for thinking and 
speaking about the world. 27  

 Whenever facing political and existential crisis, Italian thinkers and 
writers would somehow seek to identify themselves as Italians and try 
to rebuild a sense of community relying on the benign unifying image 
of the resurgence in the making. As Jan and Aleida Assmann have sug-
gested, beyond the shaping, confi guring, and engineering of an institu-
tional bonding memory (political memory), marked by minimal content 
and symbolic reductionism, elites and members of a political community 
share a cultural memory. 28  ‘Cultural memory’ is the arsenal of symbolic 
forms, images, myths, sagas, legends that languish in a state that at the 
margin come close to disappearance and oblivion, yet remains accessible 
across millennia, as it can be reactivated in the treasure store of individuals 
and collectivities. Cultural memory points to the  longue durée  by which 
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the complex history of a community has been mediated and translated 
throughout regime changes via a diversity of media, making complex sym-
bolic forms available to everybody. Media of cultural memory comprise 
artifacts such as texts, pictures, and sculptures as well as spatial composi-
tions such as monuments, architecture, landscape, and temporal orders 
such as feasts, customs, rituals—that is,  writing , understood in the broad-
est possible sense. 29  

 Writing is not simply a means of communication but represents a stor-
age system where the past can endure, return, and speak again, making 
cultural memory many-layered, complex, and full of tension. Writing 
becomes, in other words, ‘a place of refuge to which the repressed and the 
inopportune can retreat, and a background from which what is forgot-
ten can re-emerge, a place of latency’. 30  Meaning and knowledge of the 
past are stored in libraries, museum, or archives, making it neither actively 
remembered nor totally forgotten, remaining accessible for future use. 
The concept of storage underlines the importance of cultural forms of the 
unconscious, which elude the structuring capacity of functional and pur-
pose-oriented use of memory (political and institutional memory). As 
argued by Jan Assmann, cultural texts defi ne the identity and cohesiveness 
of a society, give consciousness of unity and sense of belonging, structure 
the world of meaning within which communication takes place, sustaining 
a group’s identity through generations. 31  

 Following the Assmanns, the remote past has more  agency  than the 
present. In the case we discuss here, the Risorgimento constitutes the 
historical mold out of which people tried to shape subsequent collective 
memories. The Risorgimento has laid down the tracks along which the 
politics of memory in Italy has run. We therefore suggest to conceptualize 
the Risorgimento as a complex of historical symbols that in turn constitute 
the semi-permanent tropes which provides a sense of historical continuity 
between lived memory (present) and national history (past), or, in Jan 
Assmann’s terms, as the codes that oversee the transformation of commu-
nicative (everyday) memory into cultural memory. 32  

 It is also in this sense that our focus is not  simply  on intellectual and 
political thought. We here follow the Austrian thinker Eric Voegelin in 
his approach to political thought, arguing for an experientially based 
approach. 33  Voegelin essentially argued that human experiences are con-
nected to thought. In his attempt to establish a foundation of political 
science, Voegelin recognized that political thought itself had to be under-
stood as symbolizations of real human experiences. Voegelin argued that 
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thoughts are not simply second-order refl ections of ‘reality’, but are them-
selves part of a historical process. 34  Voegelin was particularly interested 
in human experiences during crisis periods, where the taken-for-granted 
order of the world stopped to exist. He therefore focused upon the ways 
in which individual thinkers lived through a certain period, attempting to 
make sense of their experiences, and searching for ways out of the crisis. 

 To sum up, this book wants to show that the  problematization  of Italy’s 
particular road to modernity remained the underlying discursive platform 
from where the country developed its always open-ended cultural and 
political identity and contested nationhood. At the level of substance, we 
therefore identify a series of key thinkers where the question about Italy’s 
claim to its own type of modernity found an answer that would infl u-
ence future generations. These ‘horizons of expectations’ were system-
atically articulated by revisiting the past. This always happened in specifi c 
moments that we propose to analyze with the anthropological concept of 
‘liminality’, 35  referring to critical historical periods where the contingency 
of the present is countered by a search for roots in the past. Paradoxically, 
the most emphatically innovative episodes of political transformation like-
wise appear as the most revealing symptoms of dependence on traditional 
sources. 

 At the level of methodology, we thus propose a proper ‘anthropological 
approach’ to political transition and meaning-formation. Political regimes 
change as societies undergo the dissolution of established power struc-
tures, affecting not only institutional forms but also affective relations and 
symbolic universes of people. It is in such liminal moments that historical 
narratives come to the fore and become negotiated at both the offi cial 
and unoffi cial levels of writing history. It is in liminal moments that the 
past gains agency; indeed, the notions of rebirth and resurrection (of the 
past) have played a huge role in Italy’s historical experience as a nation, 
epitomized in the constant appeal to an almost perennial ‘Risorgimento’. 

 In line with this anthropological approach, we also place special empha-
sis on ritual and symbolism. At various points throughout our discussion, 
we zoom in on specifi c public rituals that in a condensed manner dem-
onstrate how a historically informed type of self-understanding had taken 
root and found public expression. 

 Without rehearsing the almost endless debates over nations and nation-
alism, we approach the ‘nation’ as a narrative event. Italy was never a uni-
fi ed whole—nor so was any other nation ever. However, in the thoughts 
and words of political thinkers, ‘Italy’ was indeed ‘imagined’ as a meaning-
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ful if problematic ‘unit’ of sorts. This never happened peacefully: notions 
of nation and nationhood were always deeply contested, up until the pres-
ent—and surely beyond. The Italian nation was not just ‘imagined’: via a 
rich array of historical ‘visions’ of the nation, Italy was narrated and given 
shape as a cultural-ideological conglomerate. 36  And it is this battle over the 
soul of the nation that we will discuss. 

 Scholars of nationalism routinely place themselves with respect to the 
perceived ‘modernness’ of nations: are nations an exclusively modern phe-
nomenon, as Gellner famously argued? 37  Or are nations also products of 
pre-modern historical developments, stretching back to the Middle Ages 
and beyond, as Gellner’s student, Anthony Smith, has argued? 38  

 We have no wish to take a stance in these debates, placing ourselves 
in whatever camp or school of thought. The ‘modernness’ that interest 
us is not the one that can be established by externally defi ned criteria of 
evaluation. The modernness that interests us is the one that thinkers and 
narrators of the Italian nation would come to articulate. We focus on the 
explicit ways in which the nation was given life in text and practice as a 
meaning-giving community that could give shape and moral direction to 
that very modernity. Of course, nations are modern. The question is  how .  

   OUTLINE OF THE BOOK AND CHAPTER CONTENTS 
 The guiding idea running through the chapters of this book is to explore 
the meaning and modes of modernity in twentieth century Italian history. 
We examine how thinkers and politicians in crucial (‘liminal’) periods 
have formulated visions of modernity where Italy had something positive 
and unique to put on offer, articulating an Italian political and cultural 
identity that did not simply use English liberal democracy, French nation-
state centralization, or German economic organization as mirrors images 
to imitate. 

 The primary aim of the book is not to present new empirical materials 
but rather to reconceptualize twentieth-century Italian history and poli-
tics. In its central ideology-thematic Chaps.   2    –  5    , the book singles out the 
emergence and development of four dominant narratives about Italian 
national identity and visions of modernity that each sought to anchor the 
country with respect to its own past and with respect to its wider geo-
graphic Mediterranean and European context: Liberalism, Catholicism, 
socialism-communism and Fascism. We explain how each of these major- 
isms can be viewed as different articulations of a shared attempt to outline a 
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particular Italian ‘road to modernity’. In so doing, these ideological-social 
forces laid the ground for wildly different narratives about the ‘soul’ of the 
nation, about the country’s virtues to safeguard and vices to overcome. 

 These discursive formations confronted each other in the interwar 
period and most dramatically during WWII, ending in the collapse of 
Fascism. WWII, however, was  both  a moment of collapse and ‘death’ 
 and  a liminal confi guration in which new narratives saw the day. Political 
legitimacy in the postwar period became built on the moral fact of the 
Resistance; all major political forces in the postwar period could trace their 
origins and also personal stories back to the Resistance. This negotiation 
of truth and history will be the focus of Chap.   6    . However, as will be 
argued in Chap.   7    , Italy during the Cold War period developed into a 
‘divided country’, where Communism and Catholicism kept fi ghting over 
the moral and political grounds of the nation and its anchoring in the 
past, and reimagined Italy and its place in a world invested by signifi cant 
economic, social, and political changes. As discussed in Chap.   8    , it was 
this foundation of political legitimacy that started to become questioned 
in the 1960s and 1970s by the emergence of social and political actors 
and by novel forms of emancipatory politics, which in various ways sought 
to reclaim modernity, often with appeal to utopian ideologies. Chaps.   9     
and   10     will summarize and draw together the perspectives presented in 
the preceding chapters, contextualizing the argument within a horizon of 
globalization and ‘after’ modernity. 

 Chapter   2    , ‘Liberal Modernity’, focuses on how liberal and monar-
chic Italy elaborated its pledge of allegiance to the memory of the 
Risorgimento—understood as a synthesis of freedom and nationhood 
which enabled the modernization of Italy after centuries of moral deca-
dence and political subjugation. It analyzes the rites, symbols, and rhet-
oric of the monarchy and the state institutions in the post-unifi cation 
period. A major question dominating liberal debates was always how to 
relate to the French Revolution and to French and British liberal ide-
als. In this formative period, contending narratives of the Risorgimento 
and Italy’s road to modernity were silenced without disappearing. The 
chapter further analyzes Benedetto Croce’s attempt at elaborating a lib-
eral ideology that would serve as the theoretical–cultural underpinning of 
Italy as a modern nation-state. 

 Chapter   3    , ‘Catholic Modernities: Epics of a Christian Nation’, dis-
cusses how, from within Italian political and cultural life, Catholicism 
related to and came to terms with modernity and national politics, tracing 
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continuities and changes in the tensions between religion and secularity in 
the country’s history from unifi cation onwards. The chapter reconstructs 
how Catholicism went through a process of transformation that developed 
from radical  rejection  of modernity to  hesitant embracement  and ending on 
a  critical co-articulation  of modernity. This co-articulation took a decisive 
turn after WWII. The chapter therefore paves the ground for understand-
ing the more narrowly institutional and party-political context in which 
Catholic thought developed in the second half of the twentieth century via 
Christian Democracy, which became the central forum for institutionaliz-
ing Catholic modernity. This will be further discussed in Chap.   7    . 

 Chapter   4    , ‘Gramsci and the Italian Road to Socialist Modernity’, 
deals with Antonio Gramsci’s theoretical attempt to apply a socialist–
revolutionary strategy which would adhere to Italian cultural specifi cities 
without becoming a mere ‘passive revolution’ (Gramsci’s reading of the 
Risorgimento). It focuses on Gramsci’s idea that overthrowing the bour-
geois State could not in any way ensure a long-term communist victory 
in Italy; rather than a frontal attack on the state (a war of maneuver), 
communists should engage in a war of position, laying a cultural and 
political siege of the bourgeois state, conquering ‘hegemony’. This proj-
ect, we argue, is another clear example of a culture-specifi c articulation of 
the modern trajectory: Italy should fi nd its own way toward the modern 
revolutionary ideal, and could not simply adopt foreign (Russian) mod-
els. It was also this narrative that postwar communists interpreted (rather 
freely) as an ideological and strategic platform for developing a particular 
‘national road’ to socialism (again further discussed in Chap.   7    ). 

 Chapter   5    , ‘Fascist Modernity’, examines the relationship between 
past and present in the fascist self-imagery and attempt to consolidate 
political legitimacy. In particular, the chapter will discuss how Fascism 
reinterpreted the Risorgimento in order to construct a cohesive narrative 
grounding its own cosmogony and modernist teleology. Fascism claimed 
to have  overcome  the problems posited by the Risorgimento, seeing itself 
as the  fulfi llment  of the Risorgimento, and thus as the fi rst truly mod-
ern expression of a national epic. The crucial point for the regime was to 
establish continuity between the glorious tradition of the Risorgimento 
and the fascist present, without obscuring or undermining the complete 
novelty it represented. As in the interpretation by Giovanni Gentile, it was 
not Fascism that gained legitimacy from the affi rmation of its historical 
continuity with the Risorgimento; rather, it was that past that gained real 
presence and meaning through Fascism. 
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 Chapter   6    , ‘Frictions of Modernity: World War II as a Historical 
Juncture’, discusses how the war provoked the disintegration of national 
unity, and also existential crises as acquired universes of symbolic world 
maintenance dissolved. With the movement against Fascism, two occu-
pying armies, multiple Italians governments and the King’s fl ight from 
Rome, Italians lived through a liminal situation of contested sovereign-
ties. This was the background against which new symbolic markers of cer-
tainty infused the political community with new meanings. In particular, 
September 8, 1943, opened up a phase in which new institutions, ideas, 
and forms of legitimacy appeared and transformed political imagination. 
The political form of society did not collapse, but instead took on an 
unprecedented indeterminacy of forms, an open, empty space of power, 39  
in which a heroic epic of the nation based upon the fact and experience of 
the Resistance as a second Risorgimento unfolded. 

 Chapter   7    , ‘Competing Modernities: Post-War Italy and the Struggle 
over a Divided Past’, discusses how the postwar period was marked by 
memories of war that transformed the inventory of symbols and pro-
vided the ground for political legitimacy. This ground was interpreted 
very differently by Catholics and by communists, leading to a notion 
of a divided nation, deepened by the binary nature of the Cold War. 
Furthermore, the postwar interpretation of the Resistance movement 
as the foundation of nationhood and democracy was not in congruence 
with WWII memories among larger segments of the Italian population. 
Underneath the postwar consensus, therefore, one could fi nd antago-
nistic notions of the foundations of political legitimacy and national 
identity linked to highly contested and politicized interpretations of the 
past. Such debates were intimately linked to more pragmatic but also 
philosophical debates, concerning how to ‘modernize’ the country. The 
struggle over the past was therefore also a struggle between competing 
modernities. 

 Chapter   8    , ‘Fragile Modernities: Critique, Crisis, and Emancipatory 
Politics’ discusses the various attempts to recast Italy’s road to moder-
nity in the 1960s and 1970s. These decades were characterized by the 
emergence of new political and social actors which put under considerable 
strain the Italian ideology—as formulated up until then by the dominant 
Catholic and communist cultures. These decades were therefore marked 
by novel and somewhat creative forms of emancipatory politics, which in 
multiple ways sought to rediscover new trajectories of modernity based on 
utopian and revolutionary images. 
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 Chapter   9     engages ideological and political developments in the post-
Cold War era, coinciding with a generalized ‘crisis of modernity’. The 
chapter discusses how the multiple crises that affected Italian society 
unfolded, together with a dramatic revisiting of history. While historical 
revisionism shattered accepted truths and established parameters of politi-
cal and cultural identity, the period likewise saw new ways of articulating 
links between the nation’s past and its crisis-ridden present. In this chapter 
we also debate whether Italy since the 1990s can be seen as a symptom of 
a wider process of ‘postmodernization’. We point to ways in which Italy—
also in the present—can be said to be ‘paving the way’ for social, economic, 
and political developments of a European and global relevance. 

 Chapter   10     puts into perspective the conclusions reached, defi nitively 
moving beyond the view of Italy as a ‘latecomer’ to modernity. It ends by 
asking whether Italy—and in particular the Italian South—can be under-
stood as a representative of an ‘alternative modernity’ to be normatively 
posited against globalization processes driven by the global North. In sum, 
it reposes the same two questions that political thinkers have been asking 
since the nineteenth century: What is Italy’s role in this modern world of 
increasing interdependency? And how can the country’s historical legacies 
serve as a platform for acting in the present with a view to a better future?    
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    CHAPTER 2   

      Liberalism is not an Italian invention, far from it. Such a claim to Italian 
primacy within political thought is possible to attribute to other ‘-isms’, 
as we shall indeed argue in our subsequent discussions of Catholic, fas-
cist, and socialist modernities. Not only is modern liberal thought not 
Italian, in many ways, liberal ideology in twentieth-century Italy would 
fi nd itself squeezed between the much more dominant collectivist models 
of Socialism and Christian Democracy. Modern Italy is, not without rea-
son, often described as being defi ned by a notoriously weak Liberalism, 
and sometimes even by a distinctively Italian antiliberalism. Indeed, as 
well noted by Nick Carter, the post hoc dismissal of ‘liberal Italy’ as noth-
ing but a failure, a series of unfulfi lled promises, is very much due to the 
antiliberal currents of thought that have dominated Italian historiography 
from Fascism onwards. 1  

 Still, liberal thought played a signifi cant role in post-unifi cation Italy. 
After all, it is not just as an empty signifi er that we routinely talk of Italy 
from 1861 until World War I (WWI) as ‘liberal Italy’. ‘Liberal Italy’ must 
be understood in two ways. First, it refers in a concrete and technical sense 
to the Italian nation-state from 1861 until the rise of Fascism, a monarchi-
cal state constructed around principles of political rule that were of liberal 
inspiration. Second, ‘liberal Italy’ must also be understood as a particular 
philosophy of modernity. Without a shadow of doubt, the single most 
important thinker to develop such a philosophy was Benedetto Croce. 

 Liberal Modernity                     
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Croce’s infl uence extends well beyond his own time period, and well 
beyond the confi nes of liberal thought. Subsequent thinkers from practi-
cally any political orientation would have to come to terms with Croce 
and his attempt to think Italy’s road to maturity and the country’s place 
within a modern age. 

 This chapter therefore has a threefold aim. First, it focuses on how liberal 
and monarchic Italy elaborated its pledge of allegiance to the memory of 
the Risorgimento—understood as a synthesis of freedom and nationhood 
that enabled the modernization of Italy after centuries of moral decadence 
and political subjugation. It analyzes the rites, symbols, and rhetoric of 
the monarchy and the state institutions in the post-unifi cation period, and 
in particular the Jubilee of the  Patria , 2  which was celebrated in 1911—an 
event and a moment in which the relationship with the Risorgimento was 
an integral part of historical debate, political struggle, and public memory. 
The celebration, therefore, offers a privileged perspective for exploring 
and analyzing national mythology and symbols, the use of history in the 
legitimation of the present, the confl icts over memories and narratives of 
the past, and strategies and languages of patriotic pedagogy in grounding 
a truly modern nationhood. 

 Second, the chapter also focuses on how the Risorgimental myths and 
ideals were experienced during the Great War, in Italy also known as the 
‘Fourth War of the Risorgimento’, or the ‘Fourth War of Independence’. 
According to the vision presented by the supporters of war at the time—
and to a great extent endorsed by the subsequent liberal and fascist 
regimes—the war was designed to complete the unifi cation of Italy and 
the making of Italians. The war was seen not as on isolated historical 
event, but as a process which had begun in 1848 successively pursued in 
the wars of 1859–1860 and 1866. 

 Third, the chapter analyzes the historical and philosophical writing 
of Croce, the great defender and ambassador of the liberal values that 
inspired the political struggle of the Risorgimento. Croce considered lib-
eral Italy the genuine culmination and the true embodiment of the spirit 
and ethos of the Risorgimento. Furthermore, he attributed an effi cient 
role to (his own) Idealist philosophy in the formation of the liberal elites 
of liberal states. Croce consciously tried to shape an Italian identity, pro-
viding a liberal narrative of Italy’s transition to modernity, and the chal-
lenges such a transition implied, with reference to the historical and social 
particularities of Italy. 
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   CELEBRATING THE MODERN NATION: 
THE JUBILEE OF THE  PATRIA  IN 1911 

 In 1911, Italy celebrated fi fty years of political unity and commemorated 
the birth of the Kingdom of Italy. The anniversary was the opportunity 
to assess the achievement made by Italians on the road to civilization and 
modernization and to show the economic, social, and cultural progress 
made by Italy. 3  But, above all else, the Jubilee of the Patria was meant to 
exalt the epic of the Risorgimento, which had given birth to the liberal and 
monarchic state. Liberal and monarchist Italy led by the House of Savoy 
confi rmed its pledge of allegiance to the tradition and memory of the 
Risorgimento—understood as a synthesis of freedom and nation which 
enabled the modernization of Italy after centuries of decadence and sub-
jection. 4  The myth of the nation had encountered modernity, generating 
a multifaceted form of political and culture modernism. 5  

 The Jubilee of 1911 is a privileged entry to the deciphering of the 
kind of modernist narrative that had taken hold in liberal Italy. Political 
rituals are symbolic expressions of power and self-representation. There 
is always a performative element in the representation of power. 6  Under 
periods of relative stability, ritual forms (such as commemorations) serve 
to enact socially accepted myths, while myths give narrative form to rituals 
of participation. Thus, myths and rituals tend to consolidate and legitimize 
both social and political order. As we shall later see, this affi rmative role 
of rituals and ceremonies can under certain historical conditions become 
under strain, as the nexus between myth, ritual, and social order is broken. 
As Victor Turner liked to say, ‘ritual is transformative, ceremony confi r-
matory’. 7  The 1911 celebrations were largely a ritualistic and symbolic 
affi rmation of Italy as a modern nation. However, even in periods of rela-
tive stability—and such was still the case in 1911—meanings can and will 
be contested by participating subjects who seek to provide the collective 
body with alternative meanings. As we shall see, the pluralism of the par-
ticipating bodies inherently opens up the ritual to multiple meanings. 

   Ideal Modernity 

 In the offi cial political culture of liberal Italy, the ideal of modernity rested 
on the triad nation-liberty-progress, framed by the institutional order. This 
ideal was combined with an enthusiasm for scientifi c discovery and a belief 
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in progress and ‘civilization’. All of this was seen as a direct  expression of 
the Risorgimento. Italian intellectuals were aware of the need to form a 
community out of a variety of cultural, social, and geographical diversities. 
The modern basis for belonging, therefore, had to be found in the idea 
of a common past. 8  In Italy, this meant that it had to be found in the 
Risorgimento. 

 The aim of the 1911 celebrations was, in the intention of the ruling 
class, to ‘keep the population’s highly patriot ideals alive’, submerging its 
‘mind and heart in a warm sea of sacred memories’, to renew the memory 
of the ‘sacrifi ces made for a united Italy’, and to ‘strengthen the faith in its 
great destiny’. 9  The 1911 celebrations glorifi ed the country’s unifi cation 
into a national state: the Patria, the state, and the nation were the real pro-
tagonists. 10  The celebrations were tied to a strongly articulated patriotic, 
nationalist, and monarchical rhetoric and symbolic imagery. This imagery 
was enhanced by the fact that Italy that year went to war with Turkey over 
the conquest of Libya, an event which, as it has been said, ‘was greeted 
with an enormous outpouring of excitement’. 11  In short, 1911 provided 
a moment for Italy to look back on its own achievements, renarrate its 
own coming into existence, and ritually symbolizing the essentials of its 
modernist nationhood. 

 Yet, while the success of the Libyan war improved the status of the 
nationalists, it was not received with general consensus, and as such, it 
did not help to solidify the liberal government led by Giovanni Giolitti. 
Giolitti hoped that success in Libya would bolster his position in the coun-
try: win over the nationalists, draw the moderate Catholics into the insti-
tutional fold, and reinforce his alliance with the reformist socialists, leaving 
the revolutionaries isolated. This was especially important as he was plan-
ning a major extension of suffrage. However, the infl uential democratic 
and socialist intellectual Gaetano Salvemini criticized the war and defi ned 
Libya ‘uno scatolone di sabbia’ (‘a sand box’). Quite crucially, the Libyan 
adventure radicalized and divided socialists between a pro-war minority 
(the reformists led by Leonida Bissolati) and a majority against it, which 
included the reformists led by Filippo Turati and the antiwar revolutionar-
ies such as Benito Mussolini (who called for violence to bring down the 
government). 

 The patriotic celebration, in reality, had begun in 1909 with a com-
memoration of the Second War of Independence 12 ; it continued in 1910 
with the commemoration of Giuseppe Garibaldi and the Expedition of 
the Thousand (that had overthrown the Bourbon Kingdom of the Two 
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Sicilies and permitted the union of Southern Italy and Sicily with the 
north), and the plebiscite that had sanctioned the annexation of Rome 
to Italy (1870). It then culminated in 1911 when rites, symbols and sym-
bolism, rhetoric, and eloquence presented the monarchy and the liberal 
institutions as the most authentic incarnation of the Risorgimento myth 
and the only means for guiding the nation toward progress, greatness, 
modernity, and civilization. 

 Giovanni Pascoli (1855–1912)—the poet laureate of the Great Italy, the 
intellectual who greeted the colonial endeavor in Libya claiming that ‘the 
great proletarian has moved’ 13 —was the offi ciating minister of this conse-
cration performed in a spirit of ‘religious worship of one’s country’, repre-
senting the civil creed of liberal Italy. Commemorating the death of Victor 
Emmanuel II (1878) in January 1911, Pascoli declared 1911 the country’s 
Holy Year: ‘Holy, I repeat. What we and the Italian people are having is not 
a celebration and a civil commemoration, but a religious ceremony’. He 
continued: ‘We are celebrating the nation with a religious rite’. This was 
the religion ‘that inspired the philosophy of Mazzini, that fueled the energy 
of Cavour, that made Carlo Alberto raise the Italian fl ag (the  tricolore ), 
that made Garibaldi launch his cry for unity, that made Victor Emmanuel 
unsheathe his sword’. Inspired by an ancient grandeur (dating back to the 
Roman Empire) in need of protection, and celebrating a renewed greatness 
about to be conquered, the poet glorifi ed the great Italians of the past, the 
heroes, martyrs, founders, gestures and holy places of the Risorgimento’s 
epic deeds, placing them all in the mythological universe of the reborn coun-
try, ‘so ancient and yet so new, so different and yet the same, like the sun’. 14  

 The myths and the tropes evoked by Pascoli were greatly magnifi ed 
during the Jubilee celebrations. Rites and rhetoric emphasized a symbolic 
representation of the Risorgimento based on the liberal and monarchist rul-
ing class’s assimilation of the different version of the national myth—from 
Giuseppe Mazzini to Victor Emmanuel II, from Garibaldi to Cavour—
which had been assimilated and purifi ed of all the elements ideologically 
incompatible with their own political concepts. Through such assimilation, 
the ruling class aimed to mend the Risorgimento’s ideological fracture, 
exalting the supremacy of the nation standing above the parties, building 
the Patria of all Italians. Already the year before (May 1910), celebrating 
the Expedition of the Thousand at the Chamber of Deputies, the Prime 
Minister Luigi Luzzatti praised the ‘Four Founders of the Risorgimento’, 
as heroes of humanity, venerated by free citizens the world over for the 
specifi c characters of the Italian ‘revolution’:
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  no revolution more than ours is characterized by greatness and pureness; 
no revolution more than ours has such a brilliant group of forerunners, 
philosophers, apostles, martyrs, heroes and statesmen; no revolution more 
than ours links together four names, each of which would be suffi cient for 
the glory of a nation: Victor Emmanuel, Mazzini, Garibaldi, and Cavour. 15  

   The most striking aspect of the assimilation was the cult created of the 
Risorgimento protagonists as architects of a single project that was accom-
plished by gaining independence, unity, and freedom under the protection 
of the House of Savoy. In this vein, Garibaldi’s endeavor was celebrated as 
the apex of the Risorgimento, and possibly the founding event of the new 
state. It was considered as the moment when the aspiration to unifi cation 
was accomplished thanks to the combined action of the popular initiative 
supporting Garibaldi’s type of democracy and the Savoyard monarchy’s 
political and diplomatic action. 16  

 But even Mazzini and other counter-memories of the Risorgimento 
came back in the public representation of the Risorgimento. A scholas-
tic edition of  I Doveri dell’Uomo  was published—cleansed from reference 
to Mazzini’s ‘republican faith’ and anti-monarchic stance—and Mazzini 
found room among the ‘fathers of the Patria’ in museums such as the 
 Museo del Risorgimento  in Genova (inaugurated in 1915). By proclaiming 
the monarchy–democracy combination intangible in order to formulate 
the principles and values of a united Italy’s civil ethics, the monarchic state 
could make use of Mazzini’s unitarian mysticism, purifying it of its revo-
lutionary–republican spirit, thus introducing a Mazzini-inspired religion 
of duty in its educational program: the national destiny of the monarchic 
state was a civilizing mission in the name of human progress. 

 The celebration reached a climax on June 4 with the solemn inaugura-
tion in Rome of the monument for Victor Emmanuel II ( Il Vittoriano ) 
dedicated to the ‘freedom of the citizens’ and the ‘unity of the Patria’. 
With the Vittoriano—but also with the tomb of Victor Emmanuel in the 
Pantheon—Rome became the  lieu de memoire  in which the Piedmontese 
monarchy joined hands with the Italian people. 17  The most important 
message conveyed by the Vittoriano to those who witnessed its erection—
which took around thirty years—was that the new liberal-monarchic 
regime was here to stay. Nothing else could have induced the construc-
tion, right in the heart of Rome, of a monument that rivaled in scale Saint 
Peter’s Church and the Coliseum and that immediately became the most 
important hub around which state ceremonials took place. 
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 On the day of the inauguration, prime minister Giolitti—a man and 
a politician reputedly allergic to any hints of myth and usually alien to 
rhetorical forms—spoke rhetorically, evoking Roman greatness and the 
epic deeds of the Risorgimento, praising the magnifi cence of the monu-
mental work ‘that will remind future generations of the greatest event in 
the history of Italy’, celebrating the ‘long way reborn Italy has come in 
every fi eld of civil progress and in the world’s esteem’, and renewing the 
government’s faith in the future of the country. He ended by sharing the 
sentiments of the Italian people who recognized ‘the symbol of the unity 
of the Patria, the guardian of its independence and freedom, and the sure 
guide towards its lofty destiny’, in the King and the House of Savoy. 18  

 The inauguration of the Vittoriano symbolized the unity and the har-
mony of the nation and its people behind a single fl ag, led by the Savoy 
monarchy. The very architectural structure of the monument suggested an 
idea of unity, a path from diversity to the harmonious design of homoge-
neity: the bronze equestrian statue of the King stood out in the center, 
beneath a series of statues representing the capital cities from 1861 to 1870. 

 Crucially, one of the most important reasons for the celebrations of 
1911 was to exalt how Italy and Italians, through the Risorgimento, had 
contributed to the progress of humanity: the unity and the independence 
of Italy had enriched and enhanced humanity and modern civilization. 
The Italian ‘revolution’ had a universal value, for it was, above all else, 
a movement proclaiming the liberation and dignity of the human being. 
Commenting on the celebration, the newspaper  La Stampa  wrote with 
extreme clarity: ‘the spirit of the Italian revolution was universal’. Italians 
(we) ‘were not content at changing things silently at home’; quite the 
opposite, ‘once again’ and despite ‘distress’ and ‘bitter obstacles’, ‘we 
were able to enhance the treasure of our common humanity’, with the 
bright examples of Mazzini, Cavour, and Garibaldi. The heroes of the 
Risorgimento were champions of human civilization, and ‘apostles, war-
riors, and ministers of the same formidable principles that the whole world 
fought and suffered for the last century’. 19   

   Italy’s Life Is Everybody’s Life: Patriotism and Universalism 

 To understand the modernist claim to universality linked with the patriotic 
myth, it is fi rst necessary to understand the Italians’ inferiority complex 
with other European nations—France and England above all. This was 
a complex which sustained the forces of Risorgimento and the post- 
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Risorgimental aspiration to a Greater Italy. In fact, to contrast such a feel-
ing, an opposite complex of greatness and superiority had developed—a 
contrasting complex based on the myth of the Italian  Primato . After all, 
history confi rmed that Italy had always generated sources of universal civi-
lization—Rome, Catholicism, and the spiritual and cultural movements 
that opened the way to modernity: Humanism and the Renaissance. In 
short, Italy’s discovering of modernity through the Risorgimento was 
tantamount with Italy’s rediscovering of its own roots and treasures, the 
modern Italian genius, the very same genius that had been taken up and 
further developed by other European nations. 

 Major contributions to the myth of the Italian  Primato  had come, dur-
ing the historical Risorgimento, by the Catholic Vincenzo Gioberti and 
by the prophet of the religion of the Patria, Mazzini. Writing  Del pri-
mato morale e civile degli Italiani  (‘On the moral and civil primacy of 
the Italians’) in 1843, Gioberti claimed that Italy, with the achievement 
of unity and independence, was basically carrying out the duty God had 
assigned to it, eventually returning to its universal mission as a teacher 
of nations or ‘the mother nation of humankind’. 20  The Italian  Primato  
was proven by the geography of Italy—at the center of the sea cradle of 
civilization, chosen by God as the seat of universal Church—and by its 
history—an endless tale of resurgence and renaissance, after temporarily 
declines, to give the world its creativity and its liberating virtues. Since 
the fall of the Roman Empire, Gioberti argued, Italy has been creator and 
liberator of people:

  The principle of liberation is innate in Italy, because of all peoples only 
Italy has always risen again through its own virtues after falling, and enjoys 
immortal life, and because other nations took the seed of their own rebirth 
from Italy. 21  

   Even the darkest period of Italian history could not erase the  Primato  
and its liberating and creative drive. Indeed even when ‘the Italian sun 
seemed close to setting, and when the setting was followed by a night 
that many thought would be eternal, decrepit Italy was able to bring forth 
some intellects that would be enough for the glory of a fl ourishing peo-
ple’. 22  Like Gioberti, Mazzini had magnifi ed the universal mission of Italy; 
like Gioberti, he had turned to Providence, history, and geography. Italy 
had achieved unity and independence not only for Italy, but also to fulfi ll 
the divine mission God had entrusted to Italy: the unifi cation of Italy. 
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‘The Italian nationality’, Mazzini claimed, ‘is an indispensible part of the 
education plan assigned to mankind, and is a duty, a special mission to be 
fulfi lled in the collective life of humanity’. 23  The fulfi llment of the mission 
would renew, for the third time after Rome and Catholicism, the universal 
role of Italy: ‘Italy is the only land that has twice cast the great unifying 
world to separate nations. Italy’s life was everybody’s life’. 24  

 Taken up by Mazzini and Gioberti and by the Risorgimental cosmogony, 
the myths of  Primato , nation, and mission—still anchored with the myth 
of liberty—inspired the 1911 celebrations, but, at least since the end of the 
nineteenth century had started manifesting politically in a variety of stances, 
ranging from authoritarian to democratic. It was only the beginning of the 
history. The Risorgimental ideas of mission and  Primato —combined with 
other ideologies and mythologies, refashioned in new versions—resurfaced 
in different times during the twentieth century in the symbolic universes 
of different and contrasting political movements which competed for the 
privilege of interpreting the destiny of Italy as nation in the world.  

   Contested Memory, Contested Symbolism: What Nation? 

 As would happen on later occasions, the 1911 celebrations did not take 
place without critique and contestation. Apart from the critiques from 
esthetic points of view which have persisted up until today, 25  the Vittoriano, 
the larger Jubilee, and the ritual celebration of the unity of Italians and the 
value of Risorgimento were strongly criticized by various groups and intel-
lectuals. Intellectuals from the Italian south such as Giustino Fortunato 
insisted on the existence of two Italies. 26  Many socialists, republicans, and 
Catholics did not take part in the festivities of the nation. The Jesuits 
of  la Civiltà Cattolica  were among the most contentious in disputing 
the Jubilee of the Patria, particularly the celebration proclaiming Rome 
capital. The very term ‘Jubilee’ used for a ‘pagan’ commemoration was 
considered ‘blasphemous’; and for ‘true’ Catholics, the fi ftieth anniversary 
of Italian unity was ‘a year of religious mourning’. 27  

 The socialists claimed that the proletariat had no part in the liberal 
bourgeoisie’s festivities. They instead celebrated the Jubilee by organiz-
ing public transport strikes, protest rallies against the high cost of living, 
against militarism, and also mobilized around the claim for universal suf-
frage. The organizers behind the demonstrations purposely exploited the 
events to set the proletariat against the Jubilee, organized by the bour-
geoisie, in order to ‘be admired by other national bourgeoisie’, as the 
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socialist daily,  Avanti! , critically remarked. 28  Even if by then the socialists 
had accepted the unitary state, they saw no reason to celebrate the anni-
versary of a unifi cation which was still very far from having been achieved: 
‘Independence, economic freedom and political right—the Italian, the 
worker, the citizens—are ideally inseparable term of the liberating trino-
mial. If each one is separated from the other two, it is a falsehood’. And 
‘the celebrated political unity’ of the country was a ‘falsehood’—with 
north and south that ‘are two countries’, cities and towns that ‘are two 
nations’, and with ‘much of the population excluded from political life’. 
In short, seen from the Left, ‘one Patria does not yet exist’. 29  

 Such critiques did not only come from the Left. Mazzini was one of the 
fi rst to talk about ‘the lie about Italy’. To Mazzini, the unity of the state, 
carried out with Machiavellian artfulness by the Savoy monarchy, lacked ‘the 
fecundating breath of God, the soul of the nation’. 30  Mazzini and his fol-
lowers had never abandoned their commitment to a republican Italy. After 
1860, they remained unbowed in their contempt for the conservative mon-
archy of Victor Emmanuel and in their conviction that Italy remained incom-
plete for as long as Austria continued to govern the Italian-speaking regions 
of Trentino and Venezia Giulia. In 1911, the republicans, Mazzini’s heirs, 
did not recognize Italy in the principles, values, institutions, and political 
lines of conduct of the monarchic state, which they argued lacked effective 
patriotic unity and popular consensus. Therefore, the republicans protested 
against the fi gure of Mazzini being appropriated by the Savoy mythology, 
with ‘posthumous honors’ that falsifi ed ‘the clear and profound concepts of 
the master’. Coinciding with the inauguration of the monument to Victor 
Emmanuel, they consequently organized a counterdemonstration, ‘taking the 
orifl ammes of the Republic up to the Janiculum, sacred to the Third civiliza-
tion of Rome’, effectively opposing the celebration of the nation which they 
considered a deformation and a betrayal of Italy—‘a monarchic usurpation’ of 
the Patria longed for by the republican heroes of the Risorgimento. 31  

 In the south of the country, many had experienced unifi cation as inva-
sion and occupation by a foreign power. Unifi cation in the south after 
1860 had been far removed from the harmonious union celebrated in the 
offi cial iconography of the Risorgimento. The famous meeting between 
Garibaldi and Victor Emmanuel at Teano (between Naples and Rome) 
in September 1860—when the Liberator of the south loyally surrendered 
his command to the King—was one of the most famous icons of the 
Risorgimento, an image that looked down from the wall of town halls and 
public offi ces throughout the new Italy. 
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 In fact, it was a carefully choreographed lie: in the autumn of 1860, 
Italy was on the brink of the civil war, and two years later, Garibaldi would 
attempt, unsuccessfully, to relaunch the march on Rome. In the meantime, 
the liberal revolution had enabled local elites throughout the south to con-
solidate control over local government, provoking local vendettas as well 
as massive appropriations of the common lands on which the livelihoods 
of the rural poor depended. When the rural populations resisted, the gov-
ernment proclaimed that the south was in the hands of pro- Bourbon brig-
ands, declared a state of emergency, and poured troops into the affected 
provinces. More troops were engaged in the operations against so-called 
brigands and terrorists in the mainland south and in Sicily between 1861 
and 1864 than in all the previous wars of Independence. More lives were 
lost too: the majority being peasants charged by court- martial for aid-
ing the brigands and executed by military fi ring squads. The canon of 
Risorgimento and the offi cial history passed down to Italians during the 
liberal era—but also afterwards—basically denied the civil war that pre-
ceded and followed the establishment of the Kingdom, and insisted that 
much of the 1860s and 1870s was dedicated to the just task of combating 
banditry (or brigandage) in order to defend and solidify the unity of the 
nation. 32  

 In short, by the beginning of the twentieth century, the Risorgimento 
had established as a contested terrain for meaning-making. This produced 
a differential memorization, which of course had roots back to the very 
formation of the nation-state, where very diverse forces (brigands of the 
south and the Church, to mention the two extremes) had opposed the 
unifi cation as an act of unjust centralization. 33  

 At the same time, for many Italians, the monarchy had indeed become 
a symbol of unity. Such a popular perception was fi rst of all brought about 
via national education programs implemented by the army 34  and public 
schools. The national mythology of the Patria also spread via a variety of 
literary sources, including Giosuè Carducci’s poetry and lay gospels such 
as  Cuore  (1886) by Edmondo De Amicis. 35  This dominant narrative of the 
Risorgimento also developed via civil ritual, artistic representation, pub-
lic commemoration, museum exhibitions, epigraphs, and cultural insti-
tutions. From 1870 onwards, monuments had been erected throughout 
Italy remembering and celebrating the deeds which had brought about 
Italian unifi cation. Entire cities were restructured and given new streets 
and itineraries that funneled people into patriotic promenades, walking 
along streets and squares systematically named after Risorgimento heroes 
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in every corner of the country. Public ceremonies continuously reminded 
people that they were living in a particular fortunate moment of renewal 
and freedom, initiated by the Risorgimento. Statues were carved, monu-
ments erected, patriotic pilgrimages invented, speeches made, and hith-
erto unknown dates loaded with signifi cance. 

 What was celebrated above all was devotion to the constitutional mon-
archy and what it was supposed to stand for: freedom (individual and 
collective), national pride, prosperity, and a national greatness projected 
into the future. 36  In short, memories of the Risorgimental wars and their 
martyrs served to create a genuine ‘religion’ of the Patria. 37  

 In this vein, a ‘moderate’ and monarchic narrative of the Risorgimento 
became dominant in the fi rst decades of the century, without ever elimi-
nating other interpretations. This narrative excluded and ‘forgot’ the 
forces that had opposed the unifi cation, especially the southern brig-
ands; its moderate nonrevolutionary outlook also excluded more radical 
interpretations of the Risorgimento as a renewed call to arms against the 
‘establishment’. There was little space, however, for subversive counter-
narratives that challenged the legitimacy of the new State. 38  In 1892, 
Alfredo Oriani published  La lotta politica in Italia , a work that denounced 
unifi cation as a royal conquest. What passed for a voluntary act of unifi -
cation had in reality been the military conquest of the Italian states by 
the rulers of Piedmont, who cynically adopted the fl ags of Liberalism and 
nationalism to mask long-standing ambitions of dynastic aggrandizement. 
In fact, when it was published, Oriani’s book roused little public interest, 
but it found a very different reception when it was republished shortly 
after the Great War—when both socialists and nationalists once again took 
up the question of the relation between past and present and decried, 
although for different reasons, the failure of the new Italy to live up to 
the aspirations of the Risorgimento. 39  As with everything else, the war 
proved to be a watershed, bringing new intensity and a new dynamics of 
continuity/discontinuity into the relation between past and present, the 
Risorgimento and current political events.   

   THE GREAT WAR AS THE FOURTH WAR OF INDEPENDENCE 
 On May 24, 1915, Italy declared war on Austria. A few days later (June 2), 
Prime Minister Antonio Salandra urged Italians to dissolve ‘internal dis-
cords’ in ‘wonderful moral unity’ and fi nd the strength to defeat the 
enemy and complete the mission of the Risorgimento.
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  Since the Fates have assigned to our generation the tremendous and sublime 
task of realizing the ideal of a great Italy that the heroes of the Risorgimento 
were not able to see fi nished, we accept this task with undaunted spirit, 
ready to give ourselves totally to the Patria, with all that we are and all that 
we have. 40  

   With all the fractures—geographical, social, economic, cultural—con-
cealed beneath an outpouring of patriotic enthusiasm, Italy set out to fi n-
ish the unfi nished revolution through a regenerative baptism of blood. 
The war would fi nish the job: that of making Italians. 

 In the effervescent and infl amed climate of the interventionist demon-
strations, the Risorgimental epic—its heroes, its identity symbols, its rep-
resentation, its language at the intersection of religion and politics (sacred 
and profane)—remained a powerful reservoir and source of memories, 
feelings and motivations. For example, Garibaldi was enlisted with the 
cause of the war, and appeals to enter the European war were made in his 
name. At the massive nationalist ‘festival’ held on May 5, 1915, at Quarto, 
Genoa (Garibaldi’s point of departure for Sicily in 1860), and in the pres-
ence of some 100 veterans from 1860, it was Gabriele D’Annunzio who 
dominated the occasion, and it was he who called on the Italian govern-
ment to declare war on Austria and on Italians to ‘re-light the fl ame on 
the altar of Italy’. In the speech, Garibaldi was transformed into a myth in 
post-Risorgimento Italian memory. 41  He became the indisputable heroic 
ideal—a hero who lived apart from history, an existence beyond man-
kind, endowed with some sort of superterrestrial, semidivine qualities. It 
was in his name that D’Annunzio urged Italy and Italians to fi ght. Here 
D’Annunzio made one of his most public uses of Christological imagery 
by rewriting and parodying the Sermon on the Mount, eventually ending 
in a peculiar mixture of prose and verse, religion, and politics.

  O blessed be those who have more, for more will they be able to give, more 
ardent shall they be. 
 Blessed be those who are twenty, chaste of mind, temperate of body, whose 
mothers are brace. 
 Blessed be those who, waiting and trusting, waste not their strength but 
preserve it with a warrior’s discipline… 
 Blessed be the young who hunger and thirst for glory, for they will be sated… 
 Blessed be the pure of heart, blessed be those victorious returning, for they 
will see the youthful face of Rome, the brown re-crowned by Dante, Italy’s 
triumphal beauty. 42  
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   As literary critic Pericles Lewis has written, ‘apart from the obvious 
hubris of D’Annunzio self-presentation as a new Jesus, the most remark-
able element of the speech is its revision of the very terms of the Sermon 
on the Mount itself ’; for ‘whereas Jesus promised the meek that they 
would receive their reward in the hereafter, D’Annunzio promised the 
ardent an earthly Paradise right now’. 43  Those who were prepared to cre-
ate a new, young world—a national rejuvenation and resurgence—will 
prevail against those who defended the old order. 

 True to the spirit of the Risorgimento as a political–religious fact, 
D’Annunzio was consciously neglecting the boundaries between the reli-
gious and political spheres of Italian life and ascribing the deeper history 
of Italy to the realm of the sacred. 

 Croce called D’Annunzio speech and the celebration at Quarto a ‘buf-
foonery’. 44  Famous historian Michael Ledeen looked on the orations as a 
‘blasphemous parody’ of the Sermon on the Mount. 45  This may be so. Yet, 
as Alfredo Bonadeo has noted and discussed, at Quarto D’Annunzio ‘was 
speaking with a purpose in mind’, meaning his words to be something 
quite different than a farce or parody. He meant both to lift the coarseness 
and dullness from the Italian people and to signal without ambivalence 
that the ‘leaven of the spirit’ stood ready to work within them and to 
raise them up. 46  Thus, ‘he equated blessing with sacrifi ce and sacrifi ce with 
the spiritual spark of redemption’. 47  The cultural effects of the ‘oration 
of Quarto’ and other D’Annunzio interventionist speeches were indeed 
signifi cant. As Lucy Hughes-Hallett puts it so well, ‘his strategy was not 
to harangue but to fascinate and seduce’. 48  

 Aiming at exciting the spirits of those who based their choices on 
generic and simple opinions and recovering the highly emotional charged 
language of sacrifi ce and regeneration—the opposite of moral refl ection 
intended to help acquiring knowledge—the model of D’Annunzio’s rhet-
oric would deeply infl uence public opinion and prepare the ground for the 
triumph of fascist rhetoric and propaganda. 49  

 Nationalists, futurists, militants of idealism, and ‘democratic’ inter-
ventionists—republicans, radicals, and Garibaldians representative of the 
tradition of the Risorgimental Action Party—all urged Italians to enter 
the war, making constant and consistent reference to the tradition of the 
Risorgimento connected to ‘irredentism’. 50  Left-interventionists, former 
socialists, and other left-wing revolutionary followed the call, converting 
to the myth of the nation and the universal mission of Italy, without aban-
doning the myth of the revolution and internationalism. 
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 In fact, interventionists of different, if not contrasting, tendencies, politi-
cal culture and ideologies shared a common belief in a fusion between the 
myth of revolution and the myth of the nation—a fusion that had been a 
quintessential trope of the Risorgimento, the (Mazzinian) ideas of revolu-
tion as a process of national resurrection. In other words, all interventionists 
shared the desire to act and fi ght to radically transform the existing situation 
and eventually create the condition for the resurgence of Italy and its mis-
sion in the world. Taking part in the war, interventionists believed, would 
consecrate the new Italy and making the new Italians—in blood. 

 On January 21, 1915, Mussolini’s newspaper  Il Popolo d’Italia  urged 
Italy to go to war: ‘For socialism and for the war: against the fossils!’. The 
‘fossils’ that Mussolini had in mind was the  Italietta  of Giolitti, parliamen-
tarism and liberal Italy, seen as utterly incapable of fulfi lling the dream of 
the Risorgimento. Mussolini had broken with Socialism in 1914 and had 
converted to interventionism at the end of 1914. He now believed that the 
war would reveal the new Italy to the Italians and mold the new Italian:

  It is Italy’s fi rst war. Of the nation of Italy, of the Italian people, united by 
now in a solid union from the Alps to Sicily … it will be a great test. War 
is the examination of peoples … The war most reveal Italy to the Italians. 
Above all, it must disprove the ignoble legend that Italians do not fi ght: 
it must cancel the shame of Lissa and Custoza 51 ; it must show the world 
that Italy is capable of fi ghting a war, a great war … Only this can give the 
Italians the idea of, and pride in, being Italians; only the war can make the 
‘Italians’ D’Azeglio spoke of. Oh, revolution!. 52  

   In the ‘interventist’ narrative—which heavily borrowed from the 
Risorgimento and the irredentist tradition—the Great War was repre-
sented as the Fourth War of National Independence, which would even-
tually liberate Trieste and Trento and complete the process of national 
unifi cation. Political and cultural elites worked hard to unify the memory 
and the historical myth of the Risorgimento in the months preceding the 
Italian entrance into the Great War. Furthermore, during the war, this 
myth was nourished by the speeches of politicians and the writing of intel-
lectuals, and via military propaganda, as exercised fi rst and foremost, by 
the famous ‘servizio P’, for example, the propaganda service of the army. 

 Every version of the Risorgimental myth—the monarchic–dynastic, the 
democratic, and the epic hero Garibaldi and the apostle Mazzini towering 
over all other inspirational fi gures—were integrated into the climate of 
patriotic mobilization and adapted to the uncertain outcomes of the Great 
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War. In the years immediately after the victory, the phrase ‘Fourth War 
of the Risorgimento’ was engraved on many local war memorials and it 
furthermore fl ourished as the ‘liberal’ perception of the confl ict: Adolfo 
Omodeo, pupil of Croce, strongly emphasized the idea in his  Momenti 
della Vita di Guerra  (1934). In the offi cial narrative, the fi nal victory was 
depicted as the summation of the patriotic spirit of those many genera-
tions of men (women still did not get a mention) who had striven for the 
resurgence of the Patria. 53  

 The Great War completed the process of the Risorgimento with the 
redeeming of the territories that the historical Risorgimento had not 
incorporated into Italy: the nation had been achieved as a united physical 
entity. Yet, the crucial question remains:  did  the war really make Italians? 
Did the war unite Italians and create a feeling of  Italianità , pursuing thus 
the other dimension of the Risorgimento? Did the war nationalize the 
myth of the Risorgimento? 

 The Great War was the fi rst mass experience as well as the fi rst collec-
tive national experience for millions of Italians. 54  It was a crucial event 
for the formation of national identifi cations, as elsewhere in Europe. 55  Its 
importance appears in its social component as a form of aggregation, com-
radeship, trench common life, effort to survive, and close contact to life 
and death. These were the experiences which defi ned the cast of mind 
of the war generation. Many did not share, or did not even understand, 
the patriotism, policies, ideals, and propaganda of the interventionists: 
indeed, interventionism and irredentism fl ourished as important elements 
within relatively small intellectual and political circles. The mobilization 
of  pro- war sentiment was a socially and culturally elite phenomenon. 56  
Therefore, the state offi cial nationalist and patriotic discourse was not 
necessarily internalized by the larger masses, though war propaganda did 
become intense at a certain point. 

 Many protested against the war. Others saw and perceived the aspira-
tions of irredentists more as a conquest than as redemption, as acquisitions 
rather than a fi nal liberation and unifi cation. Some others returned from 
the trenches wanting to rebel, feeling rage and resentment against an elite 
that had led them into a traumatic and tragic experience. 

 However, the patriotic education received by Italians did not get lost 
and resurfaced especially at diffi cult times, such as the defeat of Caporetto. 
Although the process of top-down nationalization may have had at best 
partial success, the historical myth of the Risorgimento found its way into 
letters and diaries of offi cers as well as those of simple soldiers. 57  The ideals 
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of the Risorgimento’s national myth, the Patria, the sense of  Italianità , 
freedom and the greatness of the new Italy—even in a simple and emo-
tional way—were perceived and experienced by a larger part of the popu-
lation as never before. 58  Perhaps for the fi rst time, Italians felt they were 
citizens of a single Patria during WWI. The Great War, in short, was the 
birthplace of the nationalizing myth of the Risorgimento. In a context 
of mass conscription and nationalist fervor, this contributed to its his-
toricization via the double image of the Great War as a Fourth War of 
Independence and as a fulfi llment of the Risorgimento. The former rein-
forced the narrativization of the Great War in an open political-military 
sequence; the latter refi gured the Risorgimento as an advent to a new 
resurrection (the War). 

 Italy as nation and as a Patria and its resurgence was now inextrica-
bly linked with the efforts and the sacrifi ce of trench warfare. From now 
on, whenever an Italian would think of Italy, the thought will go toward 
a Patria made of war, trenches, humiliation, and sacrifi ce—a sacrifi ce that 
indeed called for another resurrection. In turn, starting with WWI, the per-
ception of the Risorgimento would be infl uenced by the dimension and 
experience of collective death, mourning, and funereal rituals. In short, Italy 
developed strong ties of nationhood through the founding experiences of 
loss in WWI. Memorials and statues in every town and village commemo-
rated the ultimate sacrifi ce for the unity of the Italian nation. The healing 
language of patriotism and tradition opened the way to a unifying national 
memory of war—which Fascism would soon take up, refashion, and develop 
into a full-fl edged political myth.  

   BENEDETTO CROCE: THE RISORGIMENTO 
AS A HISTORY OF LIBERTY 

 Liberal Italy and the liberal pledge of allegiance to the memory of tradi-
tions particular to Italy found its theoretical, philosophical, and historical 
foundation in the work of Benedetto Croce. The Neapolitan philosopher 
was one of the dominant intellectual fi gures of pre-fascist Italy, one of 
the most prestigious intellectual opponents of Fascism, and remained an 
important intellectual and cultural point of reference in post-fascist demo-
cratic Italy. Croce’s defense of the Risorgimento—the heroic result and 
triumph of moderate Liberalism—carried great intellectual and cultural 
weight and became the offi cial version of history in liberal Italy. Croce 
offered a rational bourgeois and liberal model of modernity, which he still 
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found completely valid, allowing Italy to face the challenges of modern 
life guided by parliamentary democracy. Like Gioberti before him, Croce 
also believed in Italy’s civilizing mission. In fact, Croce assigned himself 
the task of forming ‘a modern Italian conscience that would be European 
and national’. 59  

 As Emilio Gentile has noted, from the beginning of the century, Croce 
was committed to fi ght the new ‘spiritual’ currents of thought made up of 
mysticism, activism, irrationalism, aestheticism, and imperialism, currents 
which he saw as a morbid and pathological manifestation of modernity 
and identifi ed with decadence, and later with Fascism. 60  In short, Croce 
wanted to create an Italian awareness that would be, as he said in 1908, 
‘neither spiritualist, nor imperialistic, nor decadent, that would reproduce 
the awareness of the Italian Risorgimento in a new form’. 61  

   Croce’s Philosophy of Liberalism 

 According to Croce, the inspiration of the modern Italian state lay in the 
spirit and ethos of Liberalism. Croce’s idealist interpretation (condensed in 
the famous formulation, ‘History … is the history of liberty’) asserts, as 
Albert Boime has rightly noted, ‘the immanence of a spiritual force that 
manifests itself in the ideals of individuals and elites, with the Risorgimento 
exemplifying this vision in nineteenth-century Italian history’. 62  As William 
Salomone put it so well, both in Croce and in Gramsci, the ‘dialectic of 
freedom’ operated constantly ‘through the analysis and reconstruction 
of events and the great confl ict of men and ideas’. But whereas in the 
Gramscian world, ‘freedom has no real identity outside the protagonists 
and antagonists of the historic confl ict’, in Croce’s Risorgimento, ‘lib-
erty breathes as a transcendent spirit, a secular faith, an idea larger than 
the men who serve as its instrument’. 63  One of the heroes of his  Storia 
d’Europa nel secolo decimo nono —fi rst published in 1932 and dedicated to 
Thomas Mann—is Cavour, ‘the man viewed in other revisionist writing 
as a calamity for the Italian nation’. 64  For Croce, ‘Cavour lives and works 
in a Rankean sphere, as if on a providential mission beyond error and 
beyond judgment’. 65  To Croce, as Boime has insightfully written, 66  the 
Risorgimento resembled a great work of  art :

  If it were possible in political history to speak of masterpieces as we do 
in dealing with works of art, the process of Italy’s independence, liberty, 
and unity, would deserve to be called the masterpiece of the liberal-national 
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movements of the nineteenth century: so admirably does it exhibit the 
combination of its various element, respect for what is old and profound 
innovation, the wise prudence of the statesmen and the impetus of the revo-
lutionaries and the volunteers, ardor and moderation; so fl exible and coher-
ent is the logical thread by which it developed and reached its goal. 

   This ‘masterpiece’, Croce continues, ‘was called the Risorgimento’. In 
a similar way, ‘men had spoken of a rebirth of Greece, recalling the glori-
ous history that the same soil had witnessed’ In fact, Croce concluded,

  it was in reality a birth, a  sorgimento , and for the fi rst time in the age there 
was born an Italian State with all and with only its own people, and molded 
by an ideal. Emmanuel II was right when he said, in his speech from the 
throne on April 2, 1860, that Italy was no longer the Italy of the Romans or 
of the Middle Ages, but the ‘Italy of the Italians’. 67  

   To Croce, as John Davis has highlighted, ‘Italian independence and 
unifi cation had been the single most remarkable event in the nineteenth 
century’. 68  The ‘almost miraculous events’ that ended the fragmenta-
tion of Italy, opening the way for the political unifi cation of Italy, Davis 
explains, were for Croce ‘the ultimate proof constructive and modern-
izing force of liberal values that had inspired nineteenth-century national 
self-awareness’. 69  As further discussed by Davis, one of the leading liberal 
historians of the prewar Europe, George Macaulay Trevelyan, endorsed 
Croce’s reading of Italian history in the context of nineteenth-century 
European politics and history. In his famous trilogy on the Italian strug-
gle for independence and Garibaldi, published shortly before WWI, 70  
Trevelyan portrayed Italian unifi cation as the embodiment of liberal val-
ues precisely because Italy had triumphed over division, oppression, for-
eign occupation, and poverty, and eventually achieving independence and 
national unity. To Trevelyan, ‘Garibaldi epitomized the triumph; he was 
a living example of what could be achieved through selfl ess heroism and 
devotion to the cause of liberty’. 71  

 By contrast, as Davis concluded, Croce believed that the key role in 
bringing about Italy’s unifi cation had been played by the liberal elites. 
Garibaldi symbolized for Croce all that was noble and poetic about Italian 
Risorgimento. However, he ascribed the key role to the southern liberals 
who, in exile after the failure of the revolutions of 1848  in Naples and 
Sicily, elaborated the program of liberal-national revolution of which the 
House of Savoy and Cavour would become the executor. 72  
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 It is important to stress how Croce’s attempt to fuse liberal thought 
with Italian historical experience was likewise a conscious attempt to offer 
an alternative vision of modernity as such. As also discussed by Norberto 
Bobbio, 73  Croce wanted to create a ‘new world’, but he did so by ‘con-
tinuing to work on the old one, which is always new’. 74  And of course, 
the ‘old world’ which was at the same time always ‘new’, was the Italian 
Risorgimento. Croce argued that already the Risorgimento itself must be 
viewed ‘as a reaction to the French, Jacobin, and Masonic course’. 75  Croce 
wanted Italy to be modern, but he did not want Italy to follow the path 
offered by French Enlightenment thinking or ‘positivism’. The horrors of 
Jacobin violence 76  had given the Republican ideal a bad press throughout 
Europe. Italy could not afford to just imitate the French. It was via the 
Risorgimento that Italy could fi nd its own path to modernity. 

 Croce’s very explicit formulation here confi rms Eisenstadt’s reminder 
that the ‘Jacobin modernity’ was but one line of development, and that 
other versions of the modern could be established on the basis of differ-
ent genealogies. 77  It was by thinking through the potentiality and promises 
lying dormant in that Risorgimento that Croce could ground the new Italy. 

 This differentiating attempt was likewise aimed at carving out a space 
between and beyond the Catholic Church and Socialism. Croce is most 
explicit about this positioning in the second chapter of  History of Europe  
titled ‘Opposing religious faiths’, where he essentially argues that both 
Catholicism and Socialism invariably, and in contrast to Liberal faith, end 
on the wrong side of modernity. Croce said that ‘it is well known that the 
Church considered the entire course of modern history as nothing but 
horrible perversion… In short, instead of history, she busied herself with 
telling fairy stories of ogres to frighten children’. 78  But Socialism fares not 
much better:

  Not knowing or not understanding the lessons of history, they [the social-
ists] undertook to falsify it. And so they interpreted Liberalism as the mask of 
capitalist interests, denied to modern civilization the character of a humane 
civilization, considered it as classicist and bourgeois, and reduced the politi-
cal struggle to a struggle of economic classes. 79  

   To Croce, Socialism was nothing but a materialistic faith, an empty 
shell void of positive principles. It would invariably end in dictatorship. 

 Together with  History of Europe , Croce’s key work on the liberal period, 
 Storia d’Italia dal 1871 al 1915  (fi rst published in 1928), is not only a 
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‘relatively straightforward and overwhelmingly positive narrative account 
of Italian Liberalism’, 80  but also the ‘liberal’ response to Mussolini’s claim 
that Fascism was the heir of the Risorgimento (see Chap.   5    ). Both books 
were actually published when the regime was in full swing; and both books 
were highly criticized by fascists and by Mussolini himself. Moreover, by 
the end of the 1920s, after the experience of WWI and the rise of Fascism, 
a retrospective shadow had been cast over the Risorgimento and liberal 
Italy: the apparent failure of liberal Italy to live up to the aspirations and 
expectations of the Risorgimento started to become discussed even among 
liberals. 

 For example, as discussed by John Davis, 81  the young liberal demo-
crat Pietro Gobetti, in  La Rivoluzione Liberale. Saggio sulla lotta politica 
in Italia , made the case that revolutionary socialism carried the seeds of 
intolerance. But his principal condemnation was reserved for the politi-
cal class that had inherited the Risorgimento. Their failure to pursue and 
develop truly liberal political values, Gobetti thought, was the reason why 
Italy had failed to become an effective liberal democracy and a fully mod-
ern state. Gobetti’s vision of the Risorgimento as a failed revolution con-
tributed to shape Gramsci’s reading of recent Italian history (see Chap.   4    ). 
Liberal critics of liberal Italy did therefore exist. For example, writing in 
1927 Guido De Ruggiero put the blame on the  Destra Storica .

  [The Destra] confi ned liberty to the narrow political caste which took actual 
part in public life and even…came to identify liberty with the state itself. 
Now it is certainly true that the state is the highest and most complete 
creation of human freedom; but only if the state is the term or culminating 
point of an ideal process connecting it with the individual, nourishing it and 
nourished by it in a constant interchange of infl uences… This was not the 
state brought into existence by the Right. No one who remembers how far 
the men of the Right and their successors were prepared to go in justifying 
reactionary excesses by appeals to the principle of the state can fail to recog-
nize what degradation the original ideal had in practice undergone. 82  

   Croce’s primary aim in writing (or rewriting) Italian history was, 
according to Federico Chabod, to defend the achievement of Italian 
Liberalism and of the ruling class of liberal Italy. 83  Croce’s  History of Italy  
is a story of slowly but constant triumph and success, of much light and 
very few shadows, and ended in a verdict diametrically opposed to that of 
Antonio Gramsci, but also different from De Ruggiero and other liberal 
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critics. 84  To Croce, the  Destra Storica  was ‘a spiritual aristocracy of upright 
and loyal gentlemen’. 85  It successfully balanced the budget and, correctly, 
imposed political centralization on the country as the only guarantee of 
unity. The  Sinistra Storica , which came to power in 1876, was driven by 
the same ideas as the  Destra . Thus, the practice of  trasformismo  espoused 
by the  Sinistra , which implied a sort of alliance and compromise with the 
moderate  Destra , was a natural development for Italian politics. 86  

 Croce approved the creation of a national army based on the Prussian 
model, the development of a navy of the ‘fi rst rank’, and the construc-
tion and expansion of the railway system that contributed greatly ‘to the 
defense of the State, to the economic welfare of the nation, and… to 
internal security’. 87  To be sure, Croce admitted, economic development 
was slow—but this was the consequence of the enormous problem faced 
by liberal Italy and its elites. Also, the newborn State had not appropriately 
dealt with the ‘Southern Question’—in fact, the  Destra  had not even per-
ceived the existence of the problem ailed to recognize its existence—but 
signifi cant progress had been made nevertheless in the south in the fi rst 
two decades after unifi cation. In any event, political and economic step 
forward turned into the impressive social, cultural, and moral progress. 
Italians, Croce declared, eventually became citizens, no longer just passive 
subjects. 88  

 Croce was far less positive with Francesco Crispi. Driven by the ‘desire 
to impress himself and others with his own energy’, Crispi, in Croce’s 
view, raised ‘dangerous passions’ at home and abroad, and frequently 
disdained and disregarded constitutional principles. 89  Crucially, Crispi’s 
inconsistent and contradictory policies encouraged lasting reactionary 
tendencies within Italian politics. The brutal suppression of disturbances 
and riots in Sicily (1893) and Lunigiana (1894), and the following general 
persecution of socialist organizations he ordered, engendered a spirit of 
reaction in government circles that survived his era. The direct result of all 
this were the 1898 Milan riots and Luigi Pelloux’s subsequent attempt to 
govern without the parliament. Yet, Croce claimed, Liberalism had won 
and overcome opposing, antiliberal tendencies. True liberals had opposed 
Crispi’s ‘war of extermination’ against Socialism, as well as the equally 
harsh strategy and tactics of 1898. Liberals had saved and reinforced the 
liberal state, demonstrating to socialists that bourgeois Liberalism was not 
necessarily the enemy of the workers. In this way, ‘the fi rst far-reaching 
step was taken towards a reform which was in effect the fusion between 
Liberalism and Socialism’. 90  
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 The following period was the ‘golden age’, the era ‘in which the idea 
of a liberal regime was most fully realized’. Italian life after 1900 had 
overcome all ‘obstacles’ and ‘fl owed on for the next ten years and more, 
rich in both achievement and in hope’. Giolitti pushed political extremists 
to the margins of national life and introduced ‘really remarkable’ internal 
reforms. Furthermore, he conducted a foreign politics that was at once 
cautious, ‘more enterprising’ than the politics of the  Destra , and ‘more 
practical’ than the politics of Crispi. The success of the Libyan campaign 
only confi rmed Italy’s growing strength and the substantial advancements 
that the country had made since the ‘national disaster’ of Adowa. 91  

 Croce did recognize that even in these years and despite the success 
of the liberal elites, ‘Liberalism was not a deep and living faith’ and ‘had 
not struck deep roots’. The reasons for such shortcomings were the evils 
of positivism and irrationalism and not the failure of the liberal State—or, 
as Carter puts it, ‘cultural’ and not ‘political factors’ 92 . In short, Italian 
Liberalism lacked the intellectual, cultural, and critical support ‘which 
would have enabled it to meet any crisis which might arise’. Yet, in any 
event, there was no crisis of the liberal state prior to WWI 93 ; nor (so he later 
argued) was Liberalism in any way responsible for Fascism. Croce’s ‘splen-
did apology for Liberalism’, 94  tellingly stops on the eve of Italy’s entry into 
the WWI. Fascism was ‘an intellectual and moral disease’, a ‘parenthesis’, 
an ‘accident’, an ‘infection’, ‘a sickness that arose in the veins of all Europe 
as a result of the First World War’, a ‘bewilderment, a civic depression and 
a state of inebriation caused by the war’. 95  The political ideals and myth of 
Fascism, in particular a one-party state, were the real antithesis of 
Liberalism, a genuine anti-Risorgimento. There was nothing to connect 
Italian Liberalism to Fascism. If the history of liberal Italy was one of 
achievement and success—despite great obstacles and challenges, despite 
minor fl aws and failing 96 —and if the supreme values of the liberty had ani-
mated the Risorgimento and had been translated from the Risorgimento 
to the new State, how then could it be responsible for Fascism? Catholics, 
socialists-communists and fascists—as we will see in the following chap-
ters—will put the Crocean canon under serious attack.   

   PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS 
 Liberalism is not an Italian invention, but nor was Liberalism simply a for-
eign idea imported into the Italian experience. It was very much an ideol-
ogy that took shape and was given its particular interpretation from within 
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the Italian historical experience. It was during the liberal period that a 
Risorgimental idea rooted and took further shape: that Italy carried within 
its own historical experience the germs for future development; that the 
modernizing creed was innate and had to be unfolded from within, rather 
than imposed from the outside; that Italy had a universal mission. 

 Liberal ideas did develop and did give shape to the new nation-state. 
Italian-inspired Liberalisms took shape with references to Italy’s particular 
past. If liberal thought did not become hegemonic in twentieth-century 
Italy, it was still against the backdrop of the early liberal state that later 
alternatives developed. Even more importantly, it was during the liberal 
period that a series of ideas and narratives connected to Italy’s particular 
road to modernity developed, stressing Italy’s uniqueness and its privi-
leged position in global club of nations that rendered national develop-
ments of universal relevance. 

 Moreover, by at least some standards, liberal Italy was also a story of 
success. Pro-liberal historiography has especially identifi ed the period from 
1900 to 1915, the ‘Giolittian age’, as a crucial period toward the coun-
try’s modernization, a productive period of nation and state formation, 
of democratization, urbanization, economic growth, technological, and 
scientifi c progress. Some have even interpreted liberal Italy as a precur-
sor to the modern welfare state. 97  From such a viewpoint, Italy’s road to 
modernity was indeed paved by liberal ideas—a journey interrupted ‘only’ 
by the war, and then by Fascism. 

 Crucially, after WWII, Croce claimed that Italian democracy should 
reconnect to its liberal tradition. The famous image of Fascism as a ‘paren-
thesis’ in Italian history, or an external virus that had penetrated its healthy 
body, sustained and legitimized both the public amnesia regarding the 
popular consensus to Fascism and the historicization of the Resistance as 
a second Risorgimento, the true face of Italian national identity. Croce’s 
Risorgimento was a paean to the values of nineteenth-century political 
Liberalism. But there had been always counter-narratives, and as we will 
see, in the formative period of liberal Italy, contending narratives of the 
Risorgimento and Italy’s road to modernity were silenced without disap-
pearing. To those contenders we can now turn.    
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    CHAPTER 3   

      As we have argued in the opening chapter, Italian political thought and 
cultural identity are best analyzed within a theoretical framework of mul-
tiple and competing modernities. Approaching modernity as a more open- 
ended ‘interpretative space’ 1  also, and signifi cantly, implies to engage the 
both open and hidden interconnections and tensions between religion and 
politics, between sacred and secular. This engagement becomes particu-
larly dense and signifi cant for a proper understanding of modern Italian 
history of politics and society. As we shall see, it was very much via a 
confrontation between sacred and secular that differentiating attempts of 
articulating alternative versions of Italian modernity developed. In this 
chapter, we shall reconstruct how this led to the formation of what can be 
termed a Catholic modernity. 

 Scholars often insist that political Catholicism never represented any real 
tradition of political thought and ideology. We have become accustomed 
to thinking of the history of modern Europe as a confl ict among secu-
lar ideologies. 2  Yet in nineteenth- and twentieth-century Italy, Catholic 
politicians and intellectuals generated a wealth of fascinating, powerful, 
and controversial ideas that offered a way to articulate Catholicism and 
religion to the parameters of national politics and democracy. In short, a 
Catholic modernity developed. 

 While the development we wish to outline is an Italian story, it must be 
stressed that the institutional development of Catholic thought was always 
also, at the same time, a universalistic, extraterritorial project. In short, 

 Catholic Modernities: 
Epics of a Christian Nation                     
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also here Italian developments have had a signifi cant impact on European 
and global history. It was, after all, a Catholic-inspired modernity that 
gave birth to the project of European integration after 1945. 

 ‘Sacred’ and ‘secular’ are loaded terms, and each of them carries a long 
history of theoretization. In his genealogical account of the secular, Talal 
Asad famously argued that secularism must be viewed as something much 
more than a mere separation of religious from secular institutions of gov-
ernment, since it presupposes  new  concepts of religion, ethics, and poli-
tics, and is closely linked to the emergence of the modern nation-state. 
Asad argues that the ‘secular’ cannot be seen as the ‘rational’ successor 
to ‘religion’. Rather, the secular develops from the nineteenth century as 
a multilayered historical category related to the foundational premises of 
democracy and modernity. 3  While we concur, we would also like to stress 
that exactly the same can and must of course be argued with respect to 
religion and the notion of the ‘sacred’, which, parallel with formations of 
the secular, dialectically transforms itself, accommodates new realities, and 
opens itself to alternative readings of the modern. 

 Italy is a crucial reference point of intrinsic importance for a larger 
refl ection on religion, secularity and modernity, and for very evident rea-
sons. To a large extent, those reasons pertain to history, or, more pre-
cisely, to the continued relevance of Italy’s past. It is a trivial fact that 
Italy was the symbolic home of the Roman Empire and birth place of 
institutionalized Christianity developing in deadly contest with and within 
that empire. This happened, of course, many centuries before any notion 
of modern nationhood had come into existence. But it still left a legacy, 
also because the remnants of the administrative structures left behind after 
the collapse of the Roman Empire were carried over into an ecclesiastical 
structure that would endure up until the modern period. The ecclesiastical 
boundaries of today’s parishes in Italy, to invoke an obvious example, can 
often be written back more than a thousand years. In short, the challenge 
of accommodating political rule and religious creed dates back 2000 years. 

 It is also a trivial but nonetheless pivotal fact that Italy was the birth-
place, a millennium later, of the European Renaissance, that historical 
period of intellectual, political, and artistic achievement developing out 
of the search for balance between Christian traditions and Greek philoso-
phy and science. 4  Since the demise of the Renaissance, the Italian penin-
sula hosted some of the fi ercest battles between religion and secularity in 
Western history, from Giordano Bruno onwards. This tension was carried 
into the formation of the modern Italian state (1861), fi rst during the 
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decades preceding Unifi cation where condemning and celebratory attitudes 
toward the French Revolution and its radical secularity were pitted against 
each other in the Italian Risorgimento, and then, from 1870 (when the 
temporal power of the Pope ended and Rome became capital of Italy), as 
an integral part of modern, liberal, and secular Italian politics, coexisting 
in hyper-tension with the Vatican and institutionalized Catholicism. 

 Bearing in mind these complex layers of history, in this chapter we 
reconstruct how Catholicism gave its own imprint to interpretations of 
modernity from the nineteenth century onwards. We discuss how, from 
within Italian political and cultural life, Catholicism related to modernity, 
tracing continuities and changes in the tensions between religion and 
secularity in the country’s modern political history up until WWII. We 
will return to the trajectory of Catholic modernity in the second half of 
the twentieth century in Chap.   7    , where we focus on the more narrowly 
defi ned institutional and party political context in which postwar Catholic 
thought developed, especially via Christian Democracy (DC). In this 
chapter we cast the net wider, and consider developments in thought more 
broadly, both as they developed from within the church itself and also as 
they developed among lay people, historians, philosophers, and political 
thinkers—people who in various ways sought to bring Christian traditions 
into dialog with modernizing processes. 

 It goes without saying that the Catholic-inspired narrative of an Italian 
road to modernity was all along contested and rejected by other cultural 
and political forces, not least socialism and Communism. We will deal with 
those competing narratives in the chapter that follows, noting for now 
that the challenge posed by socialism and Communism forms part of the 
larger ideological and cultural battlefi eld in which Catholic positions took 
shape. And this was also a battle over contested nationhood. 

 Before plunging into historical detail, the general development we wish 
to outline can be sketched as follows. The Church and Catholic positions 
more broadly, went through a process of transformation which developed 
from radical  rejection  of modernity to  hesitant embracement  and ending on 
a fi guration we here suggest to term as  critical co-articulation . Employing 
more current terms in the wider multiple modernities literature, 5  the Church 
moved from a position of anti- and counter-modernity to one of alterna-
tive or parallel modernity. The institutionalization of Christian Democracy 
after WWII played a huge role in this transformation. At the same time, the 
larger development that turned Catholicism into a ‘partner’ of modernity 
cannot and should not be reduced to Italian or European party politics. 6  
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The party political development after 1945, where Christian Democracy 
became hegemonic, could not have taken place without the cultural and 
political platform that had developed from the nineteenth century. 

   INTERPRETING ITALY’S ROAD TO MODERNITY: 
RISORGIMENTO LEGACIES 

 In Chap.   1    , we discussed the founding role of the Risorgimento for mod-
ern Italy. Let us start by stressing how within the larger Risorgimento 
movement a negotiation of modern Italy’s relationship to Church and 
religion started to take place. The relationship between Church and state 
became an institutional confl ict after unifi cation, but the underlying ques-
tions pertaining to this relationship had in many ways taken shape prior to 
the unifi ed state’s existence. A discursive fi eld of negotiation had already 
crystallized. 

 A main question for thinkers living through the Risorgimento 
period, and later refl ecting back upon it, was this: how does the Italian 
Risorgimento relate to the French Revolution? Were the Italians simply 
following the French or the British, while also, if to a lesser extent, bor-
rowing from the German  kulturnation  ideology? In other words, was 
Italy simply becoming modern by emulating models originating from 
elsewhere, from the ‘centers’ of Europe? Was there no Italian particu-
larity, no Italian road to modernity, understood in both political and 
cultural terms? 7  While Britain and British developments (economic as 
well as intellectual) were constantly referred to, it was the relationship 
to France that remained paramount in this larger exercise of historical 
self-interpretation. 

 As we already saw in the previous chapter, most thinkers, also during 
the liberal period, arrived at the conclusion that Italy  was  indeed different, 
and that Italy did  not  and  should  not simply take the road to modernity by 
copying foreign models. The self-imposed task for thinkers of the period 
was to establish the  how  and  why  of this difference, and to work out the 
political implications for purposes of the present. 

 The role of religion was absolutely central in such ‘differentiat-
ing attempts’. It is important to avoid simplifi cation here. While many 
Risorgimento thinkers were indeed pitted against the Church at the direct 
political and military level, far from all of them simply aimed to get rid of 
the Papacy. It was not simply the case that at the personal level, many of 
the Risorgimento fi gures remained church members and devout Catholics; 
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contrary to common wisdom, many of them also refused to see a modern 
Italian nation and state formation in absolute contrast to the Church. 

 Let us invoke just one salient example here: the Catholic priest and 
philosopher Vincenzo Gioberti. During the 1830s and 1840s, Gioberti 
argued for a federal union under the Pope, concisely setting up his ideas 
against the French model. These ideas found their clearest expression in 
Gioberti’s  Del primato morale e civile degli Italiani  (‘On the moral and 
civil primacy of the Italians’), which became a fundamental text for nation-
alists for generations. Gioberti’s message was very clear on this point: Italy 
should  not  simply imitate the other European powers. Italy had a moral 
and civil  primacy , its own foundational values, and its own starting points 
(see also Chap.   2    ). This primacy was, for Gioberti, unavoidably linked to 
the Catholic religion. Gioberti summed up his entire intellectual engage-
ment like this:

  I propose to prove that Italy contains within itself above all through reli-
gion, all the conditions required for her national and political resurrection 
[Risorgimento], and that to bring this about she has no need of revolution 
within, and still less of foreign invasions or foreign examples. 8  

   In Gioberti’s reading, Italy had become  impoverished  because it had 
become imitative. The country had to fi nd its own roots, and those roots 
belonged to its history. Gioberti praised Vittorio Alfi eri (1749–1803), 
the poet, dramatist, and fervent patriot and prophet of unity of Italy, for 
embodying the true fi re of Italian genius, seeing the salvation of Italy ‘in 
political and literary independence from France’. 

 Gioberti was adamant that the Pope should remain a unifying fi gure for 
the new Italian confederation. He therefore went up against those forces 
that saw the Pope as a political obstacle: ‘This last is a foreign idea born 
in the confused brain of a French priest [Félicité de Lamennais, initiator 
of the French Liberal Catholic movement] whose recent condemnation 
[in the 1832 papal encyclical  Mirari Vos ] proved that Gallic whims do not 
prevail over the common sense of Rome’. 9  

 To Gioberti, the French model for political and spiritual modernization 
remained a rather primitive one. Italy should set its own standards; it could 
do so by remaining spiritually anchored in the church, and by recogniz-
ing the authority of the Pope. Such a position was never going to become 
hegemonic within the Risorgimento, and at the practical-political level, the 
union with the Church never worked out the way Gioberti had wanted. 
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But Gioberti’s position toward the Church as a founding value of modern 
nationhood would never completely disappear from the intellectual hori-
zon. This is important to remember, for Gioberti’s ideas left a legacy to 
refer back to, also by Catholic thinkers of the twentieth century.  

   MODERNITY, A ‘CRIMINAL PLAN’. THE CONQUERING 
OF ROME AND EARLY STATE FORMATION 10  

 Now again, it would be tempting and not entirely incorrect to place 
Catholicism as an adversary to modern politics, siding with ‘tradition’ and 
outspoken critique of the modern project as a work of the Devil. Surely 
enough, from the French Revolution onwards the relationship between 
the Catholic Church and modernity had always been very troublesome, 
to say the least. Ever since the Enlightenment, the Church offi cially con-
demned modernity for its godlessness. 

 We sometimes forget how radical this struggle became. The French 
Revolution pitted the Church against modern politics in ways that at the 
period seemed irreconcilable. It was a story written in blood. Opposition 
to the Catholic Church was one of the animating forces of the revolution-
aries. Anticlericalism was explicitly written into government policy in 1792 
as the First Republic was declared. The Papacy watched with dread as 
the Enlightenment ‘cult of reason’ sought to replace Christianity. Instead 
of worshipping God, the revolutionaries worshipped Man. In 1793 the 
humiliation of the Church reached its symbolic peak, when during the 
so-called ‘festival of Reason’, the Parisian Cathedral of Notre Dame was 
turned into a ‘temple of Reason’. The Christian altar was destroyed and 
replaced by an altar to the goddess of Liberty. 

 The Papacy, and Christians all over Europe, watched with equal dread 
as the wars of Vendée unfolded from 1793 to 1796. As a reaction to the 
centralizing policies of the Republic, which involved the persecution of 
disobedient local clergy and the violent suppression of religious orders, 
Vendeans eventually took up arms against the republicans under the ban-
ner of ‘The Catholic Army’. Men, women, and children were brutally and 
systematically massacred over the next three years. 

 The Papacy saw the French Revolution and the ideas behind it as a 
hellish development. It would for long react very strongly against any 
attempt of reconciliation. In 1832, Gregory XVI’s encyclical letter  Mirari 
vos. On Liberalism and Religious Indifferentism  condemned Lamennais’ 
proposal to welcome the new society and its civil liberties as an opportunity 
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for Catholicism—to ‘baptize’, in Lammenais’ term, the Revolution, or to 
‘sanctify’ democracy as the priest and journalist Davide Albertario put it. 
The text reads: ‘At the present moment a brutal malevolence and impru-
dent science, an unrestrained arbitrariness prevail’ (‘Alacris exultat impro-
bitas, scientia impudens, dissoluta licentia’). 11  It was precisely this reading 
that Gioberti referred to in his own defense of the ‘Roman wisdom’, 
standing as a bulwark against the ‘Gallic whims’. 

 This position remained unaltered during most of the nineteenth century, 
and it was a position that quite naturally informed the church’s position 
toward Italian nationalism, and hence the very project of state formation. 
In 1864, three years after Italy’s unifi cation, Pius IX concluded his  Syllabus 
Errorum , attached to the encyclical  Quanta Cura , by condemning the 
idea that ‘the Pope would have to learn to accept progress, Liberalism and 
modern civilization’ (‘Romanus Pontifex potest ac debet cum progressu, 
cum liberalismo et cum recenti civilitate sese reconciliare et componere’). 
As the Pope stated in the opening lines of the encyclical, modernity must 
be seen as the result of ‘criminal plans by malevolent people’ (‘nefariis 
iniquorum hominum molitionibus’). This general outlook did not change 
until the Second Vatican Council (1962–1965), and certainly explains the 
Vatican’s weak position toward right-wing dictatorship emerging in the 
twentieth century and its general distrust of national-democratic politics. 

 Put as such, the opposition between sacred and secular could not have 
been more absolute. In some ways this radical opposition has been carried 
all the way into the present. However, from Unifi cation onwards, a fl ip 
side to that coin started to be seen. Beneath offi cial proclamations, and 
simultanoeusly with power politics and wars over territory and resources, 
positions started to soften, and a dialogue opened. While always serving 
as a critique of modernity, Catholic thought on the modern also started 
to undergo profound transformations, and very much in the context of 
Italian state formation. Italian political Catholicism was indeed called into 
being by the Holy See as the agency of the Papacy in the struggle against 
the liberal State and in the context of the process of the Risorgimento. 
The process of political unifi cation and state formation—carried out 
and fi nalized by an alliance between, on one hand, the Savoy House of 
Piedmont and the liberal class, and, on the other, by more radical fi gures 
such as Giuseppe Garibaldi—steadily ate away at both the territorial sov-
ereignty of the Popes in the Papal States of Central Italy, and the legal 
privileges, landed property, and social infl uence which the Church enjoyed 
elsewhere in the peninsula. The fi nal destruction of the temporal power of 
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the Papacy came with the occupation of Rome (September 1870) and its 
proclamation as the capital of Italy. The ‘criminal plan’ had been fulfi lled. 

 The response of Pius IX was to breathe anathemas and excommunica-
tions against the ‘subalpine usurpers’ (the Savoyard royal family) and all 
others who had assisted in the despoliation of the Church. Following the 
conquering of Rome, the Vatican prononuced its ‘non expedit’, with the 
famous formula ‘né eletti, né elettori’, ‘no representatives, nor voters’. 
The ‘non expedit’ was already issued in 1868, and it obliged Catholics to 
stay out of Italian politics, at least at the national level. This position would 
become the model for all other liberal countries, resulting in a continuous 
cold war between the Vatican and the state—with clericalism and anticleri-
clism splitting European countries, sometimes even turning into separate 
and opposed ways of life. 12  

 But with Pope Leo XIII (1878–1903) this compulsive passivity outside 
the sphere of religion disappeared. 13  Leo recognized the end of monar-
chy in France and directed French Catholics to vote and to participate 
in the political life of the Third Republic, much to the consternation of 
Catholic monarchists in France who opposed the Church’s  ralliement  to 
the Republic. Leo also dealt with Otto van Bismarck in Germany in a 
prudent, and perhaps even calculating, fashion. While the Iron Chancellor 
pursued his anti-Catholic stance to the point where it became counterpro-
ductive, Leo encouraged a softening of the culture war by dealing directly 
with him in matters of diplomacy and Church appointments; this policy 
meant recognizing Germany’s conservative monarchy, and eventually led 
to three visits by Kaiser Wilhelm II to the Vatican. 

 Such a prudent approach was bound to be much more complicated and 
ultimately less successful in Italy. Too much was at stake, and substantial 
territories under direct dispute. While recognizing that Pius IX’s demand 
for a return of the Papal States from the Kingdom of Italy was the only 
sure support for the freedom of the Church in the age of the nation- 
state, Leo never realistically expected to get them back. Yet, in the hope of 
securing a deal for a sovereign Vatican State in a territory of its own that 
would protect the freedom of the Church from political interference by 
the Italian government, Leo maintained the ban on voting and participat-
ing in politics within the Kingdom of Italy. Leo’s efforts ultimately failed, 
showing that political prudence is sometimes unsuccessful in balancing the 
demands of the spiritual and temporal realms. 

 Quite crucially, however, a change took place with Leo’s encyclical 
 Rerum Novarum  (1891). This encyclical is beyond doubt one of the most 
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important ones in the history of the Church. It is rightly considered the fi rst 
encyclical with an explicitly ‘social’ and political agenda (the most recent 
one within this genealogy is Pope Francis’ 2015 encyclical on the environ-
ment,  Laudato si ’). The encyclical can and should be read as a refl ection 
on modernity and its challenges. It provided some explicit guidelines for 
Catholics and how they should navigate, faithfully, within this modern 
world. It inspired Catholics to engage, to no longer sit back passively and 
watch the world around them change. 

 Catholics, in Italy as everywhere, were now urged to actively unite in 
all kinds of social domains, and to actively respond to the threat of liberal 
and anticlerical governments, as well as to the challenge of socialism. 14  By 
then it had become clear that modern society was more than a revolu-
tionary chaos soon to collapse. Leo’s encyclical inspired a whole range of 
Catholic associational initatives across the Italian peninsula: youth organi-
zations, literary and recreational circles, organizations of Catholic work-
ers and Catholic unions. In this period Italy also saw the development of 
what in Italian is referred to as ‘mutual’ organizations, Catholic responses 
to the corporatist models based on socialist ideas. Signifi cant outcomes 
of this wider process included the emergence of institutions like the  casse 
rurali , for example, banks organized as co-operative companies which 
lend money to peasants. The banks were based on a Catholic philosophy 
of personhood and morality: they were to be centered on people and not 
on money. One of the Church-affi liated credit unions established in this 
period was the Banco Ambrosiano, founded in 1896, fi ve years after the 
 Rerum Novarum . 15  

 A young Sicilian priest, Luigi Sturzo, founded in the same year (1896) 
a  cassa rurale  in his hometown Caltagirone. Important fi gures in the 
wider Catholic movement, to whom we shall return below, like Giuseppe 
Toniolo, were active in the sector of the so-called ‘white credit’—a term 
used to contrast the ‘red credit’ of socialist orientation. Another important 
fi gure in this context was the priest Luigi Cerutti, who in 1896 founded 
the  Società Cattolica di Assicurazione  (the Catholic Insurance Society) in 
Verona. 16  

 In short, a full-fl edged and well-organized Catholic subculture, a 
Catholic ‘pillar’ or compartment within society was established in antici-
pation of a Catholic modernity proper. The movement in many ways 
resembled what the socialist labor movement was doing around the same 
time in Europe and beyond.  
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   THE CHALLENGE OF MODERNISM 
 Meanwhile, the Vatican was forced to face a new movement from  within  
its own ranks, going still further: this movement was incidentally called 
‘Modernism’. ‘Modernism’ was an intellectual amorphous movement 
which developed among Catholics in the late nineteenth century and early 
twentieth century, fi rst in France and England, with the proclaimed aim 
of bringing the Church into harmony with modernity and with the post- 
Enlightenment world. 17  

 The term ‘modernist’ was fi rst employed condemningly by the Church 
authorities. The offi cial condemnation of modernism in 1907, with Pius 
X’s encyclical  Pascendi Dominici Gregis , signaled a victory for Catholic 
antimodernists, and an antimodern position that would last in most of 
Europe throughout the fi rst half of the century. Antimodernists such as 
Joseph Lemius, the man who drafted the major part of the papal docu-
ment which condemned modernist roots and branches, described them-
selves as ‘integralists’, a title which was extremely revealing of how they 
saw the Church and its ideology. 18  

 In Italy, the form which modernism assumed in Pope Pius X’s mind was 
determined most vividly by Romolo Murri (1870–1944), a neo- Thomist 
cleric and cofounder of the movement ‘democrazia cristiana’ (christian 
democracy), the ‘party that was never born’. 19  Murri was like so many oth-
ers inspired by  Rerum Novarum , but evenly by the writings of jurist, soci-
ologist, and economist Giuseppe Toniolo (1845–1918). Toniolo was one 
of several central fi gures laying the groundwork for a full-blown Catholic 
modern outlook. He was the founder, in 1889, of the  Unione Cattolica 
per gli Studi Sociali in Italia  (Catholic Union for Social Studies in Italy). 
He consciously worked to develop a Catholic social and economic plat-
form that stood in contrast to socialism. He stressed the duty of work and 
defended the social function of property, while also inspiring the forma-
tion of Catholic unions. He was one of the persons behind the weekly, 
 Democrazia Cristiana , which was fi rst issued in Turin in 1896. His most 
famous and important publication was his ‘Treaty of Social Economy’ 
( Trattato di Economia Sociale ), which sought to lay the scientifi c and ethi-
cal foundations of a Catholic-inspired political economy, a corporate model 
based on solidarity and social justice. It was Toniolo who fi rst (1897) gave 
the notion of ‘Christian democracy’ a substantial defi nition, as

  that civil order in which social, legal and economic forces, in the fullness of 
their hierarchical development, harmoniously work together towards the 
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common good, and in such a manner that the greatest benefi t of all is reaped 
by the lower classes. 20  

   A later important fi gure in the history of Italian political Catholicism, 
Alcide De Gasperi, remained immensely infl uenced by Toniolo’s early writ-
ings. In 1949, it was De Gasperi who introduced the publication of a series 
of Toniolo’s most important works, including his 1897 essay in which the 
notion of a Christian Democracy was fi rst pinned down with precision. 21  
In a sense, De Gasperi would come to function as the political ‘patron’ and 
realizer of his most important ideas in much the same way as Togliatti liked 
to see himself as an interpreter and activist codifi er of Gramsci. 

 Directly inspired by such ideas, Romolo Murri deployed a prodigious 
energy in propagandating a Christian social movement in and alongside 
the  Opera dei Congressi , the nonpolitical association of Italian Catholic 
forces. Murri elaborated a quite detailed project for economic, social, and 
political reforms aimed at a rafi cal transformation of the liberal State. He 
wanted to bring to life the ideas of a Christian Democracy within all aspects 
of human affairs. On May 1899, in the  Osservatore Cattolico , Murri wrote:

  In Italy we have called our young movement of ideas and souls christian 
democracy. It is a complex of clear and fi rm principles and criteria for action 
that must reform our entire public life… It was not meant simply to be a cri-
tique of revolution, the reaction of religious thought: it instead was meant 
to be a work of reconstruction, of reconquering. 22  

   Catholic thinkers were moving consciously away from their defensiv-
ist positions, actively seeking to reform and mold the meaningful con-
tours, ideational as well as institutional, of modern life. In fact, Murri 
considered a  fait accompli  what the offi cial Church hierarchy was yet 
failing to realize: that the Church would necessarily have to accept politi-
cal democracy. Not only, the Church would have to  identify  itself with 
political democracy as understood and interpreted by Murri and his fol-
lowers, that is, as a ‘direct participation of the people… with special 
reference to the most humble and numerous classes, in economic and 
political institutions’. 

 It is important to note how Catholic thinkers of the period had become 
ardently aware of the issue of class. They were not going to give away the 
‘class struggle’ to the socialists—rather, they wanted to take up the class 
issue, but bring it within the folds of their own playing ground. In this 
sense, Murri was in fact ardently ‘modernist’. He pushed his point by 
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claiming that modern democracy, originating from the French Revolution, 
represented ‘the very life of christianity in human history’. 23  

 By inserting modern democracy into the track of Christian history, 
Murri was urging his movement to fashion and implement a Christian 
society—within the limits of which such a society was thinkable and defi ni-
ble in the given historical context. Modern political democracy, to Murri, 
had no meaning and function in itself; it was imaginable only as a political 
modality appropriate to reach and establish a social democracy, which to 
him (as for Toniolo) could not be but a  christian  democracy. 

 To Murri, Christian Democracy was political and social to the very 
same effect and to the very same extent. It thus represented a genuine 
alternative to liberal democracy, founded on individual political represen-
tation and the individual pursuit of wealth—which would never be able 
to generate a ‘social’ democracy. It was equally an alternative to socialist 
democracy, whose collectivistc objectives, he argued, would lead to a tyr-
anny of the state over individuals and society. 

 The great novelty, and the true discovery of Murri and the wider move-
ment around him, was that modern democracy could not be separated 
from the method of liberty, and that liberty was itself of Christian origin, 
integral to Christianity itself. Here he followed the stance more famously 
developed by Lord Acton in the same period, that the history of liberty is 
coincident with the history of Christianity (and Judaism). This interpreta-
tion was in open contrast to the Enlightenment-based version of a liberty 
gained by freeing states and persons from the bonds of the Church—a 
liberty gained  against  the Church. But it was also an interpretation that 
marked a clear distance from the authoritarian attitude of Christian medi-
eval society, a conservative attitude which was still dominant within the 
offi cial church hierarchy. 

 Not surprisingly, the Vatican remained skeptical about modern political 
institutions and the involvement of Catholics in national politics. In his 
1901 encyclical  Graves de Communi Re , Leo insisted that the label ‘chris-
tian democracy’ ‘must be employed without any political signifi cance’. 
Leo thus consciously downplayed the political ambitions of a Christian 
Democracy, which should simply be understood, he said, as a ‘benefi cent 
Christian action on behalf of the people’. The ‘democratic’ element, in 
this reading, had nothing to do with institutional politics; it simply meant 
to act and do good among the ‘people’. But this was not what Murri had 
in mind; his project was indeed political, openly geared toward real social 
reforms within the framework of state and society. 
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 Murri cultivated contacts with modernists, aiming for a common front 
of scholars and social activists who were chaffi ng under hierarchical con-
trol. This affi rmed the fi nal suspicion among integralists that the essence 
of Modernism consisted in excessive claims for autonomy and an inbuilt 
intolerance for authority; in short, that the modernists were troublesome 
reformers which had to be controlled, or, if necessary, expelled. Murri 
was a Thomist in the classical sense, and remained skeptical about several 
aspects of the wider modernist movement. Yet the Church would eventu-
ally classify him with the modernists. 24  

 The confrontation with the offi cial Church hierarchy seemed inevita-
ble, especially after the death of Leo XIII in 1903. His successor, Pius X, 
saw Modernism as nothing but an enemy to combat. In his encyclical from 
1906,  Pieni l’animo , Pius X explicitly addressed the situation among the 
Italian clergy. In this letter, which in many ways directly addressed Murri 
and his followers, the Pope put his fi nger on what he defi ned as a ‘spirit 
of insubordination and independence displayed here and there among the 
clergy’, and continued:

  This unfortunate spirit is doing the damage especially among young priests, 
spreading among them new and reprehensible theories concerning the very 
nature of obedience. In order to recruit new members for this growing 
troop of rebels, what is even more serious is the fact that such maxims are 
being more or less secretly propagated among youths preparing for the 
priesthood within the enclosure of the seminaries. 

   In the same encyclical, seminarians were forbidden to take any part in 
‘external’ activities, which meant any activity not under the direct control 
of the Church. In its fi nal clauses, the encyclical explicitly forbade semi-
narians and members of the clergy to become members of the National 
Democratic League—the association founded by Murri and Giuseppe 
Fuschini in 1905 as a non-denominational party of Catholic inspiration. 
The confl ict was by now a public affair. 

 Pius X summed up his position toward the modernists very explicitly 
in the encyclical from 1907, the famous  Pascendi Dominici Gregis , on the 
doctrines of modernists, which is nothing but one long attack on ‘the 
errors of modernism’. In 1910, Pius X just as famously issued  The Oath 
Against Modernism  that was promulgated by the pope in the  motu proprio  
(‘on his own impulse’, e.g. a document issued by the pope on his own ini-
tiative and personally signed by him)  Sacrorum antistitum . The swearing 
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of this oath was compulsory for all Catholic bishops, priests and teachers, 
up until its abolition by Pope Paul VI in 1967. 

 In the years of Pius X, the church simply saw it as one of its most funda-
mental tasks to protect the world against modernism. It was a genuine cul-
ture war, fought not only against secular threats, but also within the ranks 
of the church. Hence also the condemnation of Antonio Fogazzaro’s best- 
selling novel  Il Santo  (1905) which fi ctionally combined the social, schol-
arly, and Church reform movement. Murri himself was ‘sospeso a divinis’ 
in 1907 and then excommunicated in 1909. 25  

 Murri would end up extremely disillusioned about the possibility of 
reforming the Church from within. While the Church thus came out vic-
toriously against modernist tendencies, the seeds for a modern Catholic 
social and political movement had long since been sown. Murri lost his 
battle—but others were soon to pick it up.  

   ENCOUNTERING THE NATION: STURZO AND A PARTY 
OF CHRISTIAN INSPIRATION 

 In the years leading to World War I and dominated by the fi gure of liberal 
Prime Minister Giovanni Giolitti, Catholics became increasingly aware of 
the issue of the nation. This was not an easy task, as the Church stood 
pitted against the state and the national identity it claimed to represent. 
Yet Catholics would openly try to harmonize ‘solid patriotism’ and ‘true 
nationalism’ with Christian and Catholic doctrine. 26  

 The Church had by then down-toned, if not set aside, its disapproval 
of the myth of the nation born out of the French Revolution. This ‘myth’ 
had considered the nation as the expression of a new principle of peo-
ple’s sovereignty against the monarchic sovereign of Divine origin. The 
Church and the Jesuits of the infl uential journal  La Civiltà Cattolica , and 
increasingly large groups of Catholics, were now committed to building 
a competing Catholic myth of nation that stressed the religious factor in 
forming the national identity. In doing this, they were seeking to reject the 
accusation of being unpatriotic, and were in fact accepting the existence 
of a unitary State. 

 This Catholic encounter with the idea of nation is absolutely crucial 
to understand. Ever since the Reformation, the Church had come to see 
nationalist tendencies as a threat to its integrity. With modern nation-
hood as conceived and enacted via the French Revolution, nationalism 
had come to represent a menace to Christian civilization writ large. At the 
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same time, by the turn of the century it was clear that the Church could 
not simply fi ght against the existence of nation-states and against national 
identifi cation as such. 

 According to the Jesuit Agostino Gemelli (the founder of the  Università 
Cattolica  in 1921) nations are neither the product of an individual desire, 
nor a fact of nature. Nations are, he said, ‘wished by the God-Providence’; 
consequently ‘the source of love of  Patria  is God himself, as one country 
is the instrument of power, goodness and Divine providence, [and there-
fore] love of  Patria  is included, like the least in the most and the detail in 
the general, in the cult that is God’s right’. 27  

 At the practical level, however, Catholic approaches to national politics 
were still prone with obstacles. As with so much else, the Great War and its 
aftermath proved a watershed, injecting slow but substantial changes. This 
was also because, although the Papacy and some sections of the Catholic 
movement opposed Italy’s intervention in the war, Catholics played their 
part loyally in the war efforts; and their patriotism removed the last major 
hindrance to participation in national politics. 

 Immediately after the war, in 1919, Pope Benedict XV lifted the ban on 
Catholics to participate in national political life. The Sicilian priest Luigi 
Sturzo, who had briefl y collaborated with Murri before the war, was quick 
in action. Appealing to ‘all strong and free men’, he founded the Italian 
People’s Party (PPI), Italian Catholics’ fi rst sustained experiment in mass 
politics. 28  The party became an immediate success, gaining 20.5 % of the 
national vote and hundred seats in the Chamber of Deputies in the 1919 
elections. The result was largely confi rmed in the 1921 elections. It was 
particularly strong and gained almost half the votes in a region like Veneto 
where Catholic associational life was extremely present and active. The 
party thus captured what since then has been called, and quite adequately 
so, Italy’s ‘Catholic vote’. 

 Sturzo very consciously, and here closely following Murri, posited the 
party in opposition to both Socialism and Liberalism. His sense that Italy 
had something genuine to offer modern politics, and that this ‘something’ 
must be grounded in its religious history, was expressed quite explicitly 
in the second last clause of the ‘appeal’ with which he had presented the 
party in early 1919:

  We present ourselves to political life with our moral and social banner, 
inspired by the fi rm principles of Christianity that consecrated the grand 
civilizing mission of Italy. 
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   In the words of Sturzo, this ‘civilizing mission’ had to show its real 
worth in the concrete historical situation that presented itself after WWI, 
with the collapse of empires and the simultaneous emergence of new forms 
of imperialism, be they socialist or ‘liberal’. In this context, Christian prin-
ciples had not lost their importance, quite the contrary: they had become 
all the more necessary in modernity, the only reservoir of wisdom and eth-
ical guidelines from where a true alternative to Liberalism and Socialism 
could be established. It was in this precise sense that Gioberti’s old notion 
of Italy’s ‘primacy’ and its ‘civilizing mission’ came to life again. 

 The model proposed by Sturzo guaranteed the overcoming of the his-
torical fracture born in nineteenth century between the liberal ‘concili-
atorism’ of the ‘transigent Catholic’ (who sought an accommodation with 
the less anticlerical elements in the ruling liberal establishment) and the 
social commitment of the intransigent Catholics (who, true to the spirit 
of Pius IX, abstained from any contaminating involvement with national 
politics)—a fracture that had come to appear insuperable in Italy and 
much of Europe. Sturzo’s ‘invention’ had a huge effect on the subsequent 
history of Catholic involvement in politics and on Italian political history 
as such. 

 Sturzo, in reality, had already prefi gured and anticipated the idea of 
a party of Christian inspiration with a sharp democratic and reformist 
imprint at the famous Caltagirone speech (December 24, 1905) devoted 
to the ‘problems of the nation’. Here the adjectivation of the word 
‘Catholic’ in the sense of ‘popular’, meant the abandoning of the tradi-
tional intransigent stance which evoked a de-historical identity, tout court 
simply Catholic. 29  

 To Sturzo, the notion of ‘popolo’ was not a confused and indefi nite 
mass of individuals, but an organic whole of social groups defi ned and 
characterized by their own position within the relations of production. 
Sturzo wanted to position Catholics as a  social group  and not as an eccle-
sial community within national political life. He wanted the party to work 
from the basis of a political platform that was not dependent on cultural 
universes opposed to Catholicism. In this way, he thought, the degree 
of secularization that followed with the process of political participation 
would not have devastating and disruptive consequences on the traditional 
Catholic doctrinal context. 

 Sturzo’s idea of a popular people’s party marked a huge and daring step 
forward in the process of modernization of the Catholic world. It sought 
to develop a Catholic platform from where to answer the challenges posed 
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by two crucial passages of modern democracy: the process of seculariza-
tion and the process of political participation. 30  

 As already stressed, the decisive point that qualifi ed Sturzo’s idea of 
democracy was that democracy must necessarily be a ‘social’ democracy, 
and not (only) a political democracy. Democracy, of course, should not 
be indifferent or unrelated to political forms. However, Sturzo saw that 
the establishment of a political system must correspond to, refl ect, and 
represent a ‘democratic’ ideal social order. The crucial question here is in 
fact the difference between ‘formal’ and ‘substantial’ democracy. Already 
in 1900, Sturzo had argued that any notion of ‘Christian democracy’ had 
to work from the premise that democratic political participation could 
not be reduced to formal electoral rights, but had to be grounded in con-
crete forms of social engagements through which single persons found 
their worth and dignity within their encompassing political communi-
ties. 31  In other words, a truly Christian democracy involved an ordering 
of society in all its aspects, based on the ‘popular will’ without succumb-
ing to the logics of majoritarian rule.  

   CATHOLIC THOUGHT AND THE FASCIST EXPERIENCE 
 As said, the PPI immediately became the second largest party after the 
Socialists. 32  However, very quickly its members had to position themselves 
toward another novel political creature, Fascism. Some of them joined the 
fi rst Mussolini government alongside liberals. The Vatican itself maintained 
a highly ambiguous relationship with the PPI. 33  The Vatican secretary of 
State cardinal Pietro Gasparri initially called it the ‘least bad’ of all Italian 
parties. 34  After all, pluralism was not immediately acceptable for an institu-
tion with universalistic aspirations. The idea that a Catholic party might 
be just one among many parties troubled many Italian Catholics. 35  This 
attitude was also motivated by a more practical reason: the Vatican feared 
the loss of, at least political, control of Catholic citizens and  preferred to 
make direct deals with the national state, rather than relying on a third 
pole which was potentially autonomous and independent. 

 Eventually the Holy See turned against Sturzo and supported factions 
that were unquestioningly prepared to collaborate with Mussolini. The PPI 
was dissolved and outlawed in 1926, and its main leaders and theoreticians 
were forced into exile. Alcide De Gasperi, the last party secretary and the 
fi rst DC Prime Minister after WWII, found shelter in the Vatican library. 
Sturzo lived in London and New York for most of the  ventennio nero . 
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 On February 11, 1929, an historic treaty was signed between the fascist 
Italian government and the Vatican, re-establishing the political power 
and diplomatic standing of the Catholic Church, which had been lost 
when Italy seized Rome. The Lateran Pacts established the Vatican City as 
an independent State, restored the civil sovereignty of the Pope as a mon-
arch, and regulated the position of the Church and the Catholic religion 
in the Italian state. Furthermore, a fi nancial convention compensated the 
Holy See for the loss of the Papal States. 36  

 This however did not mean the complete fascistization of social and politi-
cal Catholicism. The  Azione Cattolica  (Catholic Action, the lay association 
of the Vatican), which had been important for the PPI and was to become 
even more important in mobilizing support and voters for post- WWII DC, 
continued to function as essentially the only non-fascist organization—a 
consequence of the 1929 treaty—despite the Duce’s efforts to restrict its 
activities. Equally important were other organizations of the Catholic world 
student from which many postwar DC leaders would be drawn. We shall 
have a chance to return to this argument in Chap.   5    ; for also fascist claims to 
modernity were ambivalent as concerns the possible role played by religion. 

 It is therefore necessary to briefl y consider what happened to Catholic 
thought during the fascist period, especially because the fascist experi-
ence marked the intellectual and cultural journey taken by a whole gen-
eration of young Italians—those Catholics who, too young to be involved 
in activity of the PPI, grew up in fascist Italy and came into DC’s mili-
tancy after the war. This generation was formed in the two intellectual 
branches of Catholic Action: the FUCI (Federation of Catholic University 
Students) and the  Movimento Laureati  (Association of Catholic Laureate 
and Professionals). 37  

 During the 1930s, young Catholic intellectuals, strongly infl uenced by 
fascist visions of modernity, elaborated their own project of an alternative 
modernity, endorsing and upholding almost all of the policies and politics 
enacted by the regime, from the demographic battle to the invasion of 
Ethiopia and the proclamation of the Italian empire (1936), which seemed 
to many in the association to herald a new epoch in which ‘Catholic’ Italy 
would play a leading role in a new world order. 38  The project of a new 
Catholic civilization, combined with sincere patriotic feeling, explained 
also the initial support the FUCI gave to many aspects of the fascist war 
efforts. 39  In 1941 the president of the FUCI Aldo Moro, not certainly the 
most radicalized patriots, wrote: ‘we can truly say that serve the  Patria  in 
arms is a great moment of life’. 40  
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 For young Catholic intellectuals, as for many other constituencies of 
Catholic Italy, Fascism was the normal and suitable regime for modern 
Italy, the best existing social model for the preservation of Christian values 
and for the anti-Bolshevik battle. 41  Already by 1929, over 50 % of the FUCI 
members were concomitantly members of the Fascist University Youth. 
And in the 1930s many of them participated in the Littoriali, the cultural 
activities sponsored by the regime. 42  Giuseppe Dossetti—a student at the 
University of Bologna and from 1934 a  perfezionando  at the Catholic 
University of Milan, and a crucial fi gure in the rebirth of Italian democ-
racy after WWII (as we will see in Chap.   7    )—participated at the activi-
ties of the National Institute of Fascist Culture, giving speeches on ‘The 
Originality of Fascism’ (December, 1933), ‘Bolshevik Experiment and 
Fascist Renewal’ (January, 1934), ‘Bolshevism and Roman Civilization’ 
(January 1935). 43  Amintore Fanfani—a member of the FUCI, a student 
and from 1936 a professor of economic history at the Catholic University 
of Milan—joined the fascist party. 

 Fanfani—who would collaborate with Dossetti and other Catholics in 
the writing of the post-WWII Constitution, and served many times as 
Prime Minister in republican Italy—supported the corporatist ideas of the 
regime (‘the third way’), that promoted the collaboration between classes, 
as a way to reconstruct the moral basis of the nation and oppose both 
laissez-faire liberal doctrines and Marxism materialism. He wrote articles 
for the journal  Dottrina Fascista  (‘Fascist Doctrine’) and was also one of 
the 330 signers of the 1938 Manifesto of race—which, inspired by the 
Nazi Nurnberg law of 1935, stripped all Italian Jews of Italian citizenship. 
He also wrote articles on the infamous  La difesa della razza  (‘The Defense 
of Race’), the journal directed by Telesio Interlandi which was published 
between 1938 and 1943. 

 To be sure, in 1931 Pius XI condemned, in the encyclical  Non Abbiamo 
Bisogno  (‘We Do Not Need’) some aspects of what he perceived to be 
the false religious elements in fascist ideology. The encyclical denounced 
the regime’s intention of monopolizing the education of the young, an 
effort that Pius qualifi ed as a clear example of pagan ‘statolatry’ and a ‘new 
religiosity…that becomes persecution’. The denunciation was tempered 
by the statement that the encyclical did not want to condemn Fascism 
as such, but only those practices of Fascism that went against Catholic 
teaching. Between Fascism and Catholicism there was, for two decades, 
an intense fl ows of men, ideas, and interests—with tensions and confl icts 
but also with substantial exchange of vital sap. On October 28, 1935—at 
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the beginning of the fascist colonial adventure in Ethiopia, and the day of 
the anniversary of the march on Rome—the cardinal of Milan Ildefonso 
Schuster solemnly proclaimed that the Christian mission had found its 
ultimate expression in the will of the Duce and in the civilizing mission 
of Fascism. This very ‘mission’ was no longer perceived as national or 
Catholic: it had become the one and very same thing. 44  

 In the historical context of interwar Europe, socialism and Bolshevism 
were seen as the major threats for Catholic faith. For example, in 1934 
De Gasperi—writing on a Vatican journal—rejoiced in the defeat of the 
Austrian social democrats who ‘were de-Christianizing and fanaticiz-
ing the young of the country, and using political power to destroy the 
Family and suffocate the Faith’. 45  The German Church, De Gasperi wrote 
in 1937, was correct in preferring Nazism to Bolshevism. 46  After all, in 
March 1937, confronted with the violence and horrors of the Spanish 
Civil War and the persecutions against the Church in Mexico and the 
Soviet Union, Pius XI’s encyclical  Divini Redemptoris  branded atheistic 
Communism ‘the all too imminent danger’ that aimed at ‘undermining 
the very foundations of Christian civilization’. The encyclical was the tip 
of the iceberg of the anti-communist activity carried out throughout the 
world in this period by the Vatican. A particular role was played by the 
Jesuit order, whose overall ambition was to establish a Catholic interna-
tional in Rome, in open competition with the communist international. 47  

 Communism and Marxism had been condemned by the Church as 
early as 1864—with Pius IX’s encyclical  Quanta Cura  and its attached 
 Syllabus— and the condemnation continued throughout the nineteenth 
and the early twentieth century. Communism, Marxism, and then 
Bolshevism had been included in the wider concepts of secularism, social-
ism, and materialism. However, by the 1930s, the Vatican and the Jesuits 
had recognized that Bolshevik Communism—with its revolutionary 
appeal enhanced by the Great Depression—was a more militant version 
of socialism, or even a different, much more dangerous and destructive 
ideology. ‘Communism is by its nature anti-religious’, Pius IX wrote in 
the  Divini Redemptoris . Communism, he continued, ‘strips man of his 
liberty, which is the principle of its life as a rational being, robs the human 
person of all its dignity, and removes all the moral restraints that check 
the eruptions of blind impulse’. By rejecting all hierarchical and divinely 
constituted authority in society, starting from the basic institution of 
the family, Communism ran counter to both reason and divine revela-
tion. It was an onslaught against Christian civilization, concealing itself 
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in a ‘false messianic idea’ that entrapped the multitudes by its ‘delusive 
 promises’. Therefore, sharpening and ordering the previous teaching of 
the Church on the topic, the encyclical cast the ‘satanic scourge’ of god-
less Communism as an antireligion, a genuine anti-civilization. 

 At the same time, the Church was aware of the threat posed by Nazism. 
Five days before the publication of  Divinis Redemptoris , the Pope had 
issued another encyclical titled  Mit brennender Sorge  ( With Deep Anxiety , 
or  With Burning Concerns ) written in German and not in the usual Latin, 
and addressed to the German bishops and the Catholic episcopate. Here, 
the Pope lamented that the worship of God, following natural law, was 
usurped by a creed of race and state. Racist ‘neo-paganism’ and the 
 Führerprinzip —dominated by the pervasive and absolute ideology of the 
 Volksgemeinschaft  and by the State—represented a conceptual framework 
that was inacceptable for Catholics. It was also a political form extremely 
dangerous and threatening for Catholic organizations and associations 
which were risking to lose autonomy and freedom of action within the 
state—or, worse than that, violent repression. 

 Whereas in Italy the terms nation and  Patria  could be infl ected in 
perfect tune with the ideological and semantic grammar of a modern-
ized Catholicism, in Germany the same terms conjured up Nordic forests, 
pagan sagas, solar and Celtic cults rather than the Cross of Christ and 
Rome. However, the  Mit brennender Sorge  and other anti-Nazi stances 
lacked the radical expression that characterized the  Divinis Redemptoris  
and other anti-communist policies and documents. The Catholic and 
Vatican attacks on Communism were more sustained and much more 
publicized than those on Nazism, not to say Fascism. 

 This is a much-discussed circumstance, which has led some historians 
to argue that the Vatican was in fact relatively supportive of Nazism. The 
most well-known argument in this direction is probably Cornwell’s con-
troversial  Hitler’s Pope  from 1999, on Pius XII’s dealings with Nazism and 
anti-semitism. 48  However, the basic reason for what was at times a ‘hesi-
tant’ attitude probably has to be placed elsewhere, with the ancient princi-
ple that had driven Catholic hierarchy in endless circumstances: sometimes 
history imposes to choose the ‘lesser evil’. And from 1917 onwards, the 
major Evil had become embodied by Bolshevism. 

 In any event, in the 1930s, the perspective for the Vatican and the 
Catholic Church looked grim. The threats were not only the ‘godless 
Red’ and the ‘neo-pagan’ tendencies of Nazism but also the weak liberal 
democracies such as France, not to mention the Protestant strongholds 
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such as Great Britain and the USA. In the 1930s, the Church seemed a 
besieged fortress, surrounded by enemies. The modern challenges—that 
had tried to corrode its ground since the French Revolution—looked as 
overpowering it. Never before, the identifi cation of the Vatican with a 
fortress seemed so fi tting. In those dramatic circumstances, Vatican offi -
cials turned even more distrustful, fearful, and infl exible. Their tasks and 
commitments became all the more limited and defensive. There was a 
narrow room for dealing with poverty, oppression, or violation of human 
rights—especially regarding non-Catholics, enemies by defi nition. Locked 
into their fortress, Vatican offi cials and cardinal focused on centralization 
and normalization of the Church, on control on the appointment of bish-
ops, on education for young. 

 However, it is at the same time important to stress that this overall 
defensive attitude did not deprive Catholics, particularly the young gen-
eration, of independent mentality, ideals, and culture. And nowhere was 
this more visible than in Italy. 

 A crucial fi gure here was Giovanni Battista Montini, future Paul VI and 
the crucial fi gure in the Vatican’s Secretary of State in dealing with the 
realm of party politics in the delicate period of the Italian political transi-
tion from Fascism to democracy, 1943–1946. In the period 1925–1933, 
he and Igino Righetti articulated the overall outlook of FUCI’s cultural 
line. This was a view that revealed very weak ties with the tradition of lib-
eral political and social Catholicism, but also a fi rm, moralistic, rejection 
of fascist ideology. 

 Fascism was seen as the result of the modern departure from God at 
the cultural and spiritual level. The challenge for Catholics, thus, was 
to reinvent and re-create a ‘vital’ and autonomous Catholic culture that 
could engage with, and eventually give direction to and lead the modern 
world. In his writings, Montini explicitly sought to bring into concord 
faith and reason, modernity and religion. 49  This was a signifi cant break 
with the tradition of nineteenth-century political Catholicism and with 
Sturzo’s  popolarismo , which implied and advocated direct political action. 
It was also a rupture with the apologetic and defensive attitude toward 
Fascism common in other sectors of interwar Italian (and European) 
Catholicism. 

 In this sense, during the fascist period, a real change happened regard-
ing the political memory of Catholicism. The result was that new genera-
tions of Catholics thirsted for a new cultural inspiration. This took place in 
a context in which the objective was more to correct totalitarianism than 
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to build democracy—which was unfamiliar to them and which seemed 
unattainable in the 1930s. In the search for a dialogue with the mod-
ern world, the  fucini  engaged with an eclectic and rich combination of 
cultural references, shaking Italian Catholicism from its provincialism. 
Jacques Maritain, Emmanuel Mounier, and the French neo-Thomists 
were the moral and intellectual compass in this search.  

   TRANSALPINE INSPIRATION: JACQUES MARITAIN 
AND THE SEARCH FOR CHRISTIAN DEMOCRACY 

 Jacques Maritain had been close to the quasi-fascist Action Française in 
the 1920s, but had abandoned the movement when it was condemned 
by the Vatican in 1926. 50  Working within a neo-Thomist philosophical 
framework, in the 1930s he started to embrace human rights and modern 
democracy. In particular, his 1936 study  Humanisme intégrale  and his 
1942 pamphlet  Christianisme et démocratie —which was dropped by Allied 
planes over Europe in 1943—had constituted a cautious, but nevertheless 
decisive endorsement of the ultimately Christian nature of democracy. 
As Maritain put it,

  The important thing for the political life of the world and for the solution 
of the crisis of civilization is by no means to pretend that Christianity is 
linked to democracy and that Christian faith compels every believer to be a 
democrat; it is to affi rm that democracy is linked to Christianity and that the 
democratic impulse has arisen in human history as the moral manifestation 
of the inspiration of the Gospel. 51  

   Central to Maritain’s theory and defi nition of democracy was the con-
cept of the ‘person’ and its opposition to the ‘individual’. The ‘person’ has 
a spiritual and transcendent quality, not reducible to material and biologi-
cal nature; it fl ourishes only within a community, when open to God. It 
is via the transcendent principle that the good of all can be articulated in 
the fi rst place. 

 Maritain was for a while mentor of Mounier. During the 1930s—partly 
inspired by Maritain—Mounier and the group around the journal  Esprit  
condemned both Communism and liberal individualism as forms of mate-
rialism, and insisted that the ‘person’ always realized him/herself in a 
community, yet retaining a spiritual dimension which could never be fully 
absorbed into mundane politics. Liberal individualism was held respon-
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sible for what Mounier disdained as ‘le désordre établi’, his designation 
for the corrupt parliamentary politics of the French Third Republic and 
for a political culture associated with the culture of the French Revolution. 
As he put it, ‘on the altar of this sad world, there is but one god, smiling 
and hideous: the Bourgeois’. 52  Mounier’s ‘communitarian personalism’ 
endorsed a society with a vigorous group life, and characterized by the 
decentralization of the decision-making process to communities with a 
human dimension. 53  

 Maritain’s writings and those of Mounier were published by the jour-
nal of the organization and widely read by the  fucini . Possibly, the most 
enthusiastic interpreter of French neo-Thomism was Guido Gonella. 
Gonella would later become secretary of post-WWII DC, main editor of 
the party’s newspaper  Il Popolo  and one of the closest collaborators of 
De Gasperi. In the period 1934–1935, Gonella repeatedly insisted on the 
concept of ‘person’ as the only way to solve the otherwise puzzling rela-
tionship citizen-State. The ‘person’, opposed to the ‘individual’, was the 
watershed that separated Catholicism from both collectivism (Fascism and 
Bolshevism) and individualism/capitalism. 54  

 Montini translated Maritain’s  Trois réformateurs  into Italian in 1928—
praising in the preface the accuracy of Maritain’s ‘diagnosis of historical 
and spiritual origins of modern error’ 55 —and wrote an introduction to 
the Italian version of  Humanisme intégral . Giampietro Dore translated 
Maritain’s  Primauté du spirituel  into Italian. 56  The distinction between 
the ‘spiritual’ and ‘temporal’, 57  on the eve of the Lateran Pact, ignited 
among the  fucini  an important refl ection on laity and the relationship 
between religion, philosophical/cultural convictions, and politics. 

 Many young Catholics, not necessarily members of the  Azione Cattolica , 
read Maritain in the 1930s. There is no doubt that for them, the French 
Thomist was a genuine ‘reading experience’ in the sense given to that 
term by Arpad Szakolczai: a formative and transformative ‘encounter with 
a certain work that struck a chord with personal experiences’, 58  generating 
an intellectual drive. For example, the Catholic philosopher Augusto Del 
Noce read  Humanism Intégrale  in full in French already in 1936, the year 
of its publication. In the post-WWII period Del Noce would elaborate 
and conceptualize a ‘Catholic modernity’ bridging a positive encounter 
between Catholicism, democracy, and freedom. The year 1936 was the 
year of the Italian war against Ethiopia, the event that marked the period 
of maximum consensus to the regime. 59  Del Noce, instead, felt a sense of 
utter disgust and moral opposition to Mussolini and Fascism, which he 
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regarded merely as a reign of violence, a brute force with no foundation 
in justice. 

 This opposition found in Aldo Capitini—the future organizer of the 
peace marches from Perugia to Assisi, whom Del Noce met in Asissi in 
1935—an important political, philosophical, and existential point of refer-
ence. In this context, the infl uence of Maritain on Del Noce was crucial. 
Del Noce had never been a fascist. But quite importantly, Maritain’s  mag-
num opus  made the conceptual incompatibility between Catholicism and 
totalitarianism clear to Del Noce, serving as a powerful antidote to clerico- 
Fascism. It in fact freed him and many other Catholics from the medieval-
ist, antimodern utopia that drove many of them to adhere to Fascism, 
understood wrongly as a valuable ally in the fi ght against modernity and 
for the Catholic regeneration of Italy. In 1943, he stated very explicitly 
that his position was that of Maritain, ‘the only possible salvation of the 
modern world’. 60  And it was on this basis that Del Noce developed in the 
post-WWII period his attempt at formulating a Catholic modernity. 61  

 Another effervescent pole of Catholic culture in the 1930s was the 
Catholic University of Milan, engaged in harsh controversy with the 
Idealist conception of the ‘Ethical State’ developed by the fascist prime 
philosopher Giovanni Gentile. In such an intellectual climate, young 
Catholics such as Dossetti, Fanfani, Giuseppe Lazzati, and others scholars 
associated in some way with the  Cattolica —such as Giorgio La Pira, an 
expert of Roman Law at the University of Florence—were fascinated by 
French legal-social currents of thinking, including authors such as Léon 
Duguit, Maurice Hauriou, and Georges Gurvitch, not to mention the 
‘institutional’ ideas of the Italian constitutionalist, Santi Romano, who 
had always shown a special concern with social reality on which legislation 
should be based. As we will see in Chap.   7    , Dossetti, Fanfani, Lazzati, 
and La Pira would become the diamond point of the group of Catholics 
appointed to the board that drew the Constitution of post-fascist Italy. 

 Some of these young Catholics were sympathetic with Fascism, yet, 
at the same time, they read and carefully refl ected upon the work of 
Maritain and other European catholic thinkers who were leading the way 
in embracing crucial aspects of modernity and human rights as indispens-
able to a proper Catholic view of the world. 

 Maritain was able to capture the imagination of the older generation 
of Catholics, the  popolari  of Sturzo and De Gasperi. De Gasperi followed 
Sturzo and the tradition of  popolarismo , but he also wanted to build a 
more comprehensive Christian Democratic political culture and identity. 
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In the 1930s, internally exiled inside the Vatican, he refl ected on the role 
of Catholics in politics and on the double threat to European Christian 
civilization represented by Bolshevism and Nazi-Fascism. He widely read, 
wrote, and commented upon the most signifi cant experiences and tradi-
tions of European Catholic political culture: nineteenth-century liberal 
Catholicism, the Catholic constitutionalism and the political history of the 
German  Zentrum , Toniolo, and Church (and Catholic) social teachings. 
In many ways, Maritain’s writings offered an answer to the deep-felt crisis 
of the 1930s. The autonomy of the state and the centrality of the person 
and his/her rights placed at the very top of the value hierarchy, pluralism, 
and anti-totalitarianism, the anti-materialism of the ‘personalist’ philoso-
phy and its spiritual dimension, greatly appealed to De Gasperi. 

 What struck De Gasperi most were the forms of a cultured Christianity 
capable of speculating on a theological-philosophical renaissance and a 
‘modern’ and nondogmatic reaction to the crisis of the times. Maritain’s 
‘new Christendom’, De Gasperi wrote in 1935, could positively become a 
‘myth’ and provide Catholic political action with a weapon indispensable 
to oppose totalitarianism:

  The attempt to draw the architectural lines of an ideal Christian State … 
corresponds to a need of the Spirit … The ‘myth’ in a Sorelian sense runs 
ahead of all modern political movements; and thus, why the vision of an 
‘ideal’ Christendom, yet compatible with reality, should not run ahead of 
the Catholic youth, as the column of fi re led Israel through the desert? 62  

   In an even more emphatic note, De Gasperi claimed, a ‘myth’ or a ‘mys-
tique’ is ‘a necessity in our time, an epoch more inclined to accept simple 
formulae, sentimental and at times irrational’; it is ‘a yeast needed for every 
popular movement and every political system’. Without a mystique, ‘one 
does not win over the masses, and the working class is not swept along’; 
after, all, he concluded, ‘Fascism, Socialism, and Nazism all of them have 
their own mystique’. 63  Vis-à-vis the experience of totalitarianism and modern 
mass politics, De Gasperi and the old generation of  popolari —those who had 
entered politics before World War I, approaching politics with the modes and 
thoughts inherited from the nineteenth century—began to abandon the tra-
ditional Catholic hostility to mythical thought and accept its historical func-
tionality and importance for the elaboration of a modern political language. 

 From his exile, fi rst in London and then in New  York, Sturzo too 
followed the evolution of French Catholic thought. Like Maritain, and 
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unlike many European Catholics, Sturzo refused to endorse Franco’s 
struggle, or to portray the Spanish Civil War as a kind of modern crusade. 
Like Maritain, Sturzo considered democracy an authentic value inspired 
by Christianity and believed in the ‘diarchy’ between sacred authority and 
secular power. The term ‘diarchy’, he wrote in 1938, was the ‘most apt 
for expressing the idea of a social duality’ and the historical relationship of 
Church and state in the West. The two powers had always asserted them-
selves as ‘the focal point of the two streams: the organizational and the 
mystical.’ 64  The distinction between ‘the organization’ and ‘mystical’ cor-
responds conceptually to Maritain’s distinction between the ‘secular’ and 
the ‘sacral’ as formulated in  Humanisme intégrale  and further elaborated 
by Maritain in the postwar period. 65  Like Maritain, Sturzo insisted that the 
Christian citizen (the person), whose conscience has been formed accord-
ing to the teaching of the Church, must be the agent through which 
Christian moral values and social doctrine are transformed into political 
realities and applied in concrete circumstances. 66  

 However, Sturzo’s approach to democracy adopted a register differ-
ent from that employed by Maritain: the fi rst approach was historical- 
sociological in character and much more political and polemic; the second 
involved political philosophy and thought and was more irenic. The 
differences were the by-product of different biographies—for one, the 
involvement in active politics, for the other, a life of rigorous Thomist 
philosophical refl ection. Sturzo remained convinced that Christian action 
required a Christian (albeit not confessional) party politics. Maritain did 
not see it that way.  

   ON THE EDGE OF TRANSFORMATION 
 While the interwar years on the surface proved ‘disastrous’ for political 
Catholicism, not only in Italy but also in Germany and in other European 
countries, 67  the development of Catholic thought had not come to a 
standstill. Almost on the contrary, one might say: Catholic thought and 
Catholic positions toward modernity transformed very much as a refl ec-
tion on the fatalities of the interwar period. In fact, the search for the foun-
dations of a new social and political culture that marked the experience 
of the young Catholic intellectuals in the 1930s proved highly relevant 
and infl uential in postwar and post-fascist Italy. It furthered and fostered 
the building of a democratic political system inspired by and based on 
Christian principle. A very signifi cant number of Christian Democrats had 
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been active participants in the life of the FUCI and  Movimento Laureati . 
It was from this generation of Catholics that one would fi nd future min-
isters or Prime Ministers (Aldo Moro, or much later Giulio Andreotti), 
MPs and member of the Constituent Assembly, political entrepreneurs, 
journalists and opinion- makers, university professors, pragmatic politi-
cians willing to intervene in public life by means of cultural analysis, and 
‘technocrats’ (sociologists, economists, social scientists) willing to play the 
democratic game, searching for a synthesis between Catholic faith and 
political responsibility. Many of these politicians and intellectuals fl irted 
with Fascism, often considered to be the best social modern for the pres-
ervation of Catholic values. Yet vis-à-vis the increasing association of 
Fascism with Nazism and its racial policies, the experience of the war and 
the existential uncertainty it entailed, many of them, including Dossetti 
and his followers, drifted away from traditional Catholic intransigence 
and ‘romanità’, still advocated in 1940 by the founder of the  Cattolica  
Agostino Gemelli. 68  They began a search for a Catholic response to the 
problem of modern mass politics and for the reconciliation of the Church 
with the modern world. In other words, the transformation was ignited 
not only by Maritain and his writings but rather by the fact that for the 
generation of the 1930s the pillar of their education and worldview col-
lapsed, sparking a search for meaning. 

 In his comparative analysis of the world religions, and the rationaliza-
tion processes that took place within these religions, Max Weber started out 
from the premise that a religious ethic ‘receives its stamp, primarily, from 
religious sources, and, fi rst of all, from the content of its annunciation and 
its promise’. 69  Catholic thinkers took the wording of the Gospels seriously. 
While we as political analysts or historians may not share such a view, our 
analysis remains fl awed if we do not take this essential fact into consider-
ation. Of course, we are not suggesting that all answers are simply to be 
found within the kernel of texts that constitute Christianity, that everything 
can be reduced to a kind of ‘essential’ character of Christianity, a position 
that goes against the entire Weberian framework. As Weber proceeds,

  Frequently the very next generation reinterprets these annunciations and 
promises in a fundamental fashion. Such reinterpretations adjust the revela-
tions to the needs of the religious community. If this occurs, then it is at 
least usual that religious doctrines are adjusted to religious needs. 70  
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   To Weber, specifi c social strata may seek to seize a religious ethic, reinter-
pret it according to its needs and desires. But a most fundamental dynamic 
also lies elsewhere. As Weber goes on to say, ‘the type of a religion, once 
stamped, has usually exerted a far-reaching infl uence upon the life-conduct 
of very heterogeneous strata.’ 71  The analysis therefore has to account for 
the way in which a religious ethic was indeed ‘seized’ by historical person-
alities, and with a ‘stamping effect’ on the political community that took 
shape after WWII. 

 To that discussion, we shall return in Chap.   7    . The conclusion for now 
can be stated in brief. Despite enormous obstacles, internal and external 
to the church, from the late nineteenth century one can see the formation 
of what would later emerge even more clearly: the formation of a Catholic 
modernity. It was not only an Italian version of the modern but it was 
certainly also an Italian one.    
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    CHAPTER 4   

      If liberals had struggled to carve out an Italian particularity on the road to 
political modernity, mainly with reference to the Enlightenment and the 
French Revolution, and if Catholics had started their own elaboration of 
an antirevolutionary modernity grounded in Christianity and Italian his-
tory, then Italian socialists from the early twentieth century faced a similar 
task within this larger fi eld of ideological competition: the elaboration of 
a socialist path to modernity. 

 This challenge had to be confronted in dialogue with Marxist theory 
ideology (more than Enlightenment thinking writ large) and the inter-
pretation of the Russian Revolution (more than its French predecessor). 

 To what extent, and how exactly, could Italy lean on to socialist ideas, 
principles, and guides for action developed elsewhere? Could Marxism 
and Leninism serve as recipes for Italy to become socialist modern? Or 
did Italy have to develop its own socialist modernity? The question was 
not only how to situate Italy with respect to the Risorgimento but also 
how the Italian working class and its peasantry could mobilize a political 
uprising with reference to the October Revolution. Posed as such, this 
remained Antonio Gramsci’s motivating question, underlying his entire 
political thought and social analysis. 

 The answers Gramsci gave were rooted in an analysis that was fundamen-
tally ‘local’ and specifi c to Italy; yet Gramsci’s thought is by many—today 
perhaps more than ever before—seen as a groundbreaking develop-
ment of socialist theory, of relevance far beyond the Italian  experience. 

 Gramsci and the Italian Road 
to Socialist Modernity                     
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And to some extent, it was via the Italian experience that a certain kind 
of ‘Eurocommunism’ developed, with a distinctive set of theoretical ideas 
combined with strategies of power that sought to rethink revolutionary 
practices. 

 Before Gramsci, the question of Italy’s road to emancipation had been 
posed by other socialists, including one of the founders of the Socialist 
Party of Italian workers (1892, Italian Socialist Party from 1895), Filippo 
Turati (1857–1932). For Turati, as for other socialists, the model to fol-
low by post-WWI Italy was Germany, where the Social Democratic Party 
(SPD) gained 20 % of the votes for the 1920 Reichstag elections, estab-
lishing itself as a well-organized mass party. Therefore, the ‘old man’ of 
Italian socialism rejected the violent overthrow of state and society based 
on the Bolshevik model, and advocated a peaceful and legal transition to 
socialism. This must not be overlooked: Gramsci did not develop his ideas 
in a vacuum. 

 Although Turati thought of himself as a Marxist, he paid little atten-
tion to the revolutionary side of Marxism (and the strategies related 
thereto, as developed by Lenin). He gravitated toward the utopian com-
munal theories of Benoît Malon (1841–1893), who emphasized the cul-
tural preparation necessary for the replacement of capitalism by socialism. 
Revolution would long remain part of his vocabulary, but the revolu-
tionary socialists would eventually come to think of him as an adversary. 
Turati’s ideas were in turn much inspired by the Russian-born revolution-
ary ideologist Anna Kuliscioff (1855–1925), who, following a tempestu-
ous breakup with Italian anarchist Andrea Costa (1851–1910), became 
lifelong partner to Turati. She was fi rst anarchist, then socialist, arguing 
for a ‘democratic’ interpretation of Marx. It was Kuliscioff who urged 
Turati to develop a specifi cally Italian socialist strategy toward the peas-
ants and the Southern Question within the framework of the PSI, engag-
ing the particularity of Italy’s geographic and social diversities. This was 
also a clear recognition that while in the industrializing North the role of 
the party must be to support and unify the working classes such a strategy 
could not easily be employed in the South. In other words, there were 
already several ideas available concerning Italy’s culture-specifi c road to 
social(ist) and political modernity onto which Gramsci could build as his 
political thought started to mature. 1  As this chapter will show, with the 
fundamental notion of ‘passive revolution’, coupled with his concepts of 
hegemony and war of position, Gramsci defi nitely broke with orthodox 
historical materialism and also with the most deterministic elements of 
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Marxian theory. However, as we already indicated, the main elements of 
Gramsci’s philosophy—the role of consciousness in determining human 
action and the importance of ideological hegemony in maintaining social 
relations, and the role of intellectuals and the party in opening the way 
for a revolutionary alternative—are as much developments of the Italian 
political and cultural tradition as of Marxism. 2  

 In fact Gramsci employed the language of an Italian political tradition, 
assimilating Marxist concepts into its framework; it is the peculiar mix 
of Hegel/Marx and Machiavelli that so many commentators have found 
distinctive about Gramsci’s Marxism. In so doing, he developed a new 
language or meta-theory of modernity and modernization, thinking from 
the Italian case ‘upwards’. In his search for a theory of proletarian hege-
mony in a period of organic crisis (or ‘passive revolution’) of the bourgeois 
State—a red thread which runs through the  Quaderni del carcere  ( Prison 
Notebooks ) 3 —Gramsci attempted to reconceptualize Italian modernity. 
The  Notebooks  are the creative reworking of a quintessential Italian theme: 
how to unite theory and practices and bring together the diverse classes, 
cultures, geographies, and histories that made up the Italian state. Despite 
its fragmentary nature, the  Notebooks  provided the most comprehensive 
analysis and perhaps the most fascinating solution to this problem. 

   PASSIVE REVOLUTION: FROM RISORGIMENTO TO FASCISM 
 In Europe and beyond, the very word ‘revolution’ had changed signifi -
cance with and after the French Revolution; it had turned into a kind of 
mystique, and this was only reinforced with socialist interpretations. In 
fact, the Bolsheviks consciously emulated the French Revolution in yet 
another interpretation of progress and emancipation. ‘Revolution’ has a 
strong set of dense and signifi cant semantic connotations, but it is at the 
same time (like modernity itself) a vague, meddling term, open to all sorts 
of interpretations. 

 Gramsci appropriated the concept of ‘passive revolution’ from the his-
torian of the failed Neapolitan Revolution in 1799 Vincenzo Cuoco—
combined with the coupling ‘revolution-restoration’ coined by French 
historian Edgar Quinet (1803–1875) in  Le rivoluzioni d’Italia  (1848)—as 
an analytical tool to interpret and understand the distinctive features of the 
Italian Risorgimento. 4  His detailed examination of the Risorgimento in the 
 Notebooks  served not merely to highlight the origins of the present problem 
but to rethink the terms in which they had been traditionally addressed. 5  
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 To Gramsci, the process of national unifi cation lacked popular initiative 
and the radicalism of revolutionary, Jacobin activism. In contrast to the 
French Revolution—a revolutionary rupture that had brought about pro-
found societal changes—the Risorgimento had been a ‘revolution without 
revolution’, or a royal conquest, which glossed over the underlying and 
suppressed social and political confl ict. 6  It had ignited the development 
of a new political–institutional formation without any reordering of social 
relations. It had been a transformation of political forms undertaken by 
elites, garbed in the rhetoric of previous revolutionary movements, but 
without the extensive involvement of subaltern classes that had forced a 
questioning of social and economic power relations in earlier transforma-
tions. It had established bourgeois domination gradually and by means of 
compromise among the exploiting classes, without the radical and punc-
tual destruction of the ancient regime as it had happened from below in 
France, driven by the popular masses in 1789–1794 under the leadership 
of the Jacobins. 

 Instead, the architects of Italian unifi cation—the moderate liberals, 
Cavour, the followers of the monarchy, and the agrarian elites—wanted 
only to maintain their socioeconomic position by securing political power. 
They had based their domination not on intellectual and moral leader-
ship—which following Gioberti, Gramsci regarded crucial for the estab-
lishment of a genuine political hegemony—but rather on the crudest forms 
of force and consent. 7  The moderates and Cavour had established alliances 
between big landowners in the Mezzogiorno and the northern bourgeoi-
sie, while absorbing opposition in parliament through continually assimi-
lated change within the current social formations. Gramsci therefore came 
to the conclusion that,

  The important thing is to analyze more profoundly the signifi cance of a 
‘Piedmont’-type function in passive revolutions—i.e. the fact that a state 
replaces the local social groups in leading a struggle of renewal. It is one of 
the cases in which these groups have the function of ‘domination’ without 
that of ‘leadership’: dictatorship without hegemony (Q15, 59). 

   The possible alternative—the radical–democratse Mazzinians and the 
Action Party—had remained un-infl uential and ineffective, weakened by 
abstract and international viewpoints. The Action Party, Gramsci argued, 
must win over the allegiance of the peasantry and provide the Risorgimento 
with a more markedly national-popular-democratic character, launching a 
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project of agrarian reform. Instead, their advocacy of religious reform 
mirrored the quintessential feature of Italian intellectuals, namely a hopeless 
distance from the concerns and needs of people: ‘no only did it [a religious 
reform] not interest the great rural masses’, Gramsci argued, ‘but on the 
contrary rendered them open to incitement against the new heretics’. 8  In 
the end, the opportunity was lost because the Mazzinians were worried on 
the one hand that a genuine mass movement might lead to terror (as in 
1790), and on the other that the Austrians might exploit the peasantry for a 
Vendée-type counterrevolutionary strategy. On the only occasion when they 
succeeded in gaining the initiative—during Garibaldi’s invasion of Sicily—
the Mazzinians ended up brutally crushing the peasant uprising against the 
southern barons. In the end, Gramsci thought, the Action Party’s approach 
actually refl ected a long- standing failure on the part of the urban bour-
geois to engage with the rural peasantry going back to the time of medieval 
communes, a pattern which was repeated at a different level in the modern 
north–south divide: in both cases, the Italian bourgeoisie consolidate power 
not through an alliance with the more dynamic and vital sections of society 
but through a compromise with the agrarian elites. The Italian bourgeoisie 
was unable to impose itself on the ‘old feudal class’, or establish ‘hegemony’ 
and infl uence over the popular classes. As a result, the new Italian state 
lacked popular legitimacy and was neither fully bourgeois nor capitalist, with 
negative consequences for the liberal Italian economy. ‘The paltry political 
life from 1870 to 1900, the fundamental and endemic rebelliousness of the 
Italian popular classes, the narrow and stunted existence of a skeptical and 
cowardly ruling stratum’: to Gramsci, these were all the consequences of 
that failure. 9  

 Throughout his account, Gramsci constantly compared the Mazzinian 
with the French Jacobins, who he regarded as ‘Machiavellian’ realists, rather 
than ‘abstract idealists’. By building a national-popular mass movement on 
the basis of urban–rural alliances, the Jacobins had succeeded in leading—
representing not just the immediate interests of the existing bourgeoisie—
not a moderate and exiguous class, but ‘the revolutionary movement in its 
entirety, as an integrated historical development’. He wrote:

  They [the Jacobins] did not only organize a bourgeois government, that 
is make the bourgeoisie the dominant class, they did more, the created 
the bourgeois State; they made the bourgeoisie the leading national class, 
hegemonic, that is they gave the new State a permanent base, they created 
the compact modern French nation. 10  
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   The contrast with the ‘illicit’ union of moderates and Action Party 
could not have been greater. Rather than the legitimate modern bourgeois 
parliamentary state, ‘they produced a bastard’, which failed to have neither 
‘a diffuse and energetic ruling class’ nor ‘to include the people’. 11  In short, 
the Mazzinians (the Italian bourgeoisie) had failed in their historical task. 
After 1848, the real motor of unity had not been a revolutionary class, 
but the Piedmontese State. The process of hegemonic expansion, which 
had been a distinctive feature of the bourgeoisie’s rise and transformation, 
could not develop. The ineffectiveness of the Mazzinian project resulted 
in the group’s absorption into the moderates, and its acquiescence and 
passive acceptance of the formal unity imposed by Piedmont and the mon-
archy. Crucially, a pattern for the development of liberal Italy was set, 
with ‘transformism’ continuing the process activated by the elites of the 
decapitation and the annihilation of potentially disruptive radical social 
forces. 12  As Gramsci remarked, the mixture of bribery and police repres-
sion—employed with varying degree of combination and fi nesse—charac-
terized the methods and forms of political control enacted by the various 
liberal regimes, particularly in the south, up to and including Fascism. 
In fact, the latter was simply a symptom of the limits of liberal legality in 
the face of the mounting organized social unrest in both town and coun-
tryside following WWI. Fascism, in the end, was the revelation of recent 
Italian history. 

 Therefore, the Italian ‘passive revolution’ encompassed Caesarist 
actions from above, such as Mussolini’s seizure of power, and a certain 
‘style’ of reformist politics: the development of a new political forma-
tion without any reordering of social relations. Adopting Francesco De 
Sanctis’s famous comparison, Gramsci related passive revolution to the 
politics of Guicciardini as opposed to that of Machiavelli: the politics of 
diplomacy and management rather than exercise of  virtù . 13  

 However, and beyond the Italian case, Gramsci would also start to 
employ the term ‘passive revolution’ more positively to identify a  sonder-
weg  of modernization. 14  He did so by referring to historical periods and 
other countries that likewise had been lacking in popular impetus toward 
modernity: a ‘modernity from above’, lacking the radical Jacobin moment. 
The evident comparison was fi rst and foremost Germany as forged by 
Bismarck. In France, after the Revolution, the emergent bourgeoisie ‘was 
able to present itself as an integral “State”, with all the intellectual and 
moral forces that were necessary and adequate to the task of organizing a 
complete and perfect society’ (Q6, 10). In contrast to the instance of rev-
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olutionary rupture in France, other European countries had gone through 
a passive revolution in which the old feudal classes were not destroyed but 
maintained a political role through state power. Hence,

  [The] birth of the modern European states [proceeded] by successive 
waves of reform rather than by revolutionary explosions like the original 
French one. The ‘successive waves’ were made up of a combination of social 
struggles, interventions from above of the enlightened monarchy type, and 
national wars… restoration becomes the fi rst policy whereby social struggles 
fi nd suffi ciently elastic frameworks to allow the bourgeoisie to gain power 
without dramatic upheavals, without the French machinery of terror… The 
old feudal classes are demoted from their dominant position to a ‘govern-
ing’ one, but are not eliminated, nor is there any attempt to liquidate them 
as an organic whole… Can this ‘model’ for the creation of the modern states 
be repeated in other conditions? (Q10II, 61) 

   The epoch of passive revolution is therefore a refl ection of modern 
state formation set within territorial and geopolitical conditions. It is also 
linked to the wider deliberations on state and civil society evident in the 
 Prison Notebooks  and the expansion of the structures of state organization, 
the complexes of associations in civil society, the role of trade unions and 
party organizational forms, and the extension of parliamentarism that are 
all noted as indicative of ‘the modern world’ (Q13, 27). In other words, 
passive revolution is the struggle over modernity—in Italy as elsewhere. 
Gramsci talked about this pattern as the ‘diverse manifestations of the 
same phenomenon’ linked to ‘various internal as well as international rela-
tions’ (Q1, 44). Drawing inspiration from the Italian Marxist Antonio 
Labriola (1843–1904), it is worth citing Gramsci at some length as he 
refl ects on the ‘difference’ between France, Germany, England, and Italy 
‘in the process through which the bourgeoisie seizes power’:

  In France we have the complete phenomenon, the greatest wealth of politi-
cal elements. The German phenomenon resembles the Italian in certain 
aspects, and the English in other aspects. In Germany, 1848 fails because 
of the lack of bourgeois concentration… and because the question is inter-
twined with the national one; the wars of 1864, 1866, and 1870 resolve 
the national question and the class question in an intermediate way: the 
bourgeoisie gains industrial-economic control, but the old feudal classes 
remain as the governing stratum with wide caste privileges in the army, in 
state administration, and on the land. But in Germany, at least, if these old 
classes retain so much importance and maintain so many privileges, they 
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exercise a function, they are the ‘intellectuals’ of the bourgeoisie, with a 
particular temperament conferred by their class origin and tradition. In 
England, where the bourgeois revolution occurred earlier than in France, 
we have the same phenomenon as in Germany of a fusion between old and 
the new, notwithstanding the extreme energy of the English ‘Jacobins’, that 
is, Cromwell’s ‘roundheads’: the old aristocracy remains as a governing stra-
tum, with certain privileges; it too becomes the intellectual stratum of the 
English bourgeoisie (Q1, 44). 

   Eventually, Gramsci’s ‘passive revolution’ came to describe an entire 
period in European history, the ‘restoration period’ that had dominated 
since the ebbing out of the French Revolution, marked by the particu-
lar pacifying and incorporating nature of the bourgeois hegemony. This 
relates to the political developments especially after 1848—the period of 
imperialism—where the bourgeoisie, even if no longer a revolutionary 
class, managed to transform society according to its own needs, maintain-
ing the masses in a subaltern position. With the defeat of the working 
and popular class in 1848–1849 all over Europe, and in 1871 at the Paris 
Commune, a phase of passive revolution began—a period, Domenico 
Losurdo has argued, ‘identifi able neither with the counterrevolution nor, 
even less, with the political and ideological fall of the dominant class’. 15  
The analytical category of ‘passive revolution’, therefore, pins down the 
persistent strength, dynamism, and inventiveness of the bourgeoisie which 
succeeds—even in the historical phase in which it has ceased to be a prop-
erly revolutionary class—to generate sociopolitical changes, to hold fi rmly 
on to power, and to keep the working class in a subaltern condition. 16  

   Revolution or Restoration: That Is the Question 

 To be sure, the bourgeois passive revolution was still able to produce lim-
ited forms of historical progress. Yet, its logic of disintegration, molec-
ular transformation, absorption, and incorporation aimed at hampering 
and forestalling the ‘cathartic moment’, 17  the point in which the subal-
tern classes jump from the ‘economic-corporative’ into the ‘hegemonic’ 
period. To put it differently, the main aim of the ‘passive revolution’ was 
to stop the subaltern social layers from becoming a ‘class’, agent, and 
actor within history. In this vein, ‘revolution’ is not really revolution: it 
is the ability of the middle classes to transform society and bring about 
changes that are indeed progressive, but which are not driven from below, 
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and which do not address the most pressing questions of social and 
economic injustice. The notion of passive revolution captures, therefore, 
various concrete historical instances in which aspects of the social relations 
of capitalist development are either instituted and/or expanded, resulting 
in both a ‘revolutionary’ rupture and ‘restoration’ of social relations. ‘The 
problem’, as Gramsci states, ‘is to see whether in the dialectic of revolu-
tion/restoration it is revolution or restoration which predominates’ (Q13, 
27). A passive revolution, therefore, represents a blocked dialectic 18 ; or a 
condition of rupture in which sociopolitical processes of revolution are at 
once partially fulfi lled and displaced. 19  In this extended meaning, ‘passive 
revolution’ comes to signify a certain road toward modernization. As it 
has been argued, ‘in a certain sense, the term has become synonymous 
with modernity, which is now viewed as a melancholy tale in which the 
mass of humanity is reduced to mere spectators of a history that progresses 
without its involvement’. 20  

 And it is of course this history that Gramsci sought to rewrite. How? 
The answer much came to rest on Gramsci’s famous notion of hegemony; 
but the answer, and the very possibility of a new form of hegemony, was 
to be found in the Bolshevik Revolution.   

   THE REVOLUTIONARY MOMENT: FROM RUSSIA TO ITALY 
 The politics and policy of permanent structural adjustment, that is the 
true and deep essence of ‘passive revolution’, was shattered and thrown 
into crisis by the Revolution of 1917. The young Gramsci immediately 
understood its signifi cance, defi ning it—in a famous article published by 
the socialist newspaper  Avanti!  on December 24, 1917—‘the Revolution 
against  Das Kapital ’ and, much in line with Lenin, the fi rst act of the 
world revolution 21 . Following the interpretation of French Marxist histo-
rian Albert Mathiez (1874–1932), and defi nitively moving from an earlier 
interpretation of Jacobinism as a typical bourgeois phenomenon, Gramsci 
considered Communism and the Russian Revolution as the true heir of 
the Jacobin tradition. 22  The 1917 Revolution, Gramsci thought, demon-
strated the concrete existence of a modernity, or a road to modernity, 
alternative to the endless passive revolutions enacted by the  degenerate 
bourgeoisie. 23  It engendered a profound crisis of trust in the existing 
regimes and traditional structures of power, and conversely ignited an 
exciting boost of confi dence within the subaltern movements on an inter-
national, worldly scale. 
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 This was particularly the case in the two Western European countries 
where passive revolution had been the rule and not the exception for social 
transformation and modernization in the second half of the nineteenth 
century: Italy and Germany—countries now wracked, in the immediate 
aftermath of WWI and Russian Revolution, by profound social and politi-
cal upheavals. The rise of Fascism in Italy and the reaction against the 
workers’ movement in the Weimar Republic—which ultimately opened 
the way to National Socialism—were essentially the bourgeois response 
to the crisis of bourgeois regimes; a response which meant the accelera-
tion of ‘revolution’ from above, a much closer integration of the state and 
civil society, and the abolition of limited forms of political expression and 
autonomous organization of subaltern groups (workers’ leagues, unions). 
The reaction of the bourgeoisie to the October Revolution was another 
wave of passive revolution—in which the bourgeoisies adopted some con-
quests of the Russian revolutionaries, such as planned economy, with the 
aim of neutralizing it; a reaction which manifested itself with Fascism but 
also Americanism–Fordism–Taylorism. 

 Fascism managed to halt the crisis and ward off the workers’ move-
ment and the very possibility of a revolution. Yet, it also introduced 
divisions and confl icts into the passive revolution movement, thwart-
ing and undermining its indispensible premises. The ‘success’ of (fas-
cist) reaction accentuated the structural crisis of bourgeois hegemony, 
generating a ‘state of exception’ ( Ausnahmezustand ), 24  which would be 
ultimately resolved only with the traumatic incivility of WWII and the 
following return to a stable, albeit fragile, parliamentary and institutional 
incorporation. 

 Gramsci’s response to the crisis of passive revolution—from the years of 
 Ordine nuovo  in the Turin workers’ movement in the immediate aftermath 
of WWI to the founding years of Communist Party of Italy (PCdI), from 
the quarrels with the Trotskyist cofounder of PCdI Amadeo Bordiga to 
the work with the International, from the early years of the fascist regime 
to his fi nal pre-imprisonment text  Alcuni temi della questione meridi-
onale  ( Some Aspects of the Southern Question,  1926) to his death—was 
quite consistent. He attempted to translate one of the crucial terms of the 
Russian experience and Lenin’s political theory and practice,  gegemoniya  
 (hegemony), into a theory adequate to grasp the specifi c conditions of 
Italy, and in general of Western Europe. He sought to construct the forms 
and modes of proletarian hegemony which could subvert the existing 
structure of power, domination, and exploitation. 
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 To understand Gramsci’s hegemony and the revolutionary strategy (or 
alternative modernity) he elaborated, it is important to understand his 
biography and cultural–geographic background: he was Sardinian, and his 
political thought was fi rmly rooted in his real-life experiences of his native 
island and the wider Italian South. Likewise, it is important to understand 
that he was not a ‘pure’ theorist; rather, he combined the role of an inno-
vative intellectual and leader of a mass party, and a political revolution-
ary. 25  This combination warrants further discussion.  

   REVOLUTIONARY THEORY AND PRACTICES 
 Gramsci grew up in Sardinia, a land of poverty, miners’ unrest, and ban-
ditry. His father, a civil servant, had been accused and found guilty of 
embezzlement. His imprisonment meant the fi nancial ruin of his fam-
ily. The young Gramsci worked in the local tax offi ce instead of attend-
ing school. However, he won a scholarship to the University of Turin 
where he, while also working as a journalist for socialist papers and leafl ets, 
became particularly interested in linguistics. The fi rst encounters with the 
mainland and with industrial society proved to be shocking for the young, 
provincial Gramsci. And in many ways, Gramsci’s thought can and must 
be related to his real-life experiences, and his own living through a series 
of crises. 

 Gramsci’s fi rst response to the oppression and exploitation he had wit-
nessed on Sardinia had been a form of Sardinian nationalism. As he came 
to understand the mainland better he embraced Marxism, without ever 
forgetting the national and cultural divisions with which he had grown up. 
In fact, throughout his life he retained an acute sense that Italy’s national 
unifi cation had been incomplete; a wide chasm was deepening, not just 
between a prosperous and industrial North and a poor agrarian South, but 
also between what Gramsci called the ‘legal Italy’ of state institutions and 
the ‘real Italy’ of social, cultural, and class fragmentation. 

 In this vein, Gramsci fully belonged to tradition of Italian thinkers on 
which the Risorgimento had bequeathed a distinctive intellectual leg-
acy: how to fi nd a remedy to the two diffi culties posed by the process of 
unifi cation of the country? First, there were the cultural and economic 
divisions existing between both the Italian territories, particularly the 
developing North and the undeveloped South, and the educated classes 
and the unschooled masses. Second, and largely as a direct consequence 
of these differences, there was the tension between ‘legal Italy’, the set of 
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liberal institutions resulting from political unifi cation, and ‘real Italy’, the 
fragmented social reality of divergent regional traditions, economic attain-
ment, and polarized classes: a tension epitomized for contemporaries (and 
for Gramsci too) in the Southern Question. The Southern Question and 
 Some Aspects of the Southern Condition  were crucial in the development of 
Gramsci’s thought. 26  

 In a letter most likely written in Moscow to the Executive Committee 
of the PCdI, but sent from Vienna, dated September 12, 1923, Gramsci 
wrote that the Southern Question is one ‘in which the problem of rela-
tions between workers and peasants is posed not simply as a problem of 
class relations, but also and especially as a territorial problem, i.e. as one 
of the aspects of the national question’. 27  This theme was subsequently 
taken up in greater detail in  Some Aspects of the Southern Question  (1926). 
Gramsci’s essay is a major affi rmation of the condition of passive revolu-
tion, despite the fact that a direct link to the term awaited its full elabora-
tion during the period of his carceral research. 28  

 In  Some Aspects of the Southern Question , the territorial, class, and spa-
tial relations of social development in Italy are elaborated in such a way as 
to encompass the circumstances of uneven development between North 
and South, state formation complex relations of class stratifi cation, racial 
domination, the question of intellectuals and the social function they per-
form in conditions of class struggle, and how best to mobilize subaltern 
classes against capitalism and the bourgeois state in order to break the rul-
ing power bloc. 29  To put it differently, this unfi nished essay ‘focuses on the 
fractured entrance into modernity that shaped modern state formation in 
Italy’ 30 : this is the very problem of the passive revolution.

  It is well known what kind of ideology has been disseminated on a vast 
scale by bourgeois propagandists among the masses in the North: that the 
South is the ball and chain that is holding back the social development of 
Italy; that Southerners are biologically inferior beings, semi-barbarians or 
complete barbarians by natural destiny; that if the South is backward, the 
fault does not lie with the capitalist system or any other historical cause, but 
with Nature, which made Southerners lazy, inept, criminal and barbaric. 31  

   Among such historical causes within the nexus of relations between 
North and South in the organization of the state and economy, Gramsci 
highlights the specifi c emergence of capitalism and the dominance of an 
agrarian bloc that not only binds rural producers to the bourgeois landowners 
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but also functions as an ‘overseer’ for northern capitalism. ‘Any accumula-
tion of capital on the spot’, writes Gramsci with a deeply spatial and geo-
graphical awareness, ‘is made possible by the fi scal and custom system and 
by the fact that the capitalists… do not transform their profi ts into new 
capital locally, because they are not local people’. 32  Extending the class 
stratifi cation of the agrarian bloc making up the state was also the intellec-
tual social function performed by those propagandists, noted above, who 
supported ‘capillary processes taking place within the bourgeois class’. 33  
Benedetto Croce and Giustino Fortunato were ‘the two major fi gures of 
Italian reaction’, which absorbed radical intellectuals into the cosmopoli-
tanism of European and world culture to defray autonomous formations 
contesting state power. 34  The southern intellectual is therefore linked to 
the rural bourgeois, who views the peasant ‘as a machine that can be bled 
dry’, deploying knowledge alongside a new type of intellectual, ‘the tech-
nical organizer, the specialist in applied science’, the supposedly ‘objective’ 
nature of which is equally used ‘to crush the abject and the exploited’. 35  
Here, we have a precursor of the organic intellectual: those who give a 
social class ‘homogeneity and an awareness of its own function not only 
in the economic but also in the social and political fi elds’ (Q12, 1). It 
was subsequent to his imprisonment in 1926 that Gramsci would then 
further advance in the  Prison Notebooks  the themes of state formation and 
the territorial, class, and spatial relations of uneven development shaping 
modernity as passive revolution. 

 In the second decade of the twentieth century, in the wake of the excit-
ing, contagious revolutionary fervor raised by Lenin and the Bolsheviks, 
Gramsci turned into a leading socialist intellectual, inspiring and being 
inspired by the  bienno rosso  of 1919–1920. This was a proper civil war. 
Trade unions increased their membership from a quarter of a million to 
two million, and strikes swept over the North of Italy. The socialists (at 
the 1919 elections, the fi rst election with the proportional system) became 
the largest party in parliament. 36  But most important for Gramsci was 
the emergence of workers’ councils in the factories of the North. 37  As 
in other European countries during and after the war, bodies had been 
formed within industries and factories to involve not just management but 
also labor in planning; in Italy, these were called Internal Commissions 
( commissioni interne ). In June 1919, Gramsci wrote:

  Today the Internal Commissions limit the power of the capital in the fac-
tory and settle matters pertaining to workshop arbitration and discipline. 
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Developed and enriched, tomorrow they must function as the organs of 
proletarian power capable of substituting the capitalist in his present useful 
functions of direction and administration. 38  

   The political, social, and economic inequalities stemming from Italy’s 
unifi cation could be overcome by completely reorganizing the economy, 
polity, and institutional framework of the country as a federation of 
workers’ and peasants’ councils. Gramsci was instrumental in organizing 
factory councils in Turin, the possible Petrograd of Italian Revolution. 
In Gramsci’s mind, the councils had to be institutions for  autogestione  
(worker self-management) as well as the basic units of substantial politi-
cal democracy. Power needed to be given to the producers. Democracy 
was not about an empty concept or an abstract ideal of citizenship and 
equality. Socialism was not about traditional trade unions (which inevita-
bly divided workers following the workers’ different trades and skill levels, 
and quickly became dominated by bureaucratic elites and privileged cast 
of offi cials). Unlike socialist parties and trade unions, the councils were to 
be public institutions provided with productive, legislative, and executive 
functions. 39  In a famous July 1919 article on  The Conquest of the State  
published by  L’Ordine Nuovo  he claimed:

  The Factory Council is the model of the proletarian State … The Council is 
the most appropriate organ for mutual education of workers and the devel-
opment of the new social spirit that the proletariat has succeeded in drawing 
from the vibrant and fertile experience of collective labor. The solidarity 
which in the trade union was directed against capitalism, in suffering and 
sacrifi ce, becomes something positive and permanent in the Council. This 
solidarity is incarnated even in the most trivial of industrial production. It 
is captured in the joyous realization of forming part of an organic whole, a 
homogeneous and compact system of productive labor which disinterest-
edly produces social wealth, affi rms its sovereignty, and realizes its power 
and ability to create history. 40  

   For the enthusiastic and optimistic Sardinian, the councils that were 
emerging could serve as a revolutionary crucible, the ‘national territory’ 
for the class that had no  Patria , 41  and eventually the fi rst building block of 
a whole new international communist economy. 42  

 Gramsci was also enthusiastically in favor of modernization of the 
factories, the introduction of Taylorism, and other kinds and elements 
of what he defi ned ‘Americanism and Fordism’ (the title of  Notebook  22). 
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In Italy, Gramsci wrote, ‘there have been the beginnings of a Fordist fan-
fare’. This included ‘exaltation of the big cities’, ‘overall planning for the 
Milan conurbation’, and the more general ‘affi rmation that capitalism is 
only at the beginning and that is necessary to prepare for it a grandiose 
pattern of development’ (Q22, 2). Captured here with ‘stark clarity’ 43  are 
the territorial, spatial, and geographical dimensions of uneven develop-
ment, as well as the combined character of its crystallization within a social 
formation: the Western (capitalist) road to modernity. 

 The reorganization of the labor process enacted by the introduction of 
new methods of rationalization, regulation, and disciplining as well as their 
impact on familial arrangements, the gendered division of labor, cultural 
and ideological forms all manifested within ‘Americanism and Fordism’, 
led to a profound questioning of the spatial and temporal spread of capi-
talism. Presciently, this entailed ‘the question of whether Americanism can 
constitute an historical epoch, that is, whether it can determine a gradual 
evolution of the same type as the passive revolution … of the last cen-
tury’ (Q22, 1). As Leon Trotsky himself recognized, in a speech deliv-
ered on November 14, 1922 to the Fourth Congress of the Communist 
International (Comintern) (at which Gramsci was in attendance), ‘We 
observe more than once in history the development of economic phe-
nomena, new in principle, within the old integuments, and more- over 
this occurs by means of the most diverse combinations’. 44  For Gramsci, 
‘Americanism and Fordism’ was the latest phase of capitalist reorganiza-
tion understood in classical terms as an attempt to overcome the ten-
dency of the rate of profi t to fall through the implementation of ‘Fordist’ 
methods of intensifi cation and rationalization of labor (Q22, 1; Q22, 13). 
Yet, alongside the rise of Fascism, ‘Americanism and Fordism’ were also 
regarded in novel terms as the latest phase in Italy’s history of modern 
state formation—as a passive revolution referring to the reorganization of 
state power and class relations as well as the constitution of political forms 
to suit the expansion of capitalism as a mode of production. 45  

 All this would be positive for Italy. All would hasten the demise of the 
feudal remnants in Italian politics, society, and economy. Likewise, these 
developments would make workers more disciplined—a precondition for 
the proletarian state, in which work was to be both more effi cient and 
yet somehow more liberated. In short, ‘Lenin had wanted Russians work-
ers to become Germans. Gramsci wanted Italians to become Americans’. 46  
However, as Jan-Werner Müller points out, Gramsci never explained how 
‘more individual autonomy through self-management and more effi ciency 
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through national planning would go hand-in-hand’. 47  And this is of course 
no minor issue. As Müller explains further, he also was largely unconcerned 
that American-style rationalization and what he called the socialist ‘regu-
lated society’ might permanently alienate workers from the products as well 
as from the processes of work. 48  

 In 1919, he thought he was emulating Lenin. He hoped to follow 
the example of 1917 and to implement in Italy too a revolution against 
Marx’s  Capital . In the end, conditions in Russia and Italy were not that 
different. Russia had been backward, so was Italy; revolutionary will could 
succeed precisely at the periphery of the capitalist world. However, Lenin 
had of course turned from ‘all power to the soviets’ to ‘all power to the 
party’, and had insisted that the party-state was crucial for implementing 
his own version of ‘Americanism’. As in Russia, Gramsci and the Italian 
revolutionaries were faced by the contrast between, on the one hand, the 
councils and, on the other hand, party and unions, deeply unsatisfi ed by 
the subordinate role Gramsci assigned them. Eventually, the unions were 
taken by the government’s promise that parliament would study and solve 
the problems of industrial democracy; the councils, the bridge to the new 
socialist and internationalist  Patria , turned into a minor instrument of 
industrial relations. 

 The  bienno rosso , however, had made the possibility of a repeat of the 
Russian Revolution in Italy seem very real. Things, though, changed rap-
idly. Fascism fed off that perception; the fascists attacked party buildings 
in 1919 and Gramsci needed a bodyguard from 1921 onwards. Moreover, 
the power of the Church and the diffi culties involved in mobilizing the 
peasants of the countryside demonstrated that Italy and Italians had their 
own characters. Gramsci later observed that ‘the class struggle has always 
assumed in Italy a very harsh character through the human immaturity of 
some sections of the population. Cruelty and absence of sympathy are two 
characteristics peculiar to the Italian people, who pass from childish senti-
mentality to the most brutal and bloody ferocity, from passionate anger to 
the cold contemplation of the suffering of others’. 49  

 Gramsci argued that the response to Fascism and reaction, that is the 
socialist revolution, and the permanent dominance of the proletariat 
required the conquest of hegemony, which involved the Russian revolu-
tionary class alliance of workers and peasants. 50  Hegemony did not really 
indicate domination (as contemporary usage suggests); rather, it was 
revolutionary leadership successfully applied to carry several classes for-
ward to fundamental change. It meant the existence of intellectuals linked 
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‘organically’ to a ‘national-popular mass’, or ‘permanent persuaders’ able 
to educate and lead people in a way equivalent to priesthood. 51  This was 
not indoctrination; rather it was about establishing passion and emotional 
bonding between intellectuals and the people—without which history and 
politics cannot be made—and creating a genuine culture centered in the 
institutions of society, the school in particular. 

 As said, Gramsci’s preferred example of hegemony was the French 
Jacobins. In Gramsci’s analysis, Mazzini and other thinkers of the period 
had failed to become the ‘Jacobins’ of the Risorgimento. The failure of the 
Italian state was a failure of its intellectuals, unable to transform dominion 
of force into a culture of consent. The crucial question here is: why? Why 
did Italy and the Italian Risorgimento not have ‘organic’ intellectuals? 
Why did Italy only have traditional intellectuals, organizers of the passive 
revolution in the superstructure, unable to make an adequate contribution 
to the distinctive social forms which would be necessary to forge proletar-
ian hegemony?  

   INTELLECTUALS, HEGEMONY, AND THE MODERN PRINCE: 
THE RISORGIMENTO ONCE AGAIN 

 In order to answer this question, it is necessary to consider an alternative 
line of historical and theoretical research that had accompanied Gramsci’s 
consideration of the question of the intellectuals from the beginning of 
the  Prison Notebooks . Central to this had been Gramsci’s condemnation 
of the enduring cosmopolitanism of the Italian intellectuals and their 
failure to assist in forging a national-popular unity—the absence in the 
Risorgimento, as we have already seen, of the ‘Jacobin moment’ that distin-
guished the French Revolution. Gramsci traced the Italian failure back to 
the particular model of intellectuals that had emerged in the Renaissance, 
comparing and opposing it to the more sweepingly popular experience 
of the Reformation. 52  Gramsci made explicit comparison between the 
double opposition Renaissance–Risorgimento  versus  Reformation–French 
Revolution on numerous occasions: ‘the Reformation is related to the 
Renaissance as the French Revolution is to the Risorgimento’ (Q3, 40). 
The (Italian) Renaissance had elaborated a sophisticated intellectual cul-
ture superior to the popular and spiritual/moral culture of the (Germanic) 
Reformation—which only much later, in German idealism and thus in 
its transformation in Marxism, had generated a comparable intellectual 
experience (Q4, 3). 
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 Yet the Renaissance, for all of its strengths, had not been able to estab-
lish any organic relation with the masses; and the Renaissance intellec-
tuals had not understood the Reformation. Here, Gramsci constantly 
referred to Erasmus’s condemnation of Luther: ‘ ubicumque regnat 
lutheranismus, ibi literarum est interitus ’ (Q4, 3; Q16, 3, i). Such an 
intellectual tradition continued, albeit in a modifi ed form, in the nine-
teenth-century Risorgimento and, crucially, in early twentieth-century 
liberal Italy, in the philosophic system of Benedetto Croce (as Gramsci 
had already discussed in  Some Aspect of the Southern Question ). Croce and 
the intellectuals of the Risorgimento had a ‘bureaucratic’ and ‘formal’ 
relationship with masses, and were structurally incapable of making the 
transition from knowledge ( sapere ) to comprehension ( comprendere ) to 
feeling ( sentire ), and vice versa (Q4, 33). They were the ‘specifi c intellec-
tuals’ of their own time, stuck on the ground of ‘technique’ and unable 
politically to understand and interpret their social and political function 
of leadership and organization. To put it differently—and in analogy with 
the formal link of intellectuals and masses established by the Catholic—
Croce and the intellectuals of the passive revolution were responsible 
for ideas, moments of truth, and thus philosophy (theology); the masses 
were denied active participation in the intellectual order, and to them 
was left ideology and involvement in practical affairs (superstition and 
prejudices) (Q11; Q12, iii). 53  In particular, as Gramsci writes, ‘set in its 
historical context, the context of Italian history’, Croce’s work appeared 
to be ‘the most powerful mechanism for conforming the new forces to 
its vital interests (not simply its immediate interests, but its future ones 
as well) that the dominant group possesses’. 54  Croce was not merely a 
constructor of ideologies for governing others. With his dominance of 
the defi nitions of intellectual practice, he was a ‘realizer’ of the ‘passive 
revolution’. He thus actively prevented others from constructing ideolo-
gies in order to govern themselves. Croce’s Liberalism was antidemo-
cratic; and such an antidemocratic Liberalism was exactly the ideology 
that sought to validate and justify passive revolution, the ‘gastric juices’ 
to assist ‘the process of digestion’. 55  

 Ironically, Gramsci’s materialist interpretation of history and reading of 
Risorgimento owed much to Croce’s historical observation, a debt he read-
ily admitted—although Gramsci’s conclusion about the Risorgimento’s 
leadership arrived at an opposite end. Much of his work is devoted to 
a rigorous critique of Crocean philosophy in relation to Marxism and 
of Croce’s idea of history as a history of liberty. Among other things, 
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Gramsci’s prison refl ections on Italian history were essentially a function 
of his long, silent ‘dialogue’ with Croce. 56  

 To read Gramsci’s notes on the Risorgimento and then to reread 
Croce’s pages on the Italian national revolution in his  Storia d’Europa  is 
to shift between two contrasting but related historical worlds (see again 
Chap.   2    ). In both, the ‘dialectic of freedom’ operates constantly through 
the analysis and reconstruction of events and the great confl ict of men 
and ideas. But—as we have already written in Chap.   2     following William 
Salomone—whereas in the Crocean world of the Risorgimento, liberty 
stirs and breathes almost as a transcendent spirit, a secular faith, an idea 
larger than the men who are its instruments, in the Gramscian world free-
dom has no real identity outside the concrete life-worlds of the protago-
nists and antagonists of historic confl ict. In short, for Gramsci ‘the entire 
Risorgimento is in the grips of an inescapable historic antinomy’, 57  and all 
its heroes are rebels and prisoners at the same time, victims and victors of a 
giant struggle, itself a ‘complex and contradictory development’ of ‘active 
and latent forces’. 58  

 Thus—to borrow a compelling image from Salomone—in a fas-
cist prison cell, an ideal battle over the Risorgimento was fought again. 
Gramsci’s Marxist ‘theory of praxis’ grappled desperately with the Crocean 
philosophy of absolute historicism. The Sardinian ideologue’s dialectics of 
power were pitted against the Neapolitan philosopher’s ‘religion of lib-
erty’. 59  In short, this was a struggle over competing visions of modernity. 

 The new ‘organic intellectuals’ must be ‘permanent persuaders’ (Q4, 
72; Q12, 3), ‘leaders’ and not specialists in a particular fi eld (Q4, 72), 
‘organizers’ of new culture (Q12, 1), and an amplifi er for discovered 
‘truths’ as the basis for a new society (Q11, 12). Traditional intellectuals 
contributed to passive revolution (the Risorgimento and then liberal Italy) 
by denying to the masses the intellectual resources they needed to engage 
in a dialectic of activity and constant consciousness. Quite the opposite, 
the organic intellectuals/permanent persuaders would fi nd intellectual 
resources in the organic integration with the masses, working out the 
principles and problems which the masses had posed in their own practi-
cal activity, and eventually building a cultural–historical block (Q11, 12, 
iii). 60  Echoing Machiavelli, Gramsci defi ned such a cultural and historical 
block as a ‘modern Prince’ (Q8, 21; Q13, 1). 61  The ‘modern Prince’ was 
the fusion of a qualitatively new type of political party and oppositional 
culture that would gather together intellectuals and the masses in a new 
political and intellectual practice. The ultimate, adequate institutional form 
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of proletarian hegemony, it was the ‘active and effective expression’ of 
the process of formation of a ‘national-popular collective will’ and ‘intel-
lectual and moral reform’ (Q8, 21). 62  Just as its Machiavellian predeces-
sor, Gramsci’s ‘modern Prince’ remained no more than a proposal for 
the future, not a concrete reality, neither in post-WWI nor in fascist Italy. 
Gramsci’s concept of the ‘modern Prince’ cannot therefore be reduced 
to a mere metaphor for already existing political institutions or parties. 
Rather, like Machiavelli’s ‘concrete phantasy’ (Q8, 21), it was posited as 
‘the non-existing element necessary to fi ll the constitutive lack of the pres-
ent, in order to open that present to the future’. 63  

 The political party, Gramsci argued, was the historically given form in 
which the decisive elements of organization, unifi cation, and coordination 
had already begun to occur. Its re-elaboration into a non- bureaucratic 
instrument of proletarian hegemony, however, required an ongoing dia-
lectical exchange with the popular initiatives from which the modern 
Prince emerged and into which it sought to intervene. 64  

 In this vein, Gramsci did not stop short at identifying Italian shortcom-
ings, he also elaborated a different kind of strategy. Hegemony, as Gramsci 
wrote, ‘necessarily supposes an intellectual unity’. 65  In practice this meant 
that everyone could properly conceive themselves as part of a revolutionary 
coalition—and everyone could do so because, as Gramsci held: ‘all men are 
intellectuals’ (though he added, ‘not all men in society have the function of 
intellectuals’). In other words, ‘party intellectuals were specialists in perma-
nent persuasion, but all members of oppressed classes could be permanently 
persuaded’. 66  Intensifying the expansion of the social functions of intellectu-
als that had occurred in the modern world, it instituted a form of pedagogy-
as-democratic practice, continually striving to reduce the distance between 
its ‘intellectuals’ and the broader popular masses. At its limit, all members 
of the ‘modern Prince’ were to be considered as intellectuals, not merely in 
the sense that ‘there are no non-intellectuals’ (Q12, 3), but in the integral 
sense that they would all perform the social function of organic intellectuals 
of their class, that is, ‘organizers’, ‘permanent persuaders’, and ‘constructors 
of a new and higher form of civilization’. 

 Clearly, this strategy was designed specifi cally for Italy, with its lack 
of national unity, with its ‘cosmopolitan’ bourgeois intellectuals who did 
little to further national unity, and with its large peasant masses ready to 
become, not German or American, but Italians. Like Bauer, Gramsci took 
nationalism seriously, though more as a means. Ultimately, he thought, 
class was the decisive factor. At the same time, he did not consider his 
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Leninist approach suitable for more advanced countries, where the number 
of peasants had diminished dramatically, and where the party, embodying 
the collective will of the proletariat, would have to proceed differently. In 
particular, the further west one looked, the stronger bourgeois civil society 
became—which meant that simply overthrowing the bourgeois State by 
itself could not in any way ensure a long-term communist victory. 67  

 To be sure, the Russian Revolution had been the benchmark for revolu-
tionaries all around the world; but differences in development and political 
culture and the persistent strength of national traditions and peculiarities 
had been revealed. At the end of the 1920s, this was clear to Gramsci. In 
turning (Leninist) theory into practice, Italian revolutionaries experienced 
cultural–political diffi culties that their Russian comrades had no direct 
knowledge about and could not foresee. The Comintern was poor of analy-
sis pertinent to the uniqueness of the west and that of Italy. The Comintern 
had not worked out a theory of (at least autonomous) civil societies or how 
they might be dealt with. Out of necessity, yet specifi c to a limited concep-
tion of the state, the Comintern was organized as a representative alliance 
of national military and political cadres. Gramsci now cautioned against the 
idea that the Russian Revolution could be repeated easily, and attempted to 
alert the Comintern to the need to update its strategy. 

 After years of theoretical refl ections combined with struggle and politi-
cal practices, Gramsci came to recognize the contingent and conjunctural 
features of the problem of qualitative difference among states, and thus 
the problem of elaboration and application of strategies.

  [Lenin]… did not have the time to expand his [hegemonic] formula—
though it should be borne in mind that he could only have expanded it 
theoretically, whereas the fundamental task was a national one; that is to 
say it required a reconnaissance of the terrain and identifi cation of the ele-
ments of trench and fortress represented by the elements of civil society, 
etc. In the East the State was everything, civil society was primordial and 
gelatinous; in the West, there was a proper relation between State and civil 
society, and when the State trembled a sturdy structure of civil society was at 
once revealed. The State was only an outer ditch, behind which there stood 
a powerful system of fortresses and earthworks: more or less numerous from 
one State to the next, it goes without saying—but this precisely necessitated 
an accurate reconnaissance of each individual country. 68  

   Compared with Italy—even if liberal and cultural autonomies were 
not fully developed here, or were being actively reversed by Fascism—the 
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Tsarist state that Lenin opposed was crudely instrumental and authori-
tarian and had no relative-autonomous superstructure. In Tsarist Russia, 
there existed no clearly developed civil society beyond the mechanism 
of the State. The totalitarian state exercised its power through force and 
coercion alone; there was no political space to generate consent for or 
against it. All that was required in Russia, as Rousseau had said of Hobbes’ 
Leviathan state, was to counter an illegitimate and violent power with an 
even greater and heftier one. Where might is right, Rousseau argued, every 
force which overcomes another force inherits the rights which belonged 
to the vanquished. All that was necessary for the Russian revolutionaries 
to do was to seize the existing state’s power and structure of authority, 
and turn them to the defense of the new order: to the victor, the spoil of 
victory. But where a frontal attack on the state could not succeed, commu-
nists should engage in a war of position, laying cultural and political siege 
to the bourgeois state: what Gramsci called a war of maneuver. 

 In this Gramsci failed. Gramsci himself died just days after being released 
from prison (1937). And long before that, his comrades had either gone 
underground or sought refuge abroad, in France or Russia. One of them 
was Togliatti, who would eventually return and take leadership of the 
communist party—more on that later. The PdCI had been banned by the 
fascists already in 1925, together with all other political parties. This was a 
real struggle over power, and a violent one at that. But it was also a strug-
gle over and for modernity. Because Fascism just as Italian Communism 
can, as we shall see, be understood as an attempt to build and shape a 
modern trajectory tailored for Italy and its particular historical experience. 
To this alternative modernity we can now turn.    
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    CHAPTER 5   

      Fascism is an Italian invention. It is an Italian word, an Italian ideology, 
Italy’s gift to the entire world—so Mussolini liked to see it—a unique, 
progressive model of modernization. 1  This chapter will discuss how 
Fascism tried to come to grips with Italy’s road to modernity through 
the reinterpretation of the national past and the elaboration of a nexus 
between past and present. In particular, the chapter will discuss how 
Fascism reinterpreted the Risorgimento in order to construct a cohesive 
narrative grounding its own cosmogony and modernist teleology. Here, 
the question was not only how to situate Italy and Fascism with respect to 
the Risorgimento but also how Fascism could legitimate itself and its claim 
to represent Italy’s version of the future modern. 

 Echoing here the position of Roger Griffi n, at the theoretical level we 
position Fascism as an ‘alternative modernity’ rather than a rejection of 
modernity. 2  The fascist reading of history argued that Italy had become 
corrupt and had betrayed its true origins and deeper values. Fascism was 
the movement which could restore truth and hence also Italy’s identity 
as a nation. The crucial point for the regime was to establish continuity 
between the glorious tradition of the Risorgimento and the fascist present, 
without obscuring or undermining the complete novelty it represented. As 
we will see in the interpretation by the prime fascist philosopher Giovanni 
Gentile, it was not Fascism that gained legitimacy from the affi rmation of 
its historical continuity with the Risorgimento; rather, it was that past that 
gained real presence and meaning through Fascism. Through the ideal-

 Fascist Modernity                     
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ism (‘actualism’) of Gentile and its interpretation of the Risorgimento as 
an unfi nished revolution, Fascism reconnected to the historical process 
of unifi cation. WWI and its aftermath provided the occasion for histori-
cal fulfi llment. It was from the war itself, on the initiative of a handful of 
aristocrats of  combattentismo , that Fascism originated. 

 Given the centrality of ritual, memory politics, and rewriting of his-
tory for the larger understanding of the fascist movement—and without 
forgetting the sometimes inconsistent readings of the past existing within 
the fascist ranks—it is of course not possible to discuss every detail of 
fascist memorization of the Risorgimento; enough will be said to indicate 
the most salient aspects of both continuity and change with respect to the 
pre-fascist era. 

   MUSSOLINI AND THE RISORGIMENTO 
 How did Fascism interpret the Risorgimento? In a nutshell, Fascism 
claimed to have  overcome  the problems posited by the Risorgimento, see-
ing itself as the  fulfi llment  of the Risorgimento, and thus as the fi rst truly 
modern expression of a national epic. After the losses and human sacrifi ces 
of WWI, leading to what many patriots considered a ‘mutilated victory’, 3  
Fascism wanted to establish itself as a ‘new Risorgimento’, a return to 
the  geist  of an original ‘spirit’ which had somehow gone lost, and which 
needed to be brought alive again. 

 To Mussolini, Fascism was the response to the complex array of hopes 
and anxieties that since the Risorgimento had crystallized around the idea 
of  Patria , investing it with a transcendent force against which liberal Italy 
had proven powerless. 4  As dreamed by nineteenth-century writers, intel-
lectuals, and patriots—nurtured and inspired by the glories of the ancient 
Rome and by the lamentation of Dante, Petrarca, and Machiavelli—Italy 
as a nation was to be a resurrection of past greatness, an awakening after 
centuries of decadence. It must be a united community, a family of brothers 
and sisters renouncing and refusing divisions and internecine struggles, and 
working for the good of the nation. Italy had been made; Italians not yet. 
fascist Italy had the mission to restart and fi nish the Risorgimento’s national 
revolution and create a truly popular and united State. Liberal Italy, in the 
understanding of Mussolini, had failed to live up to these expectations: it 
had proven itself weak, corrupted, and backward. Freedom had not offered 
virtues and transformation; rather it had reproduced old vices: materialism, 
factiousness, and indiscipline. Fascism claimed that  Liberalism and its rul-
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ing class were the cause of Italy’s weakness and vices. It also claimed that 
the unaccomplished Italian revolution was due to a failure to instill a collec-
tive faith in the religion of the  Patria , a failure to integrate the masses into 
the nation, and the spreading of ‘foreign’ ideologies. 

 The scorn Fascism held and in particular its intransigent hard- liners for 
the liberal State and for Giolitti’s  Italietta  implied that the Risorgimento, 
before Fascism, was still an unaccomplished national revolution, on the 
wave of Mazzinian and national radicalism. Fascism proclaimed to be the 
heir, the continuer, and promulgator of the revolutionary ideals of the 
Risorgimento—interpreted in a nationalist, state- worshipping, and anti-
parliamentary key. Therefore, Fascism severed the state from its liberal 
component, grafted it was said by foreign, individualist, and material-
ist ideologies that had prevented the birth of a genuine community of 
Italians. 

 In other words, Fascism offered a new  hope  and a new dawn. ‘We wait 
nervously… straining our eyes to the horizon whence a star might arise to 
bearing us again the longed-for day’, Giovanni Gentile wrote in 1919 in 
an essay entitled  The Moral Crisis . 5  The star had appeared (Fascism) 
but resurrection required a painful struggle, since the damage infl icted 
on Italian psychology and culture in recent centuries and in liberal Italy 
had been immense—despite the countertrends ignited by the glorious 
Risorgimental struggles and by the great event of the war, the real begin-
ning of Italy’s rebirth out of which Fascism as a messianic movement was 
born. 6  On October 1930, Mussolini spoke to a gathering of upper-rank 
party leaders:

  We need time, a great deal of time, to complete our work. And I am not 
speaking here of the material but of the moral work. We have to scrape 
off and crush the sediments that have been deposited in the character and 
mentality of Italians by those terrible centuries of political, military, and 
moral decadence between 1600 and the rise of Napoleon. It is a prodigious 
undertaking. The Risorgimento was just the beginning, as it was the enter-
prise of just a minority. The world war was profoundly educative. It is now 
a question of continuing on a daily basis this task or remaking the Italian 
character. For example, we owe it to the culture of those three centuries that 
the legend grew up that Italians cannot fi ght. It required the sacrifi ce and 
heroism of Italians during the Napoleonic wars to demonstrate the oppo-
site. The Italians of the early Renaissance, of the eleventh, twelfth and thir-
teenth centuries to be precise, had temperaments of steel, and brought all 
their courage, their hatred and their passion to bear in war. But the eclipse 
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we suffered in those centuries of decadence still weighs upon our destiny, as 
yesterday, as today, the prestige of nation is determined almost exclusively 
by their military glories, their armed might … This enterprise is in my cross 
and my mission. 7  

   A multitude of refashioned elements, myths, and ideas of the 
Risorgimental-nationalist tradition fl owed into Fascism: supremacy and 
mission, regeneration of Italians, conquest of modernity, and the idea of 
a Greater Italy. However, the Risorgimental nation–humanity link dis-
appeared. The supremacy of the politics of power was asserted over the 
humanitarian ideal of peaceful coexistence among equal and free nations. 
What also disappeared was the ‘liberal’ ideal of a single  Patria  common to 
all Italians regardless of the diversities and differences in political convic-
tions and religious beliefs, based on the concept of national identity that 
rested on the liberty and freedom of citizens. What disappeared here was the 
fundamental link between nation and liberty, rejected contemptuously by 
Fascism, which explained away this substantial part of the Risorgimento tra-
dition, while preserving the rhetorical rituals that recalled the great creators 
and heroic deeds in the struggle for independence and unifi cation of Italy. 8  

 What mattered most for Mussolini was to break the nexus between 
Risorgimento and Liberalism or ‘liberty’ as understood by liberal, post- 
unifi cation Italy. ‘Liberty’ in effect was the continued object of attack by 
Fascism and by Mussolini himself. Mussolini’s insistence that freedom 
should not be confused with license—which also meant the right of the 
state (Fascism) to defend itself—struck a chord among those horrifi ed 
by the violence and unrest of the  bienno rosso  and by the prospect of a 
socialist ‘proletarian’ revolution. As Mussolini put it in 1923 (October 28, 
the anniversary of the march on Rome), ‘if by liberty is meant the right 
to spit on the symbols of religion, the  Patria  and the state, then I head 
of the government and Duce of Fascism declare this liberty will never 
be allowed’. 9  Mussolini rejected the idea of freedom as a  right , endors-
ing instead Mazzini’s belief that it was a  duty , a means to an end subject 
to changes and modifi cations according the historical circumstances. On 
March 23, 1924, the Duce opposed those who claimed that Liberalism 
was at the root of united Italy and claimed that many patriots of the 
Risorgimento had in fact not been liberals at all:

  Careful, let us not exaggerate. To begin with I dispute the claim that there 
was a liberal party during the Risorgimento, a party, that is, in the modern 
sense of the world. There were liberal currents and groups. But alongside 
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the liberals, splendidly represented by Camillo Cavour, there were men who 
were not liberals, such as Mazzini, Garibaldi, the Bandiera brothers and 
Carlo Pisacane, who, together with his companions, set off to be massacred 
for a  dream of freedom and resurrection . 10  

   In an important way, Fascism would come to legitimize its road to 
full modernity by contesting and rewriting the liberal narrative grounding 
modern nationhood.  

   FASCISM AND ITS MULTIPLE PASTS: ROME 
AND THE RISORGIMENTO 

 To be sure, the relationship between past and present was a problematic one 
for Fascism’s self-imagery. First, not every fascist would share the same 
passion and enthusiasm for the Risorgimento. In fact, some factions within 
Fascism wanted a more radical break with the recent past. The futurists, and 
radical nationalists such as Alfredo Rocco, refused the Risorgimento experi-
ence altogether. To them, Fascism was the only true expression of moder-
nity and, as such, it must rid itself entirely of the tradition and patriotic 
inheritance of the nineteenth century. 11  Second, the historical reference to 
the Risorgimento coexisted and combined—sometimes confl icting, some-
times converging—with the two most important myths within the symbolic 
and cultural universe of Fascism: the Roman Empire and the Duce. 12  

 After all, like Mazzini and Garibaldi before him, Mussolini, on April 21, 
1924 (the ‘Natale’ or Birth of Rome, and the day when he was granted 
Rome’s honorary citizenship), claimed to have been intoxicated since 
childhood by the mystique of Rome: ‘For the love of Rome I dreamed 
and suffered… Rome! The world itself was like a boom of thunder in 
my soul’. 13  Fascism, with its rejection of democracy and celebration of 
authority, discipline, and war made it possible to embrace the history, sym-
bols, and mythology of ancient Rome in a way that Risorgimental and 
liberal Italy never could. The disjuncture between past and present that 
had tormented so many patriots in the Risorgimento and deprived Italy 
after 1860 of powerful referents with which to sanction the new order 
appeared ended. Fascism was imperial Rome reborn. A teaching manual 
for members of the  Balilla  claimed:

  If you listen carefully … you may still hear the terrible tread of the Roman 
legions… Caesar has come to life again the Duce; he rides at the head of 
numberless cohorts, treading down all cowardice and all impurities to 
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re- establish the culture and the new might of Rome. Step into the ranks of 
his army. 14  

   The regime drew extensively from the Roman myth in the elaboration 
of its offi cial symbolic discourse and the building of its public image. The 
name  Fascismo  in itself demonstrated the fascist’s linkage to Roman civili-
zation. The term derived from the Latin  fascis , a bundle of equal rods tied 
together and to an ax. In ancient Rome, fasces represented authority and 
were carried by minor offi cials,  lictores , who preceded the high magistrates 
in the procession. Mussolini had not been the fi rst one to use the Roman 
term. In 1919, when he founded the original nucleus of Fascism as  Fasci 
Italiani di Combattimento ,  fascio  constituted a common political expres-
sion meaning ‘group’ or ‘association’. In this way, it was especially used by 
the Left. For example, in the early 1890s, the so-called  fasci dei lavoratori  
(workers’ fasces) were formed in Sicily by peasants and workers wanting to 
protest their miserable conditions. 

 The myth of Rome and the myth of Mussolini dominated the fas-
cist regime’s symbolic world. It was this double myth that guided its 
rituals, and shaped its cosmogony. This was nothing new. As Simonetta 
Falaschi-Zamponi has noted, ‘since the Middle Ages, government, intel-
lectual movements, and artists had frequently invoked the Roman past 
and appropriated it as a source of political and cultural legitimation’. 15  
Emperors of the Middle Ages praised the political and cultural power of 
Rome, and wanted to emulate it. In the Enlightenment and Romantic 
periods, intellectuals and politicians, in Italy and beyond, linked the his-
tory of Rome to the ideal of a universal mission. During the Risorgimento, 
Mazzini elaborated the idea of a national mission, considering Rome ‘as 
a civilization that could fi nd new life on Italian soil’. 16  In this narrative, 
Rome was the leading force in the struggle for national unity; moreover, 
Rome’s universal and atemporal values would become the premises on 
which Italy would found a united Europe. Mazzini’s vision of republican 
Italy was defeated by the moderate option; yet, the proclivity to see Rome 
in Mazzinian terms as the antecedent to some sort of Italian mission in the 
world prevailed in post-unifi cation Italy. 

 However, Mazzini’s spiritual, moral, and humanistic inspiration 
turned, slowly but steadily, into an ideology of supremacy, superior-
ity, and power. Indeed (as we have seen in Chap.   4    ) already in 1848 
Gioberti claimed that the ‘moral and civil supremacy’ of Italians was 
based on Roman Christian glory. By the end of the nineteenth century, 
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‘the image of Rome’s political grandeur eventually triumphed over the 
belief in Rome’s universal cultural mission’. 17  This outcome was favored 
and enhanced by the rhetoric of power, imperialism, and colonialism that 
was not unique to Italy. Rome’s military greatness represented the path 
to be followed. Thus following again Falasca-Zamponi the evocation of 
a shared history conveyed a new sense of the  Patria , reinforcing national 
consciousness. Consequently, when the call to make Rome capital of Italy 
became urgent, ‘patriots invoked the Roman tradition as the basis for 
national renewal’. 18  This affi nity between the country and ancient Rome 
was a common belief in Italian politics and culture; and against this belief 
Gramsci, in his  Prison Notebooks , lamented:

  The rhetorical prejudice (of literary origin) that the Italian national has always 
existed, from ancient Rome to the present … although ‘useful’ politically at 
the time of national struggle as a motif to raise enthusiasm and concentrate 
forces …become[s] an element of weakness … [It does not] allow one to 
appreciate correctly the effort of those generations who really fought to 
constitute modern Italy, and lead[s] to a sort of fatalism and passive expecta-
tion of a future which would be completely predetermined by the past. 19  

   Following this trend, Fascism’s own version of the Roman myth served 
to defi ne Fascism as the repository of a universal mission, the carrier of a 
tradition that exalted Italy’s superior values. 

 However, fascist Rome was still the Rome seen through the glass of 
recent nationalism and Risorgimental culture and sensibility. In September 
1922, a few months before the march on Rome, Mussolini declared 
that the intention of Fascism was to bring about the spiritual regenera-
tion of Italy in keeping with the traditions of Rome and the glorious and 
unfulfi lled hopes of the Risorgimento. It was by underlining the Rome–
Risorgimento nexus, that Mussolini urged the King not to oppose the 
‘fascist revolution’:

  But if Mazzini and Garibaldi tried three times to reach Rome, and if 
Garibaldi had presented his redshirt with the tragic and inexorable dilemma 
‘Rome or death’, this signifi es that for the men of the Italian Risorgimento 
Rome had an essential role, of paramount importance, to play in the new 
history of the Italian nation. Let us therefore turn our thought to Rome, 
which is one of the few cities of the spirit of the world, with hearts pure and 
free of rancor … And it is our intention to make Rome the city of our spirit, 
a city that is purged and disinfected of all the elements that have corrupted 
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it and dragged it into the mire. We aim to make Rome the beating heart, the 
galvanizing spirit of the imperial Italy that we dream of. 20  

   As Gramsci thought and feared, by claiming Roman origins and symbol-
ically reconnecting the fascist present and the Roman past, Fascism sought 
to naturalize its role within Italian history. To fascists and Mussolini, the 
glorious tradition of Rome represented a model of action, the inspira-
tion for renewal, the foundation for a fascist future. Rome, in fascist cos-
mogony, did not imply nostalgia or static contemplation of the past. As 
Mussolini wrote on the occasion of the 1922 Birth of Rome, in an article 
published by  Il Popolo d’Italia  with the title  Passato e avvenire  (‘Past and 
future’),

  The Rome that we honor … is not nostalgic contemplation of the past, but 
hard preparation for the future. Rome is our departure and reference point: 
it is our symbol or, if you wish, our Myth. We dream of Roman Italy, 
i.e. wise and strong, disciplined and imperial. 21  

   Not surprisingly, the fascist reinterpretation of Rome was highly selec-
tive. It rested above all on Rome’s triumphs and supremacy, and on the 
great accomplishments of the Roman tradition—in a word, ‘its superior 
power’. 22  With a vast array of means—speeches, writings, movies, and post-
age stamps—Fascism exalted the role of Rome in establishing Christianity as 
a universal religion and in founding the Roman Empire. It instead excluded 
what was considered decadent. In the name of the past, the regime com-
missioned archeological digs in search of the ruins of its Rome. During the 
excavations, buildings belonging to the Middle Ages were found and imme-
diately destroyed in order to let, as Falasca-Zamponi has noted, ‘ancient 
Rome predominate as the original witness of Fascism’s glorious destiny’. 23  

 As the quest for colonies moved up the political agenda in the mid- 
1930s, imperial Rome became the overwhelming point of symbolic and 
cultural reference for the regime. Not surprisingly, as Falasca-Zamponi has 
noted further, the regime more strongly affi rmed its linkage with ancient 
Rome in the wake of 1936 proclamation of the Empire—when the pro-
duction of historical fi lms focusing on Rome and on Mussolini as a new 
Augustus boomed—and the following year, when the regime opened the 
 Mostra Augustea della Romanità , as a part of the celebrations for the sec-
ond millennium of Augustus’s birth. 24  Mussolini’s words (‘Italians, you 
must ensure that the glories of the past are surpassed by the glories of the 
future’) dominated the entrance to the exhibit, and the special section 
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 Fascismo e Romanità  concluded the re-visitation of Augustus’s Rome. As 
Falasca-Zamponi has rightly pointed out, ‘in this proclaimed connection 
between the Augustean era and Fascism, the emphasis on Caesarean lead-
ership in turn stressed the importance of the Duce’s role in fascist Italy’. 25  

 A crucial point here to understand is the link between the Roman past 
and the fascist present and the role of  romanità  in fascist politics and cul-
ture. We endorse here the interpretation of Piergiorgio Zunino followed 
also by Claudio Fogu who sees  romanità  as ‘a sea in which anyone could 
fi sh out anything for any occasion: a reminder, a justifi cation, a title of 
whatsoever nobility’. 26  In other words, the important thing to stress here 
is the fact that the digging into the myth of Rome did not imply to plunge 
into a premodern abyss, quite the contrary: Rome was interpreted as an 
open-ended symbol that only served to underline Italy’s privileged road 
to the fully modern.  

   POLITICS OF HISTORY: FASCISM AND RISORGIMENTO 
BETWEEN CONTINUITY AND REVOLUTION 

 For Mussolini and fascist intellectuals as Renzo De Felice and Claudio 
Fogu among others have noted a fascist vision of national history was 
a critical element for the ‘construction of mass consensus’, the strength 
of the regime and its political legitimacy, and for the creation of a ‘new 
man’. 27  The construction of a fascist sense of history became an urgent pri-
ority for the regime. It was necessary to fi nd and to insist on the links and 
continuity between fascist action and Italy’s previous history, resorting to 
patriotic theme and nationalism to conquer the support of Italians. 28  The 
aim was to search for a historical legitimation for Fascism’s rise to power in 
recent national past. The reappropriation of the Risorgimento was central 
in the entire fascist politics of history. 29  What was especially necessary—
Mussolini wrote in 1933 to Cesare Maria De Vecchi, appointed editor of 
the journal  Rassegna Storica del Risorgimento  and put in charge of the 
 Società nazionale per la Storia del Risorgimento Italiano  as a step in the 
fascistization of national history—was

  to remove the history of the Risorgimento from a professorial and biased 
realm, to bring it into contact with the Italian people and consider it through 
the prism of Fascism. 30  

   The construction of a (national) fascist past hinged on the crucial ques-
tion of continuity/discontinuity. Was Fascism the offspring—indeed the 
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culmination—of a line of meaning that originated with the Risorgimento? 
Was not fascist disjointed from liberal Italy? How? 

 As we have seen in Chap.   2    , Croce’s classical liberal account of national 
history stressed the continuity of liberal ideals from the Risorgimento to 
WWI.  Other liberals, such as Adolfo Omodeo, put the Risorgimento 
into a line of development from the Enlightenment through the French 
Revolution. 31  Such a line of continuity was absent in the  Enciclopedia 
Italiana ’s article on the doctrine of Fascism, signed by Mussolini in 
1932 but generally attributed to the fascist regime’s prime philosopher 
Giovanni Gentile. Fascism was represented here as a decisive rupture 
with historical continuity. 32  The Crocean line of continuity between the 
Risorgimento and liberal Italy was also absent from Gioacchino Volpe’s 
 L’Italia in cammino  (‘Italy on its way’, or ‘Italy in movement’)—origi-
nally published in 1927 as the fi rst of a book series published by the 
National Institute of Fascist Culture —which in fact was a searing attack 
of Croce’s historiography. 33  Volpe’s book moved from 1870 and ended 
in 1915 conjuring up, without debating, two critical events in the his-
tory of Italy: WWI and the advent of Fascism. Through the founding 
experience of WWI, Fascism eventually emerged and put Italy back on 
track ( in cammino ), fulfi lling the mission of  grandezza  bestowed upon 
Italy by the Risorgimento and abandoned by liberal Italy as well as mak-
ing Italians as one nation. In short, by breaking the line of philosophical 
and political continuity established by Croce between the Risorgimento 
and the liberal state, Volpe could remake the line of continuity between 
the Risorgimento ideal of Italy and the fascist ideal. 34  Volpe’s interpre-
tation, however, did not meet the general acceptance. Mussolini did 
not like the book; other fascists such as the editor of  Il Tevere  Telesio 
Interlandi refused the ‘miraculous’ character of Fascism and its straight-
forward descent from Risorgimento that Volpe seemed to posit. 35  The 
offi cial ‘true’ fascist interpretation of Risorgimento (and of history writ 
large) remained thus that of Gentile. 36   

   GENTILE, MAZZINI, AND MUSSOLINI: 
PROPHETS OF THE RISORGIMENTO 

 Gentile had started to undertake a systematic and complex elaboration of 
the nexus between Risorgimento and Fascism much earlier, even before 
the rise of Fascism, and in particular in two essays on Mazzini written 
in 1919 and published in 1923 as  I profeti del Risorgimento Italiano  
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( The Prophets of the Italian Risorgimento ). The book was dedicated to 
Mussolini, ‘an Italian of quality/worthy of listening to/the voices of the 
prophets of the new Italy’. 

 Crucially, in  I profeti  Gentile stated that the Risorgimento as a matter 
of fact  had not happened yet —or had not been accomplished on September 
20, 1870. 37  A Risorgimento of Italy therefore remained an unrealized 
augury, a project barely begun. As such, ‘the Risorgimento’ was for Gentile 
a series of events almost meaningless in and by themselves. These events 
needed to be interpreted as the omen of a future resurrection. This resur-
rection was Fascism. 38  In other words, Fascism was not simply the heir of 
the Risorgimento, and not only a healthy restoration of the old order, but 
the historical force called upon to realize it  for the fi rst time . Thus, it was 
not Fascism that gained legitimacy form the affi rmation of its historical 
continuity with the Risorgimento; rather, it was that past that gained real 
presence and meaning through Fascism. In this sense, the fascists were the 
real prophets of the Risorgimento, as the title evoked. The realization of 
the prophecy implied a return to an origin. It was not a leaping point, or 
a negation or interruption of history aimed at establishing a new revolu-
tionary reality. Here, Gentile explained, Fascism was very different from 
the Bolshevik revolution and its claim to represent an absolute break with 
anything that had preceded it. Fascism, argued Gentile, was a resurrection, 
a return to a dormant spirit, not just a historical period, but a  spirit which 
was already there . In that way, the Risorgimento at a deeper level came to 
represent the true national ethos, a ‘Risorgimental Italianness’ ( italianità 
risorgimentale ). As Gentile put it:

  After [the war], the torch [of Italy] was almost dead. But it did not die, 
because the warrior spirit was kindled and survived in Mussolini… The same 
spiritual conception of the world [as in the Risorgimento]; the same oppo-
sition to individualism; the same concept of state and nation… the same 
postulate of a totalitarian understanding of human life …. [came back with 
Fascism]. 39  

   Essentially, Gentile elaborated the image of Fascism as a permanent 
resurgence and a political–moral–religious revolution. This revolution 
was both the fulfi llment of the historical Risorgimento and the Italian-
Catholic- Latin-Mediterranean response to the Marxist concept of revolu-
tion. 40  Like so many Italian intellectuals from both Right and Left, Gentile 
held that the Risorgimento remained incomplete; that the unifi cation, as 
the famous phrase goes, had made Italy, but not Italians. On this point, 
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Gentile together with authors and intellectuals of different political and 
ideological leanings such as Alfredo Oriani and Piero Gobetti was infl u-
ential in shaping Gramsci’s conception of the Risorgimento as a failure, 
a conception which (as we have seen in Chap.   4    ) ultimately hinged on 
Cuoco’s analysis of the 1799 Neapolitan Revolution.  

   FASCISM AND THE ORIGINS OF THE RISORGIMENTO 
 Gentile’s work was also important because his line of interpretation was 
quickly and effi ciently spread to the wider layers of the population via 
the school reform designed by Gentile himself in 1922, a reform which 
was central to the larger ideological and institutional setting up of the 
entire Italian educational system. Gentile’s analysis resounded in school 
textbooks, school curricula, popular history books, and newspaper and 
journal publications supported by the regime 41  The entry concerning the 
Risorgimento was included in the popular and authoritative  Enciclopedia 
Italiana  which Gentile directed since 1923 and thus became a point of ref-
erence for Italian culture at large. The entry was written by Walter Maturi 
and was published in 1936, the year of the Empire—at the height of fascist 
power and, at least at a level of public transcript, mass consensus. 42  

 One of the main questions debated by historians was where and how 
far back to date the origins of the Risorgimento. Maturi’s entry was on 
that point a partial answer to Volpe’s article, ‘Principi del Risorgimento 
nel Settecento Italiano’, published in  Rivista storica italiana  the same 
year. In this article, Volpe traced back the Risorgimento to the early 
nineteenth century. A related question concerned how to locate the 
Risorgimento within a larger European framework: to what extent was the 
Risorgimento a  continuation of the French Revolution and its republican 
and Enlightenment principles? Or to what extent was the Risorgimento 
a particular Italian confi guration of forces and ideas? By then these ques-
tions had established as central to Italian historiography and political self-
assessment. And they will probably remain so, for they touch upon the 
deeper question relating to Italy’s type of modernity. 

 Maturi’s last work, published posthumously in 1962, was the famous 
 Interpretazioni del Risorgimento . Here Maturi would confi rm what he saw 
as the vital and crucial connection, namely between Risorgimento and 
liberty: that liberty and that Liberalism which would complete, within the 
framework of the modern nation-state, a cultural and moral process which 
had already brought about the unifi cation of Italy. 
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 One of the thorny issues concerning the Risorgimento had always 
been the extent to which it could be considered a ‘people’s revolution’. 
Especially since the writings of Gobetti, which as we have seen appeared 
at the beginning of the 1920, the view that the Risorgimento was mostly 
a stretching of the pre-existing royal and Piedmontese administrative/
bureaucratic institutions to the larger Peninsula had become more and 
more widespread. This analysis was sustained by the view that the unifi ca-
tion itself had been mostly political, and only superfi cially touched upon 
and confronted the underlying social discrepancies and cleavages of the 
nineteenth century; in fact, as Gramsci argued (but the view was and is 
shared much beyond Gramscian positions), the Risorgimento never man-
aged to mobilize the ‘masses’, in particular the peasants—and that even in 
the North (see again Chap.   4    ). 

 Maturi argued for a more balanced view. The essential characteristic 
of the Risorgimento, Maturi wrote, was ‘the harmonious co-penetration 
of the regular forces of the Sabaudian monarchy and the irregular forces 
of the national Italian revolution, thanks to the effi cient and intelligent 
mediation of the Piedmontese political class’. 

 In terms of temporal location, Maturi identifi ed the Risorgimento as 
having taken place from the late nineteenth century, and in particular 
from the French occupation onwards, until the 1860s and the conquest 
of Rome which fulfi ll the unifi cation. Maturi argued that to anticipate the 
Risorgimento to the early eighteen century or even locate it back into the 
seventeenth century, as other historians were then suggesting (includ-
ing Croce), or even tracing back a genealogy to Dante, was meaningless; 
just as meaningless as it was to press the Risorgimento forwards in time 
toward WWI and the advent of Fascism. The international  situation (and, 
importantly of course, the French occupation) was an important con-
text for understanding the internal political environment that lead to the 
Risorgimento. However, just like Gentile, Maturi emphasized the autoch-
thonous roots of the Risorgimento; Maturi saw a connection to the prin-
ciples and facts of the French Revolution, but he also disentangled the 
Risorgimento from it. He argued:

  That which  distinguishes  our thesis from the French… is the value we give 
to the epoch of illuminated despotism and to the principle of the national 
struggle as the indispensable generator of nations. Without the reforms of 
the eighteenth century, without the dissatisfaction of our most intelligent 
local elements against the regional state… the French revolution would 
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never have been able to insert itself in the political and social struggles in 
Italy, fi nding a fertile terrain. We should not forget that the great eigh-
teenth century struggles between France and England had taught Italians 
the fecundity of the national struggles. 43  

   In other words, Maturi, as so many others before him, insisted that 
the Italian developments simply could not be reduced to external pow-
ers and political models borrowed from abroad. Maturi here considered 
the Risorgimento a movement with roots in the age of reforms. 44  In this 
vein, he departed from a more radical fascist reading of the Risorgimento 
that tended to deny its liberal roots as well as its Enlightenment geneal-
ogy. To many fascists, the Risorgimento could not be considered in any 
way the offspring of the Enlightenment. To them, instead, Rome was its 
matrix. 

 Drawing on Volpe and following his nationalistic appeal, Maturi also 
traced back the Risorgimento not just to the Piedmontese political tradi-
tions but to a ‘non-conformist’ Piedmontese, Vittorio Alfi eri. With Alfi eri, 
Maturi wrote, the very will to become a nation-state expressed itself with 
vigor. Maturi argued that the historical process of nation-formation in the 
late nineteenth century becomes a fully articulated  consciousness  and politi-
cal  will . Besides Volpe, Maturi’s reading was quite evidently inspired by 
Gentile’s thought, and by the notion that the Risorgimento was jointly a 
myth and a prophecy. 

 Following Gentile, for Maturi the Risorgimento was not just a histori-
cal period, but fi rst and foremost an ‘ethical-political national myth’ (‘mito 
etico-politico nazionale’). 45  This myth implied a patient waiting for the 
day in which Italy was, to stay with Alfi eri, no longer  passive  (‘inerme’), 
divided, afraid, and non-free, resurging as a virtuous, ‘magnanima’, free 
and united nation. The notion of myth, in contrast to most postwar his-
toriography, was used here positively to refer to a moral force inherent 
in historical events which were indeed real enough, but at the same time 
‘larger than themselves’. 

 Once again, the fi gure of Cuoco, so infl uential in shaping Gramsci’s 
view of the Risorgimento as a passive revolution, took on a certain impor-
tance here. Cuoco, Maturi wrote,

  understood the lesson that one could detract from the revolt of the Italian 
lower classes and preached the moral obligation of bridging the abyss 
between people [ popolo ] and intellectual minority. 
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   Cuoco came to represent the glue that ties together  popolo  and intel-
ligentsia, the glue that enabled the Risorgimento. Cuoco, moreover, reig-
nited the cult of Vico and indirectly saw a link between Vico’s thought and 
personality and the later Risorgimento:

  If Alfi eri taught Italians to ‘act big’, Vico taught them to ‘think big’; if 
with Alfi eri Italy identifi ed herself with the will to be a state among other 
European states, with Vico Italy gained the consciousness to have a proper 
identity within European culture. In the fusion of doctrines between these 
two grand thinkers the new Italy was born, a thinking and acting nation 
with its particular physiognomy in the heart of Europe. 

   Maturi here gave expression to a notion which has survived until today: 
that whereas the North  acted , the South  thought .  

   MYTH AND RITUAL: 1932 AS THE HIGH POINT 
OF PRESENTIST MEMORY POLITICS 

 In order to understand the fascist projection of a revolutionary modernity 
projected from a rewritten national past, it is useful to look beyond tex-
tual production and consider the carefully orchestrated ritualization that 
served to produce and sustain the fascist narrative. The efforts of symbolic 
appropriation of the past inspired Mussolini’s speeches, fi lms, popular cul-
ture, political rituals, museums, libraries, and monuments throughout the 
entire fascist era. 46  The crucial year of fascist memory politics and self- 
glorifi cation as linked to the Risorgimento was no doubt 1932, a year 
full of symbolic events that cemented Fascism’s reading of past, present, 
and future and the high point of Fascism’s ritualistic forcing of historical 
connections. 

 By the beginning of the 1930s, the fascist ‘completion’ of the 
Risorgimento and the image of the regime’s historical continuity with the 
recent Italian past had become widely elaborated. But in 1932, Italy cel-
ebrated in grand style two key anniversaries: the fi ftieth anniversary of the 
death of Garibaldi (June 2, 1882) and the tenth anniversary of the march 
on Rome (October 28, 1922). 

 The ground for the 1932 events had been laid in the preceding decade. 
The debate on the relationship between a Risorgimento past and the fas-
cist present, Mussolini and Garibaldi, the blackshirts and the redshirts 
had always been intense even before the march on Rome. 47  Through the 
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1920s and the 1930s, several fi lms were made with the Risorgimento and 
Garibaldi as main subjects, stressing the Risorgimento–Fascism nexus. 48  
‘1932’ represents a culmination of Fascism’s presentist and futuristic 
memory politics. 49  

   Exhibiting the Fascist Revolution 

 On the morning of October 28, 1932, Mussolini inaugurated the most 
enduring propaganda event of the fascist dictatorship. As the Duce 
reviewed the assembled guards of honor and passed the cheering crowds 
to open the doors of the  Mostra della rivoluzione fascista  (the Exhibition 
of the Fascist Revolution), Fascism literally invited Italians and foreigners 
alike to experience and participate in the regime’s self-representation. 50  
The  Mostra  displayed and narrated the years 1914–1922, as interpreted 
by Fascism after ten years in power. The exhibition’s twenty-three rooms 
focused on each year from the beginning of WWI until October 1922 and 
culminated in a  Sala del Duce  (‘Room of the Duce’) and a  Sacrario dei 
Martiri  (‘Chapel of the Martyrs’). 51  The  Mostra  was perhaps  the  highest 
expression of the ‘sacralisation of politics’. 52  

 The year 1932 was also the fi ftieth anniversary of the death of Italy’s most 
popular Risorgimento hero. The commemoration of the  Cinquantenario 
Garibaldino  similarly assumed spectacular and unprecedented proportions, 
both for the number of events organized throughout the year and for the 
involvement of the Regime. 53  The offi cial program of the Cinquantenario 
consisted, among others, in the Garibaldinian Exhibition in the  Palazzo delle 
Esposizioni  the publication of the fi rst national edition of Garibaldi’s writing; 
the issue of a stamp with Garibaldi’s image; a parliamentary  commemoration 
(plenary session of the two Houses); a celebration day in schools and univer-
sities; another day for public orations by members of the fascist party in the 
major squares of all the cities; a pilgrimage to Garibaldi’s tomb in Caprera; 
and fi nally, a  Garibaldinian  lottery. 54  

 Mussolini fully exploited the convergence of the two celebrations. In 
March 1932, Mussolini pressured the editors of the national edition of 
Garibaldi’s writings to have the fi rst volume ready in time for the half- 
centenary, telling them that,

  Garibaldi was always closer than anyone else to the people with his marvel-
ous actions; everything that emanates from his person cannot be but pro-
foundly felt by the people who love him and who will always be under the 
spell of his profound fascination. 55  
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   The core and the most important celebration of the  Cinquantenario  
was a three-day national commemoration a long spectacle executed in 
three public ceremonies. First: the transfer of the remains of Garibaldi’s 
fi rst wife Anita from Genoa (where she had been buried) to Rome on June 
1. Second: the internment of Anita’s remains in the base of a monument 
built in her memory on the Gianicolo near the equestrian statue of her 
husband on June 2. Third: the offi cial inauguration of the monument by 
Mussolini on June 4. 56  

 The decision to put the construction of Anita’s monument at the cen-
ter of the celebration was announced by Mussolini himself during his 
famous speech for the presentation of the Lateran Pacts to the Chamber 
of Deputies (May 14, 1929). The construction of the monument was to 
serve as an explicit deterrent for an ultra-Catholic interpretation of the 
Lateran Pacts as ‘a license to put the Risorgimento on trial’. Mussolini 
added insult to injury in response to the Vatican’s unoffi cial request that 
Garibaldi’s monument be moved from the top of the Gianicolo. He said:

  I believe that Garibaldi can keep gazing in that direction [the Vatican] 
because, today, his spirit is appeased! Not only will he not be moved, but 
the Fascist regime will also raise a monument to Anita Garibaldi in the 
same area. 57  

   The announcement also became an authoritative reinforcement of what 
had rapidly become the most popular and widely elaborated image of the 
regime’s historical continuity with the recent Italian past: the fascist ‘com-
pletion’ of the Risorgimento. The King and Queen were at the inaugura-
tion. In his speech, Mussolini made only the briefest references to Anita. 
He said: [Garibaldi] is ‘a national hero born of the people’. Then he actu-
ally drew a clear line of descent of the fascist revolution from Garibaldi’s 
campaign of the 1860s. The passage is worth quoting in full as it again 
captures the fascist interpretation of the Risorgimento in a nutshell.

  The Italians of the twentieth century resumed, between 1914 and 1918, 
under Your Majesty’s command, the march which Garibaldi broke off at 
Bezzeca in 1866 with his laconic and dramatic ‘I obey’ and they have con-
tinued it to the Brenner, Trieste, Fiume, Zara, the peak of the Nevoso, the 
opposite shore of the Adriatic. The Blackshirts, who knew how to fi ght and 
die during the years of humiliation, also stand politically in a line of descent 
from the redshirts and their leader. All his life his heart was enfl amed by 
one passion: ‘the unity and the independence of the  Patria ’. He never let 
himself be defl ected in diffi cult times from this supreme aim by men, sects, 
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parties, ideologies, speeches in public gatherings, which he despised, ardent 
proponent as he was of ‘totally unlimited’ dictatorships. 58  The true, sov-
ereign greatness of Garibaldi lies in this character of his as a national Hero 
born of the people who always remained with the people, in peace and 
in war. 59  

   Mussolini exercised an unprecedented control of the organization 
and performance of the spectacle, down to every detail. However, the 
offi cial organizer was Ezio Garibaldi, grandson of Giuseppe. Ezio had 
endorsed Fascism and in 1924, he had founded the ‘National Federation 
of Garibaldian Veterans’ ( Federazione Nazionale Volontari Garibaldini , 
FNVG). While founding this organization Ezio had effectively appointed 
himself sole leader of  Garibaldinismo  and offi cial heir of the ‘Garibaldian 
tradition’. From this institutional platform, Ezio had propagandized his 
conception of  Garibaldinismo  as the political vanguard of Fascism. 60  

 Throughout the Garibaldian Exhibition in the  Palazzo delle Esposizioni  
and the three-day long national commemoration, Fascism proved itself 
heir of the Risorgimento. The blackshirts were the direct descendants of 
the redshirts. In Garibaldi, Mussolini recognized the only other protago-
nist of Italian history whose image, just like his own, was jointly made up 
of order and rebellion, authority and subversion. This ambivalence and 
reversibility of values and character traits no doubt fed the myth that the 
Duce was creating around his own fi gure. 61  

 However, the relations between Fascism and Risorgimento (and 
between the persons Mussolini and Garibaldi) had to be constructed with 
care, and from the perspective of the regime, had to avoid certain pit-
falls of interpretation. The crucial point for the regime was to exalt the 
Risorgimento and to establish some sort of continuity between such a 
glorious tradition and the present; but this historical construction should 
in no way obscure or undermine the novelty represented by Fascism. The 
Garibaldian commemoration of June 1932, therefore, served to mark not 
only the continuity but also some degree of  discontinuity  between Fascism 
and Garibaldianism, and between Mussolini and Garibaldi. For instance, 
at the parade which accompanied Anita’s coffi n in Genoa, the Blackshirts 
and the veterans of WWI were clearly separated from the glorious red-
shirts—yet all of them, taken together, were represented as living survivors 
of Garibaldi’s time. 

 This marked the symbolic separation between the glorious past which 
had to be honored but also overcome and detached from the present; 
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a sort of living present still in the making. The symbolism was carefully 
enacted in the parade’s passage through the  Arco dei Caduti , Genoa’s tri-
umphal arch recently built in memory of the city’s dead in WWI. Only the 
historical section of the parade—the municipal ushers, the funeral carriage, 
the members of Garibaldi’s family, and the redshirts—passed through the 
arch; the rest, including blackshirts and WWI veterans, were ordered to 
proceed to the station by another route. This as well was carefully planned 
by Mussolini himself. 

 The reality and image of Fascism as a complete  novelty  in Italian history 
was underlined with the  Mostra . In the exhibition, there was no mention 
of Italian history preceding WWI. The chronology focused exclusively on 
the 1914–1922 period, leaving aside the Risorgimento and the fi rst fi fty 
years of unifi cation. Fascism here claimed to be born with the  intervent-
ismo  and with the human sacrifi ce in the trenches of WWI. Mussolini and 
Fascism were depicted as the sole, legitimate heirs of the war experience: 
they alone had protected the nation from the political and social disorder 
in the immediate aftermath of the confl ict. They also had protected Italy 
from the attack of the enemy within—the  disfattisti  who, after the war, 
had taken the monstrous features of Bolshevism, the ‘returning beast’. 62  

 This ambivalent approach to the Risorgimento was evidenced in some 
other decisions taken by Mussolini regarding the celebrations. To invoke 
one example, Mussolini ordered the suspension of the celebration for the 
Second War of Independence (1859). The battles of this war were the 
pillar of the moderate and monarchical memory of Risorgimento; the 
celebration of such an event would have brought to mind the existence 
of a diarchy ( diarchia ) within fascist Italy (Duce and King, Fascism and 
monarchy). This could have created an obstacle toward building a system 
of rituals and historical commemorations which must be completely and 
exclusively fascist; hence it was canceled.   

   FASCISM AS AN ALTERNATIVE MODERNITY 
 As has become clear throughout the chapter, Fascism was never an anti-
modern movement, quite the contrary. As Emilio Gentile has discussed so 
eloquently, and quoting here Howard Williams, ‘all the principal features 
of modern political ideology are combined in Fascism.’ 63  The question 
does not concern whether Fascism was modern: the question rather con-
cerns the nature of that modernity, and how it differed from the competing 
modernities available at the time. 
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 We have indicated how Fascism elaborated a national self-understand-
ing that opposed the liberal model on a series of salient points, and this is 
in almost all respects a well-known fact. Fascist ideology also developed 
in open contrast to socialist modernity, even as it borrowed from some 
of socialism’s idea-content; and Fascism—despite its political–institutional 
alliance with the Vatican from 1929—also went up against and sought to 
replace Catholic modernity, replacing the cult of God with a new cult of 
fascist man. 

 So how can we further characterize ‘fascist modernity’? In an important 
article, Tim Mason argued that Fascism can be considered a ‘modern-
ization without modernity’. 64  This characterization in many ways rhymes 
with Jeffrey Herf’s terminology of ‘reactionary modernism’. Herf defi ned 
reactionary modernism as a curious blend of ‘great enthusiasm for modern 
technology with a rejection of the Enlightenment and the values and insti-
tutions of liberal democracy’. 65  Herf introduced this term in the specifi c 
context of Germany, but the conceptualization evidently has a compara-
tive relevance, and has since been applied in the analysis of fascist ideolo-
gies across the world. 

 There is something evidently true about this characterization. At 
the same time, also Herf’s vocabulary teleologically presupposes a 
kind of ‘norm’ for what ‘modernity’ originally was supposed to mean: 
Enlightenment modernity, liberal modernity. The very notion of ‘reac-
tionary’ is analytically problematic, as it operates a terminology that is 
intrinsic to the language of modernity: the constant distinction between 
the ‘modern’ and forward looking as opposed to the ‘backward’ and ‘reac-
tionary’ has always functioned as a strategy of self-justifi cation. The oppo-
sition between ‘reactionary’ and ‘progressive’ cannot serve as an analytical 
wedge to defi ne a peculiar ‘variant’ of a norm. 

 It therefore seems more opportune to follow Eisenstadt when he 
claims that modernity was always defi ned by a series of open-ended ten-
sions and antinomies, and that the Enlightenment model was always just 
 one  possible interpretation to follow. Fascist modernity did indeed reject 
core values of the French-inspired Enlightenment model, but to classify 
it as ‘reactionary’ is ultimately not terribly useful as an analytical strategy. 
Fascism was an alternative modernity, ‘progressive’ and dynamic like any 
other modernity. 

 Moreover, the concept of ‘reactionary modernism’ does not really 
engage with the anthropological foundations of the sacralization of 
politics. 66  To understand Fascism, the historical–generic conception of 
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theories of totalitarianism needs to be integrated with an analysis that 
incorporates the experiential and spiritual dimensions. Fascism emerged 
in an out-of-ordinary moment, where both individuals and society were 
pushed to the limit. This was not only due to the war and a situation of 
civil war that followed (in the period 1919–1921) but also linked to a 
re-evaluation of values in a series of limit experiences. This brokenness of 
political reality created visions, meanings, narratives, and rituals—some of 
which we have examined in this chapter—that were meant to transcend 
such crises. Fascism was a modern secular political authority which must 
maintain awe-inspiring capacity in order to bind the people to the political 
community as a source of identity and existential security. 

 In a larger vein, it is of course common to place Italian Fascism under 
the larger heading of ‘totalitarian regimes’. Here, however, we need 
to understand that fascist modernity was not simply the ‘same’ as Nazi 
Germany or Soviet Communism. This is so for several reasons, but the 
point becomes clearer if we depart from the perspective we have wished to 
highlight in this chapter, namely the particular kind of historicization that 
grounded fascist self-understanding. 

 In connection with fascist modernity and its temporal horizon, the dis-
cussion has often centered on the nexus between futurism and Fascism 
to the point of identifying the two as equal phenomenon. Literary critics 
and art historians have showed great interest in ‘fascist modernism’, often 
using Walter Benjamin’s interpretation of Fascism as the ‘aestheticization 
of politics’. 67  

 While it would certainly be naïve to deny the strong link between futur-
ism and Fascism, the nature of fascist modernity cannot be reduced to 
this nexus. Fascist self-understanding was deeply related to a transcending 
of historical time, in a way that also marks out its differences to Nazi or 
communist modernity; as it marks out its difference to prewar modernist 
nationalism. Fascism as Communism and Nazism adumbrated a new con-
ception of historical time. Harking back to the apocalyptical impulses which 
had pervaded the war experience and the life of soldiers in the trenches, 
Fascism supported a kind of ‘end of history’ narrative. Fascism was the 
fulfi llment of history. Or, to use an arch-Hegelian term,  Aufhebung , it was 
a dissolution into itself, just as the early light of the dawn disappears in 
the brightness of the rising sun itself. In this sense, Fascism, as any other 
‘Gnostic fallacy’ contradicted, to follow Voegelin, ‘the oldest wisdom of 
mankind concerning the rhythm of growth and decay which is the fate of 
all things under the sun’. 68  
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 In the fascist ‘end of history’ cosmology, the fulfi llment would see its 
completion in the restoration of ancient Rome, which, as we have seen 
above, was a crucial element of fascist symbolic politics. Fascism thus 
interpreted Italy and its historical experience in a supra-temporal dimen-
sion. This represented a dynamic dimension of exalting history and con-
crete historical events, yet moving beyond historical time altogether. This 
temporal dimension would connect past and present and give meaning to 
the experience of Fascism. The entry of the  Enciclopedia Italiana  titled 
 Fascismo: Dottrina  read:

  The world for Fascism is not this material world that appears at the surface, 
in which man is an individual separated from all others… The man of Fascism 
is the individual which is nation and patria, a moral law that ties together 
individuals and generations in a tradition and a mission , that suppresses the 
instinct of living a life closed in immediate pleasure and instead installs in 
duty  a superior life beyond the limits of time and space . 69  

   In short, Fascism implemented its totalitarian attempt in the apocalyp-
tic perspective of the end of history, and the advent of a new civilization 
in which the individual would be annihilated in the name of a collec-
tive entity—the fascist Nation, the fascist  Patria —conceived as an entity 
beyond and above the limits and constraints of time and space. 

 For Soviet Communism, the triumph of the proletariat would sanc-
tion the end of the class struggle—another version of the end of history. 
Following Klaus Vondung, the communist ‘time’ at the end of history 
was conceived not as a ‘historical time’ but as a time and space outside 
and after history: the third stage, the stage of perfection, the stage of 
Communism, would have been a stage without any further changes thus 
without history. 70  

 For Nazism, the new era (the end of history) would have been char-
acterized by the rediscovery of the law of nature (social darwinism) and 
blood (racial politics). The creation of the millennial Reich would have 
marked the end of history understood as an open and endless process. 
Time instead would have been marked and measured by the continuous 
unfolding and succession of generations of ‘good blood’ in a limitless infi -
nite. As Himmler said (in a June 9, 1942 speech to the SS offi cers in 
Berlin), the German  Volk , this endless chain of ancestors and descendants, 
from father to son, was ‘destined to have eternal life in the blood’ ( blutlich 
das ewige Leben haben ). 71  
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 But here we also see a difference that marks out Fascism. Unlike 
Nazism and Communism, Fascism’s idea of new concept of history related 
to a historical phenomenon, a historical fact—a real historical experience, 
something that effectively happened in the past, in ancient Rome. ‘Rome’ 
became a ‘paradigmatic archetype’ in the words of Emilio Gentile, the 
blueprint for yet another resurrection. With Italian Fascism, the new era 
was to be marked by a return or rebirth of the Roman Empire and by the 
domination of fascist Italy over the Mediterranean in a new, timeless era. 

 As George Mosse wrote, history was for Fascism the only reality. 72  For 
Communism, the reference was to an alleged law of history, which was 
seen as the law of all social developments. For Nazism, it was the eternal 
law of nature. In Communism and Nazism, the rupture with historical 
time was much more radical than with Fascism. The apocalyptic read-
ing of history was therefore shared by all three regime types, but it also 
differed. In Fascism, apocalypse meant the ‘new empire’ and the ‘new 
fascist order’, which, however, remained tied to a historical dimension. 
Apocalypse was a disclosure of something that was always already there, a 
revelation of a secret essence which had remained hidden since the foun-
dation of the world. It was in this sense that Italian Fascism represented 
its own vision of modernity, distinct from any existing model. Certainly, 
it is not a ‘primacy’ to be proud of, but at the analytical level it has to be 
recognized as such.    
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    CHAPTER 6   

  Hell is empty  
  And all the devils are here  

  Shakespeare, The Tempest, Act 1, Scene 2, 214–15    

  In the fi rst half of the twentieth century, Liberalism, Catholicism, 
 Socialism–Communism, and Fascism had developed as different articula-
tions of a shared attempt to outline a particular Italian road to moder-
nity. In so doing, these major-isms and ideological–social forces had laid 
the ground for wildly different narratives about the ‘soul’ of the nation, 
about the country’s virtues to safeguard and vices to overcome. As we 
have outlined in the preceding chapters, these discursive formations had 
confronted each other in the interwar period. However, the crucial battle 
between them happened during WWII, which ended in the collapse of 
Fascism and the triumph of the anti-fascist front, which included—and 
this is crucial to stress—Catholics, conservatives, liberals, and communists. 

 In this chapter, we argue that WWII was  both  a moment of collapse 
and ‘death’  and  a liminal confi guration in which new narratives saw the 
day. Italy between 1943 and 1945 provided the setting for an Allied inva-
sion (in the south) and a German occupation of Rome and the north. 
With the movement against Fascism (the Resistance), two occupying 
armies, the fl ight from Rome of the King after September 8, 1943, and 
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different Italians governments, there was a liminal situation of contested 
 sovereignties. Individuals were faced with moral, political, and, above 
all, existential choices, on which their lives and those of their families 
depended. Yet, these conditions of brokenness of political reality were the 
background upon which new symbolic markers of certainty 1  infused the 
political community with new meanings and ideas, transformed the politi-
cal imagination, and paved the way for the unfolding of a new epic of the 
nation and new forms of political legitimacy. 

 In this ‘ultimate fi ght’ over the moral and political grounds of the 
nation and its future, the search for a new Italy and for meaningful lives 
was once again anchored in a struggle over the past and its meanings. In 
other words, the extreme crisis of the present once again revealed depen-
dency on the core symbols and sacred values of the nation. 

   IN THE ABYSS OF WAR 
 On July 25, 1943, the fascist regime collapsed due to the heavy casualties, 
economic crisis, food-shortage, and the setbacks of the war. Forty- fi ve 
days later, on September 8, Marshal Pietro Badoglio announced over the 
radio that an armistice with the Allies had been signed fi ve days earlier. 
Accordingly, he ordered the Italian armed forces to cease fi ghting the 
Allies, leaving them, however, with no other precise instructions. The 
announcement was followed by the precipitous fl ight from Rome of King 
Victor Emmanuel III, his family, and the military high command. In the 
wake of the King’s ignominious exit, there emerged a void in the leader-
ship of the nation, as soldiers and civilians were left without any clear 
military and political direction: a collapse of nation. 2  

 Within days an army of more than one million men disintegrated, and 
thousands of troops were rounded up by Germans and interned in concen-
trations camps. Soldiers listening to Badoglio’s broadcast interpreted the 
armistice as meaning that the war was, fi nally, over. Badoglio told them to 
stop fi ghting the Allies. He had not told them to fi ght the German. ‘Those 
who don’t understand, those who half-understand. Soldiers embracing, 
caps fl ying. The soldiers are in high spirits as if the war was really over’: 
these were the fi rst reactions recorded, in Cuneo, by Nuto Revelli. 3  If they 
were no longer fi ghting the Allies, and not fi ghting the Germans, then 
the war was over and they could expect to return home. Thousands of 
soldiers fl ung away rifl es and uniforms, streamed out of their barracks, and 
began to make for home before the Germans could stop them. All across 
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the country—and beyond too, in the occupied territories of Greece, the 
Balkans, and Southern France—chaos and confusion spread. Amid gen-
eral confusion, the military leadership was uncertain what to do, issuing 
orders, only to cancel them later. 4  Other offi cers were as bemused as their 
men by the turn of the events and, effectively, decided not to face up to 
their responsibilities to their men, quietly disappearing without leaving 
them with any orders or guidance. In parts of occupied Yugoslavia, some 
local commanders simply hared off to the nearest airfi eld for a fl ight back 
to Southern Italy, leaving their men behind them. 

 In many respects the behavior of the Italian commands is comparable 
to that displayed in France in 1940, as sharply described by Marc Bloch. 5  
A sensation of having been abandoned and let down by their offi cers fea-
tured prominently in soldiers’ memories in the aftermath of September 
8. Obviously enough, this lack of leadership was discouraging and only 
added to the general bewilderment. Before the Germans could intervene, 
some commanders allowed their men to leave and disperse to their homes 
as best they could in a sort of spontaneous disbandment. 6  This, at least, 
was a little bit more than simply abandoning their men without saying 
anything. But abandonment was what it amounted to, ultimately. 

 The armistice was the signal, rather than the cause, of the breakup of 
the Italian army. For many soldiers, as well as for the bulk of the popula-
tion, the war had already ended in July, after the fall of Mussolini. Many 
had been stupefi ed by the decision to continue fi ghting a war which had 
lost its original meaning, its point of departure. The disbandment that fol-
lowed September 8 could well be read as the army voting with its feet on 
the wars fought between 1940 and 1943. That the disintegration of the 
Italian army was rooted in a widespread war-weariness among the troops 
seems clear from what happened in Sicily in July 1943. Here the Italian 
military opposition to the Allied landing (July 10) was weak, brief, and 
confused—the fi rsts sign of a disintegration that would become incontrol-
lable within a few weeks. 7  

   ‘Tutti a casa’:  Everybody Go Home  

 After fi ghting a war in the worst of material and psychological circum-
stances, soldiers wanted above all else to go home. Home meant their 
towns and cities. Home meant those elements that had shaped the moral 
and material horizons of humble men and women for centuries: family, 
friends, and native villages, with its familiar peal of bells and parish priests, 
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its patron saint and festivals, its dialect, folklore, and ancestral  memories. 
 Tutti a casa  ( Everybody Go Home ) is a 1960 fi lm directed by Luigi 
Comencini, a tragicomedy set in the aftermath of the armistice: three men 
discard their uniforms for civilian clothes and head southwards for a veri-
table odyssey along the Italian boot. It describes the chaos and shock that 
pervaded Italy, with most of the soldiers eager to go back home, by every 
possible means, regardless of their being arrested for desertion.  Everybody 
Go Home  was the umpteenth re-enactment of the myth of  The Odyssey , as 
Italo Calvino put it, in a short article titled ‘Homer the Antimilitarist’, 
published in the Turin edition of the Communist Party’s newspaper 
 l’Unità  on September 15, 1946:

  What in fact is  The Odyssey ? It is the myth of the return home, born dur-
ing the long years of military service of the soldiers who have gone off to 
fi ght in distant places, of their anxiety about they will manage to get home, 
when the war is over, of the fear that assails them in their dreams of never 
managing to make it home, of the strange obstacles that appear on their 
journey. The Odyssey is the story of the Eight of September, of all the Eight 
of Septembers in History: the need to return home by hook or by crook, 
through lands fraught with enemies. 8  

    Everybody Go Home  also meant the dissolution of military rules and chains 
of command: no one, be it offi cer or soldier, felt that by disguising himself 
as a civilian he was deserting. Nor did it occur to anyone that the mass fl ight 
ought to be denounced as an act of desertion.  Everybody Go Home  equally 
meant the evaporation of the political discipline and allegiance to the fascist 
regime, and in fact to any pole of authority. The squares were now empty, 
as in the metaphysical masterpieces drawn by Giorgio De Chirico twenty 
years earlier; no longer were they fi lled with thousands of people acclaiming 
empire, war, or the mise-en-scène of the Duce’s body. 

 On the evening of September 8, the words on the streets of towns and 
cities were that ‘the war is over’. Hope and enthusiasm, however, were 
mixed with incredulity, anxiety, and disorientation. 9  On July 25, Italians 
had greeted Mussolini’s ‘resignation’ with an outburst of popular enthu-
siasm, not necessarily because they were anti-fascist, but because they 
expected the end of Fascism to mean the end of the war. This was quickly 
followed by the dismantling of some of the public signs of the regime—the 
symbolic erasing which usually characterized the end of a political order. 10  

 After September 8, however, the horizon of expectations looked very 
different; and the passage from incredulity to joy, from joy to worry, 
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and from worry to bewilderment was much faster. After all, Badoglio’s 
announcement had been highly ambiguous; and the possible reaction of 
the German sowed the seed of fear among Italians. Therefore, as a sort 
of counterpoint to the jubilant shouting or to the ringing of the church 
bells announcing the armistice, many wondered what would come next. 11  

 ‘Everything is so precarious,’ the journalist Enrico Emanuelli wrote in 
his diary on September 10. He continued: ‘Nothing is certain, proven, 
known. My heart lives an anguished night.’ 12  The sense of disorientation 
was real and intense, and left countless traces in diaries, popular memories, 
reports, and pieces of literature and art: confusion, bewilderment, dismay, 
and fear gnawed individuals in those days of September 1943. Although 
with the inevitable divergences inspired by different political, geographi-
cal, existential background and orientation, these narratives have in com-
mon the feeling of a national and individual disaster, or a profound sense 
of personal loss, as a direct consequence of the armistice.  

   World War II as Liminal Juncture: Living Between Two Ages 

 Worse was to follow. As the Anglo-American armies, which had landed 
in Sicily on July 10, advanced from Southern Italy into the German- 
occupied north (including Rome), civil war broke out between the forces 
of Resistance and the forces of Fascism. In a few weeks, Italy became the 
only country west of the Balkans where WWII also developed into a civil 
war. 13  From this condition emerged a situation of unprecedented uncer-
tainty. The propagation of warfare into the heart of society, pitting neigh-
bors against neighbors, uprooted customary life through violence, material 
devastation, massacres, retaliation, and bombing. 14  Torn by these pres-
sures, the legal framework of the nation evaporated. The life of civilians 
became a generalized frontline experience, destroying patterns of trust and 
social consensus, and undermining beliefs in elites and political authority. 15  

 After all, who held political authority in Italy in the wake of the civil 
war? With the movement against Fascism, two occupying armies, and 
competing Italian governments claiming legitimacy and allegiance—from 
the Kingdom of the South led by Victor Emmanuel to the fascist puppet 
republic of Salò in a few regions of the north—there was an ambiguous 
situation of contested sovereignties. In short, WWII events also divided 
Italy, geographically, politically, and socially, most dramatically from 
September 8, 1943, when the Italian population saw their territory turn-
ing into an open battlefi eld between various political forces, including not 
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only the Kingdom in the south (whose authority overlapped imperfectly 
with the Allies), the Salò republic in the north, the German Reich in the 
northeast (which in Istria also saw brief but signifi cant periods of Titoist 
Partisans rule), but also a whole series of local political ‘experiments’ (such 
as the ‘red republic’ of Caulonia, a small town in Calabria). Rome was 
occupied by Germans, but the Vatican remained another pole of authority. 
In many parts of Northern Italy, political authority shifted continuously 
between partisans, fascists, and Nazi forces. Individuals were faced with 
moral, political, and, above all else, existential choices on which their lives 
and those of their families might well depend. 

 In the end, the war entailed a quintessential liminal period of confusion 
and disorientation. It provoked deep transformations in the political and 
social world, the disintegration of national unity, and also existential crises 
as acquired universes of symbolic world maintenance dissolved 16 ; it pushed 
Italians into the abyss of the ‘anti-structure’. 17  

 All the apparent certainties of the fascist period—the bombastic cult 
of the nation and its leader, the quest for autarchy and the Empire, 
the unceasing emphasis on the moral and physical regeneration of the 
Italians—were utterly shattered by the horrors of occupation and civil war. 
Bombardments, famine, and the clatter of tanks replaced the mass rallies, 
the school gymnastic displays, the dulcet tones of Beniamino Gigli—the 
premier tenor of his generation, who had recorded the fascist anthem 
 Giovinezza  (‘Youth!’) in 1937—transmitted on the state radio. The signs 
and markers of certainty that had given orientation to the life of Italians 
for decades lost meaning, value, and purpose. Luigi Meneghello and his 
fellow Lelio removed from the wall of a library the images of the King 
and Gabriele D’Annunzio—whose love of violence, cult of the Superman, 
and stylistic excesses had made an ideal literary fi gure for the regime—and 
trampled on them. Others had already removed the picture of Mussolini. 
The crucifi x, however, was still there:

  Lelio began to look at the crucifi x, all on its own above the three white 
patches. At this the librarian went as white as the patches, but when after a 
while Lelio looked away from the crucifi x, she turned red again and replaced 
the books. All that was left was for her to turn green, to complete the colors 
of the Italian fl ag. 18  

   The onset of the civil war only aggravated the condition of disorienta-
tion raised by the national and individual disaster of September 8. The 
de-sacralization of the world combined with a terrifying and disturbing 
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crisis of temporal perspectives. Italians were plunged into a ‘fog bank’, or 
a ‘tempest’ 19 ; they were plunged into a situation where no direction and 
no way forward were traceable, where time was suspended, and where the 
future was beyond imagination; in short, they had entered a genuine lim-
inal period. Carlo Mazzantini, one of those bourgeois children who were 
born out of the generation that witnessed the foundation and the making 
of Fascism, wrote: ‘we lived outside our time, in a parenthesis  between two 
ages , of which the approaching one, deprived of any sense of reality, could 
be imagined like any other of our visions’. 20  

 To Italians, time seemed entangled in a perennial and somewhat mean-
ingless circularity—turning and turning in the widening gyre, as the falcon 
in William Butler Yeats’ poem  The Second Coming  (1919) 21 —an eternal 
present, a broken teleology, a climate of antithesis that defi ed and denied 
a purposeful historical linearity. The exceptional, out-of-ordinary state of 
things provided a very few intellectuals and writers with an opportunity 
for a self-analysis that, in its highest and most perceptive form, reveals 
a wider dynamics. In his more autobiographical novel—set in the years 
1943–1945 and symbolically titled  The House on the Hill —Cesare Pavese 
captured in a few dense sentences the mood of an entire community with-
out future: ‘Nothing has happened. I’ve been at home for six months and 
the war still goes on’. He continued: ‘another winter will pass, we will see 
snow again, we’ll make a circle around the radio by the fi re’. 22  

 This situation of fractured political realities, marked by the dissolution 
of the pre-existing symbolic order, poles of authority, and markers of cer-
tainty, combined with a devastating crisis of time, meanings, and values. 
It therefore came close to the phenomenology of a Maussian ‘total social 
fact’, which encompassed the institutional, the political, the legal, the 
economic, but also the psychological aspects, as well as the esthetic, the 
spiritual, and the religious. 23  It generated a liminal situation of ‘absolute 
politics’ in which the political emerged as a historical concrete event that 
had a total, existential dimension. 24   

   Existential Crisis and the Loss of History 

 To understand this existential dimension, it is fi rst necessary to understand 
that September 8 and the onset of the civil war signaled the psychic regres-
sion of the entire country into a state preceding its recent unifi cation in 
1861. It was as if its last sixty years of history had never happened. The loss 
of present reality also meant the loss of a meaningful past. Anthropologically 
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speaking, it was as if an entire nation were undermined by a pervasive crisis 
of its historical presence; and that crisis fi nally brought Italy and Italians to 
rely on the help of a foreign army, as had happened before in the nation’s 
long history. 

 This was not, however, what Italians had supported in the last twenty 
years. It did not correspond to the slogan forged by the regime, the con-
quest of a ‘place in the sun’, the dream of being a great power with a pre-
destined ‘right’ to sit at the table together with those nations that counted 
in the world. Suddenly Italians were relying on external help, a white knight 
in the form of a powerful army capable of freeing, restoring, and bringing 
Italy back to the previous condition, without asking (in theory) anything in 
exchange. It was a contradictory experience in many ways: the former enemy 
now welcomed as liberator. And yet, relatively few people—apart from the 
most fervent sustainers of the defunct regime and those young enthusiasts 
who volunteered to fi ght for it—felt the need to ask themselves what kind of 
creature the Allied army liberating the Italians was all about. Was it liberat-
ing them from Germans, or from fascists? But didn’t Germans and fascists 
belong to the familiar chronicle of just yesterday? How was it possible that the 
acclaimed regime and its ally were not perceived like a nightmare and most of 
the Italians pretended that they had never existed? It was as if an entire nation 
were the victim of a hallucinatory state verging on public madness. 

 On September 8, the state collapsed, the army dissolved, the public 
administration disappeared, and these circumstances quickly evolved into 
the loss of any sense of reality. This had a profound effect on the ques-
tion of the nation; and it was an effect that would have repercussions for 
generations to come.   

   THE DEATH OF THE  PATRIA , THE DEATH OF THE FATHER 
 In 1944, refl ecting upon the events of September 1943, the jurist Salvatore 
Satta wrote: ‘the death of the  Patria  is the grandest event that can occur in 
the life of an individual’. 25  It remains unclear if Satta was aware of using an 
expression of deep evocative appeal, as to cover the mourning mood of his 
bourgeois class that, together with Fascism, was on the verge of its ruin. 
In the end, Satta’s argument seems to function as a rhetorical container 
meant to hide a rather narcissistic position. He generalizes his individual 
crisis and the crisis of his (bourgeois) class, turning them into the end of 
history—an inevitable destiny that denies any other political option, social 
innovation, or different behavior. 
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 Im fact, the military-moral disarray in the aftermath of September 8 
was symptomatic of a very ambiguous mixture of desire for and fear of 
the death of the  Patria , the symbol that had summoned Italians to the 
battlefi elds. The death of the  Patria  had been feared because it repre-
sented the loss of supreme value for which Italians—educated by twenty 
years of bombastic nationalistic rhetoric—had fought; but it had also been 
desired because the  Patria  had been the origin of useless and endless pain 
and suffering. The same interaction and combination of fear and desire 
had followed the military disaster of Caporetto in the Great War (between 
October 24 and November 12, 1917) when the Italian army had suffered 
its most signifi cant blows against the Austria-Hungarian and German 
forces. 26  In 1945, when the war was over, Corrado Alvaro depicted the 
tragic picture of a state of mind:

  Most of the Italians wished … for their own defeat. They trusted Radio 
London, they fervently hoped to be defeated, they helped and preached the 
defeat, and yet they had their children in Africa, in the Balkans, in Russia … 
Solidarity, patriotism, and sense of individual responsibility were annihilated 
or dispersed. 27  

   The disaster was not only the revelatory moment of the inner weak-
ness of the nation. It also carried with it a sense of irredeemable  shame  
for having, even for only a moment, believed in the tale narrated by the 
regime in its vast theatrical portrait, to have really acted unanimously while 
overwhelmed by the vertigo of a greater Italy. June 10, 1940 (the declara-
tion of war) was supposed to be the day of truth, the day that should have 
proved that the new, modern Italy idealized by Fascism had fi nally been 
created, and was ready to meet the challenge of modernity. 

 The scenes fi lmed by the Luce Institute vividly depict the religious 
ceremony that marked the  discesa in campo  (going to war), with the 
fervent masses that listened and responded to Duce’s voice imparting 
the categorical imperative  vincere e vinceremo  (‘win, and we will win’). 
When the test did not deliver what everybody was expecting, the gran-
diose vision of a ‘new Italian man’ suddenly seemed ridiculous, naive, 
and provincial. 

 Furthermore, the death of  Patria  had only deepened the political–exis-
tential crisis of a political community already jolted by the death of the 
Father—that is, by the disappearance of the body of Mussolini from the 
public scene after July 1943. In fascist Italy, Mussolini’s body had come 
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to incarnate the nation. In the iconography of Fascism, carefully staged by 
the newsreels of the Luce Institute, Mussolini’s extraordinary physique—
his barrel chest and wide legs, his Rodinesque brow and jutting jaw—was 
ubiquitous. 28  He was  Übermensch , heartthrob, and political movement 
rolled into one. The connection between the image of Mussolini and 
Italian national identity had become striking. In the understanding of 
Luisa Passerini, Mussolini was ‘l’autoimmagine degli italiani’, that is, the 
image through which Italians saw themselves, a kind of self-portrait. 

 For many Italians, Mussolini’s story was their story; his successes and 
his failings, his humble background, his ambitions, delusions of grandeur, 
and ultimately his fate, in some way, refl ect those of the country itself. 
Both the  mussolinismo —the spontaneous myth-cult of Mussolini the man, 
preceding the march on Rome—and  ducismo —the proper and carefully 
staged myth-cult of the Duce of Fascism, a sort of ahistorical fi gure—
were a largely autonomous and even competitive ideological compound 
in relation to Fascism. And this individual and collective imaginary was 
perhaps the principal and most enduring factor in ensuring a measure of 
mass consensus, and even enthusiasm, for the regimes at all times. 29  In July 
1943, the Italians’ imaginary and visual landscape lost the most signifi cant 
marker of certainty. 

 In fact, Mussolini and his body had disappeared from the public scene 
long before July 1943. The Duce’s silence had in fact started during the 
long and increasingly diffi cult months of 1942. His last public speech was 
heard on June 10 to celebrate the anniversary of the declaration of war. 
More than reassuring Italians, it actually made them start to worry, as 
it unleashed all sort of rumors concerning his fate. Since the autumn of 
1942 Italians realized that the man ‘who is always right’, was perhaps 
wrong. This sensation only increased as the war proceeded, and as effects 
of constant air attacks proved devastating on Italians’ morale, revealing the 
vacuity of the Duce’s promises. 

 The turning point was December 2, 1942, when Mussolini eventually 
spoke to the Italians from the Chamber of Fasces and Corporations, but 
only via radio. 30  To the people fearful and desperately looking for salva-
tion, the Duce’s only answer was that Italians should fi nd long-sought ref-
uge in ‘our beautiful countryside’. He even had the gall to blame Italians: 
they had allegedly ignored his constant urgings to evacuate earlier in the 
war, he said, making him the leader who was more heard than followed. 
The response to the speech marked the most momentous shift in popular 
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perceptions of Mussolini. Italians started to dissociate themselves from a 
fascist war— his  war, not  their  war—and from a fascist nation. The war was 
lost and the desire to put an end to it was great—even greater than the 
humiliation of losing it. 31  Many Italians started to lose faith in Mussolini 
and his subordinates. The loss was irrecoverable. The love Italians had for 
the Duce turned to hatred from that day on, an inversion that changed 
all the positive attributes from positive to negative. 32  Italians had turned 
to the Father hoping for an intervention that would save their lives. The 
Father, however, failed. His aura had been eventually lacerated; and the 
failure gradually, relentlessly rendered him disposable. It was time for him 
to go. Eight months later, he disappeared. 

 The announcement of Mussolini’s arrest was welcomed as cathartic 
news, as the best possible bargain to exit the colossal trouble in which 
Fascism had thrown the country. ‘Long live the King, love live Badoglio’, 
Romans cried, clapping their hands and kissing each other with joy, hear-
ing the radio announcing Mussolini’s resignation. In the major Italian 
cities, the popular outburst went on for many days; the Duce’s pictures 
were burned, and his statues and busts were thrown on the ground and 
smashed. 33  

 Yet, the sense of liberation was also accompanied by a feeling of loss. 
Liberation, because the relations to Mussolini constrained through the 
exercise of authority; loss, because this relation was bound up with emo-
tional and symbolic ties. With the abrupt fall of Fascism and the sudden 
disappearance of the Duce, the site of power had become an empty space, 
detached from Mussolini’s body, thus opening uncertainty about who 
would occupy this empty space. The extraordinary phenomenon of dis-
incorporation—the absence of a body that had been a physical, objective 
defi nition for two decades—introduced a radical difference with the years 
of regime: the site of power became an empty place. 34  

 To Italy and Italians the forty-fi ve days between July and September 
looked as if they were an unimaginable nightmare. A nation that had accepted 
the compromise propagandized as the few thousand dead to gain the right 
to be seated at the peace table re-awaked from a comfortable dream and 
found itself in a tragic reality. Dreams turned into nightmares. As the Father 
Mussolini failed and disappeared, Italians redirected their hopes, and turned 
to the  genitor : the King. Again the delusion was going to be profound, for 
the latter would soon abandon them to their fate. But in the midst of all this 
emptiness, something new was also starting to grow.  
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   STORIES AND NARRATIVES OF REBIRTH AND RESURRECTION 
 The downfall of Fascism, the disintegration of national unity, and the 
uncertainty about the future simultaneously became the background 
against which new markers of certainty infused the political commu-
nity with emerging meanings. The endless discussion over September 
8 as ‘death’ or ‘birth’ of nation can be answered with three words: it 
was both. 35  In short, after September 8 and despite the onset of the civil 
war, the political form of society did not collapse. It instead took on an 
unprecedented indeterminacy, an open, empty space of power in which 
new behaviors, new relationships between the individual and new forms 
of allegiance became thinkable and possible. After September 8, a heroic 
epic of the nation based upon the fact and the experience of the anti-fascist 
Resistance as a second Risorgimento started to unfold. 

   Making Choices 

 Scholarship has tended to describe and understand the behaviors and 
choices of Italians after September 8 as fascist or anti-fascist,  resistenziali 
or non resistenziali , passive or active. It has become fashionable to draw 
attention to the conduct of the silent majority of Italians, to demonstrate 
what in fact was always obvious: that those who actively resisted German 
occupation and those who actively collaborated with it, were small minor-
ities. Resisting or collaborating were not how most people responded, 
the argument goes. Most people occupied a ‘grey zone’, to follow histo-
rian Renzo De Felice, between resistance and collaboration, fascists and 
partisans. Or rather, they were ‘beyond’ both resistance and collabora-
tion. They shared neither the anti-fascist ideals of the Resistance nor the 
extreme fascist position of the supporters of Salò. Italians chose to make 
no choices at all, to do nothing and wait out the end of the war, in a pas-
sive and noncommittal way. 36  

 After all, opportunism and  attendismo , a kind of wait-and-see policy, 
are often understood as recurrent and ingrained keys and anthropological 
features of Italians. Yet, the division of the Italian people at war into active 
minorities and an inactive majority is a misrepresentation of the reality of 
wartime life based on a very selective and highly ideological  interpretation. 
This was not a war people could stand aside from. The war came into 
people’s lives from everywhere. It was impossible to separate oneself from 
its effects and from the demands and the choices it imposed on a daily basis. 
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To survive at all, people had to act and react, make hard, unpalatable, incon-
sistent, contradictory choices from day to day, as circumstances demanded. 
How were people to feed themselves today—and tomorrow, and the day 
after? How were young and middle-aged men and their families to respond 
to military call-up, to labor service? How were people to respond to the 
presence of evacuees from the town, of an escaped Allied soldier wanting 
food and shelter, of a partisans bands, of a foreign or Italian Jew? How 
were people to respond to police and army round-ups and sweeps in their 
area? How were people to respond to the uncertainty caused by a political 
authority that, in many parts of Central and northern Italy, shifted continu-
ously between partisans, fascists, and Nazi forces? How were people in the 
south to face the not always clear overlapping of authority between the 
Allies and the followers of the King? In short, Italians  must  make choices. 
There were no grey zones, only burning hot-spots. 

 The destructive reach of the war reduced life to a matter of bare sur-
vival. Yet, the almost unimaginable condition of violence, brutality, and 
terror, forced soldiers and civilians to fi nd ways of surviving and to make 
existential choices. ‘Choice’ here does not mean to embrace a political or 
ideological alternative (Fascism or anti-Fascism? The King or the Duce? 
The Germans or the Allies?), or a fully rational judgment based on per-
sonal interest or opportunism. To apply the analytical category of ideol-
ogy, rationalism, or rational choice to conditions of civil war is not only 
irrelevant but also positively misleading. This is so for two very simple 
reasons: fi rst, because the structure on which ‘objective’ rationality and 
‘rational’ choice were based had disappeared; and second, because the 
stressful, emotive character of a liminal crisis always prevent clear thinking 
within neatly defi ned categories. 37  

 In the maelstrom of the emotion that followed in the wake of the armi-
stice, some who had believed blindly in Fascism found solace in the pros-
pect of a new redemptive faith; other soldiers who went home, threw 
their weapons into a rucksack, and set off to fi nd a communist, socialist, 
Catholic, or monarchist partisan unit, convinced that the only  Patria  in 
which it was worth believing was that of the poor devils who had paid for 
the sins of others with their lives. Others chose to cling to the idea that the 
 Patria  was best represented by Fascism—particularly after the  behavior 
of Badoglio and the King, and after the Germans had freed Mussolini 
from imprisonment on the Gran Sasso mountain in a commando raid on 
September 12, 1943—and pledged their support to the republic of Salò. 
For them, Fascism was not and could not be only a historical diversion or 
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a mistake, something to be quickly buried as a meaningless mistake. They 
had heartily trusted Fascism and it was extremely diffi cult, almost impos-
sible to free themselves from their education. They still believed in what 
they had been taught. For these young men, Fascism had become a moral 
category worth dying for. 

 It is therefore also important to understand something else: that even 
those who made apparently ‘clear’ choices—joining Salò or the partisan 
bands—were not necessarily driven by clearly delineated ideological posi-
tions. To them, to these teenagers and youngsters, the  morte della patria  and 
other refi ned elaborations would have seemed only empty formulas, rhetori-
cal exercises, or consolatory philosophies. Indeed, too many Italian intellec-
tuals show a tendency to post hoc extend their private mood to include that 
of the entire nation, and have attempted to confl ate the story of an individual 
experience with the experience of an entire political community. 

 Also those who did not choose Salò or partisan activism were forced 
into choice. A number of Italians opposed forced evacuation or attempted 
to impede deportation to Germany. Magistrates and public employees 
refused to swear allegiance to the republic of Salò. Others pledged to 
protect Jews. Many others safeguarded goods and properties considered 
to be essential for immediate survival and its aftermath: an effort without 
which winning or losing would have made very little difference. Acts of 
mutual solidarity and compassion fl ourished, with helpers asking for no 
acknowledgment, reward, or repayment. Soldiers in fl ight from Germans 
and fascists were welcomed, given civilian and unlikely clothing, and set 
on the road back to their home with the most disparate vehicles including 
hand-carts, wheel barrows, donkeys, or bicycles without chain or han-
dlebar. 38  This was an impressive popular mobilization, and perhaps the 
greatest rescue operation in the history of Italy. 39  Soldiers and offi cers 
heartened and assisted the panicked Sicilian population, while all around 
the country the local clergy supported the communities affected by the 
destructive reach of the war. 40  

 Peasants and shepherds of the highest slopes of the Apennines—people 
largely cut off from the causes but not the consequences of the war—
helped the Allied prisoners-of-war (some 50,000) who had escaped or 
simply walked out of their camps after the armistice to stay free and hidden 
and to survive. 41  The state and its institutions were replaced by the com-
munities and by ancient customs and habits of hospitality and solidarity. 

 Most of these behaviors lay beneath the surface of the evident, pub-
lic arena, and were rather articulated through infra-politics in the hidden 
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sphere. As James Scott has suggested, politics is not just about openly 
declared dominance and revolt, but also about the ‘disguised, low pro-
fi le, undeclared’ 42  resistance of subordinate groups. Between quiescence 
and revolt, there is a complex reality of infra-politics, that is, negotiations 
and interplay between the public and ‘hidden transcripts’. 43  The public 
transcript refl ects relations of power between the elites and subordinates, 
and aims at complying with the expectations of the powerful. The hid-
den transcript, by contrast, consists of speeches, gestures, behaviors, and 
practices that occur offstage and defy the power relations established in 
the public sphere thus eventually contradicting or infl ecting it. The hid-
den transcript comprises the minute materialization of people’s modes of 
conduct and thought. 44  It also comprises the polymorphous paraphernalia 
of skills: irony, mockery, cunning, grimace, ridiculing, and satire, activated 
by weak people in order to turn the world upside down and capsize the 
relations of power. 45  The hidden transcript assumes the form of political 
struggle when frontal assaults are impossible or highly unlikely to suc-
ceed—as under authoritarian regimes, or in the conditions of violence, 
civil war, and contested sovereignty lived by Italians after September 8, 
1943. From this perspective, it seems more accurate to see the realities of 
power not as a straightforward division between state and society, between 
the powerful and the subordinate, but rather to acknowledge a tension 
between compliance and the potential acts of resistance. 

 Thus, even the deference and consent to domination could be a pre-
liminary form of subversion. Breaking the silence by the publication of 
a hidden transcript was not only a psychological release for the one who 
speaks on behalf of others; it was also a moment of political electricity: a 
negative attitude could become, and indeed often became, a positive force 
against violence and unjust authority. 

 In the context of the Italian civil war, acting out of solidarity or com-
passion—often for religious or moral and not for any specifi c political 
or ideological reasons—meant unconsciously disowning the fascist laws 
and German authority, and defi ning new forms of legitimacy, however 
embryonic. 46   

   Gendered Modernity 

 Here the spontaneous effort of so many women was of prime impor-
tance, and through them the key role of enduring family and neigh-
borhood ties. It was, in the understanding of Anna Bravo, a kind 
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of ‘mass maternage’, which entailed the extension of the instinctive 
maternal role to the public sphere. 47  

 With the advent of WWII, followed by the onset of civil war in 1943, 
the lives of women, even in the remotest areas, were inevitably affected. 
Women took over male jobs as men were called up to fi ght. In the fi nal 
doomed phase of the republic of Salò, a few women even donned military 
uniforms and joined the armed forces in noncombatant roles. 48  Others 
contributed to the swelling anti-fascist Resistance movement. Here, leav-
ing aside the overly heroic literature on the subject, three main points 
emerge. 49  First, recent research suggests that at least as many women as 
men were involved in the resistance. The chronology of this involvement 
mirrors the chronology of the Resistance as a whole. Second, roles in the 
Resistance were highly gendered. Women fi gured largely in what could 
be termed ‘support’ or administrative roles such as organizing safe houses 
for fugitives, ensuring communications by acting as messengers, or sup-
plying partisan bands with food and clothing. Third, although signifi cant 
numbers of Resistance activists were female, and women’s involvement—
in contrast to that of most of the men—was the product of a deliberate 
choice, scholars search in vain for any trace of a feminist agenda connected 
to the activities of these militants. The Resistance, as Victoria De Grazia 
had suggested, ‘did not encourage critiques of male supremacy nor con-
template situations in which to confront complex issues of self-identity 
and gender reconstruction’. 50  

 At the same time, the role of women in the last years of the war and 
in the fi rst months after the end of the war was incomparable with previ-
ous historical experience. Upon the military collapse, Italy was left with 
a marked surplus of women. With a scarcity of men, women pulled their 
families and communities through extraordinarily lean years—the hunger 
years. Millions had already lost their homes to bombing raids, and the 
homeless population grew by millions more as refugees from the big cit-
ies and towns to the countryside poured in. The lack of food supplies was 
catastrophic. This starving, homeless population faced the cold winters of 
1943–1944 and 1944–1945. 

 With few means for obtaining basic necessities, and with even those 
necessities in appallingly short supply, women almost literally had to 
make something out of nothing in order to feed themselves and their 
dependents. 

 They did so largely without men’s help. Few men were around: they 
were either casualties of war or still in prison camps. Those who were pres-
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ent were often wounded, too weak to work, or psychologically shattered 
by their wartime and prison experiences. Others were fl eeing the Germans 
or the fascists.  

   New Narratives of Meaning: Resurgence 

 In the meantime, the anti-fascist forces reappeared on the scene, refor-
mulating the narratives of a new nation. In this narrative the old symbol 
of the resurgence and the symbology of the Risorgimento were brought 
into play once again. During the years 1943–1945, there was an extremely 
intense negotiation of nationhood in which the search for new meanings 
was accompanied by a rediscovery of the past. The past, after all, had not 
disappeared—but it needed to be actively reappropriated. 

 The anti-fascist front, in reality, had tried to reappropriate the 
Risorgimento, and clean it from fascist pollution, much before the end of 
the regime. The liberal socialists of  Giustizia e Libertà  had carried forward 
Piero Gobetti’s analysis of the Risorgimento as an incomplete or unsuc-
cessful revolution, and in 1942 they named the political organization they 
formed with other anti-fascist groups  Partito d’Azione (Action Party) , just 
like Mazzini’s party. The Italian communist volunteers in the Spanish Civil 
War had organized themselves in a ‘Battaglione Garibaldi’; one of their 
clandestine radio broadcasts into Italy from Spain had declared in March 
1937: ‘Mussolini’s policies are dragging Garibaldi’s Italy into the mud’. 51  
It was therefore quite natural for the anti-fascist front, which opposed 
the forces of Fascism after the collapse of the regime, once again the 
Risorgimento, clean it from fascist pollution, and denounce the regime 
as the anti-Risorgimento that had suppressed all liberties. 52  In Rome the 
single issue of the trade union ‘Confederazione dei Lavoratori’ broad-
sheet  Il Lavoro italiano —whose editorial board consisted of a communist 
(Mario Alicata), a socialist (Olindo Vernocchi), and a Catholic (Alberto 
Canaletti Gaudenti)—appeared on the street on September 10, 1943, as 
German troops began occupying parts of the city, with the  headline  Torna 
Garibaldi  (‘Garibaldi return’) 53  and a picture of Garibaldi by Renato 
Guttuso. The article reads:

  Today Garibaldi returns on his horse to Italian soil. He gallops again through 
the streets of Rome; he is the true leader of the people, dressed in battle uni-
form, who at long last takes up and aims his rifl e in defense of their rights. As 
in 1849 he calls on the people to help defend their city. This true rebirth of 
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Garibaldian spirit, which does not just consist of words but become concrete 
in actions is, we fell, the best prelude to the future because fi nally popular 
democracy is being defended now, and with determination, by the people. 54  

   The paradox was that even the fascists of Salò claimed to be the true 
followers of the Risorgimento. As political confl ict and struggles over 
legitimacy increased, the myth of the Risorgimento, instead of vanish-
ing, became more and more solidifi ed as the ground for articulating a 
vision of the present and future linked to the past. As such, the patriotism 
of the civil war was a mixture of historical patriotism—a legacy of the 
Risorgimento tradition fi ltered through Fascism for the young people who 
grew up under the regime—and a feeling of existential and non-ideologi-
cal patriotism, an instinctive reaction to the shame and humiliation of the 
catastrophe of September 1943. 

 In his seminal article from 1959, Claudio Pavone skillfully pointed out 
how the political and ideological positions of the Resistance movement 
and indeed of fascists too—from the radical to the more moderate tenden-
cies—chose their special bit of the Risorgimento to refer to. 55  Fascists and 
anti-fascists went in search of episodes that lent themselves to offering a less 
depressing vision of the history of the  Patria , above and beyond the hard-
ship, meanness, and the foolishness of the present. Commonplaces, rheto-
ric, recycling of memories and cultural stereotypes, autonomous refl ections 
on one’s past as a people—linked to a specifi c and contrasting vision of 
the present and future—circulated in those years in and between the two 
opposing camps. Everyone descended into Risorgimento grounds. The 
more radical expression of the Risorgimento—the (communist) Garibaldi 
brigade militarily, and the Action Party politically—baptized themselves 
with names that evoked the Risorgimento and its heroes, implicitly calling 
into question the post-Risorgimento order (the fascist one, but also the 
liberal–monarchic one), dismissing the appropriation of the Risorgimento 
by the boys of Salò, but evenly so of the Savoy House. To its defenders, the 
Kingdom of the South appeared as the re- emersion of the Italian State of 
the Risorgimento, while the ‘ideal values’ of the Risorgimento inspired the 
fi rst monarchic newspaper of post-fascist Italy. 56  

 Unity between anti-fascists ‘as the epoch of the Risorgimento’ was the 
desire expressed by the socialist leader Pietro Nenni in 1944. 57  Togliatti, 
who in the 1930s had harshly dismissed the Risorgimento, now readopted 
and magnifi ed its tradition. 58  Imagery of the Risorgimento and refer-
ence to the ‘heroes’ who had ‘sacrifi ced themselves’ during the ‘fi rst 
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Risorgimento’ fi lled the  Appello dei comunisti all’insurrezione  which, on 
March 12, 1945 called Italians to the ultimate effort against the enemy. 59  
What Gramsci had defi ned, ‘a passive revolution’ could be turned, thanks 
to the communists, into a real, social revolution. 

 Meanwhile, Catholic partisans overcame the residues of anti- 
Risorgimento intolerance, and leaned to the neo-Guelphist suggestion of 
a new Risorgimento fought by Catholics. 60  One of the young closest col-
laborators of Alcide De Gasperi (Giulio Rodinò)—in a speech given in 
Naples on May 28, 1944—called to the last effort, appealing to the sacred 
value of the  Patria  and the martyrs of the fi rst Risorgimento, ‘those cho-
sen souls who … sacrifi ced their lives on the fi elds of battle, in exile, in 
prison, on gallows’ and let the  Patria  rise again’. In this context, Catholics 
also appropriated the religious and spiritual (anti-Enlightenment) aspects 
of Mazzini’s thought, while contextually expressing regret over the politi-
cal use that fascists made of Mazzini. 61  

 The young fascist Giose Rimanelli wrote in his autobiographical novel: 
‘this is really funny; down here, we of the Social Republic claim that we 
are the true sons of Italy, and the men we’re fi ghting, up in the moun-
tains, say that Italy is theirs’. 62  The boys of Salò placed Mazzini’s effi gy 
on their stamps, invoked Mameli and his anthem, pitted a truly patriotic 
(their own) Garibaldi against the Garibaldi besmirched by the ‘bandits’, 
and proclaimed their republic as ‘the heir of the Roman Republic of 
1849’. 63  The anti-fascists replied sarcastically to what seemed to them 
unwarranted appropriations: ‘Why don’t the Fascists quote these words 
of Mazzini’s’ asked the Action Party newspaper on March 1, 1944, after 
quoting some of the Genoese’s thoughts inspired by the theme of lib-
erty. To them, the fascists were profaning Mazzini, Garibaldi, and the 
Roman Republic. 64  

 The crucial point here is that stories, characters, and imagery of the 
Risorgimento and its related meaning of suffering and sacrifi ce preserved a 
deep, powerful resonance in popular imagination. As soon as Fascism col-
lapsed in July 1943, the Risorgimento and its symbolic patriotism provided 
a powerful reference for the reconstruction of individual lives and sense of 
community. In Rome and Milan, in Bologna and Florence, in Genoa and in 
Bari, in the north and in the south, Italians took to the streets—a spontane-
ous emotional release rather than a coordinated political response—to cel-
ebrate the exit of Mussolini while singing the national anthem and waving 
the national fl ag (two powerful national symbols crafted in the years of the 
historical Risorgimento) and crying out ‘Viva l’Italia’, or ‘Viva l’Esercito 
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[the Army]’. 65  In a much more refi ned way the jurist Piero Calamandrei 
condensed the rediscovery of patriotism and Risorgimento imagery in a 
superb page of his diary:

  We have found our  Patria  again, our  Patria , meaning friendliness and 
human kindness among those living in the same country, who understand 
each other with a glance, a smile or an allusion. This is our  Patria , where 
we feel close to, and familiar with, each other, thus enabling us sometimes 
to trust and be friendly with people we do not know and whose upbring-
ing and profession are different from ours, and yet we recognize each other 
through something in common, something that unites us. 66  

   In the following months, the memory of the Risorgimento sustained 
the spirits of the military troops interned in the German camps. 67  The 
image of sacrifi ce—linked to the rebuilding and the resurrection of the 
community, and to the sense of (individual and communal) rebirths—
emerged in a vast array of grassroots memories. 68  It therefore crossed ide-
ological, cultural, and geographical lines in surprising ways and intersected 
with the ‘offi cial’ public memory elaborated, during and after the war, by 
political elites and popularized by other vectors of memory such as cin-
ema. Based on religious images deeply ingrained in popular culture—the 
deposition of Christ, the  via crucis , the martyrdom of the Saint, and the 
Sorrowful Mary—images of suffering, victimhood, and sacrifi ce helped 
Italians, as well as other Europeans, to symbolize the otherwise incompre-
hensible events of war, and to reconstruct a meaningful existence. 69  Both 
anti-fascist partisans and young fascists of Salò sentenced to death wrote 
letters just before the execution as a way of reaffi rming a presence in the 
world, in which they referred to sacrifi ce, ritual cleansing, purifi cation, and 
the desire to redeem Italy from its recent past. 70  

 Whoever offers her/himself for sacrifi ce is usually an innocent victim 
able to understand, like Christ, what is happening to her/himself and to 
the entire society and willing to channel violence, anger, and emotion 
from society onto her/himself. The climax is not the death of the scape-
goat but the experience of sacred awe when the victims—at the moment 
of the death—usually forgive the tormentors. According to René Girard, 
the sacred is inseparable from the practices of sacrifi ce: the word ‘sacri-
fi ce’ literally means ‘to make sacred’. The sacred manifests itself within 
the spilling of the reconciling blood. Similar to the scapegoat mechanism, 
the victim’s submission and the desire for self-sacrifi ce purifi es society, 
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removes violence, overcomes the traumatic experiences of death, becomes 
a means of redemption, and provides the generative principle for social 
cohesion and for the restoration of order within society. 71    

   THE RESISTANCE, THE RISORGIMENTO: 
TOWARD THE NEW REPUBLIC 

 In principle, the Risorgimento was not a readymade symbol that could 
be exploited without risk. In fact, it was a potentially polluted and pol-
luting symbol, whose ideological nucleus—and its boldest language and 
imagery of renaissance—had been used (and abused), co-opted and devel-
oped, re- elaborated and reinterpreted by the monarchy and by Fascism. 
However, the rearticulation-cleaning of the Risorgimento was possible 
because Italians had gone through a truly liminal period, a critical juncture 
of history. With the collapse of Fascism and onset of the civil war, Italy 
underwent the dissolution of established power structures. 

 In the liminal period 1943–1945, the normal limits to thought and self- 
understanding were relaxed, opening the way to novel imagination, and 
to the rearticulation/reconfi guration/re-elaboration of the Risorgimento 
and its symbolic imagery. The core symbols and sacred values of Italy—
primarily the Risorgimento and the image of rebirth—were brought into 
play, introducing a new dynamism into the balancing of order maintaining 
and order transforming symbolic forces. The ‘horizons of expectations’ 72  
were articulated and reformulated by revisiting the past. In this process, 
historical narratives came to the fore and became negotiated at both the 
offi cial and unoffi cial levels of writing history. 

 As we will see in the following chapter, in the years following WWII, 
the narratives of sacrifi ce and resurgence that had developed during the 
liminal period of the war—at both the popular and offi cial level—would 
become the object of dispute and contestation, but also a reference point 
that served to overcome divisive memories of civil war or contested nation-
building, and a symbolic reference for the reconstruction of the commu-
nity. Likewise, these narratives helped Italians to face the double political 
transition (from monarchy to Republic and from Fascism to democracy) 
becoming the roots of republicanism, enshrined in the Italian Constitution. 

 And this memory-formation sustaining the transition to republican 
Italy would take place within two of the projections of modernity that had 
not only survived Fascism and the war, but also come out stronger than 
before: Communism and Catholicism.    
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    CHAPTER 7   

      Italy emerged from WWII as it had done from the nineteenth-century uni-
fi cation process and the Great War: deeply split and profoundly uncertain 
of its identity and future. Amid the wreckage of the fascist regime and the 
visceral anger directed at those deemed responsible for the catastrophe—
as the scene in Piazzale Loreto epitomized, with the bodies of the Duce, 
his mistress Claretta Petacci, and twelve fascists hanging by their feet—
where could Italy fi nd the strengths for building a new future? How could 
Italy become a nation in a modern political sense? How could Italians 
acquire the attitude and the capacity to the free, virtuous, and responsible 
citizens, and—on the basis of this attitude and capacity—rebuild a new, 
modern national awareness of democratic foundations after the disastrous 
experiences of totalitarianism, war, and civil war? As a liberal brochure put 
it in 1943, ‘Once again [we need] to make Italians… We have to turn 
them from subjects to citizens’. 1  

 The need was to pull Italy out of the abyss into which it had fallen, to 
resume a place among modern democratic nations. Everyone agreed that 
the institutional reconstruction of Italy had to begin with a moral and 
spiritual regeneration. As De Gasperi put it in his fi rst speech after the 
liberation of Rome, on July 23, 1944: ‘the problem of reconstruction is 
mainly a moral problem. Without a resurgence of the moral conscience of 
all Italian people, a material and civil reconstruction would be impossible, 
and, if possible, would have a short life, as the international corruption …
would… destroy the social fabric of the new state’. 2  

 Competing Modernities: Postwar Italy 
and the Struggle over a Divided Past                     
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 As we shall discuss in this chapter, the Risorgimento and its related 
images of suffering and regeneration, as resurrected through the experi-
ence of war and Resistance, provided the triumphant anti-fascist parties 
with the lexicon and symbology for the task at hand. As such, the mem-
ory of WWII and the  topos  of the Resistance against Fascism as a ‘second 
Risorgimento’ came to provide the ground for political legitimacy and the 
ideological foundation of post-fascist democracy. 3  

 At the same time, the immediate aftermath of war also pitted two com-
peting versions of anti-Fascism against each other: Italian Communism 
and Christian Democracy (DC). The common enemy had disappeared; 
the struggle for power was on. It was, indeed, a struggle over hegemony 
in the Gramscian sense. It was a struggle over which road to modernity 
Italians should follow, a struggle between two competing modernities: a 
Catholic modernity versus a socialist–communist modernity. While DC 
would remain triumphant at the level of national politics throughout the 
entire postwar period, these competing modernities never managed to 
annul each other, quite the contrary: they jointly, if antagonistically, came 
to shape and defi ne postwar Italy as a ‘divided nation’ in both a cultural 
and political sense. 

   COMMUNISTS AND CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATS AFTER WORLD 
WAR II: DEMOCRACY, THE ITALIAN WAY 

 The Italian Republic was essentially split between red and white— 
communists and Catholics, communists and anti-communists—from the 
point of the view of political culture. However, what looked like a per-
manent  Kulturkampf  eventually settled into a stable, mutually respectful 
arrangement not dissimilar to the confl ict between the priest don Camillo 
and the communist mayor Peppone (meaning roughly Big Joe), famously 
depicted in Giovanni Guareschi’s short stories, which also turned into fi ve 
very popular movies in the postwar period. 

 For both communists and Christian Democrats the opponent repre-
sented the indispensible part to achieving full identity—an identity whose 
coalescence had been stalled when the anti-fascist alliance against the com-
mon enemy had broken apart. Each party needed the other as a straw 
man, as the oppositional markers of certainty around which their own 
identities could be constructed. 4  

 Both parties faced the unprecedented task of postwar reconstruction: 
the challenge was material, but also moral and symbolic. How would it 
confront the challenge of modern politics and modernization? 
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 Postwar Italy presents a ‘unique political constellation in post-war 
Western Europe’. 5  Like West Germany, it was post-authoritarian, under 
American infl uence, on the front line of the Cold War and, in many respects, 
with a ‘limited’ sovereignty. Unlike the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy 
possessed a highly unstable form of parliamentarism with rapidly changing 
governments, which nonetheless combined with an extraordinary conti-
nuity: nowhere else was one party (DC) always in power. The DC was in 
power also to keep the communists out. Thus, the Cold War interfered 
with and curbed elite renewal for Schumpeter one of the essential condi-
tions for a working democracy. 

 The lack of  alternanza  might well explain some of the problems or 
pathologies of the Italian party system. The  conventio ad excludendum  also 
explains a crucial element of postwar Italy: nowhere else did Communism 
fl ourish for such a long time as a party and as a political theory, gaining 
independence from Moscow without breaking with a Leninist and revo-
lutionary approach to politics. As Martin Jay has highlighted, ‘no national 
Marxist culture after World War II was as rich and vital as that which 
emerged from the ashes of Mussolini’s Italy’. 6   

   CHRISTIAN DEMOCRACY 
 The successes of DC in postwar Italy were not due only to the attractive-
ness of its languages and political–philosophical programs and ideas. Its 
strong anti-Communism during the Cold War, combined by the mobili-
zation provided by the Church and Catholic associations, won the party 
many votes. DC became the quintessential anti-communist party of the 
era, helped by the fact that the traditional right had been so thoroughly 
discredited alongside Fascism. 

 Much of the strength of the DC lay also in the way the party acted as 
a belt of transmission between Rome and local elites. Grievances were 
passed upwards; and benefi ts (state infrastructure projects) were trans-
mitted downwards. 7  Put critically, the DC was able to root itself in the 
more self-interested politics of post-1945 Italy. Voters no longer aimed 
at changing the nature of the political system, but wanted something tan-
gible in return for their votes. DC’s socio-economic legislation and lobby-
ing met these requests. Finally, a postwar alliance between peasantry and 
the middle classes was instrumental in keeping DC in power, both in Italy 
and elsewhere in Europe. 8  
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 Yet, strategic dimensions aside, one of the most remarkable, if over-
looked, features of the DC was the degree to which it became an intel-
lectual project—a way of seeing, interpreting, and changing the world, 
a genuine political culture open to democracy and modernity. The pur-
pose of Catholic political action changed in the transition to democracy. 
Christian Democrats lived and acted in postwar Italy not just to protect 
the Church from anticlerical assault, but fi rst and foremost to articulate 
and develop political and socio-economic platforms, implementing a 
specifi c Christian Democratic and Catholic response to the challenge of 
modernity and democracy. This response was once again inseparable from 
Italy’s historical, cultural, and social specifi cities. 9  As such, the political 
language and culture of Italian DC depended jointly on innovative think-
ers and philosophers, political entrepreneurs, pragmatic politicians willing 
to intervene in public life by means of cultural analysis, and ‘technocrats’ 
(sociologists, economists, social scientists) willing to play the democratic 
game and fi nd a synthesis between Catholic faith and political responsi-
bility. After all, some body of  thought  that made democracy attractive for 
believers, while reassuring nonbelievers that those of faith have accepted 
pluralism,  had  to be made available. 10  

 Catholics needed to be convinced that the DC had not surrendered 
to secularism, and that it would protect traditional religion, customs, and 
morality. Liberals, anti-communist nonbelievers, and sectors of public 
state-bureaucracy and economic actors needed assurance that a religiously 
inspired party would not abandon neutrality, the pursuit of the com-
mon good, and more secular (economic) objectives. Moreover, a body of 
‘democratic’ thought and language had to marginalize the appeal of the 
extreme Right on sectors of Italian Catholic or non-Catholic voters (seg-
ments of the lower-middle class, farmers) which had supported Fascism, 11  
turning them into a fundamental social anchor for democratic parliamen-
tary politics. 

 As we have seen in Chap.   3    , in the 1930s a young generation of 
Catholics—who had been too young to be involved in the activity of 
the PPI and had grown up, in fascist Italy, in the Catholic Action—had 
sought out a new social and political culture, as a way to reinvent and 
 recreate a ‘vital’ and autonomous Catholic culture that could engage 
with the modern world. The search for the foundations of a new social 
and political culture that marked the experience of the young Catholic 
intellectuals in the 1930s proved highly relevant and infl uential in post-
war Italy—in a way, it here found its fullest expression and also its insti-
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tutional implementation. This was a search that furthered and fostered 
the building of a democratic political system inspired by and based on 
Christian principles. 

 This continuous effort to elaborate a Catholic modernity was par-
ticularly evident with the writing of the Italian Constitution—the docu-
ment of modernity par excellence—where Dossetti, La Pira, Fanfani, 
and Lazzatti played a pivotal role. 12  Known as  professorini  (young, or 
fl edgling professor), they managed to inscribe a Maritain-inspired ‘per-
sonalist’ worldview into the wording and spirit of the fi rst section of the 
Constitution (Founding Principles, articles 1–12). For example, article 3 
states that, ‘It is the Republic’s duty to remove obstacles of an economic 
and social order physically constricting the freedom and equality of citi-
zens and thus impeding the full development of the human person.’ 
The term ‘human person’ implies a totally different value from that of 
‘individual’ as employed in liberal thought penetrating most democratic 
constitutions. 13  

 Enthusiastic admirers of Stafford Cripps’s ‘Christian socialism’ and 
John Maynard Keynes’ economic theories—and deeply impressed by the 
Labour Party’s 1945 election victory in Britain—the  professorini  were aim-
ing at an Italian version of a labor-based ‘substantial’ democracy based on 
a holistic vision of the human person which could realize Christian soli-
darity throughout Italian society and its institutions. 14  The central beliefs 
about the economic reordering of postwar Italy could be summed up in 
their slogan ‘First the person, then the market’. 

 Other young Catholics—members of the  Movimento Laureati  
(‘Association of Catholic Graduates and Professionals’) and exponents 
of the  Istituto Cattolico di Attività Sociali  (‘Catholic Institute of Social 
Activities’)—but also  dossettiani  such as Giorgio La Pira, had in 1943 
drafted the so-called ‘Code of Camaldoli’, a work of social culture that 
wanted to update the Code of Malines, the fi rst attempts at Catholic social 
doctrine produced in 1927 by the International Union of Social Studies 
in Malines (Belgium). Entitled ‘For the Christian Community. Principles 
of the Social Order Drawn Up by a Group of Friends of Camaldoli’, and 
inspired again by Maritain and Thomas Aquinas, the Code represented a 
 summa  of thought on society, on the economy, and on the State in the 
light of Catholic doctrine. It contained the ‘Catholic’ proposal to rebuild 
a new social and political order at the end of the war. As such, the model 
for an ideal society cherished by young Catholic intellectuals was inspired 
by Christianity but also rooted in the concrete analysis of class dynamics 
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and social conditions, and the possible institutional answers to questions of 
social justice and political participation. What was needed, apart from the 
theoretical and spiritual input, was to ascertain how persons and groups 
were concretely involved in existing social and political dynamics. 15  

 The Code of Camaldoli affi rmed the intervention of the state in the 
economy (a third way between capitalism and state socialism), and a 
decentralized, almost federalist organization of the state, based on strong 
local autonomy. An essential characteristic was the Code’s identifi cation 
of solidarity and social justice as primary aims of the state on a par with 
safeguarding freedom. 16  

 The ‘Code’, Dossetti’s vision, and the  Reconstructive Ideas of Christian 
Democracy  17  infl uenced the constitutional, institutional, and socio- 
economic architecture of post-fascist Italy, giving momentum to Christian 
Democratic dynamic reformism. DC-led governments launched several 
reforms (late 1940s—early 1950s): the housing development scheme 
(Fanfani-law); the introduction of ‘progressive’ taxation by minister of 
Finance Ezio Vanoni (one of the Camaldoli’s); the agrarian reform and 
the  Cassa per il Mezzogiorno  (the public effort to promote socio-economic 
growth in the south); the creation of public agencies in the economy. 18  
The DC committed, thus, to a mixed strategy of free-markets economy 
and Liberalism tempered with a heavy dose of neo-keynesian state inter-
ventionism, governmental control, and industrial policies, all of it com-
bined with the defense of Catholic morality. 19  

 This recipe did not change with Fanfani and Aldo Moro, the succes-
sors of De Gasperi. In many ways, DC was enormously successful. At the 
same time, personalism and Christian morality were not easily upheld val-
ues within a wider socio-economic context of market capitalism and, with 
the economic miracle, a rapidly unfolding consumerism based on the 
American model. 20  On the battleground of values, Christian Democrats 
were losing, exactly as they were establishing their political dominion. 
They could try and they effectively tried to combine their belief in mod-
ernization with traditional morality. Yet, the trends of the time were 
summed up in 1960 by the opening scene of Federico Fellini’s  La Dolce 
Vita , when a gigantic Christ statue is fl own across Rome followed by 
 paparazzi  and watched by some scantily clad women sunbathing on a 
rooftop below: the symbols of traditional Christianity and morality were 
still there, but life on the ground was changing inexorably; and the fusion 
of technology and tradition seemed less and less coherent, as we will see 
in the following chapter. 
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 By the end of the 1950s to the early 1960s, Christian Democratic 
political culture and ideology began to lose distinctiveness, slipping into 
a conservative social democracy. The party became the most successful 
machine in postwar Western Europe. This was in part the consequence of 
the internal reform developed by Fanfani in the mid-1950s. At the Naples 
congress of 1954, as a the newly elected party secretary, Fanfani, argued 
for a strategy to make it into the director of public intervention in the 
economy: it must revitalize its local branches and strengthen its autonomy 
and power to make contracts independently of the Church and of big 
business, turning itself into a ruling class with its hands fi rmly on the reins 
of economic power. 21  

 This development was certainly also a consequence of the Cold War. 
The DC was a state party, or at least a party colonizing areas of state, con-
tinuously in power to keep out the communists, always employing in vary-
ing positions the same personnel representing the different party factions 
( correnti ), and relying on clientelism and sometimes corruption—some-
thing that Dossetti, but also Augusto Del Noce, had predicted would hap-
pen if the DC failed to offer Italy genuine ethical renewal and Christian 
solidarity. 

 Everywhere, but particularly in the poor and job-hungry region of the 
south, the party managed to consolidate the process of binding sections 
of the electorate to it by exploiting the patronage resource—jobs and con-
tracts—of the land reform agencies, the  Cassa per il Mezzogiorno , and the 
ministry of post offi ce. Tellingly, the party always held on to of all minis-
tries this latter ministry, because it provided the amplest opportunities for 
patronage, and of course the Interior ministry, the main vehicle for social 
control. Power had become an end in itself and corruption and clientelism 
increased further. 

 Already in 1951, Dossetti also for his opposition to De Gasperi’s pro- 
NATO international politics chose to dissolve his faction in the party 
and retired to monastic life. He returned on the public stage for a while 
in 1956 to run unsuccessfully for mayor in the communist stronghold 
Bologna. 22  Dossetti, in the end, believed that it was impossible to reform 
Italian politics. Or rather, he remained convinced that Italian politics 
could be reformed only on the condition that the Church be reformed 
and regain its leading role in history. This conviction pushed him to play 
an important role in the Second Council Vatican. 

 Quite ironically, after his retirement, state intervention and nationaliza-
tion, two  dossettians  and left-wing Christian Democrats’ ideas, broadened 
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the system of patronage further, as it created even more positions for DC 
politicians and clients, and resulted in an extraordinary degree of fusion 
between the party and the State. 

 Government Italian-style was not especially edifying, but it somewhat 
worked and in the end was stable. And Italy’s postwar stability was the 
crucial permissive condition for the country’s economic performance and 
subsequent social transformation, as we will see in the following chapter. 
And that stability rested, paradoxically as it may appear, upon the rather 
peculiar institutional–political arrangement just described; under the 
umbrella of this arrangement, state and society in Italy proved remarkably 
resilient in the face of inherited challenges and new ones ahead. When 
measured by the standards of Canada or Denmark, Italy in the 1950s 
might appear wanting in public probity and institutional transparency. But 
by the standards of Italy’s strife-ridden national past, or by those prevailing 
in the other states of Mediterranean Europe with which the country was 
traditionally compared, Italy had taken a remarkable leap forward. Unlike 
Europe’s other Mediterranean states such as Portugal, Spain, and Greece 
Italy became a democracy, however imperfect, and remained a democracy 
through the postwar decades. This was no small achievement.  

   THE ITALIAN COMMUNIST PARTY 
 After Fascism and WWII, communists kept searching for its own road to 
socialist modernity, now under the leadership of Togliatti. Togliatti’s new 
Italian Communist Party (PCI) employed a strategy removed from ortho-
dox Leninism and owed much to the designs of Gramsci. The new party 
emerging from the clandestine at the end of WWII conceived the revolu-
tion as a ‘process’: not an abrupt break, but a journey that had started with 
the anti-fascist Resistance and would culminate in a new type of republic 
and in a progressive democracy guided by the working class. 

 The PCI was the largest communist party West of the Balkans, and, 
perhaps with the exception of France, came closer to national power than 
Communism anywhere else in Western Europe. The PCI entered the gov-
ernments of national unity in the period 1944–1947, and sustained DC-led 
governments in the mid-to-late 1970s—the years of national  solidarity 
against the threat of red and black terrorism. Moreover, the party con-
stantly engaged in  consociativismo —a practice of pacts and mediation with 
the opponents. Constrained by the Cold War to four decades of national 
opposition, the party entrenched itself in the parliamentary commission 
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through which Italian legislation must pass, and becoming entwined with 
the ruling order at local (municipal, provincial, and later regional) level. 

 The PCI tried hard to become part of the national political establish-
ment, and neither made good on its revolutionary promises or exploited 
the atmosphere of the last period of the war or of immediate postwar 
period—an atmosphere that had seemed no less revolutionary than the 
years 1918–1919. Togliatti had been a Stalinist before and during the 
war. In 1944, deeming revolution not possible in a country occupied by 
the Allies, he imposed to his comrades a legalistic strategy. Thus, he rec-
ognized the Badoglio government and made the PCI participate in the 
fi rst postwar governments of national unity. He did not advance radical 
socio-economic measures or the abolition of monarchy—postponing the 
institutional question at the end of the ‘national’ war of liberation from 
Fascism and Nazism. Togliatti made this explicit in the instructions he 
wrote for the party in June 1944:

  Remember always that the insurrections that we want has not got the aim 
of imposing social and political transformations in a socialist or communist 
sense. Its aim is rather national liberation and the destruction of Fascism. 
All other problems will be resolved by the people tomorrow, once Italy is 
liberated by means of a free popular vote and the election of a Constituent 
Assembly. 23  

   Consistently referring to the lexicon—more perhaps than the sub-
stance—of Gramscian political theory, Togliatti wanted to turn the PCI 
into a ‘new’ party committed to the building of a ‘progressive democ-
racy’, a democracy not understood as a simple return to the pre-fascist 
liberal system. As Eric Hobsbawm famously remarked, the meaning of 
the expression ‘progressive democracy’ remained inscrutable as the face of 
the Sphinx. 24  In general terms, the expression conjured up a form of state 
involvement combined with direct popular participation, wider than a par-
liamentary system. The working class would become the leading political 
force, implementing radical reforms such as the destruction of all residues 
of Fascism, the agrarian reform, and measures against monopolistic capi-
talism. 25  To achieve ‘progressive democracy’, Togliatti argued, a coalition 
of mass popular parties, including of course DC, was indispensable. 26  In 
other words, the unity of the war years must continue into the period of 
reconstruction. On the top of this, Togliatti launched a  via nazionale  or 
 via Italiana  (national road, or Italian road) to socialism, or even a third 
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way between the superpowers—a position that would eventually lead to 
his advocacy of ‘polycentrism’ in international Communism. 

 The Italian road to Socialism would not follow the example of the 
October Revolution but a less threatening, specifi cally national Italian 
route. 27  Thus the PCI co-operated with the other political forces in the 
anti-fascist struggle, in the organization and the referendum and in the 
establishment of the Republic, in the organization of local and general 
elections, and in the writing of the new Constitution. Togliatti collabo-
rated with Dossetti and the  professorini  favoring—against the socialists, 
other leftist forces and many of his comrades—the inclusion in the charter 
of the Lateran Pacts. He also served as Justice Minister under De Gasperi 
(1945–1946) issuing, as we will see, an amnesty for the fascist crimes. 
In short, the communists—after two decades of clandestinity and exile, 
accused by Fascism to be anti-national agents—became legitimate compo-
nents of the new republican and democratic experience, a constituent part 
of Italy’s body politic. 

 The core of the ‘Italian road’ to Socialism was a strategy of alli-
ances—social, ideological, political, geographical—to be steered in an 
anti- monopolistic direction by structural reforms, directed not against 
capitalism but against the form assumed by capitalism in Italy, with its 
industrial–agricultural bloc. This generated tension within the party. The 
alliance strategy was not accepted by all Italian communists; rather the 
revolutionary and class-based aspiration of the Resistance—symbolized 
by the party’s second-in-command Piero Secchia—fueled the desire for a 
united vanguard, Leninist, and class-based, focused on organizing cadres, 
and  rivoluzionari di professione  rather than on masses. 

 It is important to note, however, that under Togliatti the party did 
not abandon Leninist language and, at least in principle, the tradition of 
insurrectionism. In fact, it engaged in what would often be referred to as a 
policy of  doppiezza  (duplicity): talking like a revolutionary, but in practice 
playing by the rules of parliamentarism, capitalism, and bourgeois democ-
racy. 28  It also cultivated the myth of Soviet Union and Stalin as the heralds 
of the revolution—which, in addition to the party’s outstanding record of 
resistance to Fascism before and during the war, were crucial reasons for 
communist hegemony on the Left and for the party’s deep popular roots. 
Formulas such as ‘a party of government’ and ‘a party of struggle’ tried 
to conceptualize this ambiguity between being simultaneously anti-system 
and ‘loyal’ opposition. 29  After Secchia, an internal left-wing group led by 
Pietro Ingrao kept criticizing the abandonment of anti-capitalism from the 
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early 1960s. However, as we shall see in the next chapter,  doppiezza  turned 
into an acute problem when the PCI was eventually confronted with mass 
worker militancy in the late 1960s. 

 Togliatti’s postwar strategy was only very partially successful. He made 
the communists into the largest party of the Left. Yet, his ideas of incorpo-
rating the PCI into national politics and cultural life as a privileged partner 
for the DC failed. 30  The PCI was expelled from the DC-led government 
in 1947, and for good. Subsequently Togliatti and the PCI essentially 
concentrated on local and, above all, on cultural politics, creating a ‘red 
counterculture’ in opposition to the ‘white’ culture of the DC. And at this 
level they were in many ways successful. 

 Once the control of national government was out of discussion, the 
PCI used local politics, developing its strategy of alliance at this level in 
order to show how communists could have ruled the country if they had 
been given the opportunities. After 1947 and the split of the anti- fascist 
coalition, the communists did regularly govern in many town and cities 
of the central regions of Italy (Tuscany, Umbria, and Emilia-Romagna) 
known as the ‘red Italy’, but also (in the 1970s) in the cities of Rome and 
Naples—again, a phenomenon without parallel anywhere else in Western 
Europe. Crucially, in many councils of red Italy, communists were able 
to implement the strategy of alliance, to promote working-class interest, 
to pursue reformist (social-democratic) policies, keeping a ‘revolutionary’ 
rhetoric and propaganda, against the wishes of less sympathetic national 
governments—again another example of  doppiezza . 31  

 In Bologna—the paradigmatic example of Italian Communism in 
power—the PCI offered alternative models of economic development, 
political strategy, and administrative management, as if the government 
of town councils could undermine national political structures. Even if 
the city federation regarded the conquest of power not as an end but as 
a necessary step in the transition to socialism, 32  Bolognese Communism 
pointed not toward the summit of dictatorship of the proletariat but 
toward an effi cient and humane application to the Western model. It built 
new alliances, which in theory could be implemented at national level, but 
still operating within the capitalist system. 33  

 The Bolognese communists had accepted capitalist development as a 
social fact, but had tried to modify its worst imbalances and distortions. 
The language used was that of ‘corrective’ rather than ‘structural’ reforms. 
This distinction was subject to endless debates. In rhetoric, language and 
symbolism, communists were for ‘structural’ reform, that is, for the 
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transition to Socialism; when they were in government, as in Bologna, 
they turned to ‘corrective’ reform. Indeed, they could have done nothing 
else, because the power and the resources of Italian local governments 
were far too limited to permit a truly alternative model to develop on a 
merely local level. The Bolognese communists also made much of their 
attempts to encourage ‘moment of self-governments’ as they called them, 
both in the neighborhood council and within the social services. In reality, 
these were no more than moments, carefully controlled by a party federa-
tion noted for the complete lack of internal democracy. The experience of 
communist-controlled municipal government remained very far removed 
from Ingrao’s (and others within the party) vision of it as the initiator of 
direct democracy. 

   Intellectual Hegemony and the Progressive Left 

 In addition to local politics, the party’s domination in the intellectual and 
cultural sphere was the crucially distinctive asset of Italian Communism. 
The PCI’s ability to polarize Italian intellectual life around itself, not only 
in a broad arc of scholars, writers, thinkers, and artists, but a general cli-
mate of progressive opinion, was without parallel elsewhere in Europe. 
After all, the entire communist strategy, in the footsteps of Gramsci 
as we have seen in Chap.   4     gave a paramount role to the fi gure of the 
‘intellectual’. 34  

 The majority of young Italian intellectuals, including those tempted 
by Fascism, had been formed in the shadow of Benedetto Croce. Yet, 
in the situation of postwar Italy, Liberalism and idealism appeared inca-
pable of facing up to the challenges of the times. The real, stark alterna-
tive was between clericalism—the conservative or even reactionary alliance 
between the Vatican, the USA, and the DC—and political Marxism. 
Disregarding all the complexities of political life, most Italians would 
come to understand their choice as one of two: are you communist or 
Catholic? Nowhere else in Europe was the cultural–political life of a nation 
so thoroughly bifurcated. 

 From the perspective of Left positions, the hopes and aspirations of the 
Resistance and Liberation were strongly felt, and even as the perspective 
of political and social revolution started to demise, they remained active 
at the cultural level. The prospect of a complete regeneration in national 
life was highly attractive for intellectuals and writers. The reconstruction 
was seen as a global project investing the whole organization of social life, 
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a qualitative shift with respect to the past, a new beginning. These hopes 
fueled the passions of a large sector of intellectuals who took the leap 
from Croce’s Liberalism to political Marxism, becoming the PCI’s most 
talented young leaders—Giorgio Amendola, Lucio Lombardo Radice, 
Emilio Sereni, to cite just a few. The PCI was also joined by men and 
women disillusioned by the Action Party’s failure to put into practice the 
aspirations of the Resistance, signaling the end of hopes for a leftist non- 
Marxist alternative in Italian politics and culture. ‘Shamefaced Crocians’, 
one writer called them at the time. 35  

 Presented as the voice of modernity in a land of conservatism and back-
wardness—the only hope for social, economic and political reform—the 
PCI was enlivened by a wide circle of intellectuals, scholars, writers, and 
artists. The driving principles of the PCI’s cultural politics were the re- 
discovery and rescue of indigenous roots and tradition, as well as the cre-
ation of a progressive national culture. Yet, many of these intellectuals 
looked elsewhere for inspiration. Thus, although the PCI struggled to put 
itself in national life and in continuity with the progressive traditions of 
Italian culture, a great number of the neo-communist intellectuals wanted 
to reshape culture by breaking with the narrow-minded provincialism and 
nationalism they had experimented in the years of Fascism. 

 Before the war, Cesare Pavese, Elio Vittorini, and many others had dis-
covered new horizons of freedom in American literature, from Steinbeck 
to Faulkner. Others were fascinated by French or American cinema and by 
new forms of music such as jazz. After the war the journal  Il Politecnico , 
directed by Vittorini, tried to link the PCI to the avant-garde and open 
Italian culture to new experiences and infl uences. 36  As Stephen Gundle 
put it,  Il Politecnico  was ‘one of the most lively and original reference 
points in the immediate postwar years’, opening its page to psychoanal-
ysis and existentialism—which had not been allowed to circulate under 
Fascism—and surveys of working class and peasant life in Europe, Soviet 
Union, and Japan. 37  

 With the division of Europe and the Cold War, all this came to an end. 
The criticism addressed by the Soviets to the PCI at the fi rst Cominform 
meeting in September 1947 revealed Stalin’s determination to bring Italian 
(and French) communists under tighter control. Togliatti had no option 
but to exercise Stalinist norms. This provoked public dissent among some 
of the party’s intellectuals. Vittorini reminded Togliatti in an open letter 
of January 1947 that ‘culture’ cannot be subordinated to politics, if not at 
the price of truth. 38  Under the control of Moscow every instruction came 
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from above, everything was subordinate to politics (or, following Gramsci, 
to the ‘Prince’ the party). ‘Culture’ was not a protected zone in which 
party rule dissolved. Vittorini and his friends would have to accept the 
party line, or leave. In short, there was only limited room for intellectual 
activity within the ‘red counterculture’. 

 Over time, the PCI came even closer to Soviet absolute authority and 
strict control. Vittorini and others took the consequence and left the 
party.  Il Politecnico  was closed down after a few issues; relations with the 
neorealist fi lmmakers soured; and the late 1940s saw the imposition of 
Stalinist dogmas in culture. And yet, as Tony Judt has underlined, ‘despite 
Togliatti’s unswerving loyalty to Moscow’ the PCI kept ‘a certain un- 
dogmatic aura, as the only major Communist Party that tolerated and 
even embraced intelligent dissent and autonomy of thought’, a ‘reputa-
tion would serve it well in later decades’. 39  

 The PCI’s adherence to conventional and established model of cul-
ture served certain well-defi ned ends, but coupled with an approach to 
politics that placed all the emphasis on civil society to the neglect of the 
state and even economic action, it revealed a general perspective that was 
at odds with the emergent framework of Italian politics and society in the 
mid-twentieth century. In later years, as economic development provoked 
changes at all levels of Italian society, the party would fi nd itself increas-
ingly the prisoner of its own conservatism. 

 Two important points can be made about postwar Italian Communism 
and its road to modernity. First: the ‘originality’ of the Italian road to 
socialism as developed through Togliatti’s program should not be exag-
gerated. The politics of national unity and collaboration while linked to 
Italian realities—re-enacted the popular fronts policy introduced by the 
Seventh Congress of the Comintern (Moscow, 1935). Togliatti’s strategy 
was not in contradiction with Stalin’s will. In fact, secretly agreed upon 
by Togliatti and Stalin on the night of March 3–4, 1944—on the very eve 
of Togliatti’s departure from Moscow to Italy—it now matched too well 
the Soviet struggle against Nazi-Fascism and the plan to increase com-
munist infl uence in those countries that appeared destined to fall after 
WWII within the Western sphere. 40  The same ‘national’ turn again mostly 
decided by Stalin was taken in November 1944 by the French Communist 
Party led by Maurice Thorez. 41  Moreover, as a result of the 1948 elections, 
as well as the attitude of the Church, Soviet criticisms of compromise poli-
tics and the larger Cold War scenario restricted the PCI’s independence 
from the directives of international Communism. This effectively put the 
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‘Italian way’ on ice, at least until 1956, when the Twentieth Congress of 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union acknowledged the possibility of 
national versions of socialism. 

 Second: Togliatti and most other leading communists read Gramsci 
quite selectively. 42  Gramsci’s  Prison Notebooks  began to be published in 
1947, selectively in a way to leave out Gramsci’s criticism of Stalin and 
his own party. The discovery of Gramsci as a major Marxist gave momen-
tum to Italian Communism in general—and the PCI’s search for a new 
approach to the history of Risorgimento. 43  In communist mythology, the 
Sardinian was, in Togliatti’s words, ‘our great one’, or, as the literary critic 
Carlo Salinari said, ‘the most genial and prepared Marxist that Italy has 
ever had’. 44  However, Gramsci’s thought was distorted to fi t the PCI’s 
political strategy. He became the thinker of hegemony through persuasion, 
a theorist of gradualism rather than revolution as an abrupt rupture. 45  The 
notion of ‘war of position’ was stressed almost exclusively at the expense of 
‘war of maneuver’, and the focus remained on transforming civil society, 
rather than conquering the Winter Palace. Thus, as Jan-Werner Müller has 
remarked, ‘politics became culturalized’, just as ‘culture became politi-
cized’. 46  As Norberto Bobbio put it in retrospect: ‘the maxim that Croce 
took as his inspiration in the early years of the century—that the only way 
for an intellectual to be involved in politics was to become involved in 
culture—was turned around to state that the only way to contribute to 
culture was to be active in politics and do one’s bit toward the transforma-
tion of society’. 47    

   RESHAPING THE PAST: WAR, MEMORY 
AND POLITICAL LEGITIMACY 

 Nowhere was the ideological battle between DC and Communism more 
clearly fought out than in the arena of memory politics. 48  In the anti- fascist 
narrative that took shape between 1943 and 1948, the Resistance was inter-
preted as the new national and patriotic war of liberation  supported by the 
entire populace rallying around partisans and soldiers; ‘un popolo alla mac-
chia’ (‘a nation underground’) was the eloquent expression coined by the 
communist leader Luigi Longo in 1947. A mythical image was created of 
the Italians as recalcitrant victims of the fascist dictatorship who had fi nally 
risen against the tyrant, demolishing the regime with all their strength, 
fi ghting and beating the German invader, rising again to freedom, morally 
regenerated and united, ready to take up their place in the world again. 
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 On April 25, 1945, a combined Allied offensive and Resistance-led 
armed insurrection drove the Germans out of Italy, brought the fascist 
collaborationist government to an end, and executed Mussolini, expos-
ing his body to a ritual desecration in Milan. The war ended and the 
political forces that had led the struggle against Fascism could eventually 
engage with the task of giving Italy and Italians a novel political–cultural 
myth. Naturally, they turned fi rst to the common experience of the war 
of liberation. 

 In fact, the public memorialization of the war events began before 
1945. Between 1943 and 1947, anti-fascist forces elaborated and imposed 
a narrative of the war, which was to become the all-dominant public and 
social memory of the Republic. That narrative was based on the image of 
the Resistance as a second Risorgimento—a patriotic war of national lib-
eration from Fascism and from the Germans, and a spontaneous popular 
revolt for national redemption. The Resistance was identifi ed as an expres-
sion of the anti-Fascism of all Italians and was enshrined as the sign of a 
harmonious national identity. One of its most durable symbols was Robert 
Capa’s famous picture of a Neapolitan  scugnizzo  (street urchin), with an 
anti-fascist and anti-German wall inscription fi guring in the background, 
wearing a military style helmet and a chain of ammunition around his 
neck, fi ghting against the invaders. 49  

 Other ‘vectors of memory’ such as neorealist cinema—most notably 
Roberto Rossellini’s masterpiece  Rome Open City  (1945)—painted and 
transmitted the Resistance as a unifi ed national movement, and as the 
redemption of Italian people thanks to a historic compromise between 
communists and Catholics. 50  Cinema had a crucial role in this representa-
tion. Having fi rst experienced the inebriation of power, Italians had paid 
for their crimes, made amends for their guilt, redeemed themselves with 
pain and sacrifi ce, and fi nally gained freedom. The new Italian nation, 
powerful and symbolically epitomized by the successful self-image of the 
neorealist cinema, showed its sores, its miseries, its population in rags, 
astonished among ruins, but already hard at work to reconstruct; in short, 
a great example of a population regenerated from pain and shame. 

 The anti-fascist front aimed at displaying a regenerated sense of begin-
ning rooted in a bright past: the narrative reconstruction they proposed 
was the basis for the self-understanding of the Italian nation, at the same 
time legitimizing the political role of anti-Fascism and providing the 
Republic with a founding myth. The key features of this narrative were a 
portrayal of the Italians as victims of Fascism and of a war desired exclu-
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sively by Mussolini; a re-dimensioning of Italian responsibility in the Axis 
war, the blame for which was laid entirely upon the  Duce  and the former 
German ally; and fi nally, a glorifi cation of the role played by the Italian 
people in the struggle against Nazi Germany and its fascist allies after 
the armistice. 51  Italians, according to this narrative, had been always  good 
people  (‘brava gente’): they had protected Jews from the racial laws and 
form persecutions; they had fought alongside the Wehrmacht in Africa 
and Russia, yet avoiding brutality and violence against the local popula-
tion, and actually protecting individuals from the abuse of the Germans, 
the wicked or the evil. 52  

 Above all, this narrative highlighted the events of what became termed 
the ‘second war’, the war fought by Italians between 1943 and 1945, the 
‘real war’, in which the Italians had revealed their ‘true feelings’. The war 
of the co-belligerent Italy and the Resistance was celebrated by a politi-
cal and intellectual class which had taken a leading part in it, and which 
drew from it the source of its legitimacy as the country’s ruling class. With 
the monumentalization of the years 1943–1945, not only the ‘fi rst war’, 
1940–1943, but also the entire fascist period was obliterated from public 
memory. As a result, the fi rst postwar generations of Italians never ever 
acquired an offi cial image of Fascism. Fascism had been as Croce claimed 
in 1944 a ‘parenthesis’ in Italian history, an external virus that had pen-
etrated its healthy body. 53  This image sustained and legitimized both the 
public amnesia regarding the popular consensus to Fascism and the histo-
ricization of the Resistance-second Risorgimento as the true face of Italian 
national identity. 

 The process of oblivion was also fostered by the desire for reconcilia-
tion, by the need to reintegrate society, by the need to turn over a new 
leaf and live a new life. 54  For example, the invitation to forget the past 
as an amnesiac came from Fernando Palazzi, one of the nation’s best- 
known philologists and linguists, in a widely read newspaper article of 
June 1946. 55  Other Europeans shared the same thought: after all, a crucial 
condition for starting anew in Western Europe after the war was a ‘blessed 
act of oblivion’, as advocated by Winston Churchill in his famous Zurich 
speech of September 19, 1946. 56  

 As we have seen above, in June 1946 Togliatti, as a minister of justice, 
issued a general amnesty for the fascist crimes, in the name of national con-
cord and with the intention of integrating the fascist rank-and-fi le into the 
nascent democracy. 57  Although amnesia and amnesty have the same ety-
mological root, Togliatti’s decision was not simply an act of forgetting but 
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rather one of forgiving—an attempt to put aside the well- remembered and 
haunting violence of unity-threatening events in order to ensure national 
cohesion and reinforce group solidarity. 58  

 In the years immediately following the war, Christian Democrats repeat-
edly posed the analogy between the fi rst and the second Risorgimento—
not only the Resistance but its completion and continuation with the 
postwar reconstruction led by DC—insisting on the theme of moral, spiri-
tual, and religious regeneration of Italy. In 1948—shortly after the fi rst 
parliamentary elections in which Christian Democrats triumphed over 
socialists and communists—De Gasperi told the Chamber of Deputies that 
there had been a rebirth in the Italian people via those very ‘spiritual ener-
gies of faith, liberty and civilization that made the nation great in its fi rst 
Risorgimento’. 59  Communists supported and further motivated the inter-
pretation of the Resistance as a second Risorgimento—an interpretation 
that quickly came to constitute a key discursive strategy adopted by the PCI 
to establish its national-democratic credentials. Far from being an inter-
national movement inspired by foreign ideologies, this narrative enabled 
communists to portray themselves as an authentic indigenous force, deeply 
rooted in national history and values, fi ghting for human dignity. 60  This is 
why Togliatti changed the name of the party—no longer  Partito Comunista 
d’Italia  (‘Communist Party of Italy, e.g. a branch of an international move-
ment) but  Partito Comunista Italiano  (‘Italian Communist Party’, e.g.) 
an Italian party); this is also why the new symbol of the party was the red 
fl ag with the  tricolore  appearing behind it. The PCI made massive use of 
nationalist symbolism in their rhetoric, strategy, and electoral campaigns 
(local and national), and this often included direct references to themes 
and heroes of the Risorgimento, and above all to Garibaldi. By placing 
themselves in a line of continuity from the Risorgimento to the present 
through the Resistance Communists gave an implicit, although obvious 
message: Communism was the offspring, nay the culmination, of Italian 
sensibilities, Italian culture, Italian ingenuity, and Italian history. 61  

 It was therefore quite natural for the left-wing coalition (communists, 
socialists, and other minor leftist forces) running for the fi rst parliamen-
tary elections in 1948 to choose ‘Garibaldi’ as symbol of their electoral 
list. In fact, the left-wing political bloc had already run jointly in local elec-
tions with the symbol of Garibaldi since 1946. On November 12, 1946, 
for instance, the  Blocco Popolare  which had run in the local elections of 
Rome two days earlier, arranged a torch-bearing walk through the Capital 
to celebrate Garibaldi in front of the Campidoglio. 
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 This evoking of Garibaldi and the larger left-wing appropriation of his 
fi gure did not go unchallenged. The struggle for controlling Garibaldi’s 
memory was vigorous and involved all the political forces, from Left 
to Right, as well as Garibaldi’s family members, called upon by various 
political parties. This was especially the case again for the elections of 
1948, where the DC stamped its own election posters with references to 
Garibaldi, who was seen to triumph and drive away the fake hero proposed 
by communists. Christian Democrats also stamped a counter-propaganda 
poster which took up the Left Bloc’s image of Garibaldi, and turned it 
upside down, transforming Garibaldi’s face into that of Stalin: the ‘left’ 
Garibaldi, the Christian Democrats wanted to signal, was a cover for the 
real purposes of the PCI, whose deeper loyalty lay with the ‘alien’. At the 
dawn of the new postwar Italy, Garibaldi remained the iconic image of 
democracy, just as he, for the fascists, had been hailed as the precursor 
to Mussolini. Garibaldi’s Risorgimento remained the mirror into which 
the new democratic forces wanted to see themselves and establish their 
hegemony. 62  

 The Christian Democratic reference to the ideals, images, and tradi-
tions of the Risorgimento corresponded to a specifi c political goal similar 
to the communist strategy: to establish the DC as the ‘party of the nation’, 
or a ‘national party’, becoming an embodiment not only of religious val-
ues, but a political force with deep roots in national history. 63  In this vein, 
the Christian Democratic leadership moved toward a reinterpretation of 
national history which emphasized the role played by Catholic culture 
but also assimilated or reinterpreted elements of national–liberal political 
forces into a coherent narrative. 64  Thus, somewhat paradoxically, the role 
played by Catholics—especially Antonio Rosmini, Vincenzo Gioberti, and 
Alessandro Manzoni—and by the papacy was interpreted central to the his-
tory of Risorgimento. Even Giuseppe Mazzini, due to his national popular 
pedagogic approach and the clearly anti-Marxist and anti- Enlightenment 
aspects of his thought, insisting on the primacy of moral values, could be 
reinterpreted in a Catholic key and considered patrimony of the Christian 
Democrats. 65  

 Different interpretations of the very same recent past thus coexisted, 
and were only deepened by the Cold War and the breakdown of the 
anti- fascist alliance which had fi rst fought against Mussolini and the 
Germans and then, as we have seen above, collaborated in the politi-
cal transformation of Italy and in writing of the Constitution. These 
differences were particularly evident on the celebration of April 25 
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(Liberation day), since 1946 the day of ‘our second Risorgimento’. 66  
Communists considered Liberation day as a celebration to match the 
 epos  of a fi ghting people guided by a partisan vanguard who wanted 
to free their own country. This celebratory structure favored a militant 
memory that considered the Resistance as an ethical choice to be made 
over and over again because the mission was still to be accomplished. By 
contrast, for Christian Democrats, the Resistance had an essential ‘ideal’ 
value; it reached its aims and concluded its course by freeing the coun-
try from the Nazis, thus opening the way for democracy. To Catholics, 
the Resistance as a second Risorgimento was a fundamental step in the 
process of national reconstruction, but also a phase of history limited in 
a specifi c temporal boundary ultimately to be archived. Consequently, 
they commemorated rather than celebrated the Resistance, retaining the 
utmost composure and trying to reconcile the nation by honoring the 
common sacrifi ce made by all servicemen. 67  On April 25, 1951, in his 
hometown Trento, De Gasperi commemorated the Resistance insisting 
again on the Resistance as a second Risorgimento, but not a socialist 
one—highlighting its spiritual and quasi-religious values as a period of 
redemption and rebirth. 68  These confl icting interpretations, far from 
breaking up the collective imaginary, were ways to bring it to constant 
life, making April 25a shared, albeit contrasted, symbolic space. 69  

 Indeed, the ritual of the Feast of Liberation commemorated the 
Resistance as ‘chaos’ and a ‘golden age’ simultaneously. It might 
sound paradoxical to see a civil war as the source of republicanism. 
Nevertheless, the reconciliation of the deep contradictions between 
supporters of Fascism and partisans required some, albeit precarious, 
consensus about the unity of confl icting memories and identities. The 
Italian national holidays represent a double funeral of sorts. It related 
to physical burials, reburials of partisans, and arrangements of cemeter-
ies but also to symbolic burials, commemorating, tautologically, that 
the dead have died. The survivors—the individuals and the community 
(the  Patria )—should liberate themselves from the dead, from death. 
Partisans should be commemorated dead, not alive, as martyrs, not as 
victors. 70  Accordingly, as Gury Schwarz has also pointed out, in state-
ceremonies and offi cial celebrations, this commemoration assumed a 
much lower profi le than November 4—the day of commemoration for 
the victory in WWI—that became the day for remembering all those 
who died during wartime. 71   
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   HEGEMONIC NARRATIVE AND FORGOTTEN MEMORIES 
 There is no doubt that the memory of the Resistance as a second 
Risorgimento, although it grew from legitimate political needs, produced 
a distorted version of history. 72  It denied public expression to those stories, 
experiences, and memories that did not fi t with the Resistance as a popular 
epic and founding moment for the new national identity. For instance, 
more radical and revolutionary appeals of the Resistance—to many Italians 
the beginning of a social ‘revolution’—were put aside. The identifi cation 
of the war experience with the partisan Resistance was primarily a northern 
phenomenon, and therefore marginalized the southern memories, where 
German occupation had been violent, but extremely brief. The Resistance- 
memory also had little room for the counter-memories of many commu-
nities that had suffered the atrocities perpetrated by Germans and fascists 
as retaliation or pre-emptive strikes against partisan operations. 73  Quite a 
few Italians had come to see members of the Resistance as ‘troublemakers’ 
that put civilians at risk, with little prospect of real military gain. Likewise, 
the dominant offi cial narrative excluded from legitimate history the fate of 
the defeated (the fascists) and the civil war character of the Resistance. 74  It 
likewise excluded the violence perpetrated by Italians, soldiers, and civil-
ians, at home or abroad, against enemies and Jews; the divisions between 
the forces of the Resistance, and the violence of communist partisans 
against other partisans and, after the end of the war, against fascists and 
other public fi gures such as Catholic priests; the question of the  foibe —
the killings of Italians in the Istria region (north-east of the country, at 
the border with Yugoslavia) by Croat and Slovenian communist partisans 
closely co-operating with Italian communists. 75  

 The Italian experience of the war years could not but yield a divided 
memory along geographical, political, ideological, and existential lines. 76  
The war had been experienced in very different ways by the various sec-
tors of the population: soldiers, anti-fascist partisans, apolitical citizens, 
members of the Fascist Party, supporters of the Nazi collaborationist 
 government, self-identifi ed Italians fl eeing from Istria, to name just a few. 
The role of Italy in the war was unclear, as the country was simultane-
ously loser, occupied, resister, victor. As a consequence, memories of war 
were not only fragmented and confl icting but also anomic, juxtaposed, 
un-related, and referred to different and noncommunicating universes. 
As in the Athens studied by Nicole Loraux, multiple and noncommunicat-
ing memories were made to merge by the dominant political authorities 
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into a public memory (the memory of the winners) so as to lay foundation 
of a new collective identity. In this process, oblivion or the manipulation 
of events in order to construct an image that caters to necessity became 
essential. 77  

 With the selective historical image of a second Risorgimento, the anomic 
crisis could be overcome. Interpreted as a re-enactment of the Risorgimento, 
the Resistance became the origin of a new Italy and the confi rmation of 
an unalterable and unaltered national essence. With the symbolic/cultural 
image of the Risorgimento-resurgence—freed from fascist meaning and 
variously blended with Catholic and/or communist references—the birth 
of the new democratic and republican Italy after the civil war could be expe-
rienced as an epochal break with the past and as the realization of a sub-
merged national continuity (Risorgimento- Republic). The affi rming of a 
forever resurgent Italy served to underpin a legitimate political order of the 
present with historical and quasi-religious foundations.  

   THE RESISTANCE, THE RISORGIMENTO 
AND ITALIAN CULTURAL MEMORY 

 Yet, the Resistance as a second Risorgimento cannot simply be done away 
with as a myth constructed in order to legitimize democracy and the new 
ruling political class, a myth invented to uphold the political, social, and 
moral renewal of Italy. 78  The Risorgimento was not only a postwar inven-
tion, but also a trope deeply embedded in what Aleida and Jan Assmann 
would call ‘Italian cultural memory’, or Foucault a set of rules for thinking 
and speaking about the world. As we have seen in previous chapters, the 
semantic matrix involved in the appeal to the Risorgimento, understood as 
a ‘return to the present via the past’, goes far back in time in Italian his-
tory and arguably has to do with an inherent feature of modernity which 
the Italian case only brings to light in its own particular way. This symbolic 
imagery at various points in history, this deeper-lying symbolic imagery 
became linked to the political present. This never happened in a random 
fashion: the invocation of a past that could resurrect the present always 
took force in historical transition periods. Using the terminology proposed 
here, the need to re-anchor the present in the past became an urgent need 
in liminal periods. Translated into politics, the image of resurrection would 
become tied to a perceived need to free Italy (or parts thereof) from a poi-
soning and moral threat, whether endogenous or exogenous. It is as such 
a ‘mythscape’ 79  that the Risorgimento had become the object of dispute 
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and contestation, but also a reference point that could serve to overcome 
divisive memories of civil war or contested nation- building. And in fact, 
the trope of the Risorgimento had often helped to remove such divisive 
memories. In other words, whenever facing crisis or even a dissolution of 
the political community, Italians from all corners of the political spectrum 
would identify themselves  as  Italians and rebuild a sense of community 
relying on the image of a resurgence in the making. 

 After WWII, once again, in order to establish a meaningful political 
society and rebuild a political community torn apart by a war—which had 
also developed into a civil war—Italians resorted to the image of the resur-
gence in the making. In post-WWII Italy, as time and again in the past, 
the Risorgimento represented an arsenal of symbols that helped Italians to 
face crisis and transition; to face the dissolution of the symbolic markers 
of authority and power provoked by the collapse of Fascism, the end of 
monarchy, the violence of the civil war. It served once again as a symbolic 
reference for the reconstruction of the community. It made the present 
meaningful, fi rmly rooting it into the past: the old contained the new and 
the new was built on the old. It silenced and repressed divergent memo-
ries, yet it integrated and incorporated the civil war into a fragile, but 
substantial democratic national identity. Following a prolonged period of 
liminality and uncertainty, the memory formation that took place between 
1943 and 1948 posited the Risorgimento as the contested yet effective 
roots of Italian democracy and its republican Constitution—the closing of 
the liminal period.    
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    CHAPTER 8   

      The twenty-year period from 1948 to 1968 was one of relative stabil-
ity for Italy. The competing modernities of Communism and Christian 
Democracy described in the previous chapter developed in some sort of 
antagonistic harmony, and within an institutional (and constitutional) 
framework that was recognized by everyone. Governments kept chang-
ing, but the Christian Democrats remained in power. Italy normalized, 
democracy normalized, and from the 1950s the economy started to grow, 
slowly but surely—and from 1957 onward not so slowly at all. 

 For the centennial celebrations of the Risorgimento in 1961, one could 
witness, once again, ceremonies, speeches, public events, conferences, 
television shows, and the inauguration of monuments. 1  Booklets extolling 
men, ideals, and events of the Risorgimento were distributed in schools, 
while a fi lm about Garibaldi’s Expedition titled  Viva l’Italia  (directed by 
Roberto Rossellini) was shown throughout the country. Turin—Italy’s 
fi rst capital and now center and symbol of the economic miracle—hosted 
the centennial exhibition. And the purpose of the exhibition was indeed to 
highlight the economic and social progress made by the Republican Italy. 

 However, on the whole the celebration of the national state’s sec-
ond Jubilee, offi cially called ‘Italy’61’, was less sumptuous, less per-
vaded by patriotic enthusiasm and national pride, and far less clamorous 
than earlier celebrations, such as the one in 1911. The trope of the 
Risorgimento certainly did not disappear from the surface of Italian 
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political and public life; reference to the Risorgimento however, in a 
very general sense, lost much of its signifi cance from 1961 and possibly 
already from the mid- 1950s onward. 

 The reasons for this fading out of the Risorgimento are not diffi cult to 
discern. There is no doubt that the lack of emotional arousal had much to 
do with the fact that nationalism had been so thoroughly discredited by 
the fascist rhetoric and dreams of imperial greatness, and emptied by the 
humiliating consequences of the regime’s failed policies. Moreover, with 
the onset of the Cold War, Catholics and communists, the main forces 
of republican Italy, found sources of identity, allegiance, and legitimacy 
within a extra-national horizon: the universal mission of the Church, the 
struggle for freedom lead by Washington, the process of European inte-
gration, the proletarian internationalism of the USSR, the myth of revolu-
tion, and (until 1956 at least) the myth of Stalin. The celebratory language 
of nationalism in postwar Italy had become the discursive monopoly of 
the extreme Right. Scholarship ignored the issue, and popular culture 
had become remarkably non-national. In popular songs of the 1950s, the 
theme of  Patria  all but disappeared, replaced by the praise of  mamma . 
Italian cinema, of course, did produce a number of representations of 
Italianness (ranging from the self-fl attering image of the  bravo italiano  to 
the cynical and opportunist individual of the  commedia all’italiana ), but 
such representation was not in any general way linked to a self-conscious 
work on national identity and historical refl exivity. 2  

 By the early 1960s, the political system had found a certain degree of 
stability, which also related to an often tacit compromise over historical 
events and values. In line with our theoretical framework, foundational 
moments and the events tied to such moments return to the surface of 
political life and public discourse during crisis periods, where the fl ux of 
the moment needs a new anchoring in the re-interpreted past. From the 
1950s, the national imaginary needed other heroes or reference points 
which could speak more directly to the ongoing modernization process. 
To refer to warriors and military feats had come to appear anachronis-
tic in a moment in which Italy was undergoing social and economic 
transformations, tied to the economic miracle, and where Italians were 
experiencing new degrees of mass consumption and subsequent changes 
in values and worldviews. The postwar fi guration, in short, was tied to a 
forward- looking and ‘pragmatic’ view of life. By the late 1960s, this had 
all changed. 
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   THE SPECTER OF REVOLUTION 
 By the late 1960s, the specter of revolution was haunting Italy. The same 
was certainly the case elsewhere in Europe and beyond. However, Italy 
provides a special case. 1968 was here a ‘long’ phenomenon that began in 
the early 1960s and lasted until 1977—with the movement of the ‘Year 9’, 
as Umberto Eco famously called it. Furthermore, Italy was a special case for 
at least two other reasons: Catholicism or the various developments within 
Catholicism, and the existence of a combative working class re- invigorated 
by the southerners who had emigrated north to sustain the industrializa-
tion of the country. 

 Like elsewhere, Italy from the late 1960s was marked by a radical cri-
tique of existing norms and institutions. The term often used, and con-
sciously so, by activists of the period was that of  contestazione . The Italy 
that had developed since 1945 was essentially contested, and new ideals 
were searched for. The  contestazione  generated an enormous and confusing 
deluge of organizations and groups, forms of protest and utopian expecta-
tions, revolutionary thoughts, and radical languages. 3  The old vocabulary 
of Marxism intertwined, not without contradictions, with the semantics of 
anti-authoritarianism. The culture of strikes and permanent confl ict against 
authorities became ‘the rule and was no longer the exception’. 4  Social 
insurgency and the ideology and practice of permanent  confl ittualità  per-
colated from school and university into factories, and then into every levels 
of the social fabric—challenging the ‘Italian’ ideology as it had unfolded 
since the end of WWII. 

 Ample sectors of Italian society fought for the advent of an alternative 
society—built on different forms of interpersonal and intergenerational 
communication, novel institutions (or rather counter-institutions), new 
mechanisms of power, and decision-making. Certainly in Italy as anywhere 
else there were no ‘economic’ and ‘political’ revolution, no ‘advent of the 
proletariat to power’, no ‘classless society’, no ‘destruction of mainstream 
culture’, and no ‘obliteration of language’ 5 ; yet, ‘another kind of revolution 
did happen’, a revolution in lifestyles, family relationships, personal free-
doms, and worldviews, ‘a cultural revolution’. 6  

 Once again, people living through the 1960s and 1970s saw their 
struggles as an attempt to make Italy ‘fully’ modern, to move beyond ‘tra-
dition’. Social scientist Sidney Tarrow has argued that the cycle of mobi-
lization and disorder of the 1960s and 1970s was eventually positive for 
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Italian democracy and for the modernization of the country. It expanded 
the boundaries of politics to new social and political actors; it enhanced 
the autonomy of the individual from the control of parties, mass organi-
zation, and institutions; it stimulated crucial socioeconomic and political 
reforms such as the improvement of workers’ condition, the law on divorce 
and abortion, the lowering of the voting age to 18, the law on mental 
health, and the institution of the national health system. Social rights were 
extended to a great number of citizens. New and wider forms of participa-
tion entered school, factories, hospitals, and town councils. This process of 
democratization and modernization could have been deep and more effec-
tive, if the party-political system had governed the dynamism and energy of 
social confl ict, translating its often unrealistic and maximalist character into 
a renewed political–institutional framework. However, what did not come 
from above came from below. 7  

 This somewhat reassuring interpretation risks undermining the profu-
sions of ideas and practices that emerged in the period and which were 
radically  alternative  to the model of modernity and democracy that had 
emerged and consolidated in Italy after WWII.  We therefore need to 
discuss further how the political cultures of the long 1968 elaborated a 
‘critique of the  esistente  ( status quo )’ simultaneously foreshadowing a neb-
ulous new order—a new society and culture, a new way of life, and new 
forms of relationship between individuals and between the individual and 
the political power—that challenged the various roads to modernity as 
proposed until then by the traditional political cultures.  

   THE 1968 FIGURATION 
 The baby boom of the immediate postwar years, the sociocultural changes 
triggered by the ‘economic miracle’ unfolding since the mid-1950s, and 
the expansion of higher education all contributed to the emergence of a 
strong student movement from mid-to-late 1960s. Students came from 
both secondary schools and universities. The immediate bases for the 
explosion of the protest were the dissatisfaction with poor students’ facili-
ties, the authoritarian teaching methods, the biased and arbitrary nature 
of oral examination, outdated course organization and content, and rising 
fees 8 ; in short, as Tarrow pointed out, concrete problems and not anti- 
capitalist values or utopian dreams. 9  Students also opposed a series of bills 
proposed by the Minister of Education Luigi Gui to align academic cur-
ricula with the demands of the market. 10  
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 The cycle of protests effectively began in 1966 at the University of 
Trento—founded in 1962 by Catholic intellectuals with the aim of train-
ing a modern Catholic élite capable of analyzing and directing the pro-
cesses of socioeconomic transformations investing Italy—followed by the 
Catholic University of Milan, Pisa, and Turin (1967), and other universi-
ties in the country. 11  Well before the French May, Italian students became 
involved in mass protest activities marches, sit-ins, and strikes that reached 
enormous proportions. 12  

 The events of Rome in February–March 1968 triggered by a protest 
against the Gui bill were certainly not a beginning, but rather a turn-
ing point or perhaps more accurately, a threshold event. At Valle Giulia, 
near the Faculty of Architecture, students fought with the police for the 
fi rst time using as weapons cobblestones, bottles, and books. 13  Paolo 
Pietrangeli’s song  Valle Giulia  announced that ‘un fatto nuovo’ (‘a new 
event’) had happened: ‘non siam scappati più, non siam scappati più’ (‘we 
no longer ran away, we no longer ran away’). For the fi rst time students 
realized that violence was a rewarding ‘game’, offering them an unprec-
edented political visibility. 

 One of the most acute observers of the event, Pier Paolo Pasolini, immedi-
ately captured the irony of the situation and the reversal of class roles that had 
taken place at Valle Giulia—with the sons and daughters of the bourgeoisie 
on the revolutionary side, and the sons of southern peasants or  sotto-proletari  
( lumpenproletariat ) defending the existing civic and political order. 14  

 In only a brief span of time from 1966 to 1968 the student movement 
had transformed from ‘a reform-minded constituency clamoring from 
improvements in the course content and delivery into a frontal challenge 
to all form of hierarchies and the power of state’. 15  The refusal of the aca-
demic authoritarianism turned into the refusal of the authoritarianism that, 
according to the students, pervaded the entire society. A document writ-
ten in 1968 by the students of Trento outlined this process of discovery. 
Questions such as ‘why do I study, for whom? How come that I can study 
and the majority of men cannot?’ had found the opposition of the ‘social 
mechanism of repression’, the institutions, ‘police and Law…press, family, 
Church’. Thus, ‘the student’, as a ‘collective fi ghting for a just cause’ had 
eventually discovered ‘the injustice tightly linked to the entire system’. 16  

 Every authority in Italy was made an object of critique: fi rst professors 
and the academic system, then the police, and fi nally institutions such as 
the political parties, the Church, and the family. At the end of the 1960s, 
the family was attacked as a source of oppression and evil, and as discussed 
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by Luisa Passerini, ‘orphan-hood will become a slogan, derisory and 
profane’. A participant later recalled: ‘the best poster on the walls of my 
faculty…. [was] “I want to be an orphan”. I shared that feeling. I took a 
picture of it, I brought the poster home, it was the one I liked best of all: 
I want to be an orphan.’ 17  

 A common thread running through the mobilizations and occupations 
across the country became the willingness to break the monopoly of poli-
tics and representation held by all the representative institutions, guardians 
of those social injustices denounced by the students. The crucial creed and 
philosophy of the students were  autonomia —the autonomy of students 
and social actors from the family and from representative institutions—the 
rejection of intermediaries, democratic self-management practices, and 
the ‘capture of the speech’ (i.e. the right to talk and let hear one’s own 
voice). 18  As the movement spread,  autonomia  invaded the cultural sphere 
and students came to criticize the conformist atmosphere of Italian society 
writ large, 19  challenging the hierarchical cultures that dominated Italian 
society: Communism and Catholicism. 

 In short, the transformation of the academic system was no longer 
enough to quench the students’ thirst for change. Universities and schools 
were only one single manifestation of the unjust, classist, and repressive 
society. For the students of the well-known  Liceo  Berchet in Milan, ‘to 
change the school, society must be changed’. 20  Likewise, the ‘Manifesto 
for a Negative University’ (published in different versions from 1967 
onward by the students of Trento and considered the fi rst programmatic 
document of the movement) advocated the impellent need not only to 
reshape university seen as an instrument of class domination but also to 
radically transform the society that had generated that kind of university. 21  
‘It is not really worth to fi nd a place in this society’, a wall-inscription at 
the University of Trento said, ‘but to create a new society in which it is 
worth to fi nd a place’. 22  Furthermore, wide themes such as women and 
sexual liberation (or ‘sexual modernization’ 23 ) began to emerge within 
the movement—but also  against  the movement itself and the gendered 
dimension that it had taken—as early as 1969. 24  

   Emancipatory Violence 

 One of the most popular slogans of the movement declared, ‘Smash 
the state, don’t change it’. 25  Hence, the ideology and practice if not 
the celebration of (just) violence against the violence of the institutions 
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appeared in the movements’ songs and slogans: ‘Revolution, yes—revi-
sion, no’, ‘Workers’ power—arms to the workers’, ‘Power comes out of 
the barrel of the gun’, ‘The Vietcong win because they shoot’, ‘Violence 
in return of violence’, ‘Two, three, lots of Vietnam—two, three, lots of 
Valle Giulia’, ‘War, no—guerrilla action, yes’. On June 1968, in Turin, 
students chanted: ‘No to social peace in the factories’, and ‘only violence 
helps where violence reigns’. The most popular song of the student move-
ment was appropriately titled  La Violenza (la caccia alle streghe)  [Violence 
(witch-hunting)], by Alfredo Bandelli (1968); Paolo Pietrangeli’s anthem 
 Contessa  (1966) claimed: ‘compagni dai campi e dalle offi cine/prendete 
la falce portate il martello/scendete giù in piazza picchiate con quello/
scendete giù in piazza, affossate il sistema’ (Comrades from the fi elds 
and workshops/catch the sickle and bring the hammer/go down to the 
streets and beat with that/go down to the streets and scuttle the system’). 
Following Alessandro Pizzorno, violence and the confl icts with authority 
tended to be ends in themselves: as such, they did not rely on processes 
of negotiation as the true and ultimate objective was the constitution of a 
new identity. 26  

 In the comprehensive refusal of the entire system and search for 
an alternative, Italian students found inspirations in the experience of 
Berkeley—as Renato Curcio, one of the writer of the ‘Manifesto of the 
Negative University’, and later founder of the Red Brigade put it—in 
Herbert Marcuse’s analysis of modern civilization as a power able to 
integrate oppositions into the structures of liberal yet authoritarian state, 
and in C. Wright Mills critical sociology aimed at unveiling the patholo-
gies of society. 27  

 The sense of rejection of authoritarianism was also supported by autoch-
thonous sources, internal to Catholicism. Before and even more after the 
pontifi cate of John XXIII and the Second Vatican Council new ferments, 
the imperative of social justice and palingenetic visions of social renewal 
had percolated within increasingly ample sectors of Catholicism—particu-
larly in the new generations dissatisfi ed with the involution of Christian 
Democracy into a mere party of power. 

 One of the most read books by the student movement was  Lettera a 
una professoressa  ( Letter to a Teacher ) published in 1967 by the dissident 
priest Lorenzo Milani who had founded a school in a little village north 
of Florence. The poor students of don Milani’s school effectively and 
unsparingly exposed the classism, injustice, and individualism supporting 
the Italian education system and Italian society writ large:
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  Woe betide him who touches the Individual. The Free Development of the 
Personality is your supreme conviction. You care nothing for society or its 
need… You also know less than us about your fellow men. The elevator is 
a machine for avoiding your neighbors, the car for ignoring people who go 
by tram, the telephone for not talking face to face and for not going to the 
people’s home. 28  

   In the heated atmosphere of the end of the 1960s, the revolt within 
universities could appear to students as the beginning and the epitome of 
any possible revolt: against authority, against capitalism, against imperial-
ism, and the war in Vietnam. The point was to transform society through a 
never-ending utopian revolution and to live the ‘authentic’ life. As Oreste 
Scalzone—one of the protagonists of the 1968  in Rome, who would be 
active in other radical groups until the end of the 1970s—put it, the period 
of mobilization and occupation was like a mysterious ‘ants nest’ where a mul-
titude of small actions somehow fused together into one big ‘laboratory’. 29  

 At the heart of the spirit of 1968, there was the feeling of individual and 
collective liberation triggered by the ‘possibility of a different world’, 30  by 
the (re)discovery of what men and women of the eighteenth century had 
defi ned ‘public happiness’. 31  Nobody wanted to wait for the ‘sun of the 
future’.  Vogliamo tutto!  (We want everything!) was one of the central slo-
gans of the movement. As Jim Morrison sang in 1967 (in  When the music 
is over ): ‘We want the world, we want it, now. We want the world and we 
want it now. Now, now’. The rallying cry ‘Vogliamo tutto’ would became 
famous few years later with Nanni Balestrini’s novel  Vogliamo tutto  (1971), 
which tells the crucial ‘encounter’ between a young southern proletarian 
man and the industrial and metropolitan dimension of the northern city 
(Turin).  

   A World of Dreams: Utopian Modernity 

 The crucial question here is, why the student movement abandoned prob-
lems related to the academic system and embraced utopian and existential 
demands? The repression of the state and the inability of the system to 
meet the demand of creating an inclusive politics—the answers suggested 
by the existing literature, and also by the protagonists of those years—
remain on the veneer; there was something deeper at stake. 

 Much more convincing is the analysis by psychoanalyst Elvio Fachinelli 
in a widely read article (written in 1968) that focused on the utopian 
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dimension of the students’ movement. Students were faced with an image 
or a ‘ghost’ of society that, while promising a complete liberation from 
needs, at the same time threatened the loss of personal identity. In other 
words, existing society combined the offer of immediate certainty with an 
unacceptable perspective: the  perdita di sè  (loss of the self) as a project and 
as a desire. Fachinelli writes: ‘liberation from need appears instead to have 
as its condition the renounce to desire’ (‘la liberazione dal bisogno sembra 
anzi avere come sua condizione la rinuncia al desiderio’). What drove the 
movement was utopian dreaming, a shaking of what Koselleck termed the 
‘horizons of expectations’. 

 As in the past, the movement and the creation of a new community was 
the spontaneous offspring of a shared condition of private anguish and 
social atomization. However, the movement broke with past experiences as 
its participants understood that ‘what counts is not the object of the desire 
but the state of desire, and that the fulfi lling of the desire is the death of 
the group’. This was probably the kernel of the 1968 radicalism: against a 
society based on the satisfaction of needs, students opposed a perennial ‘it 
is not enough’. This generated a utopian tension: an obtained or satisfi ed 
request would soon be left behind, opening the way to a new request that 
would keep alive the state of desire. This was also a dramatic rupture with 
the revolutionary communist tradition of the Third International based 
on the rallying cry of the satisfaction of material needs. 32    

   THE RETURN OF CLASS: STUDENTS GO TO FACTORIES 
 In contrast with Britain—where, as David Cannadine (1998) has showed, 
the language, rhetoric, and symbolism of class and classism have often 
dominated the representation of society 33 —the dominant Italian  political 
cultures had always privileged a representation of Italian society as a  nation . 
True, a vision of the society as an organism structured in term of classes 
had emerged in few periods of Italian. This happened, for example, at the 
beginning of the twentieth century, when the working class, through the 
Socialist party, acquired self-consciousness and developed its own political 
and unionist organization and when the bureaucratic sectors of the young 
Italian states claimed a proper role as new middle class ( ceti medi ). This 
also happened during the  bienno rosso  1919–1921, which was marked by a 
deep and radical social clash. However, Fascism destroyed on purpose any 
kind of partial and sectarian vision of classes. After WWII, both Catholics 
and communists consciously avoided a language based exclusively on class. 
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Both parties wanted to be, as we have discussed in Chap.   6    ,  parties of 
the nation . The interclassist positioning of all Italian parties—except to 
some extent the small PLI (liberal party)—did not leave room for a clas-
sist representation of the society. 34  While ‘1968’ did not arise out of class 
struggle, it would soon signal the return of class, at the level of ideology 
and also at the level of social mobilization and political action. 

 Students consciously made the fi rst step. In order to achieve deep social 
change and the radical transformation of power relations, students must 
go to the people, outside the walls of universities. As Horn writes, stu-
dents ‘wanted to fi nd new agents’ which could carry their comprehensive 
and radical project, and started to ‘search the forces necessary to exert 
infl uence’ beyond campus life. This extension of the range of actions was 
rendered indispensable ‘by the centrality of the question of power rela-
tions and the confrontation with the state’. Thus, ‘they engaged with vari-
ous artistic and cultural movements of revolt, with their neighborhood, or 
campaigned for the rights of the mentally ill’; and ‘they eventually settled 
for an encounter with the blue and white collar working class’. 35  

 The labor disputes that began in the Pirelli company’s Milan factories in 
September 1968 and lasted until the end of 1969—when the  government 
pressured Pirelli into conceding the strikers’ main demand—furnished 
an industrial counterpoint and encouragement to the student protesters. 
In 1969, as labor contract came up for renewal for other big industrial 
fi rms, particularly in the north of the country, a series of major strikes 
began. Workers demonstrated against the terms of employment, while the 
government in Rome appeared virtually helpless in responding to these 
developments. 36  

 Between the end of the 1960s and the beginning of the 1970s, the 
spirit of 1968 remained alive in multiple forms and modes of mili-
tancy: from the struggle over housing to the feminist movement. And 
yet, it was in the factories that the decisive battles were to be fought. 
The strike of 1969— famously renamed by the conservative journalist 
Indro Montanelli the  autunno caldo  (Hot Autumn)—was the largest in 
Italian history, and, as Tony Judt has rightly noted, ‘had a mobilizing and 
politicizing impact upon young Italian radicals out of all proportion to 
France’s brief, month- long protest of 1968’. 37  With the Hot Autumn stu-
dents ‘encountered’ and discovered the working class—the revolutionary 
class par excellence, once again the reference point for the beginning of 
a revolutionary process. 
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 Crucially, as Judt has further noted, the Hot Autumn, with its wildcat 
strikes and spontaneous occupations by small groups of workers demand-
ing power in running and controlling factories, ‘led a generation of Italian 
student theorists and their followers to conclude that the rejection of the 
bourgeois state was the right tactic’. In short, workers’ autonomy a tactic 
as well as an objective was ‘the path of the future’. 38  Unlike in France, 
the youth and student movement was able to form a strong and relatively 
lasting bond with the workers’ movement. Unlike the German student 
movement, which dismissed the working class as irredeemably integrated 
into the system, and unlike Marcuse and Frantz Fanon and their emphasis 
on the marginal groups as the new revolutionary subjects, 39  the Italian stu-
dents thought that the working class was still a potentially revolutionary 
class, and that the center of the revolutionary scene was still to be found 
in the big industrial cities of Western societies. The task was to convince 
workers of the necessity and viability of the just cause, and to provide them 
with a guide and a comprehensive strategy. 40  

 As the events unfolded, the student movement dissolved in a great 
numbers of groups and political organizations, all committed to acceler-
ate the start of the revolution. Yet, their identifi cation with the workers’ 
movement remained strong, as their names— Avanguardia Operaia  or 
 Potere Operaio , to name but a few examples—suggest. 41  

 In fact, a wave of radicalism and tension had marked the northern fac-
tories since the beginning of the 1960s. The conditions behind this phase 
(in the analysis of Paul Ginsborg, ‘the rigidity of the northern labor mar-
ket, the alienation of the unskilled and semi-skilled workers, the anger of 
the southern immigrants’) 42  had not disappeared in the following years. 
Quite crucially, material developments had been interpreted and ana-
lyzed by a number of Marxist intellectuals, whose infl uence on students 
and the radical groups were to be massive in the late 1960s and in the 
1970s. These intellectuals—Renato Panzieri, Mario Tronti, Alberto Asor 
Rosa, Massimo Cacciari, and Antonio Negri, to name just a few—had 
broken with the PCI and with Togliatti’s approach to political struggle. 
Dismissing the reformist concept of progressive democracy and Gramsci’s 
political–cultural approach based on the alliance between the working 
class with enlightened members of the middle class—Gramsci as ‘offi cially’ 
interpreted by Togliatti—they claimed that the Italian Left must return 
to the ideology of the factory council. In doing this, they developed yet 
another Italian-ism:  operaismo , or,  workerism .  
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    WORKERISM : PUTTING SOCIALIST MODERNITY 
BACK ON TRACK 

 Already in the late 1950s after Khruschev’s secret speech and the crush-
ing of the Hungarian uprising space had opened up left of the PCI. As 
discussed in Chap.   7    , under the leadership of Togliatti, communists had 
basically supported bourgeois democracy and slowly built a political and 
cultural hegemony in its regional and urban strongholds of the so-called 
red Italy. Many radical left-wing thinkers regarded the PCI’s strategy as 
a capitulation to bourgeois democracy. Instead, they sought to forge an 
antagonistic strategy designed to destroy neo-capitalism. The socialist 
thinker Renato Panzieri had written during the 1950s against the ambi-
guities and duplicity of  togliattismo , denouncing the concept of ‘pro-
gressive democracy’, which seemed designed to oscillate between reform 
within the system and revolution. Panzieri affi rmed the need to revive the 
class struggle within the factories, rather than wait and hope for change 
through the alliance of the working class with members of the middle 
class; and he also claimed that the Italian Left should rally around the old 
ideas and ideology of the factory council. 43  

 When socialists joined Christian Democrats in government at the begin-
ning of the 1960s (the ‘opening to the Left’), Panzieri left the party and 
founded the journal  Quaderni Rossi . The journal was based in Turin and 
began its publication in 1961. 44  Turin was the heart of the new industrial 
Italy, and therefore the most appropriate ideological and cultural hotbed 
for a new thought soon to be called ‘operaismo’ ( workerism ). 

 The concept of  workerism  was of course an idea that related to the 
wider left-wing movements in the Western world. But the concept was 
at the same time distinctively Italian, delineating an ideological strategy 
that would pave the way toward revolutionary emancipation suited to the 
Italian socio-economic and cultural settings. It was a conscious attempt by 
a new, young generation to link theory to empirical enquiry. 

  Workerism  became quite a crucial reference point for the movements 
and groups of the late 1960s and 1970s. The idea was to bring ‘Lenin 
to England’ following the title of a famous 1964 essay by Tronti. 45  
Tronti’s essay analyzes the condition of possibility of revolution in the 
most advanced bastions of capitalism. As Lenin had brought Marx to 
Russia discovering the strength of the working class there now Lenin, the 
major theorist and guide of the proletarian political organization, must be 
brought to England. In short, Lenin’s words and tactics must be brought 
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into the most advanced countries, in the attempt to identify and elaborate 
with the same revolutionary courage and boldness a new Marxist practice 
for the working class. As Asor Rosa wrote, the central thesis by Tronti 
was that ‘the revolutionary process is likely to begin not where capital-
ism is weaker, but where the working class is stronger’. This was a crucial 
thesis indeed, as it re-launched the revolutionary discourse at every pos-
sible level, revealing that Italy and Western societies as a whole incubated 
within themselves and against themselves the chance to become the center 
of a new revolutionary wave. 46  

 Inhabited by what Tronti memorably termed the ‘rude razza pagana’ 
(the ‘rough pagan race’), that is, the new mass of young workers, and 
mostly southern migrant workers—who fl ooded the huge FIAT plants in 
Turin, and the emerging chemical industrial complex of Porto Marghera 
(Venice), for example—the working class was, in the eyes of the  workerists , 
eventually opening up modernity in Italy. 47   Workerism  was marked by a par-
ticular focus on actual class struggles in factories, as opposed to maneuvring 
at the top between parties within the legal and established institutions of 
the Republic and in the context of the corporatist politics of productivity. 

 The  workerists  were deeply convinced that Italy was becoming an 
advanced revolutionary laboratory. Standing thus at the forefront and the 
threshold of epochal changes, this meant that there was a need for a phi-
losophy a genuine social science and a practice able to interpret and lead 
the struggle. It could not be a provincial philosophy. 48  Even Gramsci’s 
philosophy was by then considered, particularly in Togliatti’s version, 
part of Italian provincialism. 49  The philosophy had to be grounded in the 
empirical realities of the Italian situation, and the stuff out of which its 
working classes were made; and yet the Italian theory that had to guide 
revolutionary practice had to pave the way to modern emancipation for 
the entire ‘advanced’ world. 

 One could say, following Paolo Capuzzo and Sandro Mezzadra, that 
the ‘basic aim’ of Tronti and of most  workerists  (including Negri) in the 
following decade was ‘to disentangle Marx from idealism and historicism 
and this meant to also disentangle him from Gramsci’. 50  ‘Back to Marx’ 
became the slogan of  workerism , which led to a tight engagement fi rst 
with  Capital , volume 1 (especially with the chapters ‘The Working Day’ 
and ‘Machinery and Large Scale Industry’), and soon afterward with the 
 Grundrisse . 51  While Gramsci was a point of entry to understand the past, 
Marx was to be read in the present: he must be confronted ‘not with  his  
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age, but with  ours . Capital has to be evaluated on the basis of  contemporary 
capitalism ’. 52   

   WHAT REVOLUTION? NEO-MARXISM AND MAOISM 
 The infl uence of  workerism  was strong on the entire cycle of protests and 
social movements. 53  However,  workerism  was but one although salient 
example of more general trends. At the end of the 1960s, the groups 
of the New Left had their own revolutionary agent: the working class. 
They also had a revolutionary language: Marxism. They had a dream and 
a project: revolution. Yet the question still remained: exactly what kind of 
revolution could serve as a model for Italy? 

 To most Italian revolutionaries, a ‘pure’, uncontaminated Marxism, a 
Marxism before its Stalinist degeneration was somehow the answer, com-
bined therefore with Lenin and voluntarism, and inspired by ideas drawn 
from  State and Revolution , the October Revolution, the seizure of power 
by Bolsheviks, and the myth of the proletarian dictatorship. 

   Exotic Marxism and the Search for a Revolutionary Model 

 Yet for an increasing number of groups, inspiration for revolution-
ary practice and ideology was the appeal to ‘exotic’ Marxism: Cuba 
and Fidel of course, but above all else China and the Chinese cultural 
revolution. 

 For an increasing number of groups, China became the place where 
the revolution had taken place and was still taken seriously, and where the 
interruption of the world revolutionary process caused by Stalinism had 
been overcome and put back on the right track. This was the model of 
Socialism to be implemented in Europe via the Italian context. 

 To the groups of the New Left, the Cultural Revolution was a sponta-
neous and anti-authoritarian mass protest movement. Mao had invited the 
Chinese youth to ‘open the fi re on headquarters’; in Italy, too the time 
seemed ripe to begin a ‘cultural revolution’ from below, against estab-
lished hierarchies, values, and center of powers. ‘Maoism’, as opposed to 
the despised Soviet Communism but also to the Communism of the PCI, 
fl ourished in Italy as nowhere else. The groups of the New Left criticized 
the hierarchal-centralized version of revolution as unfolded in the Soviet 
Union with its Stalinist degeneration. Instead, the revolution in China, 
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but also in Cuba, was deemed to have all the qualities and characteristics 
lacking in Italy and elsewhere in Europe. 

 To Maria Antonietta Macciocchi ‘in China there are no signs of alien-
ation, nervous disorder or the fragmentation within the individual that you 
fi nd in a consumer society. The world of the Chinese is compact, integrated 
and absolutely whole’. 54  Parties, journals, and groups of Maoist inspiration 
recognizable by the adjective ‘Marxist-Leninist’ propagated quickly. The 
members of  Unione dei Marxisti Leninisti , a group known also as  Servire il 
Popolo  (‘Serve the People’), usually shook the Red Book over their heads, 
when taking to the streets for demonstrations. 55  Young people fascinated 
by the Chinese example even sought to learn themselves Chinese, enabling 
them to follow news events directly, read Chinese newspapers and political 
pamphlets, and consult Mao’s teachings in the original language. 

  Workerism  and Maoism were not two opposed phenomena. Indeed, the 
combination of Maoism and  workerism  was embodied in the movement 
(and journal)  Lotta Continua  ( Continuous Struggle , from the French  La 
lutte continue ), whose name encapsulated its project. 56   Lotta Continua  
was permeated by the idea that the ‘democratic’ centralism and bureau-
cracy of the traditional leftist parties were to be rejected in favor of a more 
open style, and by a dissatisfaction with reformist parliamentary route fol-
lowed in Italy by the PCI. 57  In fact within the PCI, there was an entire 
‘Chinese’ faction that was expelled in 1969, and then created the group 
and the journal  Il Manifesto , which still exists today. 

 The accommodating strategy of the PCI and its national road to social-
ism based on alliance and compromise were charged as being ‘reform-
ist’, that is, reactionary. With its national-patriotic language, the PCI had 
betrayed the Resistance, inhibiting a social revolution and the transforma-
tion of class relationships exactly when the chance had presented itself. 
Since the end of the 1950s, such a leftist branch had emerged within the 
PCI, questioning the party’s moderation and Togliatti’s strategy of alli-
ance. This branch, unoffi cially led by Pietro Ingrao, claimed that the party, 
abandoning completely the Leninist model and sidelining anti-capitalism 
as a consequence of the search for (bourgeois) allies, had lost sight of its 
ultimate goal: revolution against capitalism and bourgeois power. What 
was needed, thus, was decentralization to empower grassroots activism. 
Therefore, this faction was not as hostile to the student and social move-
ments as other party members were. However, to the PCI what emerged 
to its left was considered infantilism and dangerous extremism. 58   
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   Pluralism, Liberation, and the Search for Autonomy 

 China was not the only reference point for Italian revolutionaries. 
Revolutionary experiences in Cuba, Africa, and in Latin America provided 
Italian revolutionaries with other model of actions, which were combined 
of course with the emancipatory language of post-colonialism that was cir-
culating globally. Vietnam and the struggle against American  imperialism 
or imperialism  tout court  was another crucial myth for the New Left. 

 The death of Che Guevara provided the Italian but also the French and 
German students with their single greatest hero, while the teachings of 
radical South American priests who sought to reconcile Catholicism and 
Marxism found a very particular resonance within Italy. This indeed was 
the period of ‘liberation theology’. In a sense, even the ‘radicals’ forged 
new connections between revolutionary practices and Christianity, but 
outside the offi cial hierarchies of both party and church. A memorable slo-
gan of the period was ‘Yes to Jesus, No to the Church’. The idea that Jesus 
was really a pacifi st-revolutionary hippie whose ideals had been betrayed 
by the institutional Church was not unlike the betrayal of Marx that revo-
lutionaries saw in the PCI. 

 Thus, one might say, at the beginning was tradition: the internation-
alist solidarity which was nourished also by the contribution of young 
Catholics educated in the Church of John XXIII. At the beginning were 
the demonstrations for Vietnam, but also for the dispossessed and poor 
African or south American people, or the heroic martyrdoms of Camillo 
Torres and Che Guevara. It was the awakening of the China giant, the 
new peasant epic which unfolded not against but in the name of the 
proletariat. It was the re-discovery of the  popolo . The motivational source 
for action was a blend of rage and enthusiasm, the willingness of a gen-
eration to be protagonist, and the constructor of a new political and 
existential identity. 

 The young revolutionaries took to the streets against the parents who 
had betrayed the dream of a new Italy after the failure of Fascism and the 
tragedy of war. They took to the streets against those who had betrayed the 
Resistance and its promises for a social revolution—not only the DC but 
fi rst of all the PCI and its insistence of the national-patriotic ideology of 
the ‘Resistenza tricolore’ (see the previous chapter). The real Resistance, 
they affi rmed, had been a ‘red’ resistance. As such the Resistance and 
those of the ‘older generation’ who still believed in the Resistance could 
be mobilized as a source of inspiration for the ‘fi nal’ revolution. 59  This was 
thus a rupture with tradition, but not a complete rupture.  
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   Ulster as Paradigm for Urban Revolution 

 At the same time, Vietnam, China, Cuba, and South America as well as 
older examples to be found in the history of Italy were not enough. There 
was a need to update the internationalist appeal, centering it in the context 
of the urban dimension, where revolutions had to be made. There was, 
in other words, an urgent need to fi nd a new Vietnam in the heart of the 
developed and capitalistic world. In short, what was needed was a Vietnam 
populated by the  operaio-massa  (mass worker) and an urban  lumpenprole-
tariat , which would unveil the inadequacy of neo-capitalism and the limit 
of the European welfare state. 

 To  Potere Operaio  and  Lotta Continua , such an example of armed 
struggle was found at the periphery of the British metropolis: Ulster and 
the struggle of the Irish Republican Army. Here Catholics had developed 
urban guerrilla warfare methods to be taken as an example. Ulster, as 
 Potere Operaio  wrote in 1971, was the fi rst and ‘until now, the only thor-
oughly urban battlefi eld in the democratic, Western Europe, the fi rst and 
until now the only citizen battle that does not manifest itself as an insur-
rection, but as a war fought over time’. 60  

 After all, a proper Maoist war—that is, a war of people starting from the 
countryside—was an unlikely solution in Italy; and a ‘classical’ proletarian 
insurrection had not yet managed to put the system in crisis. To be sure, 
the  centralità operaia  (the centrality of the working class and the factories) 
remained crucial for the identity and the strategy of leftist groups. However 
as also Tronti and Negri suggested the potential revolutionary subject had 
to be enlarged, shifting the focus from factories to the ‘social factory’, that 
is, the process of domination in society as a whole. The idea was that pro-
letarians were exploited not only in the factories but everywhere; within 
their own houses, because they were forced to live in unhealthy houses or 
very expensive compare to salaries; for the high cost of life, for commuting 
and transport (which for the groups of the New Left must be considered 
working time and, consequently, paid by the owner!). 

 Crucially therefore, ‘proletarians’ was interpreted to mean not only the 
working class traditionally defi ned but also a range of groups outside of it: 
‘precarious workers’, students, women, indeed  anyone  suffering from being 
victims of capitalism or traditional forms of domination (religion, family). 
These groups, as Tronti and Negri wrote paralleling Marcuse’s ideas about 
the marginalized elements of one-dimensional society and distancing 
themselves by the position of Panzieri, were the ones who would be able to 
assert their autonomy. 
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  Workerism  thus needed to be replaced by a more broadly defi ned  struggle 
for  autonomia —again an absolutely crucial term for the movement of 
1977. Tronti and Negri advocated for local committees and networks, and 
for direct action by anyone willing to go on strike in the ‘social factory’: 
rejection of work as well as what came to be known as  autoriduzione , 
the refusal to pay transport fares or rent or tickets for cinema, concert, 
and theater. 61  In a sense, ‘autonomy’ combined revolutionary insurrection 
with what James Scott later would term ‘everyday forms of resistance’, the 
weapons of the weak. 62   

   ‘Let us Take the City’ 

 In the early 1970s,  Lotta Continua  came to the conclusion that a third 
way between revolution made by workers and a revolution made by peas-
ants had to be found. The Italian experience, once again, had to pave the 
way. To  Lotta Continua , for example, the aim was to re-conquer those 
urban spaces in which the capital leaving the factories sought to expand 
its dominion; re-conquer those spaces in order to re-build them on a 
human scale, freed from the demand of profi t. The aim was to ‘take the 
city’ ( prendiamoci la città ), which became the rallying cry of the second 
national congress of  Lotta Continua  on July 1971, 24–25. 

 Within such a new effort, the most important references had to be 
experiences of the more developed countries. Italy simply could not copy 
social and political developments in China or Vietnam, where the revolu-
tion was well under way or already established. ‘The historical and social 
conditions under which the revolution develops in Europe are different’. 63  
 Lotta Continua  was impatient: instead of waiting for the right moment 
for revolution, the aim must be to  create  such a moment through action. 

 In short, the aim was to create a situation in which society was ‘broken 
in two: on one side the proletarians, on the other side the bourgeois’. 64  
The model to follow were the Black Panthers, the IRA, but also the expe-
rience created by the  provos , a Dutch underground movement, known as 
‘Temporary Autonomous Zones’. As a former member of  Lotta Continua  
would remember later, the imagination of the New Left was also nurtured 
by extra-political experiences. The celebration of the  scudetto  by the sup-
porters of Cagliari in 1970 offered  Lotta Continua  with the image of a dif-
ferent, alternative urban space: ‘In Turin there were 40.000 Sardinians…
they took to the streets and for a day they became rulers of the city, con-
trolling the traffi c, ordering drinks in the bars without paying, keeping the 
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police at a distance. So I said to myself: this is the proletarian power…the 
masses that govern the city from below’. 65  Cagliari was the fi rst team from 
the  mezzogiorno  to win the  scudetto , and its players became instant heroes 
of the Left, samples of a ‘rough’ and strong peasant population coming 
down from the mountains to conquer Milan and Turin, beating the pow-
ers of the ‘system’ through sheer force and technique. 

  Lotta Continua  adopted  prendiamoci la città  as one of their central 
slogans from 1970. The ‘city’ actually meant everything that existed: the 
school, the university, the transport system, the asylum. The  popolo  had to 
re-appropriate what the  padroni  had unrightfully stolen. 66  

 In 1972,  Lotta Continua  published a book that proposed a juxtapo-
sition of the partisan heroes of Vietnam with the Irish experience. The 
book presented a description of the politics of control of the territory 
that seemed to be a perfect  trait-d’union  between the Maoist concept of 
‘red basis’ and the Italian doctrine epitomized by the slogan  prendiamoci 
la città . 67  

  Autoriduzione  (and the consequent unilateral reduction of rent by the 
tenant, a kind of partial rent strike),  assemblearismo  (the assembly as the 
only decisional power, direct democracy), proletarian justice, and ‘dif-
fused’ armed struggle rigorously anchored in mass action: the battle in the 
Irish Catholic ghetto appeared as the earthly manifestation of the program 
of the extra-parliamentary Left, a revolution fulfi lled.   

   THE PROBLEM OF VIOLENCE AND THE RED BRIGADES 
 Whereas French students had played with the idea that public author-
ity might prove vulnerable to disruption from below, Italy’s radicals had 
good reasons to believe that they might actually succeed in subverting 
the fabric of the post-fascist Republic—and they were keen to try. When 
did this turn to violence begin? 1969 and the event of Piazza Fontana is 
considered a watershed. 

 On December 12, 1969, after the Pirelli confl icts had been settled and 
the strike movements ended, the Agricultural Bank on the Piazza Fontana 
in Milan was blown up. 68  Sixteen people died, eighty-eight were wounded. 
The police version of anarchist responsibility for the bombing soon began 
to fade, and a more alarming explanation emerged: neo fascists groups and 
not anarchists were responsible for the bombings. Even more alarming was 
the picture that began to emerge of contacts between members of the 
secret service and extreme right-wing groups. Italian public opinion, after 
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the work of obstinate investigative journalists, became ever more convinced 
of the existence of a plot: a series of bomb explosions and other obscure 
events would sow the seeds of fear and uncertainty, favoring the conditions 
for an authoritarian turn. In short, it now looked as if neo- fascists and sec-
tions of the secret service were trying to repeat in Italy the strategy that the 
colonels had employed successfully in Greece. The ‘strategy of tension’ that 
underlay much of the seventies had begun. 69  

 As the leader of  Lotta Continua  Adriano Sofri would admit in a famous 
2004 interview, the radical Left did not elevate violence to political virtue 
after December 12, but much before that. Violence was seen as necessary, 
as a ‘decisive passage’, and as constitutive of the ‘new man’. The idea of 
‘emancipatory violence’ had roots far back in time. 70  

 Violence was a central problem for the movement of the 1968 and 
for the groups of the New Left. In fact, different sectors of the 1968 
movement and various members of the groups of the New Left opposed 
violence and militarism. Some of them were frankly pacifi sts. Yet, for a 
generation that wanted to make the revolution and was inspired by the 
Marxist tradition the problem of violence was ineludible. Historian Michel 
Vovelle, in his study on French Revolution, identifi es violence—in addi-
tion to egalitarianism and unanimity—as a component of the tradition of 
ancient millenarianisms. 71  If Marxism is a millenarian-utopian attitude—a 
‘gnostic derailment’, as Eric Voegelin would say, 72  or a mystic-utopian 
attitude, as Marxist philosopher Lucio Colletti famously said—its relation 
with violence is constitutive: violence is history’s midwife. 

 As we have seen above, the rhetoric, ideology and practice of violence 
had already appeared in 1968 within the student’s movements. For the 
groups of the New Left, the passage of violence was a necessary step 
toward revolution. The 1971 program of  Lotta Continua  highlighted that 
to ‘take the power means to use force’ and that it was only possible to 
make the revolution by ‘arming masses’—even though the same program 
clarifi ed that this would happen only in a future and somewhat nebulous 
‘third phase’. However, the expression  per la presa del potere  (‘toward the 
taking of power’), suggested that the ‘armed struggle’ was not limited to 
the fi nal assault, but could be conceived also for other contained reasons. 
Hence the need to deal with the problem of the ‘organization of vio-
lence’ and the relationship between ‘violence’ and ‘political program’. 73  
Between 1970 and 1971, in  Lotta Continua  and in other groups such 
as  Potere Operaio , the word ‘revolution’ was more and more replaced by 
the word ‘armed struggle’. Revolution meant tomorrow; armed  struggle 
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meant today. The substitution implied the actualization of the revolution-
ary myth. Armed struggle meant revolution of a here and now, a revo-
lutionary conquest of position strategically adequate before the clock of 
insurrection—before the revolution itself would fi nish its work of destroy-
ing the  ancien régime . 

 At the beginning of the 1970s, the Red Brigades (but also the GAP 
 Gruppi di Azione Partigiana , ‘Partisan Action Group’) started their ‘demon-
strative’, not yet clandestine, actions (threatening letters, punitive actions), 
which were to be followed by more professionals and military actions (kid-
napping, assassinations). This was an  iniziativa armata  (‘armed initiative’) 
carried in the name of the masses and openly theorized since the beginning. 74  

 Facing this situation, different positions emerged between the two most 
important groups of the New Left,  Potere Operaio  and  Lotta Continua. 
Potere Operaio  favored a political project toward the military control of 
urban spaces, against the police and the institutions, through the prac-
tices of  appropriazione  and  autoriduzione . It was favorable to the armed 
initiatives of the Red Brigade and GAP. After all, the journal of the orga-
nization titled an article, following Mao but also Lenin,  La rivoluzione 
non è un pranzo di gala: organizzazione e violenza  (‘Revolution is not a 
dinner party: organization and violence’) and it openly urged for armed 
insurrection. 75  

  Lotta Continua  was instead rather skeptical: ‘The conquest of power 
will be the fruit of a war fought over time… It is not via an insurrection 
that the proletariat will gain power, or that the bourgeois state will be 
defeated’. 76  The crucial point here—central to every revolutionary experi-
ence in history—was the debate on  voluntarism  and  vanguardism , which 
 Lotta Continua  condemned. The real problem with the  azioni esemplari  
(‘exemplary actions’) was the political project in which such initiatives 
were inscribed. The risk was that the ‘initiatives of the masses’ would be 
replaced by the  azioni esemplari. Lotta Continua  did not renounce vio-
lence, but it insisted that the political struggle had to remain fi rst and 
foremost political. 77  

 The turn to violence could end only badly. And in fact it did. It is not 
correct to assimilate the Red Brigade and terrorism with the social move-
ments of the 1960s and 1970s and reduce the latter to the dimension of 
political violence. To the social movements and to the groups of the New 
Left, violence was only one of the various tools of protest, and violence was 
given meaning by the context in which it took place: the greater the support 
for a strike, occupation or demonstration, the less the need to use coercion. 
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 The Red Brigades alone based their notion of leadership and revolu-
tionary action on the systemic use of violence making violence and the 
 discorso delle armi  (literally: ‘the discourse of weapons’, i.e. the use of 
weapons) the only form of struggle, its program and strategy, and the 
verifi cation of class consciousness. 78  Yet, the Red Brigades were but a vari-
ant of the Marxist revival of the 1960s and 1970s. In short, as the Marxist 
intellectual Rossana Rossanda famously said, they belonged to the ‘family 
album’ of the Marxist intellectual tradition. 79   

   1977: THE REVOLUTION COMES 
 From February 1977, university students mobilized against the Malfatti 
law. This was only the starting point for a new round of mass protests, 
occupations, street battles with the police, and demonstrations that spread 
in the major Italian cities including Rome, Bologna, Turin, Naples, Milan, 
Padua. 

 It is not easy to synthesize the characteristics of a movement so diverse 
and jagged, ideologically and geographically, such as the movement of 
1977. 80  However, there were two main wings: the ‘creative’ pacifi c wing 
(the  indiani metropolitani ), inspired by artistic avant-gardes and by the 
feminists and devoted to an ironic and transgressive forms of commu-
nication 81 ; and the ‘military’ wing of the armed  autonomi  ( Autonomia 
Operaia ), which expressed a political project which was openly antago-
nistic and subversive. 82  The  autonomi  advocated and implemented politi-
cal violence, and were sympathetic to the practices and ideas of the Red 
Brigades. Eventually, the  autonomi  prevailed and were able to impose 
their control on mobilization. 

 Perhaps the common thread among the various groups was the politics 
of  autonomia  which, as we saw above, in its earlier formulation date back 
to the 1960s and the analysis of Mario Tronti, and had been re-launched 
by  Lotta Continua  since the early 1970s. The central idea was an almost 
Foucauldian understanding of power as multicentric and diffused through-
out society as a whole; thus, it had to be fought and attacked on the same 
grounds, at every level, in its multiple ramifi cations, even its most peripheral 
manifestations. In short, even if the working class was happy with the civi-
lization of frigidaire, to quote Louis Aragon, there were other groups will-
ing to assert their ‘autonomy’, build local committees and networks, and 
direct action without intermediation, going on strike in the social factory. 
Hence the practices of ‘proletarian’  espropri  ( dispossession),  autoriduzione  
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for rent, transport fares, concerts or cinema or travel tickets, sabotage of 
productions, (self)-reduction of working time, the struggle against or the 
refusal to work—probably the center theme of the  autonomia —occupation 
of houses (squatting), and multiple form of mass illegality. 83  

 Here again the Italian developments were closely followed from left- 
wing activists elsewhere in Europe, who not without reason continued to 
see Italy as a laboratory for social renewal and emancipation. The squatter 
movements in particular became examples to follow, and within Italy they 
turned into dynamic centers for alternative life styles and political action, a 
kind of grassroot alternative to the ‘people’s houses’ of the PCI, where old 
men (established workers) would sit and play cards or read  l’Unità . Many 
of them still exist today as  centri sociali . 84  

 The real ‘novelty’ of the movement, as Lumley writes, was its assertion 
of the autonomy of ‘youth identity’ taken as ‘emblematic of a situation 
typical of the modern metropolis. Youth was made to signify exclusion, 
marginality, and deviance’. 85  But the youth of the 1977 did not want to be 
integrated, nor did they want their deviance and marginality to be cured, 
nor did they ask for a job. Dismissing the values of society, they wanted to 
be happy, enjoy existence, and develop their creativity and life in commu-
nity. For youth circles and for the  indiani metropolitani , revolution was 
to be a revolution against solitude. 86  They claimed a radical diversity not 
only from the politics of the Left, but also from the politics of their older 
siblings, the  sessantottini,  the activists of the New Left which had trans-
lated their radicalism into careers or institutionalizations that mimicked 
the major (bourgeois) parties. 

 To the young activists of the 1977, the revolution meant not to take 
the Winter Palace but as the creative wing of Bologna proposed to exit 
from the usual path, to wander from the subject, to, literally, rave about 
( delirare ). 87  

 The refusal of work was a central theme of the culture of 1977. As a 
well-known song titled  Lavorare con lentezza  (‘Work slowly’) claimed: ‘Work 
slowly… who works fast will get injured, and end in hospital, and in hospital 
there is no place, and you can die… slow down’. 88  Others had transformed 
the unionist rallying cry ‘é ora é ora/potere a chi lavora (‘it is time, it is time/
power to those who work’) into the wall inscription ‘é ora é ora/lavora solo 
un’ora’ (‘it is time, it is time/work only one hour’). In many ways, the move-
ment was able to express itself in a different register. 

 The reaction of the PCI against the  autonomi  was strong. For example, 
in Rome, the local leftist administration guided by the well-known art 
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historian Giulio Carlo Argan asked, after another violent demonstration, 
that the government shot down the ‘covo dei provocatori’ [holdout for 
instigators] (a ‘base’ of the  autonomi  in the Roman San Lorenzo neigh-
borhood). The  autonomi  replied with artful irony that what ought to be 
shut down was not their base, but the ‘covo’ on  via delle Botthege Oscure  
(i.e. the headquarters of PCI), where the PCI’s leaders were selling out on 
every single principle that could lead to emancipation. 89  

 By the end of 1977—after the armed wing had taken full control of the 
mobilization, and the rise of terrorism had left on the ground only vio-
lence—the movement started to recede. Some militants entered into the 
rank of the terrorist clandestine groups; for others, it was time to return 
to their private life and try to fi nd meaning in a world where the horizons 
of revolution had disappeared. 90   Autonomism  persisted in the countercul-
tural environments of Italian cities from the late 1970s onward (especially 
in Rome and Bologna) in quite marginal forms, to emerge again and 
with a global outreach at the turn of the century with Michael Hardt and 
Antonio Negri’s  Empire . Meanwhile, contending political forces were not 
simply allowing the Left to capture the entire political space.  

   THE HOBBIT CAMP AND THE YOUTH CULTURE 
OF THE ITALIAN SOCIAL MOVEMENT 

 It is important to stress that the 1970s also signaled new developments 
on the Right, and the mobilization of a new generation of young people 
who equally dreamed of a ‘new society’, but who did not see themselves 
as anti-fascist, quite the contrary: central tenets of fascist ideology were, 
from their perspective, as relevant as ever. Italy had to be re-generated 
with reference to fascist values if not Fascism  tout court . 

 The  Campi Hobbit  were summer festivals organized by a group of 
young members of the neo-fascists Italian Social Movement ( Movimento 
Sociale Italiano , MSI) between 1977 and 1981. 91  The aim was to re-imag-
ine the obsolete legacy of Fascism creating alternative cosmologies and 
symbolism for a new culture of the Right that wanted to oppose liberal 
democracy and Marxism without falling into the nostalgic doctrinarism of 
the neo-fascists. The camps were held in an open and casual atmosphere, 
amidst self-ironic discussions and debates, that had nothing in common 
with the gloomy and militaristic atmosphere of previous similar initiatives 
held by neo-fascist youth groups. The idea was to construct a common 
space for refl ections for those ‘alien’ to the system. The desire was to put 
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an end to the bloody confrontation with the ‘reds’, get out of the neo-
fascist ghetto, and take part of Italian society. 

 Tolkien’s Hobbit appealed to these young people for its thirst for 
adventure, the existential quest (by Bilbo and the dwarves) against the 
great odds, the just battle against the deadly Five Armies, and the joy of 
comradeship and communitarian life. They, ostracized by the mainstream 
political class for decades, identifi ed themselves with the innocent Hobbit, 
perceived just like them as those who would save the world from ‘evil 
forces’ such as materialism, consumerism, and standardization. Likewise, 
they criticized capitalism, Liberalism, and Marxism—all those ideologies 
unable to respond to the ‘spiritual need’ of young people and less privi-
leged sectors of the society. 

 The real inventor of the  Campi Hobbit  was Pino Rauti who, very 
young, had joined the republic of Salò and then become member of the 
MSI. Against a ‘law and order’ line as defended and conducted by the 
MSI’s leader Giorgio Almirante, Rauti advocated for the need to combine 
traditional values with the ‘Social question’—a ‘Destra Sociale’ (Social 
Right), one might say, close to George Sorel and Julius Evola. Rauti 
insisted on themes such as anti-capitalism, localism (social activities in 
neighborhoods), third-worldism, youth unemployment, youth commu-
nitarian life, solidarism, women conditions, and environmentalism. The 
struggle against the Left had to depart from the traditional ‘nationalist’ 
themes and move on the ground of social matters, competing with the 
Left on its own terrain—moving in other words from ‘the nation’ to ‘il 
popolo’. These refl ections provided the MSI and in particular its young 
members with an arsenal of ‘new ideas’ to fi ght, as it was said at the time, 
‘the good battle’. Many of these ideas outlived the MSI and became the 
main sources of inspiration for the constellations of new radical right’s 
movements (such as CasaPound) that have emerged since. 92  

 Ideologically, the main source of inspiration for Rauti and the young 
activists of the Hobbit Camps was the effort to construct a New Right 
( Nouvelle Droite ) as attempted by  Groupe de Recherche et Etudes Pour la 
Civilisation Européenne  (GRECE), led by French philosopher Alain de 
Benoist. 93  As Fernan Gallego has pointed out, the central points in the 
‘modernization’ of the Right’s traditional political culture included ‘the 
criticism of state nationalism, the defense of inequality in the scientifi c 
terms of “biodiversity”, the recuperation of a European pagan tradition 
plundered by Judeo-Christian rituals, the defense of the Third World and 
an attack on the Americanization of Europe’. 94  In a sense, this ‘new Right’ 
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represented an up-to-date version of what Jeffrey Herf designated as ‘reac-
tionary modernism’ (see Chap. 5). 

 While the radical Right and the New Left would often confront each 
other, and sometimes violently so, they also shared quite a lot in terms of 
worldview. Both were convinced that they were living through an irrevers-
ible crisis of the political, economic, and social system; both shared the 
search for a radical solution to put an end to the crisis. Neo-fascist groups 
and the extra-parliamentary Left shared an ‘extremist’ approach to poli-
tics, conceiving their political strategy as a radical alternative to parliamen-
tary democracy and its unbearable gradualism, moderation, negotiation, 
and endless compromise, always leaving the power skeletons intact. 

 Furthermore, denouncing the multiple aspects of the Italian crisis, 
both the neo-fascists and the leftist revolutionary groups tried to address 
something deeper, ascribable to an essential, fundamental character of 
contemporary society. At the center of their refl ections, there were the 
consequences and the problems brought by consumerist society. Such a 
society was being accused of generating a reifi ed society, in which human 
will was replaced by technological planning, in which human happiness 
was reduced to the mere satisfaction of socially induced (or artifi cially cre-
ated) needs (as in Marcuse). Human life diluted and dispersed in a time-
less horizon of meaningless activity. A new kind of Moloch to which the 
human being was offering itself as the ultimate sacrifi ce of humanness had 
to be confronted: a new ‘tyranny’—a ‘culture industry’ as denounced by 
the Frankfurt School—equipped with unprecedented tools. In this vein, 
the extreme Right and Left shared a diagnosis of modernity as alienation, 
decadence, and disintegration as a dispersion of the Self. Thus, both forces 
advocated a leap into authentic Being, the expansion of the Self beyond 
the sphere of emancipation from primary needs and against the economic 
dimension and materialism which silenced the spiritual dimensions of the 
human condition. 

 From this point of view, both neo-fascists and leftist groups considered 
the Soviet Union and the USA to be on the same plan. The two sys-
tems shared the same prevailing aspects: the search for material richness, 
the celebration of material triumph and technological advance, ditching 
everything that would make humans really free. Behind the various move-
ments, therefore, one can recognize a new diagnosis of the consequences 
of modernity that went much beyond existing paradigms in political 
thought, penetrating the existential dimension of post-industrial ‘late’ 
modernity.  
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   AUGUSTO DEL NOCE AND THE CATHOLIC 
CRITIQUE OF MODERNITY 

 A similar diagnosis of the situation was perhaps most famously launched 
by the Catholic philosopher already mentioned in previous chapters, 
namely Augusto Del Noce. Del Noce was fi rmly anti-fascist, but he 
was just as fi rmly anti-communist, and his fi ercest critiques were often 
launched against the Left and its political culture. This is worth men-
tioning, because Del Noce was one of those thinkers who kept alive the 
idea than an alternative modernity in Italy could be formulated  through  
Christianity. 95  

 To Del Noce, modernity contained indeed something positive: the idea 
of liberty. At the political level, Catholicism must meet this ideal. This 
was pivotal in the case of Italy where many Catholics had ended up sup-
porting Fascism, and with the dominance of Christian Democracy in a 
post-totalitarian state. It was a necessary move, moreover, in a country 
where large segments of the population, Catholics included, had come to 
embrace Communism, and therefore were still under the spell of totalitar-
ian thought. 

 Facing this historical–political situation, Del Noce argued that the 
correct way to answer the challenge posed by secularization is not by 
rejecting modernity altogether but by correcting it in light of the clas-
sical metaphysical tradition, a tradition which must be rediscovered and 
renewed. Del Noce’s entire thought was aimed not only at an under-
standing of the current crisis, but also at an attempt to re-conceptu-
alize modernity. Modernity needed to be brought back on a different 
track, and this could best be done from a philosophical platform that 
recognized the irreducible nature of transcendental experiences; in other 
words, for Del Noce, it could best be done by turning to Christianity 
and the teachings of the Gospel, but always from the refl exive stand 
point of the here and now. 

 During the political turmoil and growing left-wing infl uence of the 
late 1960s and early 1970s, Del Noce’s continued his analysis of atheism 
by taking up the wider theme of secularization and contemporary his-
tory. Some of his essays from this period were published in the 1970 vol-
ume  L’eta della secolarizzazione  ( The Age of Secularization ), a work that 
in many ways anticipated arguments about the secular age later made by 
Anglo-Saxon scholars such as Charles Taylor. 96  Del Noce also returned to 
the question of the relationship between Catholics and Marxists, as in his 
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book from 1981  Il cattolico comunista  ( The Catholic-Communist ). 97   Il sui-
cidio della rivoluzione  ( The Suicide of the Revolution ) from 1978 remains 
one of his most famous and controversial works, in which he accurately 
predicted the implosion of Communism, provocatively arguing that the 
process of dissolution of Marxism into neo-bourgeois nihilism was already 
at work in the thought of Gramsci. 98  

 By the late 1960s, Del Noce realized that a new society was gaining 
momentum—a society that no longer needed religious forces to oppose 
Communism, a ‘post-Marxist’ era, a time when the relativizing of every 
ideal would blend with a technocratic vision of the world. Inspired by Eric 
Voegelin’s analysis of the ‘gnostic origins’ of modernity, Del Noce argued 
that the twentieth century had entered a new ‘profane’ period of secular-
ization, marked by ‘irreligiosità naturale’ (natural irreligiosity), a new form 
of totalitarianism: the ‘società opulenta’ (opulent society), 99  technocratic, 
nihilist, scientist, relativist, individualist, marked by the primacy of instru-
mental reason,  more irreligious  than communist atheism, victorious on the 
very battleground of Communism itself, that of materialism. The ‘opulent 
society’ is the triumph of Western irreligion,

  a society that accepts every Marxist ‘negation’ regarding the denial of reli-
gion, metaphysics, and contemplative thought; that therefore accepts the 
Marxist reduction of ideas to an instrument of production; but that on the 
other hand refuses Marxism in its messianic revolutionary aspects, i.e. the 
only religious remain of the revolutionary idea … [the opulent society] rep-
resents the Bourgeois spirit in its pure state, the Bourgeois spirit that has 
triumphed over its traditional opponents, transcendent religion and revolu-
tionary thought. 100  

   In the end, Marxism had served nihilism and the bourgeois spirit. 
Marxism broke any link with tradition, but had no elements with which 
to affi rm a new dimension of reality, to replace tradition; the ultimate 
effect of Marxism is the bourgeois society, opulent, rich, fat, and void 
of values. Within an ‘opulent’ society, democracy becomes another form 
of relativism; being a democrat means not to believe in the existence of 
truth. Democracy in this sense counters Marxist Gnosticism with its own 
agnosticism; it still equals a frightening loss of standards and an existential 
loss of meaning, a negation not only of the human person in his integrity 
but also of the very Socratic-Platonic idea of  politics  as that glue which 
ties together human beings in a meaningful order. Del Noce’s analysis 
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of the Italian situation was at one and the same time a diagnosis of the 
crisis faced by Western civilization more broadly—in a sense, the Italian 
setting merely epitomized what was turning into a global condition of 
value-relative technocracy.  

   THE END OF REVOLUTION 
 Things would cool down in the 1980s. The radical Left became less radical, 
and many sought refuge in the private sphere (the so-called ‘rifl usso’). The 
PCI kept its strongholds in many regions of Italy. But especially after the 
death of Enrico Berlinguer, it was becoming less of a reference point for 
an alternative modernity. Christian Democracy would maintain its political 
hegemony, but according to thinkers like Del Noce, it would do so at the 
expense of giving up on its aspiration to give Christian shape to moder-
nity. MSI would languish in the ashes, waiting for the right moment. The 
1980s instead was the virtual triumph of ‘craxismo’ (from the name of the 
socialist leader and prime minister Bettino Craxi), another Italian ‘solu-
tion’ to the politics of the period, as it was based on ‘revised socialism’, 
pragmatism, image-based politics, and institutional ‘accomodamento’. 101  
Everything would change at the end of the Cold War.    
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    CHAPTER 9   

      France had its political revolution. England had its industrial revolution. 
Italy had neither. But Italy had history. And from that history repeated 
attempts were made to articulate a culture-specifi c pathway to the mod-
ern. This happened as a constant negotiation over nationhood, attempting 
to defi ne the ‘soul’ of the country. But it also happened as a mission with 
a wider purpose, identifying an Italian platform for a project of modernity 
resonating beyond its borders. Italian thinkers of political modernity were 
trying to blaze the trail for others to come, and often they succeeded 
in formulating ideas of lasting consequence and importance for modern 
European history. 

 Because of Italy’s dependence upon history, trajectories toward the 
modern were never articulated as a complete and radical rupture with the 
past as happened in France with the  ancien régime  rupture. The pathway 
to the modern was instead articulated as an attempt to revive something 
lying dormant in the past. Any call to ‘revolution’ was always balanced 
against the idea of reform; and the ground for such reforms remained tied 
to a historical legacy and its interpretation. 

 This continuous dialogue and interpretation of the nexus between past, 
present, and future has since the nineteenth century shaped Italian roads 
to modernity, in ways that cannot be defi ned by pre-existing or external 
models. As we have argued throughout this book, it was on many occa-
sions that Italian developments inspired ways of conceptualizing the mod-
ern outside the Italian peninsula, rather than the other way round. 

 After Modernity? Nationhood 
in the Post- Cold War Era                     
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 Let us in this chapter fi rst sketch Italy’s more recent coming to terms 
with its past, as related to the political crisis provoked by the end of the 
Cold War. In continuation, we will indicate how Italian political and social 
developments, even in the midst of chaos and turmoil, somehow indi-
cate more general patterns connected to a more broadly defi ned ‘crisis of 
modernity’, or what some authors have called ‘post-modernization’. 

   ITALY IN THE POST-COLD WAR PERIOD: MULTIPLE CRISES 
AND CONTESTED NATIONHOOD 

 Next to Germany, the most direct impact of the fall of the Berlin Wall and 
the end of Communism was no doubt recorded in the structural crisis of 
the Italian political system. The end of the Cold War signaled the dissolu-
tion of the political arrangements Italians had known since 1945, and the 
beginning of a new era—an endless transition, or a transition that never 
really happened, as scholars and commentators have said time and again. 1  

 However, by the late 1980s Italy was already fl oundering in a morass 
of corruption, as the Italian political system had degenerated over the 
decades, losing legitimacy within civil society. While single political par-
ties (Christian Democracy and the Italian Socialist Party, PSI) as well as 
single persons (Bettino Craxi comes to mind) certainly can and should be 
identifi ed as culprits, the structural elements involved in this development 
should not be overlooked: the staying in power of a single political party 
for half a century was almost bound to produce clientelist technologies of 
power. While governments kept shifting at a European record pace, real 
government alternation did not take place, as the question was always 
narrowed down to a matter of whom the Christian Democrats should 
ally with—and from the 1960s, the support of the PSI had become quasi- 
structural. The two aspects the international and the national were in fact 
related. With the sudden disappearance of the Cold War setting which to a 
great extent had structured Italian politics, degeneration could no longer 
be ignored. 

 The fall of the Berlin Wall produced a paradoxical outcome: in the 
abstract, the collapse of the Soviet Union should have marked the triumph 
of the parties (DC and, to a certain extent, the PSI) that had been histori-
cally opposed to the PCI, pushing the latter to a dramatic and complete 
reassessment of its history, if not total disappearance (as happened with 
communist parties elsewhere in Europe); in real terms, however, almost 
the opposite happened. 
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 The founding elements of the Italian political system evaporated quickly: 
Christian Democracy, the fundamental axis of national government from 
1944 to 1994 and the quintessential anti-communist force, quite simply 
disappeared. The PSI collapsed, seeing its leader, Craxi, escaping into exile 
in Tunisia to avoid prison. The Communist party changed its name, and 
then divided into several left-wing parties. The party system collapsed, 
parliament was defunct, and in 1992 a technocrat government took over. 
Virtually every day saw the public announcement of another corruption 
scandal. Operation Clean Hands sought to tackle the systemic economic 
and political corruption and the trials that followed turned into public 
spectacles. The period from 1992 to 1994 is rightly referred to as the 
‘earthquake years’. 

 In 1994, however, a new electoral law was passed, and the 1994 elec-
tions gave life to the new political parties that would come to dominate 
what was then seen as the ‘Second’ Republic. The anti-Mafi a move-
ment lost much of its fervor, and Operation Clean Hands faded out. 
Regionalism in the north was given new political expression with the 
formation of the Northern League, which posed a radically new threat 
to the idea of national unity. The former neo-fascist  Movimento Sociale 
Italiano  (Italian Social Movement) transformed itself into the  Alleanza 
Nazionale  (National Alliance), which in 1994 entered a coalition gov-
ernment led by media tycoon and political newcomer Silvio Berlusconi, 
leader of  Forza Italia . 

 The neo-fascist presence in Berlusconi’s government was a watershed 
in postwar politics, marking the fi rst neo- or post-fascist movement to 
participate in Italy’s government since the war. In the mid-1990, the 
 Alleanza Nazionale  moved to distance itself from its fascist past; hence 
the change of the party’s name. This offi cial negation of the party’s fascist 
heritage, once a source of pride for party leaders and grassroots members, 
was seen as the precondition for the drafting of former neo-fascists into 
a center- right coalition capable of occupying the mainstream of Italian 
political life. However, the fact remains that Italy was now governed 
by parties without roots in anti-fascism (on which Italy’s constitutional 
legitimacy was based)—and the importance of this fact can hardly be 
overestimated. This new political situation did not alone cause historical 
revisionism and the heated debates over national identity that came to 
characterize public debates throughout the 1990s, but it certainly had 
much to do with it. 
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   Historical Revisionism and World War II 

 The crisis that hit Italy in the early 1990s was not only political–insti-
tutional and structural. It involved the symbolic underpinning of Italy 
as a national, democratic community; it also involved how Italy could 
re- establish a modern political culture equipped to face and deal with 
the challenges of the post-Cold War era. Thus—as we have explained 
elsewhere—from the early 1990s Italy plunged into a period of political 
and historical self-assessment. 2  

 The time had come to reassess and to question the foundation of political 
legitimacy that had sustained the Italian Republic and its competing politi-
cal cultures. 3  Political and public debates from the early 1990s focused 
intensively on the country’s identity, the notion of nation and how to 
interpret it, on the country’s historical past and how to link it meaning-
fully to the present. 

 Discussion over nationhood and the reassessment of the past and par-
ticularly of WWII was a european phenomenon in this historical juncture. 4  
But the Italian setting was at the same time unique and in some ways closer 
to the experience of former Eastern European countries, where the debate 
on the past took place within the dramatic context of regime changes. And 
also in Italy, the return to the past became tied to foundational debates 
over the democratic roots of Italy as a modern nation, and the cultural-
ethical roots from which democracy could be reconstructed. 

 Historical revisionism of WWII and Fascism was not a sudden event. 
The famous Italian historian, Renzo De Felice had embarked upon his 
revisionist task from the 1970s. During the 1980s the moral and histori-
cal fi xtures of Fascism/anti-Fascism had started to lose its solidity. In his 
analysis of an exhibition of fascist economy and industrial expansion held 
at the Coliseum in September–November 1984:  The Italian Economy 
Between the Wars 1919–1939 , Mason concluded that the event signaled

  the general and vital fact that the political struggle over the interpretation of 
national history in Italy seems to have entered a new and confused stage, a 
stage in which old fi xed point of reference (progressive/reaction; authority/
democracy; nationalism/internationalism) are being eroded. 5  

   It was this opening of the nation’s historical archives that would 
take new and dramatic developments as the Cold War came to an end. 
The debates were particularly dramatic during 1995. It was the fi ftieth 
 anniversary of the collapse of Salò, the death of the Duce and the end 
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of WWII. De Felice added to the already febrile atmosphere by launching 
a brief but devastating critique of the ‘myth’ of the Resistance in a book 
entitled  Rosso e Nero  (‘Red and Black’). The book was written for a mass 
audience and became a best seller within days of its publication. De Felice 
attacked the  vulgata resistenziale  (the ‘resistential vulgate’), which repre-
sented the core element of anti-Fascism and the legitimization of the First 
Republic. 6  De Felice argued that since the end of the war, Italy’s political 
and intellectual class had perpetuated the false myth of Italy as the anti-fas-
cist nation par excellence. It had done so through a particular construction 
of the memory of the war and the fi ght against Fascism, propagating the 
idea of anti-Fascism as a political and moral virtue shared by the whole of 
the Italian people. This anti-fascist orthodoxy, he claimed, had dominated 
both Italian historiography and the cultural life of the nation since the end 
of WWII. In De Felice’s view, the net effect of this myth had been both 
to obscure the actual history of Fascism and the war, but also to allow 
many decidedly undemocratic elements (fascists and communists) to hide 
behind the mask of Italy’s so-called anti-fascist republic. 

 Historical revisionists now started to emphasize Mussolini’s role in 
Italy’s modernization, Fascism’s advanced package of social policies; its 
‘good and benevolent colonialism’ and the Duce’s hesitancy and reluctance 
to introduce the racial laws. Historians started to document how Mussolini 
had actually relied on a wide-ranging consensus throughout his regime. 
The Resistance came under scrutiny. It became more and more common 
to speak of a civil war referring to 1943–1945, a claim which until then had 
been argued solely by the neo-fascist Right. However controversial some 
of these revisionist theses were, they had the positive effect of producing a 
more balanced and less hagiographic view of the Resistance among his-
torians. The 1991 book by Claudio Pavone, a historian with strong leftist 
and anti-fascist credentials, was a turning point in this respect. 7  It made the 
idea of the Resistance as a civil war legitimate for the Left. It is now widely 
accepted that Italy was a divided country during the regime years, as it was 
divided when faced with its fall and collapse. 

 Alternative and repressed stories of WWII came to the surface, con-
tradicting the images and narratives that for half a century had been the 
offi cial memory of the Italian Republic. Historical experiences emerged 
from individual and marginalized memories and slowly made their way 
into mainstream historiography and national collective memory. Such 
repressed stories included the fate of ‘the boys of Salò’, the young Italians 
who had fought alongside the Nazi and against the forces of the Resistance 
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in the Salò republic from September 1943. Lay people and historians alike 
began to ask to the motives, ideals, politics, and reasons that had ani-
mated the fascist fi ghters. They were human beings after all. And in their 
own memories,  they  had fought for Italy. New stories about the violence 
within and among partisans of different colors and ideology came to the 
fore. This involved particular focus on the red violence of communists 
against other partisans. The whole role played by the Communist party 
and communist partisans in the Resistance came up for debate. The jour-
nalist Giampaolo Pansa published researches on the violence committed 
by communist partisans against fascists in the so-called triangle of death in 
the Emilia region. 8  

 Historical research also started to engage with the behavior of Italian 
soldiers on the battlefi eld, not only during the war (on the Eastern Front 
or in Greece), but also during the colonial period. In Abyssinia, Italians 
had deployed gas against local populations. The mythology of Italians 
as  brava gente  was fundamentally shattered. 9  The question of the  foibe , 
which up until the 1990s had only been debated among exile Istrians now 
became a national issue. 10  

 These narratives fl ew in the face of traditional Leftist-national discourses 
concerning the Resistance. From 1994, WWII commemorations became 
contested, and a new geography of divided memory emerged, from the 
local level, within single towns, all the way to the national level. From the 
mid-1990s, WWII had once again become a war, now fought by every 
segment of public opinion, in public gatherings, in coffee bar discussions, 
and increasingly within the organs of mass media. 

 These revisionist theses had the crucial effect of writing into history 
subjects and segments of the population that had felt outside legitimate 
history. There is little doubt that this confrontation over WWII memories 
was a necessary one. The prolonged effects of WWII divisions had lain 
dormant. The very fact that they could not be discussed openly during the 
Cold War period effectively meant that Italians had lived in what was in 
fact a repressed yet omnipresent prolonged civil war, breathing under the 
thin surface of offi cial history. To be able to treat these unhealed wounds 
in open confrontation, however painful, was a necessary fi rst step. But to 
go forward, something was also needed to heal the cracks that had burst 
into the open. Once again, and not surprisingly, this involved a leap into 
history.  
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   Regained Nationhood and the Return of the Risorgimento 

 In preceding chapters, we have analyzed how the Risorgimento estab-
lished as a reservoir of symbols and ‘strata’ of archeological layers that 
were continuous employed toward an understanding of the present and 
how to move Italy forwards. We also argued that from the late 1950s the 
Risorgimento lost much of its popular and political appeal, and not sur-
prisingly: Italy entered a period of relative stability, and to invoke heroic 
deeds of revolutionary fi gures suddenly seemed less appealing and natural 
than in previous periods of deep crisis and dramatic upheavals. 

 In fact, when the Risorgimento  was  taken up in subsequent discourse 
from the late 1960s onwards, it was often tied to new forms of social cri-
tique. For the fi rst regional elections in 1970, the Italian Communist Party 
launched a new kind of debate about the regional nature of the country; 
in a documentary used as an element in the electoral campaign,  Why the 
Region? , the viewer is taken to a voyage through Italy, a voyage that starts 
from the  scoglio di Quarto , the place nearby Genoa where the Expedition 
of the Thousand took off. The documentary, however, has lost any trait of 
heroic or mythical gestures: the Risorgimento simply denotes the begin-
ning of a new historical period, with all the social consequences this has 
involved for each of Italy’s regions. In this sense, Garibaldi’s troops are 
turned into a narrative about the ordinary Italian and his life struggles. 11  
This general de-mythologization could also involve a questioning of the 
very idea of continuity between the new Italy and the Risorgimento. One 
emblematic example can be invoked here: the movie,  Bronte, cronaca di un 
massacro , directed in 1972 by Florestano Vancini. The fi lm is an extremely 
critical representation of Garibaldi’s Thousand and their military acts. The 
fi lm narrates what is here seen as the Garibaldian  repression  of the poor 
peasants of the South. Garibaldi and his generals are practically turned 
into war criminals against the ‘people’. 

 This fading out of the Risorgimento would take a completely new 
turn from the 1990s, and the shift of perspective—while articulated in 
different ways by different segments of the political parties and civil soci-
ety—was best epitomized with the memory politics that developed dur-
ing the presidency of Carlo Azeglio Ciampi. 12  From the beginning of his 
presidency (1999–2006), Ciampi self-consciously adopted a cultural and 
political strategy that sought to strengthen Italian national identity and a 
popular feeling of national unity. He tried to represent and re-articulate an 
overarching imagery of the nation, tied to the challenges of the ongoing 
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political transition and to the challenges of the new historical era. He did 
so through the careful elaboration of a more inclusive narrative that would 
serve to overcome Italy’s ‘divided memory’. 13  It was in this larger context 
that he returned to the Risorgimento as a founding moment of the nation.  

   National Memory and the Politics of Reconciliation 
During the Ciampi Presidency 

 Ciampi’s presidency was important in more than one way. Ciampi was 
seen as someone who could reignite the reform process of the political sys-
tem and bring the construction of a majority-based and bipolar democracy 
to a conclusion. 14  Ciampi thus incarnated that transition process that had 
started by the end of the Cold War and the collapse of the party political 
system that ensued. In fact, Ciampi had entered Italian politics  exactly  as 
the party political system collapsed. He became prime minister of Italy 
from April 1993 to May 1994, during the most intense period of the 
transition from the First to the Second Republic. He led a so-called ‘tech-
nocrat government’. The priorities of that government were extremely 
pragmatic and mostly non-ideological: economic recovery, reduction of 
the public debt and public defi cit, keeping infl ation under control, and 
initiatives toward privatization. The aim was simply to bring Italy for-
wards, also by creating a new electoral law, and thus paving the way for a 
new round of general elections, in order to turn to a ‘new normality’ in 
1994. Ciampi was generally perceived to comply with this task, and was 
thus in an ideal position to establish himself as a guarantor. From 1996 to 
May 1999 Ciampi served as minister of the Treasury, in the governments 
of Romano Prodi and Massimo D’Alema, and was infl uential in Italy’s 
adoption of the euro. 

 Ciampi’s interpretation of his presidential period focused on symbolic 
unifi cation—on what time and again he defi ned  il lavoro della memoria  
(e.g. the ‘work on memory’). He had been a crucial fi gure in the institu-
tional reform process; he now would focus on the healing of memory that 
could sustain patriotic nationalism and civic society, the cultural mold of 
institutional democracy. 

 The larger narrative offered by Ciampi in his speeches, symbolic acts, 
and in the ritual and commemoration he invented or reactivated needed 
to emphasize, jointly, the Risorgimento, the Resistance, the end of WWII, 
the writing of the Italian Constitution, all tightly connected to the ideal 
of national unity. He would often use identical expressions and words to 
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emphasize the continuity between the Risorgimento and the Resistance, 
leading into the republican period and, crucially, the Constitution—whose 
spirit was inscribed backwards in history. The Constitution had been 
 sustained by the very same commitment, hopes, ideals, and moral values as 
the Risorgimento. These foundational principles had in turn been revital-
ized by the experience of WWII and by the Resistance, understood again 
as second Risorgimento: the moral and symbolic heir of the Risorgimento, 
and the breeding ground for the new Italy. In September 2003, celebrat-
ing in Rome the anniversary of the beginning of the Resistance, Ciampi 
said:

  The Constitution of 1948 is a valid document, alive and vital, not only 
because being written with intelligence by eminent politicians and jurists, 
but because it has a spirit: this is the spirit of the Risorgimento which has 
lived through the drama of the dictatorship and the catharsis of 1943–1945. 
It has the civil passion which only the profound and lived sharing of values 
matured by Italians over centuries of history can generate. 15  

   Ciampi’s memory narrative also accomplished something that should 
not be underestimated: the attempt to reconcile the ideological divides 
that sustained the reproduction of Italy as a divided nation. This attempt 
at national reconciliation was summed up in one of Ciampi’s slogans: 
‘what unites us is more than what divides us’, fi rst pronounced during 
his highly symbolic 2000 New Year’s speech. Ciampi and his advisors 
consciously turned local diversity into a national resource. 16  During the 
Ciampi years, the notion of  Patria  was metaphorically constructed as a 
vital plant with countless roots. Ciampi believed in variable geometry of 
national identity: a unique identity enriched and enhanced by the partici-
pation in the European project and by the manifold articulations of  Italia 
delle cento città  (‘Italy of the hundred cities’) .  Ciampi also proposed a 
carefully balanced elaboration of a more inclusive narrative of WWII—an 
inclusive narrative that would allow every single Italian to come to terms 
with his or her WWII experience and legacy with an intact love of nation. 
Ciampi’s strategy on this decisive point was clear: he confronted all histori-
cal moments, including Fascism, by bringing them under a larger ‘protec-
tive umbrella’ of historical continuity and an overarching set of values. 
Such a ‘deep’  narrative saw the historical experience of Italian civilization 
as part of an unbroken path, leading all the way from the Roman Empire 
up to the modern Republic of Italy. On July 25, 2000 during an offi cial 
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meeting with the Italian ambassadors abroad he stated that ‘Italianness 
is the consciousness to belong to an unbroken line of history and civi-
lization, marked by the legacy of ancient Rome, of Christianity and of 
Humanism’. 17  

 This systematic rediscovery of the Risorgimento continued with 
Ciampi’s successor Giorgio Napolitano (2006–2015). The year 2011 was 
the 150th anniversary of the formation of the modern Italian state, and 
not unlike the 1911 celebrations, Italy of the present was still imagined 
as a Risorgimento, a renewal and redemption of the past. The old lita-
nies of disappointments, regenerations and re-creations, and failures after 
great expectations resurfaced. In the year in which its triumphs were cel-
ebrated, its shortcomings remarked, its fi nal outcome (the Unifi cation) 
blamed for the country’s woes—and its signifi cance for the future once 
again debated—the Risorgimento resurged once again as a point of depar-
ture and a persistent, if also contested, point of reference. The anniversary 
encouraged politicians, historians and opinion makers to wonder which of 
the Risorgimento’s symbolic, cultural, and ideological legacies is living or 
dead; and their discussions about the nature of Risorgimento nationalism 
connected with debates about the values and principles that should defi ne 
Italy as a community today and tomorrow. 

 The work of memory that took place from the 1990s was in many ways 
effective. The seven years of Ciampi’s presidency certainly did become 
part of a change in attitude toward the popular usage of national symbol-
ism. Italians have started to use their fl ags again, and the national anthem 
is now taught in schools all over the country.   

   POSTMODERN ITALY? 
 Throughout this book we have positioned the Italian historical experience 
toward the larger modernity debates. We have argued this as an analytical 
strategy that evidently does not imply to be ‘for’ or ‘against’ modernity, or 
to praise or criticize Italian developments. In the words of Emilio Gentile, 
what is needed is an ‘awareness of the tragically contradictory presence of 
modernity in contemporary history, viewed with critical rationality and 
not the illusory pretense of identifying modernity and the meaning of 
contemporary history to fi t one’s personal ideological preferences’. 18  

 In the last two decades, scholars, and intellectuals—in their attempt 
to capture and explain Italy’s historical–political trajectory—have 
often resorted to the rather imprecise concept of ‘post-democracy’ or 
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‘post- modernity’. Mark Doidge has recently talked about ‘postmodern 
populism’, a sort of postmodern approach to politics embodied and epit-
omized by the fi gure of Silvio Berlusconi. In a similar vein, John Foot 
has highlighted the ‘post-modern elements’ of Berlusconi’s Forza Italia 
coming to power in 1994. Also the experience of the Northern League 
or the more recent success of the Five Star movement led by the former 
actor Beppe Grillo have led scholars such as Marc Lazar, Paul Ginsborg 
and others to defi ne Italy as a kind of ‘post-democracy’. 19  In the words 
of political theorist Jan-Werner Müller ‘nowhere else has a current of 
thought that one might broadly call “postmodern political disenchant-
ment” been as consistently articulated as in Italy’. 20  Even Antonio Negri 
to provide just one last salient example has insisted on the ‘post-modern’ 
character of Italian politics. 21  

 One must notice a deep irony here: the very same authors who have 
tended to see Italy as running behind modernity now picture Italy as 
running ahead of it. The Italy ‘which was never fully modern’ suddenly 
becomes positioned as the very same country that has moved most visibly 
beyond the modern. The problem with this extremely popular diagnosis 
is of course that it once again posits Italy within a teleological understand-
ing of a generalized modernization process, which Italy is supposed to 
exemplify in its own awkward and funny way. The temporalizing strategy 
is still at work. 

 Also with respect to an understanding of the present, it seems that 
Italian developments can best be understood with the analytical frame-
work of multiple modernities that we have proposed throughout this 
book. Italian developments cannot be explained away by referring to the 
country’s lack of ‘mature’ modernity, but must be understood through 
the prism of the tensions and ambivalences of modernity—tensions that 
will always be confronted and ‘answered’ in culture-specifi c ways, in Italy 
as elsewhere. 

 In  this  sense, Italian developments may indeed point to some more 
widespread patterns. As Marc Lazar has rightly argued, ‘instead of consid-
ering Italy as an anomaly the idea is to think at the political mutation of this 
country as a laboratory of a general change of European democracies’. 22  
Italy can be approached as a laboratory in which new forms of politics 
have been tested and distilled. Some of these Italian political experiments 
in the last two decades have had a signifi cance and relevance well beyond 
Italy’s borders, foreshadowing democratic developments and challenges 
of democracy in Europe and beyond. 
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 Let us in the remainder of this chapter provide some examples of where 
and how Italian developments may be said, for better or worse, to be 
‘paving the way’.  

   WHEN ITALY PAVES THE WAY 

   Politics and Technocracy 

 One crucial aspect of political change across modern democracies is what 
has been widely recognized as a technocratic turn in policy making, which 
implies the strengthening of ‘governments’ against parliament. 

 In this respect as well, Italy has not caught up with other parliamentary 
democracies, but has in fact forefronted a trend, arguably even anticipat-
ing new forms of democracy. 23  As early as in 1992, at the onset of the 
‘earthquake years’, the government of Italy was put into the hands of the 
socialist Giuliano Amato, whose cabinet included non-political techno-
crats. In the following years, Italy has experienced a number of technocrat-
led governments, from the cabinet lead by Ciampi, 1993–1994 (the fi rst 
nonpolitician and non-MPs to occupy the role of prime minister), to those 
led by Lamberto Dini (1995–1996) and by Mario Monti (2011–2013). 

 In recent years, facing the recurrent crisis of the EU and its member 
states, the ‘technocratic’ solution has been invoked many times. It has also 
been effectively pursued in the Czech Republic (2009–2010), Hungary 
(2009), and Greece (2011–2012). Observers and experts have also argued 
that technocratic solutions could become more common, perhaps even 
desirable under certain circumstances. Sure, critics insist that technocrat 
rule is essentially undemocratic and can serve only as a short-term fi x. Yet, 
technocratic governments can arguably deliver what elected governments 
sometimes fail to deliver: transcend political divisions, calm the fi nancial 
markets, and implement unpopular policies that may result painful in the 
short term, but perhaps necessary in the long term. However one may 
wish to judge technocratic solutions, the fact remains that Italy is the 
country in the most developed part of the world which has most system-
atically experimented with such a solution.  

   Personal Politics: Berlusconi and Beyond 

 Other party-political experiments in the immediate years of post-Cold 
War Italy that have foreshadowed democratic developments include the 
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transformation of the neo-fascist  Movimento Sociale Italiano  into  Alleanza 
Nazionale , the emergence of the Northern League, and above all else 
Silvio Berlusconi’s ‘personal party’  Forza Italia . 24  

 Recent studies, mixing qualitative and quantitative methods, have dem-
onstrated that the process of presidentialization and personalization of 
democratic government has generated a shift of power and responsibility 
from the collective to the monocratic. The mediatization of political life 
has played a crucial role in this transformation in which parliamentary 
democracy is perhaps departing from its traditional forms. And when it 
comes to the rise of the ‘individual party’, starting from Berlusconi to the 
current prime minister Matteo Renzi, Italy seems a bit more advanced 
than most Western democracies, blazing the trail in three fundamental 
aspects: leader selection, party organization, and governmental activities. 25  

 More specifi cally, the  berlusconismo  is a fusion of populism, leader-ism, 
familism, ‘affarismo’, immorality, and anti politic-ism. It is in fact a pro-
cess of deformation or transformation of democracy that has supranational 
implications. It is a political phenomenon that sees fi nancial-economic 
lobbies exercising political pressure and trying (or managing in the case of 
Berlusconi) to conquer directly the political power. In this way, such lob-
bies empty in both practice and substance the democratic system—or the 
democratic system as known until then—that remains intact in its veneer, 
in its exterior shape. It is in the end a sort of ‘parasitism of democracy’. 

 Now, it is awfully tempting to think about a fi gure like Berlusconi as a 
kind of feudal lord and yet another proof of Italy’s backwardness: a relapse 
into an old-style, premodern  gemeinschaft  where everything can be solved 
by magic of personal charm, a not-so-divine comedy. Yet the fi gure of 
Berlusconi is rather made possible by a more general hybridization of the 
modern, that is, the coexistence of forms and cultures of modernity, and a 
highly ‘progressive’ use of forms of ‘archaism’. 26  In this way,  berlusconismo  
has become paradigmatic at the European level—perhaps providing Italy 
with a primacy at the world scene (to the embarrassment of a good deal of 
Italians, it goes without saying). 

 As Paolo Mancini has noted, the end of the twentieth century has been 
characterized by a ‘new style of politics’ that has transformed the assump-
tions and practices of politics as hitherto known. In this momentous shift 
and under the weight of structural constraints, politics has been deeply 
marked by the politicians’ need to master the media and public relations 
techniques; and Berlusconi represents, following Mancini, ‘the most 
extreme version of this mastery of the media as a political tool’. 
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 The crucial point here, as Mancini also recognizes, is that this 
outstanding case of skillful politician-media manipulator is not an 
exception. Quite the opposite, Berlusconi has had his imitators, includ-
ing Tony Blair, Bill Clinton and, chief among them, the former French 
president Nicolas Sarkozy. 27  French sociologist Pierre Musso has talked of 
‘Sarkoberlusconisme’ to pin down similarities existing between Sarkozy 
and Berlusconi. This includes the way they took political decisions, the 
development of their policies and the relationship with the citizens.

  Sarkoberlusconisme is a political phenomenon, even if it assembles, or 
distorts, methods drawn from marketing, business management and tele-
vision… it mixes together the culture of business and the culture of the 
Church within a very strange combination of glorifi cation of competitive-
ness and moralization of capitalism. 28  

   In short, Berlusconi and his political style can be seen—and should be 
seen by scholars of media studies and political science—not as an ‘excep-
tion’ but rather as a ‘prototype’, a new possible model of politics that has 
emerged in Italy and that may become more important in the future, in 
Italy again or in other countries. 29  As the deputy editor of  El Pais , Luis 
Bassets has noted, highlighting the exemplary and trailblazing experience 
of  berlusconismo ,

  The malign fi gure of Berlusconi has been for the Italian and European pol-
itics what Attila has been with his Huns: he has modifi ed the landscape 
of politics and mass media. As the Catalan writer and journalist Antoni 
Puigverd has written, ‘The imago mundi of popular classes is now that of 
 Telecinco ’. 30  

   But Italy is already beyond Berlusconi. Recently, a new political ani-
mal has stormed the Italian (and European) political scene: the Five Star 
Movement. 31  Criticizing representative democracy and endorsing direct 
and/or deliberative and web-based democracy, the movement rapidly 
gained the front stage with the support of citizens—in particular young 
people—disaffected, disillusioned and frustrated with traditional parties and 
politicians. Traditional politicians have tried to dismiss the movement as an 
expression of ‘anti-politics’ or populism—and scholars have sometimes used 
the same ‘hazy’ and somewhat imprecise concept of populism. 32  Observers, 
commentators, and scholars maintain that the movement shares the main 
feature of the personal party model—as Berlusconi’s  Forza Italia . 
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 To be sure, the Five Star Movement would not exist without Beppe 
Grillo. Yet, rather that a force embodying a political or antipolitical model 
along the line of past experiences—the Five Star Movement seems rather 
a mirror but also a consequence of the crisis of representative democracy, 
a crisis of both mass parties and ‘audience’ democracy (the Berlusconi 
model). 33  It is rather a laboratory, an attempt to re-articulate the relation-
ship among citizens and between citizens and political elites—which is in 
fact the most serious challenge faced in most European societies, not to 
mention the EU itself. In this vein, as Ilvo Diamanti has rightly noted, the 
Five Star Movement

  seem … to be an effective summing-up of all the tendencies and political 
tensions of the last 20 years. Grillo’s movement is a ‘laboratory’ that can 
help us to identify and understand the challenges that await the representa-
tive democracies of Europe. … it is a catalogue of the changes taking place 
in the party-based systems and in the relationship between citizens and insti-
tutions. Such a catalogue should be useful both to those who study, and to 
those who practice, politics. 34  

   Also here Italy is paving the way. ‘Non-party’ movements existed else-
where, but Italy was the fi rst country in the world where such a move-
ment became the largest political force (as indeed happened with the 2013 
elections). This watershed result immediately inspired similar movements 
across Europe such as  Podemos  in Spain and  Syriza  in Greece.  

   Political Thought and the ‘New Left’ 

 The last two decades have witnessed the rising hegemony of radical 
Italian political and social theory, renamed ‘Italian theory’  tout court  
within Anglo-American academia. The very expression,  Italian theory , is 
in fact an invention of Anglo-America scholars, exactly as was the case 
for a previous defi nition of  French theory  (which very broadly referred to 
the work of Foucault, Deleuze, Guattari, and Baudrillard). From London 
to California, the names of Antonio Negri and Paolo Virno, Christian 
Marazzi and Sandro Mezzadra, Maurizio Lazzarato, Franco Berardi, and 
not least Giorgio Agamben have become primary references in academic 
publications. 

 The fi rst offi cial breach of  Italian theory  across the North American 
intellectual and academic  milieu  was  Radical Thought in Italy , edited 
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by Michael Hardt and Paolo Virno, which collected the essays of a 
group of Italian Marxist and post-workerist intellectuals. The idea of 
the book was to provide platforms for thinking about radical demo-
cratic politics in the post-Cold War era, which could speak not only to 
the Italian situation but also to a broadly international context, mak-
ing Italy the model and the trailblazer for revolutionary politics and 
practices of the time. In the opening essay of the volume, signifi cantly 
titled  Introduction: Laboratory Italy , Hardt the coauthor with Antonio 
Negri of  Empire,  35  wrote:

  In Marx’s time revolutionary thought seemed to rely on three axes: German 
philosophy, English economics, and French politics. In our time the axes 
have shifted so that, if we remain within the same Euro-American frame-
work, revolutionary thinking might be said to draw on French philosophy, 
U.S. economics, and Italian politics. This is not to say that Italian revolu-
tionary movements have met only with great successes in recent decades; in 
fact, their defeats have been almost as spectacular as those suffered by the 
French proletariat in the nineteenth century. I take Italian revolutionary 
politics as model, rather, because it has constituted a kind of laboratory for 
experimentation in new forms of political thinking that help us conceive a 
revolutionary practice in our times. 36  

   The ideas of the  Italian theory —which were inspired by the radical 
thinking of the 1960s and 1970s (as we discussed in Chap.   8    )—but also 
the some of the insights of Gramsci have been at the forefront on the 
debate on globalization and empire, as indeed in the work of Antonio 
Negri. 

 But also other Italian radical thinkers have paved the way for further 
international works and discussions such as the new potential of cyber-
space and cyber-time (Franco ‘Bifo’ Berardi, one of the protagonists of 
the 1977 movement in Bologna), the autonomous forms of labor that 
are organized and reproduced outside of directly capitalist control (Sergio 
Bologna), the relationship between social movements and the economic 
strategies of fl exible production. 

 In short, in a time of great crisis for Left politics all over Europe, Italy 
continues to offer to movements, parties, and forces of that side of the 
political spectrum, inspiration, insights, and avenues to explore.  

http://dx.doi.org/10.1057/978-1-137-49212-8_8
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   Political Thought as ‘Weak Thought’ 

 In addition to the ‘Italian theory’, Italian developments have paved the 
way for the articulation of so-called ‘weak thought’. This is a sort of ‘polit-
ical disenchantment’ formulated and codifi ed in Italy, through the work 
of Sergio Vattimo, in great detail and before the term was elaborated any-
where else in the world. 37  The ‘weak thought’ condensed and expressed 
the political disenchantment—a deeply cynical attitude toward the politi-
cal system and political actors—that has become widespread in the repre-
sentative democracies across the globe. It might be seen as a reaction to 
the ineptitude of post-Cold War democracies to instill hopes and passions 
in citizens, and as a reaction, despair, and disillusionment after the expec-
tations and hopes raised by mass political action and radical politics in the 
1960s and 1970s had failed. Yet, as Jan-Werner Müller has written:

  Vattimo’s thought clearly transcends its local Italian or even European con-
text: the attempt at turning Heidegger into a ‘philosopher of democracy’ 
and at a reconciliation of secularised religion and democracy in particular are 
not simply ingenuous ways of compensating for political defeats. They are 
efforts at downplaying political-philosophical confl icts about ‘truth’ while 
holding practical political aspirations of a broadly social democratic kind 
constant. 38  

      Immigrant Literature, Culture, and Post-colonialism 

 Another fi eld in which Italy might be seen as a prototype and trailblazer 
of a more general phenomena—linked to the deep and complex socio- 
demographic transformations which are investing Italy and Europe—is 
what is now defi ned the  Italophone migrant literature . 

 Categorizing  Italophone  migrant writers is a very diffi cult task because 
they are heterogeneous when compared to migrant writers in France or 
England, whose place of origin is mostly defi ned by these countries’ former 
colonies. But exactly for this reason, the notion of ‘Italophone’ writing has 
the potential to move beyond the postcolonial genre and toward a genuine 
‘world-travelling’ literature, capturing experiences of globalization better 
than elsewhere. In Italy, migrant writers are Romanians, Somali, Tunisians, 
Moroccans, Albanians, Iranians, Russians, Brazilians, Togolians, and so on. 
As Julio Monteiro Martins, a Brazilian writer, explains:
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  Italy didn’t have a post-colonial literature as rich as the one in France or in 
England. Maybe it missed an important literary fl ux but maybe this has left 
an open door and has made Italy the center of migration literature in Europe. 
From what I have read, the number of writers is similar but nowhere else 
they come from all over the world. Maybe the fact that Italy didn’t possess a 
post-colonial literature created this world traveling literature? 39  

      Economy and Family Business 

 The economic sphere is no doubt the fi eld in which the ‘backwardness’ of 
Italy has been most consistently highlighted. More specifi cally, the fam-
ily business aspect of Italian economy has been for decades been seen as 
another example of Italian backwardness. 40  The concept of family capital-
ism or family business has been used, particularly in the USA, to explain 
a deviation from some notion of an ideal-typical American path to capi-
talism of the kind best described by Alfred Chandler and David Landes, 
and therefore also invoked to explain economic failures everywhere in the 
world. 41  Italian capitalism, in particular, has been often described in terms 
of ‘amoral familism’, borrowing the term from Edward Banfi eld. 42  Indeed, 
it is all too tempting to ascribe every fault and failure of Italy (economic, 
political, social, cultural) to ‘amoral familism’. 

 Yet, family companies have not just survived the ups and downs of 
global capitalism, but have in fact fl ourished, particularly in the years of 
the economic downturn after 2008. They thus have shown a remarkable 
robustness in responding to the challenges of twenty-fi rst-century global 
capitalism, arguably better than large corporations and the management 
fads of the day. This had lead scholars to consider that many assumptions 
about the nature and characteristic of economic modernization. As noted 
recently by  The Economist , ‘classical sociologists and classical economists 
both predicted that family business would retreat as societies became more 
rational and bureaucratic… But that orthodoxy is crumbling in the face 
of growing evidence that family dynasties can do well in even the most 
sophisticated modern societies’. 43  

 After the 2008 crisis, the success of big, medium, and small Italian 
companies in the USA—marked by the family business aspect and form 
of organization—has provided examples of economic development and 
performances alternative to the strategies that most American business 
books and schools describe, recommend, and teach. Only the future 
will of course reveal whether different (Italian) patterns to globalization 
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exist, and where these patterns may represent deep and enduring forms 
of social and economic organization. As for now, there seems to be an 
Italian route to global capitalism.     
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    CHAPTER 10   

      The study of Italian political history is a privileged prism for the unfolding 
of alternative and sometimes competing modernities. The fi gurations of 
political thought and culture that emerged in twentieth-century Italy can 
be seen as a microcosm of Europe’s twentieth-century age of ideologies. 1  
To think about Italy less as a latecomer to modernity and more in terms of 
its composite Mediterranean and European specifi cities means to reopen 
its historical archive and reassess its history. 

 But Italy’s multiple modernities are not just of historical interest—they 
are not just a remnant of the past. They instead concern an understanding 
of the transformation of the present. They also shed light on the theoretical 
question dominating contemporary historical and social science debates in 
an age of globalization: in what ways  exactly  are modernities plural? 

 Italy’s relevance as a historical–cultural case lies, we argue, precisely in 
these continuous clashes between competing modernities which have hap-
pened within a series of open and unfolding tensions that throw light on 
wider European developments. There never was one Western modernity 
in the fi rst place, no single cultural program of progress and development, 
no unifi ed creed based on a series of categorical principles and divisions 
between reason and faith, science and nature, nature and society. In this 
sense, Bruno Latour was certainly right to claim that ‘we have never been 
modern’. 2  

 The study of modernity is not the study of an assumed norm against 
which countries and societies can be cataloged as ‘more’ or ‘less’, or ‘fully 
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arrived’ or ‘on their way’; it is the study of contested ideas and practices, 
of interpretative schemes of what the modern may be taken to mean, of 
cultural borrowing and culture-specifi c historical trajectories. 

 While the notion of multiple modernities was certainly not available to 
political thinkers until recently, in substance this was exactly what char-
acterized twentieth-century political discourse. Italian politicians, intel-
lectuals, and philosophers made a series of contributions to alternative 
articulations of the modern that preceded by decades our current efforts 
to conceptualize the multiple forms of the modern. This helps us to redis-
cover the ideas of modernity pluralistically reconceived as an analytical and 
interpretative tool suitable for an age of cultural differences. 

 This journey across Italy’s competing modernities also invites us to 
rethink modernity in an age in which the global is now understood as 
the condition of the modern world, rather than a mere consequence. 
While the notion of ‘global modernity’ 3  resonates widely, it is ulti-
mately a rather deceptive term. Whatever we may mean by the concept 
of globalization, it should be clear to everyone that it certainly can-
not be taken to mean the simple spread of a ‘Western model’. In fact, 
globalization is best seen as the intensifi ed struggle over competing 
modernities, and the global articulations of the frictions and tensions 
of modernity. 

   ITALY, LAND OF MISSED OPPORTUNITIES? 
 It is often said that Italy is a land of unfulfi lled promise, of missed oppor-
tunities: a country that constantly managed to disappoint expectations. 
This may be true. But what if those missed opportunities do not reside 
with the country and its multitude of inhabitants, but with those people—
like the ones who write—who try to analyze the complex realities of Italy’s 
historical experience? What if the unfulfi lled promise is to be found in the 
eyes of those who observe? 

 This is not meant to say that Italy of 2016 does not face—once 
again—a series of extremely harsh challenges. The Italian economy does 
expose structural defi cits as well as accelerating debt levels; youth unem-
ployment (especially in the south) is a real problem. Politics is character-
ized by high disaffection, distrust, and decreasing social participation. 
Civil society can seem rather dormant or even numb, and corruption 
scandals seem endless. The threat of organized crime seems endemic. 
Rapid immigration, the refugee crisis, and a changing demography with 
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a growing elderly population create further tensions and frictions within 
the Italian social fabric. 

 The argument we have been trying to put forward in this book is cer-
tainly not meant as any kind of feeble attempt to ‘defend’ the country 
and its virtues and honors. The agenda we are trying to push relates to 
the analytical point. Yet the notion that Italy is a land of missed opportu-
nities should not be dismissed, and for two essential reasons. First, from 
the perspective of the political thinkers and activists we have discussed 
throughout, this was exactly their point, and repeatedly so, from their vari-
ous entry points to the debate: Italy had missed out on ‘something’. But 
this ‘something’ was rarely an externally imposed variable of growth or 
happiness, but indeed something very different: a potential for meaningful 
development  intrinsic  to Italy, a potential for harmonizing modernization 
processes with the historically imbedded virtues and vices of a complex 
population. In short, the missed opportunities were fi rst and foremost 
internal to Italy’s own history. The parameters that justifi ed what could 
be termed a ‘disappointing’ outcome in historical reality were primarily 
drawn from within, and with reference to the unfulfi lled promise lying 
dormant but still alive in the country’s own past. 

 Second, it would also be wrong to argue that the discourse of ‘missed 
opportunities’ carries no relationship to empirical reality. It does, and also 
for another reason that we need to be refl exively aware of: the views from 
‘outside’ that have constantly diagnosed Italy as ‘running behind’ have 
their own history—and they hold discursive power. And this view, as we 
have pointed out from the outset of this book, has on many occasions 
been acritically accepted by Italian studies scholars—Italians among them, 
of course—with reference to parameters external to the historical experi-
ence of those subjects who move through history. 

 Therefore, the ‘latecomer discourse’ has its own reality and thus cannot 
simply be dismissed. How often do Italian television debates not end on 
the resigning and almost fatalistic conclusion that Italy, compared to other 
nations, will never become really modern? But exactly this view needs to be 
scrutinized as a discourse of power, rather than accepted at face value. In 
terms of classifi cation and categorization, Italy is placed in a highly ambig-
uous position: on the one hand, the country is a member of G8, founding 
member of the European Union, one of Europe’s biggest countries, and 
host to a civilizational cultural heritage without comparison. And yet, on 
the other hand, Italy is a ‘southern’ country, archaic and traditional, and 
has for decades been object to academic and popular Orientalism. 
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   Orientalizing Italy 

 Any Orientalizing discourse always has two faces, and both are extremely 
present in scholarship on Italy. The fi rst is the condemning one: Italy has to 
catch up. Italy is ‘backward’, as Edward Banfi eld said. Italy has to change. 
Any form of Othering unfolds within spatial and temporal dimensions. The 
spatial ‘othering’ has for long consisted in elaborating the north/south 
axis, where north is up and south is down. The temporal dimension is 
expressed through a view where speed is contrasted with lack of speed 
or standstill. 4  The very phrase, ‘Italy has been slow to catch up with…’, 
presupposes an entire universe of spatiotemporal connotations, a semantic 
universe of taken-for-granted. This discourse is so structurally strong that 
it is present even when nothing condemning is said. This happens when 
Italy is seen as an ‘anomaly’, or a ‘pathological degeneration’ caused by the 
almost endemic incapacity to distinguish roles and a ‘blurring of genres’ 
allegedly evidenced in the lack of institutional differentiation of powers 
and derogatives: an economy ruled by politics or a politics ruled by the 
economy, but never a balance. 5  

 However, there is a second kind of voice that sticks out in the popular 
choir: it is the celebratory one. Western Europeans were always fascinated 
by those ‘orientals’ they liked to despise and judge as underdeveloped. 
Those backward societies were fascinating because they preserved a vital-
ity and an instinct that had gone lost in the more ‘developed’ world. 
Dreaming cages of desire, exotic lands, mysticism that opposed the cold 
rationality of the West. We are not here referring only to those stereotypi-
cal images foreigners hold before and after their visits to Italy, as a chaotic 
yet fascinating land of paradoxes. We are also referring to the scholarship 
that, mainly from leftist perspectives, has liked to see Italy as a country of 
resistance. The tendency is even present in the indeed valuable work of 
Jane and Peter Schneider on Sicilian culture and political economy. 6  

 There was in the work of the Schneiders an implicit political agenda 
that was intellectually dominant in the 1970s: to analyze structural forms 
of dependency, and to work toward the dismantling of such dependencies, 
as they were created from within what we today call global capitalism. The 
Schneiders identifi ed what they called ‘cultural codes’ among the Sicilians, 
and those codes of honor, friendship, and  omertà  were not surprisingly 
seen as reproductive of political–economic structures. 

 Jane and Peter Schneider were doing fi eldwork in Sicily in the 1970s. 7  
While advancing a political economy analysis at the systemic level, the 
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Schneiders did implicitly recognize local forms of knowledge and practice 
as containing the seeds of resistance within this system of domination. The 
theoretical framework they carried with them from New  York was also 
American: it was that of Immanuel Wallerstein. 8  There is of course nothing 
wrong with theory coming from America. But a deep and penetrating anal-
ysis of Italian regions’ ‘dependencies’ within unfolding capitalism had long 
since taken place within Italy itself, going back to the nineteenth century, 
through the work of Gramsci, but far from only. If the Schneiders would 
have wanted to study resistance to the capitalistic world system, they would 
have had an ample fi eld of thought and practice right in front of them, and 
a vast selection of Italian theoretical discourse to draw on and discuss from, 
applied exactly to the Southern question. While the Schneiders looked for 
struggle and resistance in the Sicilian mountains, the Italian cities had long 
been ripe with revolutionary theory and practice. And, as we have discussed 
in earlier chapters, the Italian student movement had anticipated the events 
of 1968—clearly preceding American and European developments. 

 In  Orientalism in One Country , Jane Schneider writes: ‘Italy was 
certainly affected by Orientalism.’ In this vein, Said’s framework can be 
considered crucial for an understanding of Southern Italy and the whole 
of the European South. 9  Yet, while there for some decades now has been 
some focus on representations of the Mezzogiorno and the ‘othering’ of 
the South, the same can to a much lesser extent be said about representa-
tions of Italy as such. 

 Applying Said’s theoretical approach to investigate differences within 
Europe, literary studies scholars such as Manfred Pfi ster have introduced 
the concept of ‘intra-European Meridionism’. This attitude infl uences 
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century British travelogs on Italy. 10  The con-
sequence was the superimposition of spatial–temporal–cultural categories 
such as the South and the East on Italy’s unstable position. Other European 
writers, including Romantic writers, depicted Catholicism in Italy (and 
elsewhere) as incompatible with modernity and progress, and catalogued 
the country as static, primitive, regressive, and exotic. In short, European 
writers—including Romantic writers—endorsed and proposed the vision 
of Catholicism (and Catholics) as substantially belonging to ‘the Other’. 

 Such discourses have had crucial consequences for both external and 
internal understandings of the Italian case. 11  The crucial point here is that 
these attitudes of Orientalizing Italy do not only belong to eighteenth- to 
nineteenth-century travelers and poets writing about Italy, or Romantics 
writing of and sometimes against Catholicism: they belong to a historical 
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take on republican Italy, 12  and feed all the way into the political represen-
tation of the present. 

 In short, just as the Oriental is the inferior Other in a Western vision 
of history, so Italy is posited as an inferior and less important (south-
ern) place in the West. As John Agnew has also pointed out, this means 
to exclude Italy from a European narrative based on modernity—with 
Italian-ness constantly equated with the  lack  of something. 13  

 In very broad terms, it is this kind of orientalist discourse that has 
plagued the study of Italian culture, society, and politics. We need to 
move beyond it, once and for all. Tourists to the Italian peninsula can 
allow themselves to blend denigratory and celebratory commentary on 
the country and its inhabitants in that stereotypical bricolage one can 
pick up in almost every hotel lobby. Academics cannot. We need a more 
healthy analytical distance to dominant forms of categorizing, evaluating, 
and hierarchizing, discursive forms that are part and parcel of the social 
reality we want to study.  

   Italy and ‘the South’ as an Alternative Modernity? 

 This entire discussion over power and representation and alternative 
modernities prompts a fi nal question: can Italian developments and 
Italian- inspired ways of thinking the modern be used positively today? 
Can an ‘Italian modernity’ serve as some kind of model to be posited 
normatively against more general trends of global capitalism? In short, 
can we move the paradigm of ‘multiple modernities’ beyond the merely 
analytical? 

 More recently, exactly such an argument has been put forward by 
Franco Cassano. Cassano (who teaches sociology at the University of Bari) 
has argued for the necessity of a ‘meridian thought’. 14  In Cassano’s termi-
nology, ‘meridian thought’ is a way to think about the specifi city of Italy 
as positively opposed to global capitalism, and therefore a concept invoked 
and unfolded to articulate a conscious resistance against a ‘Western’ typol-
ogy of development. Cassano’s approach is clearly Gramscian, with a focus 
on ‘hegemony’ and how to resist hegemony, and with a particular stress 
on the role of intellectuals (‘organic intellectuals’) in this ‘alternative’ 
modernity. Cassano’s book on  Meridian Thought   clearly echoes Said’s 
point about an ‘objectifi ed’ Orient, and a wish to give back agency and 
subjectivity to the represented, to the ‘objectifi ed’: ‘Southern thinking 
means, fundamentally, to give back to the south its ancient dignity as sub-
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ject of thought; to interrupt a long sequence in which the south has been 
thought as an object by others’. 15  

 However—and moving here beyond the arguments as, for example, 
represented by Jane Schneider and the authors collected in  Orientalism 
in One Country —Cassano maintains that Said is too skeptical and suspi-
cious about the category of ‘difference’. Said largely considers ‘difference’ 
an artifi cial and instrumental construction created by Western societies, 
and exploited by local leaders to control local populations with traditional 
and authoritarian methods. Cassano instead recognizes that cultural dif-
ferences  do  exist—which in his view are not only an expedient elaborated 
by European leaders and stakeholders and by conservative local leaders in 
countries outside or at the fringes of Europe. Cultural differences do exist, 
and they can be turned into a political vantage point. 

 It is exactly from the vantage point of such differences that Cassano 
proposes a southern and meridian modernity—alternative to the north-
western, Atlantic modernity. He grounds this concept in four key con-
cepts/ideas: drive to autonomy, the historical and geopolitical context 
of the Mediterranean, the search for measure, balance, and moderation, 
and above all else slowness. The idea is to elaborate an ‘endogenous’ and 
autonomous line of thought that emerges from the marginalized areas of 
the Global South (not only southern Italy) in order to re-orientate the 
spatiotemporal coordinates on which the Atlantic vision of the world rests: 
a vision based on acceleration, constant and restless dynamics, unlimited 
production, frenzied consumption, unrestrained capitalism; a vision that 
has evidently compromised the future of the world. 

 Cassano’s academic project is yet another example of innovative 
approaches to the question of modernity. His ideas of ‘meridian thought’ 
have strong and signifi cant parallels with the ‘Mediterranean modernity’ 
that was articulated in the work of Eric Voegelin and further developed by 
Augusto Del Noce—connections which the leftist and ‘progressist’ intel-
lectual Cassano would certainly consider as an anathema, but that are real 
enough at the substantial level to warrant attention. 

 For those who write—respectively born or married into that Italian 
South, and now trying to ‘think’ about Italy from institutions located in 
the Atlantic North—it is tempting indeed to embrace Cassano’s position. 
We indeed live in a world of constant social acceleration, as Hartmut Rosa 
has argued, 16  a particularly problematic world of ‘permanent liminality’. 17  

 The Slow Food movement, which of course started in Italy, is a con-
crete and hugely successful example of how ‘slowness’ can offer a real 
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alternative to industrial food production and mass consumption. But how 
exactly can Italy and its south come to function as an autonomous politi-
cal alternative? How, in practice, can a presumed ‘reasonability’ and sense 
of measure oppose Northern European rationality? How can we translate 
‘traditions’ and elements of meridian thought into viable political practices 
and strategies to empower the global South, challenging north-western 
modernity? 

 Does Cassano’s meridian-ism not risk becoming a mirror image of what 
it wanted to oppose? Does it not risk essentializing the Mediterranean, 
even whilst underlining its hybrid forms? There is an extent to which 
meridian thought becomes an Occidentalism. When Cassano describes 
the north-western modernity (limitless production, abstract universalism, 
anticulture, destruction of social bonds, etc.), he perhaps tends to over-
look that this Atlantic modernity is far from homogenous. Countercultural 
movements thrive also in the ‘North’, and against a general process of 
secularization and social dis-embedding, one can witness various returns 
to the sacred, various projects of re-enchanting the world, novel forms 
of communitarianism. And it is also very much in the ‘North’ that novel 
yet ‘traditional’ forms of exchange, gift-giving, and reciprocity are being 
experimented at the local levels (down to neighborhood fraternities) to 
counter the logics of global capitalism. 

 So, we might well ask: where is the ‘South’? Is Dubai not part of the 
‘South’? Is a little town in Iowa or Mississippi part of the South or part of 
the North? Could one not say that quite a few of the meridian concepts are 
now widely scattered and operating in the various Norths, brought there 
by generations of southern migrants? Where is the ‘South’, we repeat? In 
Hermann Hesse’s novel  Klingsor’s Last Summer , we hear about a spiritual 
pilgrimage of a group of Germans who move to an exotic southern land, 
placed in the Swiss canton of Ticino. 18  Hesse himself moved to the Swiss 
south at the age of forty-two to realize himself—but from the perspective 
of any southern Italian, he moved to a place that practically epitomizes 
the ‘North’. So how can we epistemologically locate this South? Are the 
Syrian boat refugees crossing the sea part of a ‘Mediterranean’ culture? 
People crossing into Italy from the coasts of North Africa, what do they 
think about the Mediterranean? Maybe the Mediterranean can be posited 
as a cluster of values and a symbolic worldview for organic intellectuals, 
but it all depends quite a lot on who is doing the positing. 

 Where is the ‘North’ and where is the ‘South’? Rather than using 
Italian narratives to answer either question in the affi rmative, it seems to 
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us that thinking about Italy rather forces one to take a distance to or at 
least relativize such spatializing strategies altogether. 

 And how exactly might we think about Italy or Southern Italy as ‘slow’? 
Naples was one of the fi rst ‘modern’ cities in Europe and already the begin-
ning of the seventeenth century a buzzing trading port, a nodal point of 
international trade, the biggest European city after Paris, and an artistic–
cultural capital. And, by virtues of its late fi fteenth-to-sixteenth  century 
architecture and town planning, Ferrara, as Jacob Burckhardt famously 
put it in his  The Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy  (1860), became the 
fi rst modern European town. 

 Italy and its coasts have for millennia been the scene for important 
waves of migration, people movement, dynamic encounters between 
cultures, languages, lifestyles. Perhaps Italy is the migratory country of 
Europe par excellence, not because it was ever running slow, but because 
the country stood at the crossroads of things accelerating. 

 For the fact remains that Italy was never lacking in modernity. Quite 
the contrary, the country’s political history was always characterized by an 
abundance of multiple modernities. That is why the history and present of 
Italy can and must be analyzed with respect to those unfolding moderni-
ties and their inherent tensions. 

 The Italian debate works as a reminder that rather than insisting on the 
single validity of secular Enlightenment rationality, and the modernization 
built onto it, alternative modernities do exist and with a different set of 
genealogies of values—also  within  Europe, and  within  different European 
countries. In short, what emerges from a critical understanding of Italy’s 
roads to modernity should not simply serve as an adjustment of the Italian 
picture; it must relate to a revision of the very discourse of ‘modernity’, 
and a series of tensions between politics, culture, and society that unfolded 
so differently within Europe itself—and that keep unfolding within today’s 
multiple and global modernities.     
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